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Preface

This volume contains the proceedings of the 13th International Conference on
Financial Cryptography and Data Security, held at the Accra Beach Hotel and
Resort, Barbados, February 23–26, 2009.

Financial Cryptography and Data Security (FC) is a well-established inter-
national forum for research, advanced development, education, exploration and
debate regarding information assurance in the context of finance and commerce.
The conference covers all aspects of securing transactions and systems.

The goal of FC is to bring security and cryptography researchers and prac-
titioners together with economists, bankers, and policy makers. This year, we
assembled a vibrant program featuring 21 peer-reviewed research paper presen-
tations, two panels (on the economics of information security and on authenti-
cation), and a keynote address by David Dagon.

Despite a proliferation of security and cryptography venues, FC continues
to receive a large number of high-quality submissions. This year, we received 91
submissions (75 full-length papers, 15 short papers and 1 panel). Each submission
was reviewed by at least three reviewers. Following a rigorous selection, ranking
and discussion process, the Program Committee accepted 20 full-length papers,
1 short paper and 1 panel. The overall acceptance rate was 24%.

Organizing the conference to meet such high standards has been a true team
effort. We would like to thank all those who made FC 2009 possible: the directors
of the International Financial Cryptography Association, the Program Commit-
tee and external reviewers for their thorough reviews, the keynote speaker and
panel members, Rafael Hirschfeld for his help in selecting the venue and planning
the conference, Betty Gale and the conference staff of the Accra Beach Hotel,
and the authors and participants for continuing to make Financial Cryptogra-
phy and Data Security a thriving forum for disseminating information security
research.

Finally, we owe a debt of gratitude to our sponsors—PGP, Google, HP Labs,
Nokia and Bibit—whose support during these trying economic times was crucial
to the continued success of the conference.

May 2009 Roger Dingledine
Philippe Golle

Tyler Moore
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Mitigating Inadvertent Insider Threats with Incentives

Debin Liu, XiaoFeng Wang, and L. Jean Camp

School of Informatics, Indiana University

Abstract. Inadvertent insiders are trusted insiders who do not have malicious
intent (as with malicious insiders) but do not responsibly managing security. The
result is often enabling a malicious outsider to use the privileges of the inattentive
insider to implement an insider attack. This risk is as old as conversion of a weak
user password into root access, but the term inadvertent insider is recently coined
to identify the link between the behavior and the vulnerability. In this paper, we
propose to mitigate this threat using a novel risk budget mechanism that offers in-
centives to an insider to behave according to the risk posture set by the organiza-
tion. We propose assigning an insider a risk budget, which is a specific allocation
of risk points, allowing employees to take a finite number of risk-seeking choice.
In this way, the employee can complete her tasks without subverting the security
system, as with absolute prohibitions. In the end, the organization penalizes the
insider if she fails to accomplish her task within the budget while rewards her in
the presence of a surplus. Most importantly. the risk budget requires that the user
make conscious visible choices to take electronic risks. We describe the theory
behind the system, including specific work on the insider threats. We evaluated
this approach using human-subject experiments, which demonstrate the effective-
ness of our risk budget mechanism. We also present a game theoretic analysis of
the mechanism.

Keywords: Insider Threat, Incentive Engineering, Human Subject, Game
Theory.

1 Introduction

Organizations have long been struggling with the dilemma of how to protect themselves
from those parties they must trust in the ordinary course of business. These parties,
called insiders, include employees, contractors, consultants and others who have access
to critical aspects of the organization. An insiders privileged position gives him the
opportunity to easily abuse organizational trust for personal gain. This creates a grave
risk to the confidentiality, integrity and availability of critical information assets. For
example, the National Association of State Chief Information Officers [1] reports 80%
of publicized data breaches came from organizational threats instead of outside threats
in 2006, and in 2005, more than half were attributed to insider threats. Another report
from [2] estimates around half of survey participants experienced an insider incident in
2007.

Generally speaking, there are two types of insider threats based on the insiders’ in-
tents. Malicious insiders are individuals with varying degrees of harmful intentions.
Inadvertent insiders are the individuals who do not have malicious intent. The E-Crime

R. Dingledine and P. Golle (Eds.): FC 2009, LNCS 5628, pp. 1–16, 2009.
c© IFCA/Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009



2 D. Liu, X. Wang, and L.J. Camp

Watch survey investigates insider malicious attacks, but most IT experts agree that most
leaks of information and security breaches are not criminal but the result of accidents
and human errors [3]. According to the Department of Commerce, U.S. businesses use
more than 76 million PCs and laptops. There are 200 million business users of Microsoft
Office worldwide. They send over 100 million documents via email daily [4]. And this
is only the information shared over email, and does not consider any other electronic
means. Undeniably, much of this data is work-related and requires transmission. Yet,
for that which is not, the risk to the organization is invisible to the insider making the
decision to take an electronic risk.

In this paper we focus on how to mitigate inadvertent insider threats. Inadvertent
insiders are usually defined as inattentive, complacent, or untrained people who re-
quire authorization and access to an information system in order to perform their jobs.
Such people may not realize the risks incumbent to having access to their system re-
sources. For example, they are operating in a network-centric environment, that creates
the possibility that a virus downloaded to one computer could infect a myriad of other
computers connected to the same network. Some have jobs that are dominated by rou-
tine activities. As their tasks become more mundane, the likelihood will increase that
a complacent user may not fully appreciate the potential consequences should an error
lead to the leaking of sensitive information [5] [6]. Even a person with significant ex-
perience in computing may not have an appreciation for security risks. For example, an
individual employee may not understand the value of updating anti-virus signatures on
a regular basis. For untrained users, it is not a matter of intending to do harm, it is a
matter of not having the requisite information to make informed choices about security.

Risk communication has the potential to mitigate the inadvertent insider threats [4].
A properly designed warning message could help an inadvertent insider understand the
potential risk of their actions. A reliable informative alert can reduce the possibility
that a complacent user makes a mistake when his activity is risky. With the detailed
information, an untrained user can receive educational information from the risk com-
munication and make an informed choice. Yet even excellent risk communication is no
panacea to the inadvertent insider threats. Previous research has shown that even a well-
delivered risk communication message cannot fully educate and inform most common
users [7]. To many people, such risk communication messages are annoying rather than
thankworthy.

Thus the problem of the inadvertent insider is two fold. First the individual does not
know of the risk and may reject or avoid risk communication. Second, the incentives
are incorrectly aligned for the individual insider. The insider or employee wants to keep
his or her job. The insider wants to finish the tasks assigned without being interrupted
to update an application; or even forced to seek entertainment at alternative sites.

Given that the insiders are usually rational and motivated by realizing their personal
gains [8], we believe incentive modeling can help us understand an inadvertent insiders
motives and strategies. We consider the following scenario. An inadvertent insider is
about to download a football sport screensaver to his company computer. There are two
websites offering free downloads of such screensavers. One of them is rated as “high
risk website containing adware, spyware and viruses download” by security vendors
while the other one is rated as low risk. Although some messages may pop up and warn
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the user to keep away from that risky website, he may still visit the risky website re-
gardless of any risk caused by his download posed to his company computer system.
Currently browser-centric warnings would be identical for both websites. As an inad-
vertent insider, the user is only motivated by his personal gain, in this case the sport
screensaver. Thus he decides to ignore the risk-warning message. In other words, the
risk communication is not effective.

In our scenario, the cost of downloading from a risky website is born by the company
rather than the user, and there is no incentive for the user to take risk communication
seriously and worry about any potential risk caused by his actions. In this paper, we
propose to shift the cost of risk from the organization to the inadvertent insider. By
using incentive engineering, we designed a mechanism to encourage the users to self-
manage their risks, discourage the users against their risky activities, and thus mitigate
the inadvertent insider threats. Our approach gives each user a bucket of risk points
called risk budget, and every move the user takes could cost him some points. If the
user runs out of his budget before having his job done, he could be subject to certain
penalty from his organization. On the other hand, if he behaves prudently and finishes
his task before using up his points, the organization can reward him. The assignment of
risk budgets is determined by the natures of individual positions. Our research shows
that such a simple approach turns out to be very effective at suppressing irresponsible
behaviors, according to our experimental studies. We also analyzed our approach using
game theory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. In
Section 3, we introduce our risk budget mechanism, and move on to describe human-
subject experiments that evaluated our approach in Section 4 and Section 5. A game
theoretic analysis is presented in Section 6 for better understanding of our mechanism.
We conclude the paper and describe the future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

The apparent irrationality of end users in choosing with whom to share information cre-
ates inadvertent insiders. The inadvertent insider can be informed by incentive mecha-
nisms and deterred from making risky choices. The incentives have to be aligned with
the interests of the users [9] [10]. For example, security incentives that prevent users
from performing critical tasks will be ignored or disabled.

The core research challenge our design addresses is how to engineer incentives so
either the risk behaviors incur some cost, or enable the end user to detect the security
costs of a misbehaving account. Essentially the research question is how to encourage
users not be risk-seeking (e.g., inadvertent insiders) by utilizing incentives.

Solutions to the problem of inadvertent insiders have included insurance that cor-
relates with security practices [11], changing defaults so that security is difficult to
avoid [12], more careful accounting of actual costs [13] and improved system usabil-
ity [14] [15]. It is the core contention of the proposed research agenda that there is a
clear and profound need for effective risk communication. While there have been stud-
ies of user conceptions of privacy [16] [17] and usable security [18]; these have focused
on system design rather than contextual behaviors.
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We assert that effective security communication is critical for handling the problem
of the inadvertent insider. Changing behavior requires both communicating security
information and motivating the appropriate security behaviors. The essential point is
that the purpose of security communication is not conveying the perfect truth to the
users, but rather to prompt them to take an appropriate action to defend their system
against a certain threat [9] [10]. Mitigation of security risks that are behavior-based do
not require that the user have knowledge of the risk, but rather a general idea of the
nature of that risk.

For the inadvertent insider considering violating security policy, the risks corre-
sponding to the policy-forbidden actions are rarely clearly identified. In no case is there
an indicator of risk-averse action that might be taken in order to reduce the risks should
the user choose the particular action [19]. For example, if users choose to subvert a
policy by using public email providers (e.g. Gmail) to share documents, there is no ed-
ucation about readily available encryption options. Yet a communication about the risks
of sending documents and the option of encryption could be included should the em-
ployee go to a free email site. The efficacy of incentive technologies is to some degree
a function of the assumptions of human risk behaviors in the network [20]. We will de-
sign and build our incentive mechanisms upon foundational insights that have emerged
from studies on human-computer interaction and game theoretic studies of behavior.

The combination of game theory, incentives, and human interaction is what makes
this work unique. In comparison, [21] proposed an access control system that used a
market to distribute access tokens where the price may be set by the data owner. In this
case, the response is statics and the system does not evaluate the responses in order
to identify the nature of user. Nor does the system embed risk communication or risk
mitigation. Horizontal Integration [22] proposes the use of risk tokens and risk calcu-
lations to manage access control. Tokens are distributed to employees in a hierarchical
approach, by the organization. Again, employees trade tokens for access. Similarly the
system does not use any game theoretical pricing, does not address user behavioral
history, and ignores issues of risk mitigation and communication. [23] describes the
mechanisms for distributing risk token to employees for access control. While these
proposal use an approach that is conceptually similar to the risk budget concept, none
of these approaches offers the employers opportunities for risk mitigation. Nor do the
approaches engage the benign employee in risk communication in order to enable a
more informed decision by the employee. But the most significant difference between
the proposed research and the work described here is that we conceptualize the use
of resources as a game, with different types of players. For example, in the systems
above, an insider could abuse her the tokens for her personal gains. We add incentives
(e.g., punishment and rewards) to regulate insiders and mitigate possible risk budget
abuse. We also limit the possible damage, by tracking and responding to insider behav-
iors in a strategic manner (to the extent that the game theoretic model is solvable).

We will also build on the insights of [24]. FuzzyMLS considers access control as
an exercise in risk management. Access control decisions are a function of the risk of
action or access, risk tolerance of the individual requesting access, and risk mitigation.
FuzzyMLS also computes a quantified estimate of risk associated with a human subject.
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FuzzyMLS utilizes risk tokens in that zone of uncertainty, a fuzzy or gray area, between
permission and denial and proposes an unspecified market for risk exchanges. Such a
risk exchange could prove hazardous to an organization, as an insider could build sig-
nificant risk rights while remaining invisible to the organization. FuzzyMLS does not
address the state of the machine requesting the access. FuzzyMLS uses the organiza-
tional level of the individual to determine the risk characteristic associated with the
user. The past behaviors or choices of the user (e.g., risk seeking or risk averse) are not
considered. While FuzzyMLS uses the language of economics, it is not informed in any
way by the economics of security nor does it embed incentives that are understandable
by the user. For example, they propose using a ROI (return on investment) model to re-
ward users who avoid risk and market to trade risk, yet no implementation or method of
calculation is proposed. In contrast, we have built a proof of concept and seek support
to build a more complete prototype. While there were no user tests of FuzzyMLS, the
fact that the decisions are opaque to the user indicates that the incentive structure may
be ineffective in practice.

3 Risk Budget Mechanism

The problem of inadvertent insider threats is that the cost of risk is born by the organi-
zation rather than the users who initiate risky activities. In order to shift the cost back to
the users themselves, we propose a risk budget mechanism. The principles of our risk
budget mechanism are as follows.

– Every user is assigned a bucket of risk points for his task.
– A users risky activity will cost him some risk points.
– A user will be punished once a users risk budget gets exhausted.
– The more points remain the more rewards a user gets when he complete his task.

The requirement of consuming risk points, together with the punishment and the reward,
shift the cost of risk to the users. The risk budget mechanism visualizes the cost to user
and produces incentives that motivate the users to avoid risky activities.

3.1 Risk Budget Assignment

We denote the bucket of risk points for a user i by Bi. The size of the bucket is deter-
mined by the organization based on the user’s task description, and the organizations
preference. For example, if a user’s job requires exploring the Internet and visiting var-
ious websites with a potential high risk, he will have a higher risk budget than someone
whose main work is database maintenance. For instance, an employee who visits rating
sites and social network sites to manage the companys reputation will have a large risk
budget. An employee in human resources who can access the payroll database will have
a very small risk budget. A user’s security preference may also be considered when as-
signing him a risk budget. To put it simple, a risk-seeking user will be given a more
limited risk budget.
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3.2 Points Payment

As we focus on inadvertent insiders, it is reasonable to recognize that all the poten-
tially harmful insiders are not malicious and thus they only take actions based on their
privileges and access. Since the organization knows the insiders access, it knows all the
possible valid actions a user can take. In addition, we assume the organization is able
to associate a risk rating with each action or access right. Each action the user i has the
privilege to take, aj , is associated with a given price in terms of risk points, paj . Our
current research uses web-surfing activities to study the general idea of risk budget. In
this case, the point price of visiting a website can be identified from the website’s rat-
ings given by various sources [12] [25]. A further study on this direction could lead to
risk-aware access control, which we plan to pursue in the follow-up research.

3.3 Punishments

The incentive against risk-seeking behaviors our approach offers is the punishment in-
flicted on the users once they empty their risk budget. Such punishment refers to some
form of cost that is enforced by the organization and triggered by the risk budget ex-
haustion. It could be an audit or mandatory training program or a loss of access. The
budget size implies a risk limit that the organization could bear for a specified task.
And the punishment translates the exhausted budget into a cost that directly aligns the
companys and users incentives. The risk budget connects the risk suffered by the orga-
nization and the posted cost born by the users. As a result, the risk points spent by a
user can reflect his willingness to launch a risky action.

3.4 Rewards

The punishment caused by an exhausted risk budget brings an incentive to the user
against risky action. However, such a punishment only happens only when the user
empties his risk budget, which can be late. Moreover, it is desirable that the user can be
encouraged to choose the least risky path for accomplishing his task, which minimizes
the risk the organization is exposed to. To this end, we take a measure that rewards
the user according to the surplus of his risk budget. Simply speaking, the fewer risk
points consumed the more rewards the user will get. Formally, we define a reward as
a function R(p) of the remaining risk point p after a task is completed. In practice,
the rewards can be paid in the form of welfare. For example, the unspent risk points
are accumulated from day to day. Once the points reach some level, the user can then
redeem his points in exchange of a vacation or a bonus or a prize. Prior research shows
that a combination of penalties and rewards is more effective in employee motivation
than penalties alone [26].

3.5 An Example

Within the risk budget mechanism, users can no longer abuse their privileges without
bearing any cost. As an example, consider an Internet commerce researcher whose job
demands a daily Internet surfing. Suppose the user has a daily risk budget Bi for down-
loading documents the Internet. He can visit a website wj that costs him risk points
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pj to perform the downloading, which costs him another pk. Alternatively, he can visit
another website wj that requires pj for visit and pk for document downloading. The
prices pj , pk, pj and pk are set by the organization based on its perception and eval-
uation of potential risks. Assuming Bi > (pj + pk) > (pj + pk), we expect user i
voluntarily chooses the second website, which incurs lower risks, under our risk budget
mechanism.

4 Experiment Design

We conducted two human-subject experiments in order to evaluate our risk budget
mechanism. The first experiment was designed for understanding users’ risk behav-
iors, and the second one aimed at studying the change of these behaviors under our
incentive mechanism. The outcomes of these experiments are elaborated in Section 5.
These experiments were based upon a firefox browser extension we implemented for
monitoring a user’s web browsing behaviors, adjusting his risk points and enforcing
penalty/reward policies.

4.1 Recruitment

We recruited 40 participants for the experiments and divided them randomly into two
groups: 20 for the first experiment and the other 20 for the second experiment. All
participants were recruited voluntarily from the undergraduates at Indiana University,
Bloomington. None of the participants were majored in information security related
fields. Most of them were in their freshmen year.

4.2 Ratings

We determined the risk rating of a website using a mechanism proposed in the prior
research [25]. The mechanism rates websites as follows.

1. Those websites that have been previously visited are trusted unless otherwise iden-
tified;

2. Those websites that have not been previously visited are considered untrusted;
3. The ratings of an untrusted website comes from McAfee SiteAdvisor [27].

Detailed information on the reputation system itself can be found in [25]. However,
this mechanism was used for convenience and in fact nearly random ratings could have
been used in the experiments without loss of generality of the results. In fact, because of
the nature of the reputation system, all negative ratings were a result of McAfee. Note
that McAfee SiteAdvisor is a system of automated testers that continually search the In-
ternet via browsing websites with human browsers and honey monkeys. The searchers
download files, clicks on adds, and enter information on sign-up forms. The results
are documented and supplemented with feedback from users, comments from website
owners, and analysis from researchers. In our experiments, a participant was charged
with a randomly-generated price ranging from 10 to 20 points whenever he/she was
about to visit a risky website. The reason why we ask for a random charge is that
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we would like to discover the risk payment distribution. Such risk payment distribution
will help us determine an effective and reasonable risk price in our future study on
risk-aware access control.

4.3 Task Descriptions

There are arguably thousands of websites offering free downloads of screensavers on
the Internet. Many of them contain malicious content, yet distinguishing between the
dangerous, potentially annoying, and benign websites is difficult. Downloading active
or potentially active content can be high-risk activity. Thus it was this risk activity that
was chosen as the basis of the experiments.

In the experiments, each participant was asked to locate five screensavers from five
different websites respectively. In other words, the experiment consisted of five tasks.
Each task was to locate and select a screensaver from any website. All participants were
free to choose any website to surf and download the requested screensavers. They had
multiple choices to complete their tasks.

Following are the detailed instructions these participants received:

1. Search for the websites offering free screen savers downloads from the web.
2. From the search results, choose five websites: website-1, website-2, website-3,

website-4 and website-5.
3. From website-1, please take a screenshot of an animal screensaver.
4. From website-2, please take a screenshot of a nature screensaver.
5. From website-3, please take a screenshot of a sport screensaver.
6. From website-4, please take a screenshot of a space screensaver.
7. From website-5, please take a screenshot of a flower screensaver.
8. Thank you. You have completed the experiment.

The goal was to create a somewhat mundane set of tasks when the completion of
the task resulted in immediate payment. Rather than testing the security interaction as
if security were the goal, our experimental design was to create a set of tasks that are
orthogonal (or even in opposition to) security.

4.4 Experiment One

In the first experiment, the participants were asked to pick five different websites from
their previous search results as described above. All websites were rated according to
the security vendors websites risk ratings [12] [25]. A website was considered high risk
if it were rated as “high risk website containing adware, spyware and viruses down-
load”. When a participant clicked on the link of a high risk website, a warning message
appeared. Such warning messages communicated with participants about the potential
risks of the website and asked for their confirmation. A screenshot of the warning mes-
sage is shown in Figure 1.

Certainly others have documented the general tendency to swat security boxes out
of the way in order to complete tasks. Determining the prevalence of this behavior and
ensuring consistency of the wording of the messages were critical reasons for this first
experiment.
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Fig. 1. The Screenshot of The Warning Message in Experiment One

Fig. 2. The Screenshot of The Warning Message in Experiment Two

We recorded the browsing history, the participants responses to the warning mes-
sages and the time used for completing the task. The outcomes of the experiment, des-
ignated as data set R1, is presented as a baseline of local users’ risk behaviors.

4.5 Experiment Two

In the second experiment, every participant was given an identical initial risk budget. If a
website was tagged as high risk, it was then associated with a risk price from our rating
mechanism. This second set of 20 participants was asked to complete the same task
under the additional constraint of their risk budgets. If they successfully accomplished
their tasks, they received $10 plus an additional amount based on the risk budget. If
any participant exhausted a risk budget, that participant forfeited their compensation.
In addition, if any participant failed to complete the experiment, that participant would
similarly forfeit compensation.
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Participants were also rewarded with risk budget surplus with a bonus, whose amount
depended on the amount of points left in his bucket. For instance, a participant who
saves 20 points receives $10 for completing his task and an additional $2 for the saving.
The formula we used to calculate the bonus is $10×(B−Pc)/B, where B is the budget
size and Pc is the points consumed in the experiment. Thus participants could make up
to $20 and a little as nothing. When a participant clicked on the URL of a high risk
website, a warning message appeared. The warning contained not only the same text as
the previous warning but also an indicator of the risk cost for the visit. A screenshot of
the warning message is shown in Figure 2.

As with the first experiment we recorded the participants browsing history, their
responses to the warning messages, and the total time used for completing the task. In
addition we recorded prices (in risk points) paid for web activities, and the risk points
remaining when the task was complete. The set of results is denoted as R2.

4.6 Firefox Browser Extension

Both experiments were based upon a Firefox browser extension, which was triggered
whenever a browser was launched. The extension performed the following operations:

1. Detect a new page being loaded;
2. Check the domain name of a webpage;
3. Maintain a list of target high risk websites and their reputations according to [25];
4. Pop up a warning message when a high risk website was visited;
5. Ask for confirmation and or rejection of the visit choice from the participant;
6. Record the response;

(In experiment two, the extension also took the following actions:)
7. Generate a price based on a website’s reputation;
8. Track of participants risk budgets.

5 Data Analysis

We recorded the results of Experiment one, R1 and Experiment two,R2, as noted above.
These data consists of participants browsing history, their responses to each pop-up
warning message and the time they spent to accomplish their tasks. Furthermore, R2
also contains participants’ payments for risky websites in terms of risk points and their
risk budgets. A snippet of R1 and R2 is shown in Figure 3. At the end of each record is
the time that a participant took to complete the experiment. The notation “@Y@” indi-
cates a decision to perform a risky activity, for example, visiting a dangerous website,
and “$N$” points to the action that avoids potential risks, for example, refraining from
surfing dangerous sites. In R2, the numbers posterior to these notations is the prices a
participant paid in the experiment and his remaining risk points.

5.1 Risk Behaviors

During the first experiment, the first group of participants received 104 pop-up warning
messages in total. In the second experiment, there were 106 pop-ups for the other 20
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Fig. 3. The snippet of R1 and R2

participants. In other words, to complete the same task, the participants in both exper-
iments encountered statistically similar numbers of risk warnings. However, their risk
behaviors were significantly different. Among 104 warning messages, the participants
in Experiment one made 81 risk-seeking decisions (i.e., continuing to visit dangerous
websites) and 23 risk-averse decisions (i.e., avoiding risk websites). Under our risk bud-
get mechanism, the participants in Experiment two responded with 11 confirmations of
risk-seeking behaviors and 95 responses of risk-averse behaviors. The following figures
show their risk behavior distributions.

Fig. 4. Differences of Risk Behavior Distributions in two experiments

From these figures, we can observe the significant impact our mechanism can exert
on users to suppress their risk-seeking behaviors. Through issuing proper rewards and
penalties, the risk budget approach shifted the participants’ risk behaviors from a strong
preference of risk seeking to a strong preference of risk averse.

5.2 Risk Boundary

There were 11 positive responses from participants that confirmed risk-seeking behav-
iors in Experiment two. The average payment made by those who chose to bear risks
was merely 16 points. This is in a stark contrast to what happened in Experiment one,
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Fig. 5. Risk Behavior Distributions in Experiment One

Fig. 6. Risk Behavior Distributions in Experiment Two

where 20% participants each made more than 7 positive responses, which amounts to
depletion of their risk budgets if they were assigned ones with the sizes of those used
in Experiment two. In Experiment two, we actually did not observe any participants
failed the task and exhausted their risk budgets. These experimental results clearly in-
dicate that penalty and rewards based upon risk budgets can effectively motivates users
against abuse of their privileges. Meanwhile such an incentive helps establish a bound-
ary for organizations and helps them to manage their risk.

5.3 Regulation Friction

The results of Experiment one show that without any incentive users are not willing to
change their behaviors. We consider this is caused by a regulation friction that defines
the efforts made by the users to adopt a risk-averse strategy instead of a risk-seeking
strategy. In our experiments, we measured this regulation friction using time interval.
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The average time interval for completing the task in Experiment one is 5 minuets and
45 seconds. It becomes 6 minuets in Experiment two. Therefore, the regulation friction
is only 15 seconds, merely 4.3% of the efforts participants made in Experiment one.
Such a small friction can be easily overcome with a penalty/reward mechanism, as
demonstrated in Experiment two.

6 Analysis

Our risk budget mechanism offers incentives to users to behave responsibly, shifts the
cost of risk to insiders themselves, and encourages them against risk activities. The ex-
periment results demonstrate its positive impacts to users risk behavior. In this section,
we first analyze the risk budget mechanism using game theory, and then discuss how to
implement our mechanism in practice.

6.1 Risk Budget Mechanism as a Game

Game theory studies the strategic interactions among rational players in which every
player chooses its optimal move based upon its counter-speculation of other’s optimal
moves. A solution of a game is determined by the point of equilibrium, which defines
fixed point of players’ strategic interactions [26].

Inadvertent insiders are rational and motivated by incentives. Therefore game theory
is an ideal tool to model their interactions with their organization. Applications of game
theory to the insider problem have the potential to predict the best move an intelligent
and knowledgeable insider may take and enable organizations to prepare for that move.

A typical game consists of a set of players, their action spaces, and their payoff func-
tions. We model the risk budget mechanism as a game played between a user and an
organization administrator. Both players are rational and their objectives are to maxi-
mize their payoffs. A user’s payoff is calculated based on the penalty and the rewards
he receives. In addition, a cost is incurred by his efforts to choose a path with minimal
risk to accomplish his tasks. The administrator’s payoff is measured by the cost brought
in by risky activities and the rewards provided to the user. In the presence of a reason-
able risk budget and penalty for failing a mission, depletion of one’s budget before job
completion is an unlikely choice. Therefore, we only consider the situation where users
choose between whether to take an optimal path to complete a task list, which avoids
excessive risks but introduces the costs for planning, and a suboptimal one that will
spends the entire risk budget on the task. The administrator’s action space contains two
actions: “not rewarding the user whose risk budget is not empty” and “rewarding such
a user”. The first action reflects the organization’s strategy in experiment one, while the

Table 1. Structure of User Response Game

Risk-Seeking Risk-Averse
No Reward (−P1, 0) (−P2,−C)

Reward (−P1 − R1, R1) (−P2 − R2, R2 − C)
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other one reflects the organization’s strategy in experiment two. The user’s action set
includes two strategies: the risk-seeking strategy and the risk-averse strategy. The game
is presented in the normal form as follows.

The notation is explained below.

– P1 represents the cost of risk to the organization when the user adopts a risk-seeking
strategy.

– P2 represents the cost of risk to the organization when the user adopts a risk-averse
strategy.

– P1 > P2

– R1 represents the reward given to the user when a risk-seeking strategy is adopted.
– R2 represents the reward given to the user when a risk-averse strategy is adopted.
– R1 << R2

– C represents the friction between the risk-seeking and the risk-averse strategy,
namely, the cost for saving risk points while still accomplishing one’s task.

The objective of a player in the game is to maximize his payoffs. An optimal strat-
egy for a player is contingent on the strategy of the other player. When both players’
strategies are optimal with regards to their counterparts, their interactions are “fixed” in
a way that none of them has the incentive to change to another strategy. Such a strat-
egy pair is called a Nash Equilibrium. A Nash Equilibrium offers a credible prediction
of the user’s moves, as it gives the user the best he can get given the administrator’s
strategy. It also identifies the system administrator’s best countermeasure to the user’s
strategy.

In our game, when the administrator chooses not to reward the user whose budget
is not empty then the user’s best response is the “risk-seeking” strategy. This explains
the reasoning of the results of Experiment one. When the administrator chooses the
“reward” action, the user will choose the “risk-seeking” strategy if R1 > R2 − C,
otherwise he will choose the “risk-averse” strategy. As we explained in the previous
section, the friction C is small. Thus R1 < R2 − C given then the user’s optimal
strategy is the “risk-averse”.

Interestingly, in this game, the Nash equilibrium is (No reward, Risk seeking). Such
an outcome, however, is not in the organization’s interest as there is a result (Reward,
Risk averse) giving it a better payoff −P2 − R2 when R2 < P1 − P2. This situation
is similar to the classic prisoner’s dilemma game [26], where the equilibrium does not
offer players desirable payoffs. This dilemma can be avoided when the game is played
repeatedly, which makes (Reward, Risk averse) part of an equilibrium strategies: this is
because the organization knows if it does not reward the users this round, they will be
risk averse in the future.

6.2 Application of Our Mechanism

From the game theoretic analysis, we can see that in order to make the mechanism
work the inequality, R1 < R2 − C, must hold. Therefore it is critical to determine the
parameters of the risk budget mechanism before it can be applied to a practical scenario.

As described in previous section, the friction C can be measured in the time interval.
In practice, this friction could be estimated from observed time differences between
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taking different paths to accomplish the same task. Another way to parameterize our
mechanism is to adjust the reward functions and monitor the risks brought in by users’
activities, until the distribution of risk behaviors becomes acceptable.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Inadvertent insider poses a grave security threat to the security of organizations. To
mitigate this threat, we proposed in this paper a novel risk budget mechanism that en-
courages insiders to behave responsibly. Our mechanism assigns individual users a risk
budget, which represents the amount of risks an organization can tolerate to let its em-
ployees accomplish their tasks. Each action of a user will cost him certain risk points.
Once the budget is depleted and the user does not finish his work, a big penalty ensues.
On the other hand, those who diligently seek the path that reduces the organization’s
risk, which is manifested from the surplus of their budget, will be rewarded. Our ex-
perimental study shows that our approach exerts significantly impacts to rational users’
risk attitudes, and evidently shifts their behaviors from risk seeking to risk averse. In
the future, we plan to study the effectiveness of our approach beyond the scenario of
web browsing, and explore the possibility of combining the idea of risk budgeting with
existing access control mechanisms.
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Abstract. Online advertisers face substantial difficulty in selecting and 
supervising small advertising partners: Fraud can be well-hidden, and limited 
reputation systems reduce accountability. But partners are not paid until after 
their work is complete, and advertisers can extend this delay both to improve 
detection of improper partner practices and to punish partners who turn out to 
be rule-breakers. I capture these relationships in a screening model with delayed 
payments and probabilistic delayed observation of agents’ types. I derive 
conditions in which an advertising principal can set its payment delay to deter 
rogue agents and to attract solely or primarily good-type agents. Through the 
savings from excluding rogue agents, the principal can increase its profits while 
offering increased payments to good-type agents. I estimate that a leading 
affiliate network could have invoked an optimal payment delay to eliminate 
71% of fraud without decreasing profit. 

Keywords: online advertising, screening, signaling, contracts, fraud.  

1   Introduction 

When buying online advertising, principals often seek to contract with agents of 
unknown quality – often thousands of sites on which ads are to be shown, or 
thousands of affiliates who are to be paid for promotional methods they devise 
themselves. Ex ante, it is difficult to assess agent quality or to predict which agents 
will perform unfavorably. Moreover, it is often impractical to extract a penalty from 
agents ultimately deemed to be nonproductive. These constraints challenge 
advertisers and ad networks that seek to reduce marketing fraud and to control the 
presentation of their offers.  

Advertisers’ evaluation of marketing partners generally mirrors the task of an 
employer screening prospective employees, as in Spence’s defining work on signaling 
in labor markets [26]. In particular, just as Spence employers cannot observe 
employee productivity, so too are advertisers unable to foresee marketing partners’ 
practices. But online advertisers benefit from two important capabilities beyond 
Spence employers: First, an advertising principal pays its agents “in arrears” – that is, 
at some time after each agent completes its work. Second, in each period a principal 
has some positive probability of learning that an agent is engaged in impermissible 
(“rogue”) marketing practices (if in fact the agent is engaged in such practices). 
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Under conditions derived below, a principal can delay all agents’ payments in 
order to deter rogue agents’ participation. Meanwhile, by paying good agents to 
compensate them for the delay, the principal can make itself and the good agents 
strictly better off.  

In Section 2, I present the relevant characteristics of the online advertising 
industry. In Section 3, I develop a model of a principal paying agents in arrears, and I 
derive circumstances in which the principal and good-type agents prefer to delay 
payments. In Section 4, I apply this model to online advertising markets, and I 
estimate the benefits a leading affiliate network would have achieved by optimally 
delaying payment. In Section 5, I compare online advertising to other relevant 
contexts. 

2   Principal-Agent Problems in Internet Advertising 

The market for Internet advertising features large advertising principals (ad networks 
and major advertisers) contracting with a numerous small advertising agents such as 
web sites, blogs, search syndicators, and other marketing partners. For example, 
affiliate network LinkShare boasts more than a million affiliates promoting offers 
from the network’s hundreds of merchants [22]. Google contracts with an unknown 
but large number of independent web sites (at least hundreds of thousands) to include 
its AdSense ad frames [18]. 

2.1   Rogue Agents in Internet Advertising 

Some Internet advertising agents claim payments they have not truly earned. Consider 
a search engine that places ads onto a syndicator’s web site. The syndicator can 
increase its revenue by clicking the ads on its own site – click fraud, in that the 
associated clicks come from the syndicator rather than from bona fide users. In 
principle a search engine might manage to identify telltale signs of click fraud, e.g. 
many clicks coming from a single PC. But in practice, perpetrators disguise their 
efforts, i.e. through the use of botnets or others systems to submit fake clicks from a 
large number of computers. See e.g. [3], [7]. 

On one view, a necessary condition for click fraud is that a click is easy to fake: A 
robot can “click” an ad just as easily as a human can. How better to distinguish bona 
fide visitors from robots and fakes? One possibility is to measure something more 
fundamental: Rather than measuring clicks, measure users’ actual purchases. Indeed, 
some advertising intermediaries, affiliate networks, promise to charge advertising fees 
only when 1) a participating affiliate presents a user with a special tracking link to a 
merchant’s web site, 2) the user clicks that link, and 3) the user subsequently makes a 
purchase from the corresponding merchant. LinkShare, a leading affiliate network, 
touts its service as requiring a merchant to “pay only when a sale … is completed” 
[20] – emphasizing reduction in an advertiser’s supposed risk.  

LinkShare correctly points out that fake clicks (i.e. click fraud) do not, in and of 
themselves, garner payment. But rogue affiliates nonetheless find ways to defraud 
advertisers. For example, some affiliates perform cookie-stuffing to claim commission 
without a user clicking an affiliate tracking link. Consider a popular merchant from 
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which a large proportion of users make a purchase in a given month – say, Amazon. If 
a user clicks an affiliate link to Amazon, then makes a purchase from Amazon 
anytime within the next thirty days, Amazon intends to pay a commission to the 
corresponding affiliate. But a rogue affiliate could modify a web page, banner 
advertisement, or email so that merely viewing that page, ad, or email would “click” 
the affiliate’s link to Amazon – thereby crediting the affiliate for any Amazon 
purchases the user makes within the next thirty days. ([10, 14], [13] - exhibit 70) 
Through such tactics, an affiliate can trick a merchant into paying a commission when 
in fact the affiliate did nothing to promote the merchant, and when in fact no 
commission is due.  

In an alternate attack on affiliate marketing tracking systems, an affiliate installs 
(or pays a partner to use) tracking software on a user’s computer – software typically 
known as spyware (for its intrusive tracking of web site visits) or adware (for its 
display of pop-up ads). This tracking software monitors what merchant web sites a 
user visits, then opens affiliate links to the corresponding merchants. For example, if 
the user browses Dell.com, the software invokes its affiliate link to Dell. If the user 
then makes a purchase from Dell, Dell would mistakenly conclude the affiliate had 
referred the transaction, and Dell would pay commission accordingly [9, 11, 15]. 

2.2   The Practical Unavailability of the Legal System in Typical Disputes 
between Advertising Principals and Agents 

In general, rogue advertising agents breach their contracts with advertising principals 
when they fake clicks, stuff cookies, or otherwise overcharge advertising principals. 
Upon uncovering such a breach of contract, a principal could file suit to demand 
redress and to prevent future violations. But in practice, the legal system is effectively 
unavailable in many disputes with advertising agents. 

For one, transaction costs (including attorney fees and management time) tend to 
exceed the amount of harm cause by any single agent. Transaction costs are particularly 
weighty given the technical complexity of the violations, the absence of physical 
evidence, and the lack of expertise among investigators, attorneys, and arbiters. 
Furthermore, rogue agents are dispersed around the world, inviting jurisdictional 
disputes and increasing litigation costs. (See e.g. [28], reporting rule-breaking affiliates 
on four continents.)  

Even when agents can be identified cost-effectively, agents often lack the resources 
to make principals whole. Some agents abscond with their ill-gotten gains. Others 
conceal their wealth in stores of value that are difficult for investigators to uncover [19]. 
Furthermore, bankruptcy laws let some rogue agents shelter assets in homesteads or in 
other assets that principals cannot seize [24]. 

Institutional factors further deter some advertising principals from pursuing rogue 
agents. For example, a principal may be embarrassed to admit to the public, in open 
court and in the public record, that it was defrauded. (See e.g. [5], questioning why 
Google declined to pursue a click fraud perpetrator.) Embarrassment is particularly 
pronounced in those circumstances that survive transaction cost analysis: There is 
special reason to be embarrassed when a perpetrator successfully stole a large amount 
of money. Revealing a fraud, even for purposes of achieving redress, could undermine 
confidence in a network or advertiser: Consumers might not want to buy from a 
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merchant they learn has been cheated. (Consumers might worry that if rogue 
advertising partners defrauded the merchant, perhaps credit card information isn’t safe 
either.) Similarly, advertisers might not want to advertise with a network they learn 
has cheaters. (If the network admits it has some cheaters, maybe it has more it hasn’t 
yet found.) In other instances, a principal may blame itself: A principal typically 
could have caught the prohibited activity earlier, and it seems principals often worry 
that their initial failure to act will weaken legal claims or, in any event, reputation.  

2.3   Technical Protections against Advertising Fraud 

Even if rogue advertising agents escape legal redress, as suggested in the prior 
section, advertising principals could attempt to use technical systems to protect 
themselves from agent fraud. Indeed, by all indications, many advertising principals 
make substantial efforts to uncover fraud. For example, Google reportedly examines 
patterns in paid click data in an attempt to identify and negate click fraud [27]. 
ValidClick supplements pay-per-click links with JavaScript that reports indicia of 
fraud (e.g. ads purportedly clicked without movement of a user’s mouse). ValueClick 
Commission Junction uses a web crawler from Cyveillance to uncover cookie-
stuffing, among other practices [23]. I personally designed an automated system that 
manipulates spyware-infected virtual computers in search of unexpected advertising 
links claiming fees not properly earned [12]. 

Despite these various efforts to catch online advertising fraud, by all indications 
fraud remains widespread. Click fraud monitoring services estimate that 16% of paid 
search clicks were actually click fraud [25]. In my hands-on and automated testing, I 
have uncovered literally thousands of affiliates using spyware, adware, or cookie-
stuffing to claim commissions not properly earned. Discussion sites [1] and 
consulting services [2] confirm the breadth of rogue online advertising agents. 

2.4   Defending against Agents’ Multiple and Sequential Identities 

Identity verification further complicates an online advertising principal’s supervision 
of its agents. An advertising principal typically interacts with its agents only through 
electronic communication systems, making it difficult to prevent an agent from 
registering under multiple separate identities. Using multiple smaller accounts offers 
clear benefits to agents who intend to use tactics that principals prohibit: If one 
account gets caught and cancelled, the agent will retain proceeds associated with its 
other accounts. ([13] - exhibits 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9) 

Furthermore, even if a principal successfully uncovers an agent’s improper 
activities, limited identity verification prevents the principal from reliably severing 
ties with the agent. The principal may eject the agent from its program, but there is 
little to stop the agent from reapplying under a new name. Online advertising fraud 
thus faces the same unavoidable pseudonyms considered in [17]. 

2.5   Penalizing and Deterring Rogue Affiliates 

Because the legal system is largely unavailable to advertising principals, and because 
limited identity verification hinders principals’ efforts even to know who they are 
dealing with, standard legal remedies offer advertising principals no clear way 
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forward. Yet a principal pays its agents on an ongoing basis, and a principal may 
structure its contracts as it chooses, subject to agents deciding to focus their efforts 
elsewhere.  

One natural approach would require that each agent post a bond. But advertising 
agents seem hesitant to pay fees to advertising principals when the entire purpose of 
the relationship is to facilitate payments flowing in the opposite direction (i.e. from 
the principal to the agent). Furthermore, these fees would tend to penalize newcomers, 
raising the [17] concerns of hindering growth and flexibility. However, advertising 
agents may be more inclined to accept delayed payment of their earnings, as 
suggested in the sections that follow. 

3   Delayed Payment: Model 

Suppose a principal ordinarily makes payment v when an agent completes (more 
precisely, appears to have completed) some specified task of gross value V to the 
principal. I take v to be exogenous, e.g. the outside option of agents who could 
perform similar work elsewhere, in a competitive market beyond this model. 

Suppose good-type agents exogenously exist with probability p in the principal’s 
pool of would-be agents. Rogue agents exist with probability 1-p, and their output is 
worthless to the principal. Section 3.8 defends the decision to take p to be exogenous. 

3.1   Outcome under a Simple Contract 

Suppose a principal pays v for each seemingly-completed task. The principal receives 
proportion p of good agents who produce V and receive v. The principal also receives 
1-p rogue agents who provide the principal with 0 value but also receive v. The 
principal then obtains profit: 
 1 0  (1)

That is, the principal makes payment v to each agent, but the principal only receives 
value V from proportion p of agents. 

3.2   Delaying Payment: Good Agents’ Demands and Principal’s Costs  

Suppose the principal imposes a delay in payment to agents. Agents’ payments are set 
by a competitive outside market: If the principal merely delays payment, without 
offering any corresponding bonus, all good agents will leave the principal for its 
competitors. To retain good agents in the face of delayed payment, the principal must 
compensate agents for the delay, e.g. via bonus payments. 

The principal and agents differ in their relative time preferences. The principal’s 
deposits yield , the market risk-free real interest rate. Good-type agents discount 
their future payments from the principal by a higher discount rate, . The 
difference, 0, is good agents’ relative impatience – because they worry the 
principal will not pay them as promised, or because they lack access to low-cost 
capital. 
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Suppose the principal elects to pay its agents with a delay given by proportion  of 
a year (e.g. 0.5 signifies a 6-month delay). With such a payment delay, good 
agents will require a larger payment  to accept the principal’s offer: 

 1  (2)

Here,  is the annual bonus percentage required for good agents to accept the 
delay.1  

The principal’s gross additional cost in making such payments is: 
 1  (3)

But in the interim, the principal could invest the amount  for duration  at rate of 
return , yielding revenue . Thus the principal’s net additional cost of delayed 
payments is:  
 – –  (4)

3.3   Delaying Payment: Probability of Detection 

Let , a random variable, be the time until a given rogue agent is revealed as such. 
Let  be the mean time to detection, i.e. . 

Suppose the principal detects rogue agents with a delay that follows an exponential 
distribution.2 Let the principal wait time  before paying a given agent. Then the 
probability that the principal learns the agent is rogue before the principal pays is 
given by the cumulative distribution function of the exponential distribution: 
 1– /   (5)

3.4   Outcome under the Delayed-Payment Contract: Agents’ Profits 

Suppose a rogue agent’s profit margin in serving the principal is . (Section 3.7 
considers outcomes when rogue agents’ margins vary in an interval.) Then the rogue 
agent incurs cost of 1–  in producing one unit for the principal.  

Let a rogue agent have outside option 0.  Rogue agents are therefore deterred from 
serving a principal if the expected profit from such service is less than 0.3  
Substituting: 
  expected revenues – costs 01 – 01  –  1   0  1 – 1 –

 

(6)

                                                           
1  For simplicity, I ignore compounding of interest. 
2  Other distributions of detection time generally yield similar results. However, the exponential 

distribution is a particularly natural choice due to its uniform hazard rate: The exponential 
distribution implies that, in each period, a principal catches a constant proportion of those 
rogue agents not yet revealed to be rogue. 

3 By implication, an agent can serve – and a rogue agent can defraud – many principals 
simultaneously. That is, accepting a relationship with one principal does not require an agent 
to forego relationships with others. So an agent will accept any relationship that offers 
positive profit. 
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This is the rogue-type non-participation constraint – the condition that must be 
satisfied to prevent rogue agents from participating. The left side gives the probability 
that a rogue agent is caught by the principal within time , i.e. that the rogue agent 
does not receive the payment. The right side is the agent’s margin (as a proportion of 
the principal’s payment). If the agent gets caught more often (in percent) than its 
margin (in percent), the agent will lose money in expectation and will be deterred 
from participating. 

If rogue agents are detected with an exponential delay, constraint (6) becomes: 
 / 1 –  (7)

Rearranging yields the range of  that deters rogue agents:  
 – 1– (8)

3.5   Outcome under the Delayed-Payment Contract: Principal’s Profit 

Suppose the principal can set a q such that only good-type agents choose to work for 
the principal. The principal then achieves a profit of: 
   – 1 – 1  (9)

The principal prefers  over  from (1) if: 
 1 –

  
(10)

This is the principal profit constraint – the condition allowing a principal to pay good 
agents the required bonus for the delay, while simultaneously increasing principal 
profit. 

If the principal succeeds in deterring all rogue agents by imposing a payment delay 
of length , the principal’s profit increases as follows: 
   –  – 1 – – –  –    1– –  

(11)

Δπ is decreasing in q: All else equal, the principal prefers a shorter payment delay. 

3.6   Incentive-Compatible Choice of Delay 

To retain good agents while increasing profit, a principal must satisfy (6) and (10) 
simultaneously. In particular, a principal needs a delay  that is large enough to deter 
rogue agents, yet small enough not to increase the principal’s costs excessively.  

In principle, there need not be a value of  that simultaneously satisfies the 
requirements of both the principal and the good agents. For example, if the probability 
of detection were very close to , rogue agents would know they have little chance of 
being caught, no matter the payment delay. Conversely, if good agents were overly 
impatient, it might be too costly for merchants to satisfy good agents while deterring 
rogue agents. 
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Fig. 1. Incentive-Compatible Choice of Delay 

But if the  ranges do overlap, the principal can satisfy both inequalities. 
Graphically, the principal seeks a  that falls between the dashed lines in Figure 1.  

In Section 4.1, I calibrate the model to estimate the permissible ranges of q, 
yielding estimates that suggest the inequalities do overlap. 

3.7   Variations in Rogue Agents’ Profit Margins 

Suppose a principal faces a variety of rogue agents with varying profit margins , 
rather than the single  proposed in Section 3.4. The principal then sets  to deter as 
many rogue agents as possible while satisfying its profit constraint (10) and retaining 
good agents.  

Suppose all profit margins from  to  are equally likely. (That is, profit margins 
following the standard uniform distribution.) A given choice of  will then deter all 
rogue agents whose margin  satisfies the rogue-type non-participation constraint: 
 1 – 1 –  (12)

Using the cumulative distribution function of the uniform distribution, 
, a given choice of  deters the following proportion of rogue agents: 

 1 –   1 –  (13)

Then the principal achieves the following profit:  
    –  1 – 1– 1 1  (14)

The final term reflects the principal’s loss from paying commissions to those rogue 
agents whose high profit margins allow them to remain despite payment delay . 

To optimally set , the principal uses the first-order condition of (14): 
  –  – 1– 1 0 (15)

increasing delay q

payment delay q is sufficiently short to be cost-
effective for principal 

rogue-type non-participation
constraint (equation (6))

payment delay q is sufficiently  
long to deter rogue agents

principal profit constraint 
(equation (10))

principal s 
desired value 

of delay q

’
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The principal prefers  from (14) to  from (1) if 
 for  selected to satisfy (15). If so, the principal offers the delayed-payment 

contract specified in Section 3.2. If not, the principal offers only the simple contract 
of Section 3.1. 

If rogue agents are detected with exponential delay, (14) and (15) become 
  – 1 – 1– 1 – – 1– / 1 0 

(16)

(17)

With knowledge (or estimates) of detection speed , good-type prevalence , and 
good agents’ impatience , a principal can evaluate (17) to find the payment delay  
that maximizes the principal’s profit. I present this approach in the following section. 

3.8   The Exogeneity of p 

Section 3 takes p, the prevalence of good agents, to be exogenous. In principle, p 
could vary as advertising principals change their anti-fraud tactics. Nonetheless, I 
view the fixed model of p as appropriate under the circumstances. In particular, 
experience suggests that few advertising agents shift from fraud to non-fraud, or vice 
versa. Rather, industry experience indicates that agents are either fraudsters or 
legitimate, but do not often change back and forth. Thus, the key moral hazard worry, 
i.e. that an otherwise-good agent would see a principal’s compensation scheme and 
turn to fraud in response, appears less urgent. 

My decision to model two types of agents – good and rogue – is also consistent 
with the literature. For example, [16] similarly presents a mdoel of “good types” and 
“bad types.” 

4   Application to Internet Advertising 

4.1   Calibrating the Model 

To calibrate the model in Section 3, I received data from a major US advertising 
network. The network specializes in relationships between advertisers and small 
publishers (“affiliates”), paying publishers in proportion to their sales. Publisher 
infractions include those described in Section 2, as well as additional infractions such 
as falsely or deceptively describing the merchants’ products or pricing. 

The network’s 2006-2007 detections of publisher infraction yield an estimate of 
good-type prevalence 0.86. Among 2006 active affiliates who were ultimately 
terminated for cause, the mean time to termination, , was 0.59 years (217 days). 
(2006 is the last full year for which such data is available.) (Compare [4], estimating a 
range of plausible detection rates for other browser-based attacks.) 

For a worst-case bound on an affiliate’s cost of capital, consider an affiliate whose 
funds come from a consumer credit card with annual real interest rate of 20%. In 
contrast, the affiliate network might earn a 2% real return in a low-risk investment. 
Then 0.18, 0.02. 
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A typical rogue affiliate might have a profit margin 0.5. This value reflects 
that the rogue affiliate’s efforts require limited out-of-pocket expenditures, as in the 
examples in Section 2.1. Substituting into (8):  
   0.59 1 0.5 0.41 (18)

If 0.41, then rogue affiliates will earn negative profits and will cease to 
participate. 

Meanwhile, from Section 3.5, the principal prefers to pay with delay  if that delay 
increases profit while retaining good affiliates. Substituting from (10), increasing 
principal profit requires: 
  1 0.860.18 0.86 0.90 (19)

For such a principal, the gain from excluding all rogue affiliates is so large that the 
principal would be willing to pay nearly a year of interest (at a rate given by the 
difference between the principal’s discount rate and the agent’s discount rate) in order 
to exclude all rogue affiliates. 

Combining (18) and (19), any  in the range 0.41 0.90 will deter rogue 
affiliates while increasing the principal’s profit.  

4.2   Variation in Rogue Agents’ Profit Margins 

Rogue agents incur a variety of costs in attempting to defraud advertising principals. 
For example, agents typically buy traffic (e.g. from banners, pay-per-click search 
campaigns, spyware, or adware). Agents also face an imputed cost from the value of 
their own time in planning and coordinating their tactics.  

The preceding section estimates that delayed payments can profitably deter rogue 
agents if rogue agents all have margin 0.5. But what if some agents’ margins are 

 

 

Fig. 2. Profitable Delay as Rogue Agents’ Margins Vary 
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larger or smaller than that value? Figure 2 shows the relationship between payment 
delay and agent margin. For a variety of agent profit margins , the plot shows the 
range of delay  that lets an advertising principal profitably delay payment, consistent 
with the other parameters estimated in the preceding section. Within the double-
hatched area, the principal’s profit increases from the use of a delayed-payment 
contract, and the principal successfully deters rogue agents from participating. If all 
rogue agents have profit margins below 0.83 (the value of  where (7) and (10) 
cross), the advertising principal can deter participation of all rogue agents, obtain the 
increased profit derived in Section 3.5, and pay good-type agents the increased fee 
described in (2).  

If some rogue agents have margins that exceed the value of  where (8) and (10) 
cross, the advertising principal must turn to the approach presented in Section 3.7. 
Suppose rogue agents’ profit margins follow the distribution posited in 3.7, with all 
values between 0 and 1 equally likely. Equation (16) reports how the principal’s profit 
varies in its choice of delay. Figure 3 plots the principal’s change in profit as payment 
delay varies. 

 
Fig. 3. Effect of Payment Delay on Principal Profits 

Consistent with (17), Figure 3 confirms that the principal’s maximum profit occurs 
with delay 0.28 (i.e. 15 weeks). At this payment delay, (13) indicates that the 
principal will deter 44% of rogue agents. Alternatively, the principal could choose a 
payment delay 0.61 (i.e. 32 weeks) – foregoing any profit increase from 
deterring rogue agents, but deterring more rogue agents (namely, 71%).  

As the principal further increases its payment delay, it deters participation by 
additional higher-margin rogue agents. But deterring the highest-margin agents 
requires that the principal lose good-type agents or accept a reduction in profit 
(relative to profit under the simple contract in (1)). In particular, if the principal 
delayed payment long enough to deter the highest-margin rogue agents’ participation, 
the principal would face increasing costs in compensating good-type agents for the 
delay, and the principal would be unable to pay those costs from the proceeds of 
excluding rogue agents. 

change 
in

principal
profits (payment delay) q

delay q** prevents as much
fraud as possible without
reducing principal profits

delay q* maximizes principal profits 
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4.3   Implementation in Practice 

In general, an advertising principal might not know all the parameter values set out 
above. But the preceding analysis suggests that a substantial payment delay could be 
profitable under reasonable market conditions. 

Despite the benefits of delaying payment, many advertising industry participants 
seem to think affiliates should be paid more frequently. Consider LinkShare’s 2007 
move to pay affiliates as often as once per week [11], a move made possible by the 
transition from printed checks to electronic funds transfers. LinkShare claims to offer 
“the most publisher-friendly payment plan of the major affiliate networks” – 
presenting weekly payments as a boon to affiliates. Indeed, both good and rogue 
affiliates prefer to be paid quickly, all else equal. But by paying its affiliates more 
often, a network limits its ability to punish affiliates ultimately found to be violating 
its rules or defrauding merchants. Although good affiliates appreciate being paid 
quickly, the preceding estimation suggests an interested affiliate network could offer 
an increased payment that good affiliates would value even more than rapid 
payment. 

Table 1 reports payment delays of selected marketing programs, ad networks, and 
affiliate networks. Payment delays range from one week (LinkShare as well as large 
affiliates of Clickbooth and CPA Empire) to 15 days after the end of each month 
(ordinary Clickbooth affiliates) to 30 days after the end of each month (Google 
AdSense) to 60 days after the end of each month (Yahoo’s Right Media Network). 
The web appendix to this paper [8] expands Table 1 to include additional details of 
applicable rules, as well as citations and links to governing agreements. 

In implementing delayed payments, an affiliate network would face the problem 
that good affiliates’ profit margins vary substantially. For example, content affiliates 
place affiliate links within their own material (e.g. articles or blogs) – yielding high 
gross margins because these distribution methods present few direct costs and, in any 
event, few marginal out-of-pocket costs. Conversely, search affiliates buy ad 
placements from search engines and sell the resulting traffic to merchants via affiliate 
networks – yielding low net margins due to search engine fees and due to competition 
from other search affiliates with a similar approach.  

A payment delay that satisfies most good-type affiliates might nonetheless prove 
unworkable for search affiliates due to their lower profit margins. But affiliate 
networks and merchants could review requests for faster payments on a case-by-case 
basis – using appropriate indicia of legitimacy (e.g. reputation, audit results, HTTP 
Referrer headers showing traffic truly coming from search engines) to confirm the 
claims of affiliates seeking faster payment. By limiting fast payment to affiliates that 
survive heightened verification, affiliate networks could reduce fraud while avoiding 
burdensome investigations of all their affiliates. At present, Table 1 indicates that few 
marketing systems invoke such subtle analysis: Regnow indicates that fast payment  
“may” be available to affiliates who meet unspecified additional qualifications, but no 
other network’s public statements report additional substantive requirements for 
accelerated payment. While some networks (e.g. Clickbooth, CPA Empire, 
PrimaryAds) offer accelerated payment to large affiliates, substantial earnings in and 
of themselves are not a clear indicator of trustworthiness. 
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Table 1. Payment Delays for Selected Marketing Programs 

 

 
Facing the prospect of substantially delayed payments, advertising agents might be 

concerned about the creditworthiness of their advertising principals. Beginning in 2001, 
a series of affiliate merchants entered bankruptcy, and in some instances affiliates did 
not receive the commissions they had earned. But existing institutions can help assure 
that affiliates are paid as expected. For example, affiliate network Commission Junction 
now requires that merchants tender prepayments sufficient to cover their anticipated 
monthly advertising expenses [6], and Commission Junction holds these funds to assure 
affiliates’ subsequent payments. Under a delayed payment regime, merchants would 
continue to pay networks as usual, on the current schedule – substantially protecting 
affiliates from lost payments if a merchant became insolvent. Merchants particularly 
determined to demonstrate their creditworthiness could turn to a formal escrow service 
or other mechanism to accept and hold affiliates’ accrued earnings. 

Improving detection technology offers important benefits beyond delayed 
payment. In particular, improved detections are particularly important if the model in 
Section 3.3 misstates the probability of detecting a rogue affiliate, i.e. if some rogue 
affiliates have exceptionally effective technologies for avoiding detection no matter 
how long networks search. But improving enforcement is costly – spiders and 
crawlers for automated enforcement, human review teams for manual investigations, 
and managers and attorneys to make final decisions. Delayed payment offer a more 
expedient alternative – a useful stopgap strategy for use when primary enforcement 
systems prove inadequate. 

Marketing Program  Payment Frequency & Delay  
Amazon Associates Monthly payment, paid approximately 60 days after the end of 

each month 
Clickbooth Monthly payment, paid on the 15th day of the next month. 

Weekly payment, paid 7 days after the end of the week (for 
affiliates earning >$5000/week)  

Commission Junction Monthly payment, paid on the 20th day of the next month 
CPA Empire Monthly payment, paid 20 days after the end of the month 

Weekly payments (for affiliates earning >$1000/week) 
Google AdSense Monthly payment, paid approximately 30 days after the end of 

each month 
Hydra Network Monthly payment, paid within 15 days of the end of the month 
LinkShare Weekly payment 
NeverblueAds Monthly payment, paid within 30 days of the end of each month 
PrimaryAds Monthly payment, paid approximately 30 days after the end of 

each month. “Aggressive payment terms” (“receive [a] 
commission check every week”) for “high-volume affiliates” 

Regnow Monthly, delay unspecified. Weekly payment “may” be available 
if an affiliate pays an additional fee and meets an unspecified 
additional qualification threshold  

Right Media Network Monthly payment, paid within 60 days of the end of each month 
Yahoo Publisher 
Network 

Monthly payment, paid 3-4 weeks after the end of the month 
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5   Other Applications and Future Work 

Online advertising markets are one of many markets where agents may be effectively 
unreachable through the legal system. But in other such contexts, institutions and 
norms develop to deter misbehavior. For example, apartment tenants generally prepay 
a security deposit plus first and month’s rent. Because tenants have prepaid these fees, 
landlords are well protected from typical damage – without having to incur litigation 
costs if damage occurs. Similarly, neafarios require payment in advance for their 
immigration services, protecting them from clients disappearing and failing to pay the 
promised fee. Conversely, a contingent fee agreement protects a client from the risk 
of low attorney effort by delaying payment until a better measure of effort (namely, 
success) becomes available.  

Each of these payment rules addresses a market-specific information asymmetry. 
Although online advertising features similar risk of agent misbehavior, online 
advertising contracts presently lack any similar institution by which payment structure 
can enforce good practices. Online advertising would still suffer somewhat from the 
context-specific unavailability of a bond or other prepayment from the judgment-
proof agent. But appropriate selection of a payment delay can achieve the valuable 
benefits offered by contingent payments in other markets. 

I have offered an initial model of agent behavior – with agents moving from one 
advertising principal to another, but never shifting from rogue to good or vice versa. 
Future work might appropriately extend my approach to consider agents who respond 
to changing incentives by modifying their behavior as to a given advertiser, i.e. a 
model in which agents are subject to both moral hazard and adverse selection. 
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Abstract. Consider an “information market” where private and poten-
tially sensitive data are collected, treated as commodity and processed
into aggregated information with commercial value. Access and process-
ing privileges of such data can be specified by enforceable “service con-
tracts” and different contract rules can be associated with different data
fields.

Clearly the sources of such data, which may include companies, or-
ganizations and individuals, must be protected against loss of privacy
and confidentiality. However, mechanisms for ensuring privacy per data
source or data field do not scale well due to state information that needs
to be maintained. We propose a scalable approach to this problem which
assures data sources that the information will only be revealed as an
aggregate or as part of a large set (akin of k-anonymity constraints).

In particular, this work presents a model and protocols for imple-
menting “privacy preserving data markets” in which privacy relies on
the distribution of the processing servers and the compliance of some
(a quorum) of them with the service contract. We then show how to
compute statistical information important in financial and commercial
information systems, while keeping individual values private (e.g., reveal-
ing only statistics that is performed on a large enough sample size). In
detail, we present two novel efficient protocols for privacy-preserving S-
moments computation (for S = 1, 2, . . .) and for computing the Pearson
correlation coefficients.

1 Introduction

Internet users today are often requested to pass personal information to their
health-care providers, to their banks, to insurance companies and other service
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providers. Similarly, organizations have to disclose private individual data to
suppliers and contractors in order to satisfy supply chain requirements. In fact,
such information that may be collected by a primary service provider can be
sensitive and may be protected by privacy disclosure acts (e.g., HIPAA is such
act in the United States) or by business confidentiality agreements. In many
cases, appropriately processed data are valuable market assets since they can be
used to improve services, increase sales, etc. Therefore it is often important to
transfer individual data items from the primary market where they are collected
to a “secondary market” where other parties will further process them (e.g.,
will compute statistics of important parameters) and potentially disclose these
secondary processed outcomes as opposed to the original (much more private)
data.

We note that the privacy implications in these “data market” settings are
dire since the users that provide data have no control on how primary service
providers outsource their data. In addition, there is no way to enforce privacy
and it is also possible that secondary market entities reside outside the juris-
diction where the data were collected originally (so even a legal procedure can
be complicated). Furthermore, collected outsourced data may be stored in data-
warehouses such as LexisNexis, can be sold to other parties for data mining, or
in the worst case they can be exposed to unauthorized malicious entities who,
exploiting a security vulnerability, may access this sensitive information. While
these scenarios raise serious privacy concerns, it should be stressed again that
there is a clear need for knowledge discovery in the secondary market: First for
commercial (e.g., marketing, pricing, improving market efficiencies, service as-
sessment and billing, revising insurance policy estimations), and secondly, for
research purposes; and even for safety reasons (e.g., identifying public health
hazards, realizing outbreaks such as epidemics or biological warfare instances,
market research, etc.). Still in the present situation, “data producers” (i.e., users
like all of us, and organizations) have little control over who, how, and what
exactly is done with private and sensitive data that are communicated to a
secondary market.

The current uncertainty of the way that private information may be taken
advantage of, brings forth another important concern: users increasingly use
falsification of their personal information when they are filling out Internet forms.
Indeed, a number of recent reports [31,44,4,11] show that somewhere from 20%
to 50% of online users have provided false data when confronted with an online
form with the aim of protecting their privacy. The amount of false information
that is collected reduces the usefulness of information databases for legitimate
purposes and leads to a waste of resources.

1.1 Our Contributions

Market Trust Infrastructure. We claim that what is needed, given the cur-
rent situation, is a trust infrastructure that will assure users that their personal
data is not revealed and that collection is secured at the primary service provider.
Further assurance involves the fact that the secondary market aggregation and
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Fig. 1. Privacy Preserving Information Processing. Data producers DProd contribute
scrambled private information to data collectors DCol; scrambled data enter the data-
market where they are freely marketed protected by their cryptographic contract. The
parties DTWatch and DMWatch are optional and have the role to ensure that data col-
lected from DCol are indeed corresponding to real users. Eventually data are removed
by the data market and packed into a crypto-database by the data processor DProc.
The contract authority CAuth verifies the properties of the associated contract and
engages in a protocol with DProc that reveals the required outcome of the processing.
DProc should be able to preprocess the cryptodatabase to reduce the computational
cost on CAuth and the communication complexity.

mining processing has security, integrity and validation built into it. (Note that
currently, certificate authority infrastructure is a trust infrastructure for users’
credentials but there is no similar entity for information markets).

Privacy Preserving Information Processing. The present work puts forth
the notion of “Privacy-Preserving Information Processing” (PIP) to deal with the
above basic problem. Central to our scenario is the privacy-contract: an agree-
ment between the user and the service provider that will enable the generation of
a special record. This is a type of an electronic “smart contract” as the ones ad-
vocated in [52]. The framework provides mechanisms for limiting data exposure
and manipulation according to the contract, it also provides methods for vali-
dating compliance under the contract, in an analogous way to digital signature
validation inside a PKI. More specifically: in PIP the data collection operation
extends the protocol between the user and the primary service provider where
the user (based on local privacy settings) furnishes to the provider, in addition
to any other necessary information for primary service, also a contract-enforced-
record (CER) which defines rules regarding the encrypted information in the
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record. In some settings the CER may contain rules contributed by both the
service provider and the user (for example the case where a patient interacts
with a primary care physician).

To enable secondary data markets that are under control, each CER is based
on a template form and contains a sequence of fields that are encrypted according
to specialized encryption functions (to be detailed later on). The primary service
provider, in turn, has the choice to outsource CERs to a secondary market where
they can be processed by following a data processing protocol that will involve
the “contract-authority,” a distributed entity that is used to safeguard privacy.
The contract-authority is implemented in a distributed fashion by various entities
possibly including (some of) the users themselves and service providers that
wish to be trustees in the privacy-preserving operations. Based on threshold
cryptography techniques, access to result decryption will be enforced by quorum
control.

Then, PIP is a natural extension of the PKI concept where the data-collector
offers a certificate to the data-producer. The certificate in this case has a much
broader scope though: not only it provides the authentication of the server iden-
tity, but it also includes the following information: (i) the data-structure type
of the data that the data-collector is soliciting, (ii) the contract that describes
the purpose of the data-collection and its conditions, and possibly (iii) a crypto-
graphic engine that enhances the client’s machine with encryption capabilities.
All the above information is signed by a contract authority (in the same way
that the certification authority would sign a server’s public-key).

The data producer, after verifying the certificate, supplies its data and is
ensured (by the contract authority) that the data it provides will not be used in
contract violation. This cryptographic contract binding is achieved by encrypting
the data using the included cryptographic engine. We stress that this means that
the data will not be available to the secondary market in cleartext form. Note
that the data-collector will still “own” the submitted data but these will only be
identified by descriptive fields (tags) such as “name”, “age”, “income” while the
respective values would be enciphered. At this stage the data-collecting server
may store the data or even trade them freely as a commodity in a data-market.

It should be stressed at this point that in PIP, nothing changes from the point
of view of the user/data-producer: the user software still verifies a certificate (as
in a SSL/TLS handshake) and then prompts the human operator to enter the
data in an online form that may also be complemented by data produced by the
primary service provider (e.g., the user’s cat-scan in a medical application).

Naturally, the data also needs to be processed. This requires that the data
elements are passed through the authorization of the contract authority who
verifies that the submission is compliant with the stated contractual agreements.
In particular, data is assembled into a “cryptodatabase”, potentially get pre-
processed by a data processing entity and is submitted to the contract authority,
that verifies the processing request and produces the appropriate aspect of the
data processing as described in the contract, to the requesting entity.
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PIP Operation Encoding Size Communication Computation
up to S-statistics log N + S · len S(log N + S · len) dec(ν)
correlation coefficient log N + 2 · len 2(log N + 2 · len) < 3 · √#D1 · #D2 · dec(ν)

Fig. 2. Summary of our results. S is a parameter that specifies the highest moment
that is required to be computed; ν is a cryptographic security parameter assumed to
satisfy ν = ω(log N) where N is the sample size (i.e., the number of data producers).
Data producers are assumed to draw their values from a space D in the first system
and from D1, D2 for the correlation system; len is the maximum size required to encode
any of the numerical elements in D, D1, D2; dec(ν) is the time required to decrypt a
ciphertext corresponding to security parameter ν.

Constructing PIP schemes. Next, we identify the major challenge in designing a
PIP system which is the following: For a given processing operation, the challenge
is to design a cryptodatabase processing operation (that is accompanied by an
appropriate encryption scheme) so that the contract authority communication
and computation complexity becomes a small function of the size of the output
of the processing operation (which is the natural lower bound for the complexity
for performing the computation over the cleartext data — just from the need to
produce all the output).

Based on this, we concentrate on statistics for information processing that
is crucial in the context of collecting and processing financial numerical data.
Using novel cryptographic constructions together with recently devised existing
encryption systems, we present two near optimal PIP systems. These systems
enable the evaluation of statistical information from collected numerical data in
a private fashion. In particular, we consider the setting where data producers
contribute numerical data (e.g., their income, age, revenue, profit etc.) drawn
from domains D1, D2, . . . and the data processor wishes to extract the following
statistical information:

– S-statistics and S-th moments for S = 1, . . ., that disclose the mean, stan-
dard deviation and higher moments (note that with more moments available
better approximations of the sample distribution can be made available).

– the correlation coefficient between two samples that enables us to relate two
distributions via their corresponding samples.

In particular, if data producers provide the values v1, . . . , vN , the data proces-
sor can use our first PIP system to extract the r-th sample central moment for
r = 1, . . . , S, or more generally can approximate the sample statistical distribu-
tion up to the S-th cumulant. Recall that computing cumulants enables one to
approximate the Maclaurin expansion of the logarithm of the probability density
function of the underlying population distribution. In our second PIP system we
show how the data processor can extract the Pearson correlation coefficient from
two data columns v1, . . . , vN , v′1, . . . , v

′
N submitted by the sample of N users.

Our results are summarized in figure 2. Note that the optimal measure (nec-
essary output length) is S · len for the first PIP system and len for the second; it
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follows that our first scheme almost matches the optimal measure (it is polylog-
arithmically related to N and multiplied by the parameter S that specifies the
highest moment to be computed — in general S assumed a small constant); our
second PIP system has similarly favorable communication; on the other hand,
the required computation is proportional to the size of the data space as opposed
to proportional to the output of the processing operation which is len; still the
size of the data space is always a tractable value in practice.

It should be stressed that our constructions offer absolute privacy (i.e., they
reveal nothing but the required output) under the cryptographic conditions and
the threshold implementation of the contract authority.

We note though that the inclusion of the same CER to various different PIP
operations may result in privacy violations that are unanticipated. For example,
a record can be entirely revealed if two different sample mean calculations are
performed where the only difference is including and excluding that item — this
is a typical problem in statistical database queries. Resolving this issue – to the
degree it can be solved – goes beyond the scope of the present work. One possible
approach is to restrict subsequent inclusions of a certain CER to a PIP unless it
is used in the same context (i.e., with the same CERs that it appeared in the first
operation). Such approach would require an ever growing state that keeps track
of past PIP operations. Still there are possible alternatives to that end and
the basic infrastructure developed herein is consistent with other approaches
to ensuring database privacy that can be useful in this respect, in particular
adding noise to private data, [17] or using “baits” to catch misbehaving data
collectors [29].

1.2 Related Previous Work

We next review a few areas that are related to our notion and explain in what
ways our market model is different.

Secure function evaluation. Looking at PIP from a theoretical viewpoint,
one can identify it as an instance of a secure multi-party computation with
private inputs, a cryptographic primitive that has been studied extensively in
the literature, and in fact generic protocols have been constructed that allow
arbitrary functionality, see [27]. These protocols are not practical as they require
large communication and computation costs; as advocated in [28], it is important
to pursue more efficient instantiations of such “secure multi-party computations”
and the instantiations that will be described in this proposal characterize an
efficient sub-class of such generic protocols. More efficient cryptographic protocol
constructions have, in fact, been successful for example a prominent has been
electronic voting cf. [14,12,48,49,15,33,30,35,8,6,39,40,41].

Cryptographic database processing for privacy preserving data min-
ing. Knowledge discovery with privacy concerns in terms of Privacy Preserving
Data Mining (PPDM) was investigated in the context of secure computation
in [43,34,53,2,45,1,22,42,32,54,36,37]. In this setting the focus is on merging or
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processing data from multiple private datasets that should not be mutually dis-
closed. The databases are typically owned and operated by entities that may
pre-process them and share cryptographically scrambled versions of database as-
pects. The fundamental difference between this approach and the present work
is that the private data are available in a cleartext form to the database owner
while in our approach the database owner is not trusted. In other words the
previous methods can be used to assist well-to-do data-collectors and processors
to adhere to their privacy statements. Nevertheless this approach does little to
protect against the problem we are tackling in this work, namely to provide a
safeguard mechanism that ensures contract enforcement as well as notification
and dispute control at the user level.

Encrypted access control and processing. Enforcing access control through
cryptographic means has been utilized numerous times in secure system design
(e.g., for file storage cf. [7,26] for hierarchical access control cf. [3,13,50,47]). The
PIP setting goes beyond such access control since it focuses on data collection
and processing, i.e., access to the data is not only restricted but also requires
ciphertext-based processing that should be combined to an aggregation capa-
bility as data from many data-producers need to be pulled together prior to
processing.

Multi-party communication. A PIP system requires multi-party commu-
nication and coordination which is a challenging problem in distributed envi-
ronments. Dealing with failures and corruptions in multi-party communication
systems is the context of Byzantine agreement protocols, a subject that is ex-
tensively studied in the literature, e.g. [18,19,25,24]. Byzantine agreement pro-
cedures, although they allow multi-party procedures to succeed under typically
a threshold assumption on the number of failing parties, they do not constitute
a very efficient approach for basing communication in multi-party systems. The
approach followed here bases all communication of a multi-party system over a
Client-Server communication infrastructure. The potential of the Client-Server
communication model for basing security in multi-party computations, has been
investigated in [5]. In this work, we employ the client-server architecture as
a mechanism for communication, computation assistance and increased trust-
worthiness (we do not deal with the underlying reliability issues since modern
communication is quite reliable and furthermore it is a different layer).

Utilizing Client Interaction. Dealing with privacy in data collection, the en-
cipherment of collected data was also considered in the context of data mining
in [56,55,9]. For example in [56], k-anonymity was discussed in the context of
a non-trusted database holder; in the suggested approach the data-producers
help the database processors produce the k-anonymized version of the database
with interaction involving cryptographic operations extending beyond the ini-
tial data submission. Compared to the PIP framework we propose here, this
approach violates the principle that in a PIP protocol, data producers should
not be required to be active in other stages of the system beyond the original
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data collection stage. Instead in PIP we opt for a logical separation between the
roles of contract authorities and data producers where the latter are still given
the opportunity to be contract authority shareholders if some of them wish to
participate in the trust infrastructure. Moreover the focus of the present work
is to provide near optimal solutions to numerical data statistical computation
whereas previous work focused on more generic tasks, e.g., [9], that if applied
to our setting they would result in protocols that lack privacy (as all numerical
values will be revealed as opposed to the final outcome of the computation).

2 The PIP Framework

In PIP there are four basic roles: data-producers (users), data-collectors (primary
service providers), data-processors (secondary market entities), and contract-
authority servers (that comprise the trust infrastructure). We will refer to these
entities as

〈DProd, DCol, DProc, CAserver〉
The operation of a privacy-contract-based system will comprise the following
four basic operations:

Trust Infrastructure Maintainance. This stage is executed by the “cloud” of
CAserver entities. The operation requires two parameters: ν a cryptographic
security parameter and ρ a fraction that determines the percentage of CAserver
that need to agree for a certain processing operation to take place. The main
task of the setup stage is to provide a set of cryptographic keys that will be used
in the formation of the CERs. The operation of the system assumes that all
CAserver entities may fail or shut-down arbitrarily; moreover, it assumes that
at any given moment no bigger than ρ fraction of servers is corrupted by an
adversary.

– Create Initial Key. An initial group of n CAserver setup a cryptographic key
pk so that each each server receives a share ski of pk so that any t = �ρ · n�
shares can be used to reconstruct the secret but any smaller number reveals
no information about the secret in the computational sense.

– Add CAserver. This is a protocol between t = �ρ · n� existing servers and a
new entity that wish to become a shareholder. It results in the generation of
an independent share and the outcome of this operation should be indistin-
guishable compared to the shares obtained by the n + 1 servers (n existing
plus the new one) should they have executed the initial key creation step.

– Remove CAserver. CAserver entities may arbitrarily shut off and stop par-
ticipating in the operations of the contract authority server cloud. Depending
on the communication model other servers may need to update routing ta-
bles.

– Shares Calibration. Given that the add/remove server operations modify the
number of servers it will be the case that |t/n− ρ| ≥ ε where ε is a deviation
threshold that is a parameter of the system. In such case, a set of t servers
execute a protocol that results in a corrected t′ threshold equal to �ρ · n�.
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The above operations can be achieved by employing threshold cryptography
techniques: creating the initial key will be based on Shamir’s secret-sharing [51]
as used in distributed key generation of e.g., [10], while the add-user and share
calibration protocols can be based on the poly-to-sum and sum-to-poly proto-
cols of dynamic proactive secret-sharing [20] for example. The communication
model that is assumed here is a full-broadcast channel that can be simulated
by the cloud of servers using byzantine-agreement in a fully adversarial setting
[18,19,25,24]; while in practical settings weaker protocols are still sufficient, say
employing a client-server based bulletin-board system.

The public-key is bound to the type of operation and data type of CER
records. It is certified by a certification authority and listed in a public directory
where users can recover it if needed. For a given privacy-contract C pertaining
to some data type and operation, we will denote by pkC the public-key of the
contract, by DC the data type of the data collected and by and by fC : (DC)∗ →
RC ∪ {⊥} the type of operation that will be applied after data-collection under
the contract C (note that it may be a class of functions as well but for simplicity
we just list a single function for now). Note that we allow fC(x) = ⊥, which is to
be interpreted that performing the operation fC on data input x ∈ (DC)∗ would
be in contract violation (this is not a catch-all as a contract violation may be
triggered by other conditions as well).

User setup stage. Each user can obtain a signing key; this key is incorporated
into the user’s software and acts like an authorization token. The primary service
provider (say health-care provider) can identify the user using such credential.
Moreover, the signing key enables the user to sign CER records so that the
following are satisfied:

– Anonymity of Signatures. Signatures produced by two distinct users are com-
putationally indistinguishable for any observer, including an entity that cor-
rupted the primary and secondary service providers as well as the contract
authority entities.

– Claiming of Signatures. Each user can use its signing-key to execute a pro-
tocol that will “claim” a posted signature as produced by this user. No user
can claim signatures that were not produced by it.

The above operations can be based on the notion of traceable signatures [38]
(as they constitute a subset of the requirements put forth there).

Data-collection. In this setting primary service providers will be engaging in com-
munication with the users that will furnish the CERs to the service provider.
Each CER will be encrypted under the public-key of the negotiated privacy con-
tract pkC and signed using the signing-key of the user (note that the anonymity of
the signature ensures that no information about the identity of the user is leaked
from the signature). In more detail, DCol may present to users/data-producers
a form that will facilitate the data-collection operation. The interface will be
part of the transaction that the data-producer DProd and DCol are engaged in.
The data-collection will include the following steps: first the data-collector and
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the data-producer will engage in a contract negotiation stage; in simple deploy-
ments this will be manual (and as simple as checking that the user read a privacy
statement and it accepts it). Still it is possible to build a more elaborate nego-
tiation stage where a client-side sub-system (e.g., a web-browser extension) will
negotiate the right contract type out of the ones that the DCol offers based on
privacy settings that the user may have selected in advance. At the end of the
negotiation stage the DProd will have verified that it is DCol that is collecting
the data and that the data will be collected under the conditions of contract C

that DProd accepts. DProd may also obtain a data encapsulation package that
will be accompanying the key pkC (this is a cryptographic engine that will enable
the user to scramble the private information). At this stage DProd will be ready
to submit the private data that will be encapsulated and submitted to DCol in
enciphered form by the client’s local host under the public-key pkC.

CER processing stage.The CERs can be released by the primary service providers
to the secondary market. A data market of CERs can be implemented at this
stage that enables the exchange of CER records if this is desired (between sec-
ondary market entities). Data processors DProc will eventually form a database
of CER records denoted by CDB. At this stage the CDB will be processed accord-
ing to some prescribed ciphertext-based operations and the resulting scrambled
outcome will be transmitted to the CAserver entities along with a request to re-
lease the appropriate information based on the contract. The contract authorities
invoked by the action of DProc will inspect the submitted data for compliance
to the contract and subsequently use its private key information to will facilitate
the processing of the user data. The privacy safeguard of the system against
illicit data usage is exactly at this stage where all data processing requests have
to be authorized by the CAserver entities that check whether the contractual
agreement is consistent with the intended processing operation that is requested
by DProc. In the final step of the data-processing protocol, CAserver entities
will return to DProc the value fC(x) where x = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ∈ (DC)n are the
data that were collected by n users under the contract C.

In the basic framework as described above, the data processor DProc receives
a cryptodatabase CDB that contains the encapsulated data that were submitted
by the data-producers. While it is possible to submit the CDB directly to the
CAserver entities for processing under the contract function fC, this poses two
major shortcomings:

– The communication required to transfer CDB to CAserver’s maybe dispro-
portionately large compared to the required output of the data processing
protocol.

– The computation cost imposed on CAserver’s could be prohibitive as the
entities in the worst case would have to decrypt all data and apply the fC

function to them in order to finish the protocol.

To put this into perspective consider the following setting: suppose that the
data processor is interested in obtaining the mean salary of all the users in its
cryptodatabase under a contract that allows the data-processor to do so provided
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that the salaries are revealed in batches of at least 1000 individual records. The
data-processor may submit to the contract authority 1000 enciphered salary
fields and the contract authority will decrypt the data, compute the mean and
return it to the data processor. Clearly this solution is sub-optimal: (1) the
communication is proportional to 1000 ciphertexts where the outcome of the
protocol is a single element. (2) the computation that is imposed on CAserver
entities is dependent to the size of all collected data where it would be preferable
to be dependent only on the size of the output of the data processing stage.

To resolve the above problem we would like to devise methods that will allow
to the data processor DProc to process the cryptodatabase prior to submitting
it to the CAserver entities so that DProc can recover an object that will en-
capsulate the value of the mean (in this example) and this value can still be
recovered by the contract authority following a protocol that has time and com-
munication complexity proportional to the size of the average itself as opposed
to proportional to the size of the cryptodatabase. This puts forth the following
formalism:

Definition 1. A contract function fC : P∗ → R is said to support cryptodatabase
processing under the encryption scheme 〈gen, enc, dec〉 if the following condition
holds: there exist two functions Combine and Reveal so that for any n ∈ IN and
any m1, . . . , mn ∈ DC, if 〈pk, sk〉 ← gen(1n), ci ← enc(pk, mi) for i = 1, . . . , n
and c ← Combine(c1, . . . , cn), then we have Reveal(sk, c) = fC(m1, . . . , mn).

Note that any function f supports cryptodatabase processing trivially under a
public-key encryption scheme 〈gen, enc, dec〉 by setting Combine to be the identity
function and Reveal to simply decrypt each ciphertext individually and then
apply the function fC to the decrypted vector. Given this observation we will be
interested in the following problem: given a function fC find suitable encryption
schemes under which the function fC supports cryptodatabase processing so
that (1) the size of the output of Combine is minimal (this will minimize the
communication complexity between the data-collector and the data-producer),
and (2) the time-complexity of Reveal is minimal (this will minimize the time
complexity of the CAserver entities’ side of the protocol).

The Data Market. The framework of PIP allows data-collectors to freely trade
the encapsulated private data in a data-market. In this section we comment how
it is possible to facilitate such data-market operation within our framework.

A challenge of treating (encapsulated) private data as a commodity is the
fact that a data-collector is capable of faking data collection from users and
accumulate a number of private data fields without actually collecting them
from users. Subsequently through free trade he may exchange such corrupt data
with actual data in the data-market.

One can tackle this problem as follows: prior to submitting the data the
user will receive the direction from the contract specifications to submit the
encapsulated data to a data-transfer transaction “watchdog” DTWatch that will
validate the transaction. We stress that no data will be revealed to DTWatch; the
communication to DTWatch will serve only as a leveraging measure to discourage
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fake data-creation by the data-producer. DTWatch will receive the encapsulated
data and sign them. It may bar data submission from the same IP address
and/or maintain a black-list of hosts that are known to be a threat for poison
the data market. The data-collector from its point of view will accept only signed
encapsulated data.

Each data-collector DCol records the encapsulated data and they become its
property but now the private data cannot be modified, get corrupted or man-
ufactured by the data-collector without going through DTWatch. Subsequently,
DCol can enter the data into the data-market virtual network where the encap-
sulated data become a commodity that can be traded. A special entity called
the data market watchdog DMWatch will check the validity of the signatures of
the DTWatch and will only allow properly signed data to enter the market.

We point at this stage that the DTWatch and DMWatch may communicate
in special occasions, and in addition to the above, DMWatch will verify any
credentials attached to the encapsulated data as they were attached by the data-
transfer-watchdog entity and it may request the revealing of relevant communica-
tion transcripts by DMWatch for comparison with the communication transcripts
requested from DCol. The data-market-watchdog may also check the identity of
DCol against a blacklisting database where previous offenders that have “poi-
soned” the data-market with illegal data will be entered. In this way DMWatch
will protect the encapsulated data as a commodity by isolating misbehaving
DCol’s (we note nevertheless that always a determined DCol can subvert any
data collection system by launching a “distributed data submission” attack if it
has the necessary resources, e.g., by utilizing a botnet).

2.1 Homomorphic Encryption Schemes

We will employ two homomorphic encryption schemes that we describe briefly
here. The first one is the Paillier encryption scheme [46]; the key generation
process selects a large composite n = pq, where p, q are two prime numbers
that are assumed to be hard to be recovered from n; additionally the Decisional
Composite Residuosity assumption holds over Z∗

n2 ; in particular it is hard to
distinguish between the uniform distribution over the whole group and the uni-
form distribution over the set of n-th residues in Z∗

n2 . In this scheme, to encrypt
a plaintext m ∈ Zn, the sender selects r ∈ Z∗

n and transmits the cipherext
(1 + n)mrn mod n2. In order to recover a plaintext, the receiver first applies
the Carmichael value λ that corresponds to n on the ciphertext; this results to
the value (1 + n)λm mod n2; over the subgroup 〈(1 + n)〉 in Z∗

n2 the discrete-
logarithm problem is easy and as a result the value m is computable. The Paillier
encryption is homomorphic with respect to addition over the plaintext group:
indeed, given c1, c2 and two ciphertexts encrypting m1, m2 it is easy to verify
that c1 � c2 = c1 · c2 = (1 + n)m1+m2(r∗)n mod n2. The scheme can be turned
into a threshold encryption scheme as shown in [16].

The second homomorphic encryption, we will employ is due to Boneh et al. [8].
The key-generation process chooses a bilinear group G that has order N = pq;
the public-key of the system is set to 〈G, N, g, gp〉, where g is a generator of G,
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and gp is an element of order p over G. The secret-key is set to the factorization
of n. To encrypt a message m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t}, the value gmgr

p is computed where
r is selected at random from ZN . To decrypt a message, the receiver raises the
ciphertext c to p something that cancels the random component of the ciphertext
and reveals the value gmp. Subsequently, the value m can be computed by solving
the discrete-logarithm over 〈g〉; given that it is not easy to compute discrete-
logarithms over that group, the plaintext spaces would have to restricted to loga-
rithmic length. The scheme is homomorphic with respect to addition in the same
way that the Paillier encryption, introduced above, is homomorphic. Moreover,
the scheme is homomorphic with respect to multiplication for a single operation.
This is as follows: using the fact that there exists a bilinear map over G, we have
that for two ciphertexts, c1, c2, that contain the plaintexts m1, m2, it is possible
to compute e(c1, c2) = e(gm1gr1

p , gm2gr2
p ) = e(g, g)m1m2+q(r1m2+r2m1)+q2r1r2 . It

follows that processing e(c1, c2)e(gp, gp)s would result to a ciphertext encrypting
m1 ·m2 (note that the multiplication is thought to be over the integers as long as
the domain from which the plaintexts are drawn is selected to be suitably small).
The cryptosystem can be ported to the threshold setting using the techniques
of [21].

3 Constructing PIP Systems for Statistical Data

In this section we will present two instantiations of the general framework of pri-
vacy preserving information processing motivated by statistics extraction from
private numerical data.

3.1 PIP for Computing the Moments of a Sample Distribution

In this section we focus on numerical data and in particular how it is possi-
ble to extract statistics from the data that the DProd users contribute to draw
conclusions about the population probability distribution; we will focus on a uni-
variate analysis and in particular in extracting the central moments of the sta-
tistical distribution. Suppose that x1, . . . , xN are the data that are contributed
by the data producers. The r-th central moment of the sample statistical distri-
bution is defined as 1

N

∑N
i=1(xi−μ)r where μ is the first moment that coincides

with the sample mean. Computing central moments allows one to calculate k-
statistics that are the unique symmetric unbiased estimators of the cumulants
of the sample statistical distribution. Sample central moments can be computed
easily based on power sums Pr =

∑N
i=1 xr

i so in this section we will focus on the
computation of such power sums.

We will consider the following description for the contract C of this section:

“The data requested entered in this field are numerical and describe the
quantity X ∈ D; they will be used for purpose Y and only statistical
information of samples of N elements size will be revealed. The statisti-
cal information collected will allow the approximation of the statistical
distribution up to degree S ∈ IN.”
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As an example, consider that X=“salary”, Range = [10K . . . , 500K], Y is
“market research”, and N = 1000. The degree S provided in the description of
the contract will be the upper bound on the degree of the power sum that can
be extracted from the collected data (i.e., only the power sums P1, . . . , PS will
be computed by the data processor). This in turn bounds the information about
the statistical distribution that is provided by the PIP system (e.g., if S = 2
only the mean and the standard deviation will be possible to be extracted).
Based on the above we will be interested in the following problem: how is it
possible to extract r-power sums for r ∈ {1, . . . , S} where S ∈ IN is a parameter
from the collected data. The system presented in this section will be based
on homomorphic encryption and in particular on Paillier encryption [46] but
a specialized encoding will be required. Below let 〈gen, enc, dec〉 be the Paillier
encryption. Note that the homomorphic encryption of the operation suggests
that there exist an operation � such that enc(m)� enc(m′) = enc(m+m′). The
characteristics of our solution are as follows:
• During the data collection stage the data value v ∈ D ⊆ Z will be en-
crypted as an integer using the enc(·) Paillier encryption function as follows:
c = 〈c[1], . . . , c[S]〉 = 〈enc(v), enc(v2), . . . , enc(vS)〉.
• During the data-processing stage DProc will use the following Combine function
to process the cryptodatabase c1, . . . , cN . Recall that each ci is in fact a vector
of the form 〈ci[1], . . . , ci[S]〉. Using the homomorphic property of the encryption
function, DProc calculates the power sum vector ciphertext

〈c1, . . . , cS〉 = 〈�N
i=1ci[1], . . . ,�N

i=1ci[S]〉

Then, it submits the power vector ciphertext for processing and the CAserver
entities will apply its secret-key to recover the power sums

∑N
i=1 vr

i for r ∈
{1, . . . , S}. Note that this requires that the capacity of the Paillier encryption
is at least N · (maxD)S i.e., the capacity of the encryption summation register
is of log N + S · len bits where len = log2 max D the size required to encode the
maximum element of D as an integer.

Efficiency. We observe that the cryptodatabase processing that is performed
using Combine reduces the size of the cryptodatabase from N · S ciphertexts to
a vector of S ciphertexts, where each one is of length at least log N + S · len
bits. This makes the communication complexity of the data processing stage
only polylog dependent to N (it is only S log N + S2 · len) and thus very close
to the optimal communication that is the output length of the Reveal function
and equals S · len bits. Note that S is only a small constant parameter (e.g., it
can be as small as S = 2 if one wishes to extract only the mean and the standard
deviation of the sample).

Security. Since we use a specialized encoding for the numerical data ( a vector
of S ciphertexts each one containing consecutive powers of the data input) and
it holds that the recovery of the power sums is dependent on conforming to
this encoding, the computation relies on the fact that data producers DProd
are following the encoding specifications. This can be ensured by requiring that
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DProd proves in zero-knowledge for a ciphertext vector 〈c[1], . . . , c[S]〉 that the
plaintext of c[i] equals the plaintext of c[i−1] times the plaintext of c[1]. This can
be done efficiently by employing the proofs of knowledge of [23]. Ensuring that
the data collector has submitted the homomorphic aggregation of N ciphertexts
can be done by repeating the preprocessing computation at a later stage; for this
purpose the aggregated ciphertext submitted to the CAserver entities and the
actual crypto database can be stored for post-computation auditing purposes;
misbehaving DProc will be caught by comparing the transmitted ciphertext to
CAserver entities and the extracted ciphertexts from the data market. Note
that data market data are assumed to be assigned in a way that a DProc cannot
forge (unless it goes to substantial lengths in introducing a distributed set of
data producers, cf. the data market discussion in section 2).

Based on the above we have the following (informally stated):

Theorem 1. The PIP system presented above correctly computes power sums
of the inputs of degree up to S and assuming the security of threshold Paillier
encryption it preserves the privacy of the data providers.

3.2 PIP of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient of Two Samples

In this section we show how it is possible to extend the PIP system of the previous
section to bivariate correlational statistics focusing on the Pearson correlation
coefficient which is used to estimate the the correlation of two random variables
x, y. Recall that the correlation coefficient for a sample 〈x1, . . . , xN 〉 equals

rxy =
N
∑

xiyi −
∑

xi

∑
yi√

N
∑

x2
i − (

∑
xi)2

√
N
∑

y2
i − (

∑
yi)2

Evidently, it can be easily computed if one has the power sums P1, P2 for the
variables x and y as well as the sum of products

∑
xiyi. In order to achieve this

type of contract-based computation in this section we employ another type of
additive homomorphic encryption that enables the computation of one multipli-
cation as well as unlimited additions that was proposed in [8]. In the encryption
scheme of [8] (we refer to it also as BGN encryption) given c = enc(m) and
c′ = enc(m′) one can compute a ciphertext of the form c � c′ = enc(m + m)
but also by changing the representation of ciphertexts to an equivalent one it is
possible to compute a ciphertext of the form enc(m)⊗enc(m) = enc(m ·m′). The
disadvantage of the scheme in general is that requires O(

√
#D) steps for decryp-

tion where m ∈ D using standard time-memory trade-off techniques; while this
makes the decryption less efficient than that of Paillier’s encryption that was
employed in the previous section, the overhead is not substantial for our appli-
cation domain. The capacity that we will require from the summation register
of the encryption would be log N + 2 · len where len is the size of the maximum
element in the integer range the DProd select values.

The contract description that we will employ in this section will be of the
following form:
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“The data requested entered in these two fields are numerical and de-
scribe the quantities X ∈ D1, Y ∈ D2; they will be used for purpose Z
and only statistical information of samples of N elements size will be re-
vealed as well as their correlation coefficient. The statistical information
collected will allow the approximation of the statistical distribution up
to degree 2.”

The construction will be built on top of that of section 3.1 with the following
modifications:

• During the data collection stage the x = data ∈ D1 and y = data ∈ D2 will
be encrypted as integers using the enc(·) encryption function of [8] as follows :
c = 〈c[x], c[y]〉 = 〈enc(x), enc(y)〉.
• During the data-processing stage DProc will use the following Combine func-
tion to process the cryptodatabase c1, . . . , cN . Each ci is in fact a vector of
the form 〈ci[x], ci[y]〉. Using the homomorphic property of the encryption func-
tion, DProc calculates the four power sum ciphertexts c[x] = �N

i=1ci[x], c[y] =
�N

i=1ci[y], the x-squares and y-squares, c2
i [x] = ci[x]⊗ ci[x], c2

i [y] = ci[y]⊗ ci[y]
for all i = 1, . . . , n, and finally all pairwise products, ci,j [x] = ci[x] ⊗ cj [x],
ci,j [y] = ci[y] ⊗ cj [y], c̃i,j = ci[x] ⊗ cj [y]. It is evident that with these cipher-
texts, the encrypted forms of the three values N

∑
xiyi −

∑
xi

∑
yi, N

∑
x2

i −
(
∑

xi)2, N
∑

x2
i − (

∑
xi)2 can be computed by the data processor by operating

entirely over ciphertext. DProc will thus submit to CAserver entities these three
ciphertexts.

Using its secret-key CAserver entities will decrypt them in time
√

#D1,
√

#D2

and
√

#D1 ·#D2 steps respectively and then return the final outcome by per-
forming the square root and one division operation.

Efficiency. The length of the communication required for the computation of
the correlation coefficient is equal to four ciphertexts that each one is of size
log N + 2 · len which is asymptotically optimal given the output size of the
Reveal function.

Security. This case can be argued in a similar way to section 3.1 the DProc.
Based on the above we have the following (informally stated):

Theorem 2. The PIP system presented above correctly computes the Pearson
correlation coefficient of the inputs and assuming the security of threshold BGN
encryption it preserves the privacy of the data providers.
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Abstract. Federated identity management allows a user to efficiently
authenticate and use identity information from data distributed across
multiple domains. The sharing of data across domains blurs security
boundaries and potentially creates privacy risks. We examine privacy
risks and fundamental privacy protections of federated identity-
management systems. The protections include minimal disclosure and
providing PII only on a “need-to-know” basis. We then look at the
Liberty Alliance system and analyze previous privacy critiques of that
system. We show how law and policy provide privacy protections in fed-
erated identity-management systems, and that privacy threats are best
handled using a combination of technology and law/policy tools.

Keywords: federated identity management, privacy, law, policy.

1 Introduction

In solving one problem, federated identity management raises others. For in-
stance, federated identity management can simplify a user’s experience through
the use of single sign on (SSO) at multiple websites, thus enabling multiple ser-
vices to be accessed as a unified whole and simplifying the complex process of
managing user accounts after systems merge [16, pp. 16-17]. But by enabling
the dynamic use of distributed identity information, federated identity manage-
ment systems blur the divide between security domains, apparently creating a
potential risk to privacy. We believe that separating the different contexts of a
user’s identity through federation creates privacy in depth and can substantially
enhance user privacy. In this paper we demonstrate how federated systems can
share a user’s personally identifiable information (PII)1 and yet increase her
privacy.

In this introduction, we provide a brief description of federated identity man-
agement, then consider the context in which these protocols operate. In section 2

1 PII is information that can be used to uniquely identify a person. What exactly
constitutes PII — e.g., does an IP address do so? — is currently an issue of quite
heated public debate.
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we discuss where the privacy pressure points are in federated identity manage-
ment and the different roles that policy, contracts, and technology have in pro-
tecting privacy within a federated identity management system. There have been
various papers showing privacy “threats” against the Liberty Alliance system
and proposing solutions. In section 3 we examine these and show that, by and
large, the threats arise from a preoccupation with technical solutions where the
real problems are social. We also show where the potential breaches presented
in earlier papers fail (or fail to matter).

1.1 A Brief Introduction to Federated Identity Management

In federated identity management we have three actors:

– The Principal, or user, who has a particular digital identity;
– The Identity Provider (IdP), whose role is to authenticate the Principal once;

the IdP then issues authentication assertions to a:
– Service Provider (SP), which provides services (e.g., access to protected re-

sources) to authenticated Principals.

Sometimes the Principal and user agent (typically a browser) are considered
as separate entities; in this paper, we will view them as one.

Authentication can occur in various ways: the SP can initiate an authentica-
tion request to the IdP the Principal designates when logged onto an SP, or the
Principal can first authenticate at an IdP and then access an SP. In either case,
the technology enables SSO, in which the IdP authenticates the Principal, thus
allowing her access to protected resources at an SP.

There are currently three major variants of federated identity management
— SAML (which underlies the Liberty protocols), InfoCard (which underlies
Windows Cardspace), and OpenID — as well as some emergent efforts. The
technologies were originally designed for different use cases: SAML and Liberty
for business-to-business and business-to-consumer; CardSpace, a .NET compo-
nent, for consumer-oriented activity; OpenID as a lightweight way to do user
authentication (e.g., to reduce spam in blog comments). With time, design prin-
ciples are converging somewhat. For example, OpenID is now being adapted to
compensate for a weak security model. We discuss SAML and Liberty further in
§3.1; for a more extensive comparison of SAML, InfoCard, and OpenID, see [16].

1.2 The Role of the Social Contract

A user may disclose information about herself for various reasons: she may give
information about various accounts to a financial-services provider in order to
do online banking; as a result of employment, she may be compelled by contract
to reveal her driver’s license number in order to use a company car; she may
be required by the state to provide her height, weight, and eye color in order to
obtain a driver’s license. But while the compulsion in each of these examples is
different, each of these systems works only if there is “consent of the governed”
— a social contract if you will.
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Users benefit from the convenience of single sign-on. They no longer have to
remember multiple ways of authenticating at each site. Basic information about
a user that she is willing to have at each site in the federation — such as work
phone number, work address, company ID number — can just “be there,” even
while other pieces — marital status, ages and names of dependents, passport
number — reside in separate SPs. Authentication at the related sites (e.g., the
company online travel provider) is seamless. The user benefits from increased
simplicity, while federation allows these distributed facts to be securely asserted.

Personal data, its safe storage and appropriate management, is the subject
of legislation in many countries, and achieving compliance with data protection
principles is seldom cost neutral. Federated systems enable Identity and Service
Providers to benefit from increased efficiency. Some — those that choose to hold
less PII — also benefit from decreased risk and compliance cost. A provider can’t
lose information it doesn’t have. All providers benefit from the seamlessness of
the networked interactions. IdPs and SPs will also find new business opportuni-
ties through these. The providers will also protect themselves through business
contracts, technology, and through watching the bottom line. Organizations will
only participate in federated identity-management systems if they see the benefit
(or the cost in leaving).

If the user feels that her employer, or its delegate, the travel agency or health
provider, has inappropriately shared PII, she has recourse to the legal system2

(in extreme cases, she may choose to leave the company). If the user feels that
the government is inappropriately sharing her PII, then, depending on the norms
within the state, she may choose not to involve herself in the government identity-
management system3. If the IdP or SP starts sharing user PII in ways that the
user objects to, the contract — implicit or not — must be negotiated.

A social contract is a balance: I give you this, I receive something else in re-
turn. If the Principal doesn’t find value in the system, if the IdP or SP doesn’t
realize benefits of efficiency or reduced risk, the social contract fails, the system
loses participation, and the identity-management system fails. New Zealand pro-
vides a good example. New Zealanders have a strong resistance to “Big Brother,”
so when their government embarked upon an e-government strategy to provide
online delivery of citizen services, the focus was on user privacy and security.
The architecture was designed accordingly, with the Identity Verification Ser-
vice uniquely identifying an individual but forwarding only minimal identity
attributes to the Government Logon Service [17, p. 53].

2 Of course, there are instances, such as during law-enforcement investigations, when
the question of the Principal’s satisfaction is likely to be overridden.

3 McKenzie et al. observe that social norms vary greatly across the world [17].
New Zealand’s identity management system emphasizes user privacy and security,
while Scandinavian countries focus on government transparency. The patchwork of
U.S. privacy laws can make one wonder if the privacy of video rental data really
deserves the same legislative attention as that of banking transactions. In the U.K.,
a range of public sector policies are being predicated on government data-sharing on
a massive scale.
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New Zealand’s effort points out that all parties must benefit in order for them
to participate — and for the system to be viable. Clearly technology is only one
part of a complex solution that includes:

– Technology: e.g., mechanisms such as SAML, CardSpace, OpenID
– Business contracts (when applicable, e.g., not always used in OpenID) which,

in turn, are part of...
– The legal, regulatory, commercial and technical implementation factors.

What’s more, as the legal and regulatory context will change from country to
country, a single, uniform technical approach cannot suffice.

Federated ID management systems need the buy-in of all three sets of mem-
bers: users, identity providers, and service providers. Users are discouraged if
participating in the system obviously leads to abuse of their personal data. Iden-
tity providers will typically bear liability for the assertions they make, and service
providers will seek to reduce their own risk by relying on those assertions. Thus
any analysis of the privacy risks of an identity-management system must work
by looking at the deployed system holistically.

In fact, the idea of a social contract between the user and other parties reflects
a broader principle, namely that each party to a federation must have some
sustainable motivation for taking part, and for behaving well in the structure.
How that works may well vary from one federation to another — particularly
between the public and commercial sectors, where the incentives and penalties
can differ enormously. The following table suggests some of the different levels
at which there can be an incentive to “behave well” within a federation:

Privacy Driver Incentive
Best Practices Improve User Trust

Industry Code of Conduct Industry Sanctions
Legal and/or regulatory controls Avoid prosecution and/or liability

2 The Privacy Drivers in Federated Identity Management

When federated identity-management systems were first introduced, there was
substantial concern about potential privacy invasiveness. We believe this
stemmed from an oversimplified view of the technology. While identity man-
agement systems are about sharing information, it is näıve to assume they can
succeed if they do so indiscriminately and without regard to context; and this is
where user privacy can be enhanced.

As the table illustrates, motivations for good behavior in a federation can be
many and varied, and may differ between regulatory contexts. However, there are
approaches to the privacy problem that are generally applicable across regulatory
contexts; one such is an analysis based on risk. For example, one might identify
the following sources of risk in a federated system:
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– risk of data disclosure (inappropriate, excessive, without consent);
– risk of metadata disclosure (making it possible to link other pieces of personal

data relating to the user, usage patterns, inferred habits and preferences);
– regulatory exposure (if you don’t have the data, you don’t have to worry

about failures of compliance . . . ).

These can also provide useful input to processes such as Privacy Impact As-
sessments, e.g., along the lines already established by the Ontario Privacy Com-
mission [18]. Taken together, approaches based on the “privacy drivers” and
the sources of risk shown above offer several ways in which the sharing of data
can be analysed, classified, segmented, and strategies devised for managing it
appropriately in the context in question.

Consider the following example:

– I have an account with American Express. They have whatever PII is re-
quired by law. Most importantly, they know I have an account with them.

– I have an account with UPS (and USPS, Fedex, etc.) They have PII (or
access to it) that includes my address.

– I have an account at Privatzon, a book seller. They have no PII — other
than purchase history.

– I have a Liberty-enabled Discovery Service from my Liberty-enabled Identity
Provider.

When I want to buy a book at Privatzon, I login, select the book and request
that Privatzon use my preferred payment and shipping services. Privatzon con-
tacts my discovery service requesting my preferred shipper and payment services,
and is told they are, say, UPS and American Express. Separating these pieces
of data, for which a federated identity-management system is ideally positioned,
protects an individual’s privacy. Privatzon contacts the two SPs, which respond,
one with a one-time credit card4 and the other with a one-time shipping label —
both are just numbers and/or barcodes. PII remains with those SPs that “have
a need to know” and isn’t otherwise distributed. Thus American Express has
no idea UPS was used as a shipping company and inversely UPS does not know
about my account at American Express. None of these companies knows about
my book-buying habits either. Indeed, a properly designed federated identity-
management system can keep these contexts separate, providing individuals with
far more privacy protection than they currently have.

While Privatzon wants to know about my preferences for purchases — in-
cluding what I buy for my sister, my uncle, and myself — so that it can better
predict what products to show me as I browse, Privatzon does not need know
where I live or what my credit card number is. It only needs to have authoriza-
tion from my preferred payment service for the charge and to let my preferred
shipping service know to whom (“Uncle Tim”) the purchase is being sent. Thus
Privatzon keeps the information about my purchase preferences, UPS keeps the
4 There are, of course, many solutions using one-time credit numbers, starting

with [22].
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addresses of my friends and family, while American Express keeps my credit-
card information. Both Privatzon and UPS have less information about me that
could be inappropriately accessed or disclosed, and thus limit their legal liability
and their compliance burden. If I work from home, I can have my work mail —
copies of IEEE Security and Privacy, CACM, Science — delivered to me with-
out listing my home address in the membership database (and thus publishing
my home address). Instead of IEEE, ACM, and AAAS each keeping track of
two addresses for me: my home (for delivery of journals) and my work location
(for publication of membership lists), the organizations tell the mail provider SP
that my journals should go to my home address. Meanwhile the organizations
print my work address in their membership listings. The federated system keeps
these separate pieces of my PII separate — and private.

2.1 The Principle of Minimal Disclosure

In the end, if Privatzon is to get paid, if the book is to be shipped, if the phar-
macist is to fill a prescription, then the data that is my credit-card number,
my uncle’s address, and my drug dosage has to reside somewhere. Insiders have
always posed the greatest security and privacy threat. Identity-management sys-
tems should use the principle of minimal disclosure, and should be able to engage
where no PII is exchanged. Federation allows information to be distributed with
each SP receiving exactly the information needed for its role — though many ser-
vice providers may have to adjust to the concept (since they will no longer receive
PII). To reduce liability, many organizations will choose to limit the PII they
hold (and then protect the PII they hold in various ways: protected databases,
strict access rules, careful auditing procedures, as well as some PETs, including
those described below). Federated systems allow them to do so, and there have
been several approaches to this — both theoretical and within deployed systems.

In 2007 Gevers et al. presented a privacy-preserving method for supplying dis-
parate pieces of information to an SP, e.g., revealing that the user is over eighteen
and a citizen of < Belgium, France, etc. > without revealing the user’s age or
citizenship [4]. Their solution is a “claim evaluator” sitting within an Identity
Provider that responds to such queries. Sun built such a system in 2005 to satisfy
U.S. government requirements about employee contributions to a political fund.
Sun’s system checked employee citizenship, employee rank, and stockholder sta-
tus; based on the information gathered, it returned a yes/no eligibility status for
company political (PAC) contributions [25]. This conceptually simple approach
is readily understood by the user.

Researchers at IBM Zurich have developed a system, Idemix, that uses zero-
knowledge credentials to protect user privacy. A Principal presents an encrypted
pseudonym to an SP along with credentials that the Principal uses to prove to
the SP that it is the owner of the pseudonym [6]. The unlinkability inherent in
Idemix means that the IdP will not be able to cancel unused assertions, some-
thing unlikely to be attractive to IdPs or SPs. And if Principal “shares” the
pseudonym and credentials with another user, the new user is able to imperson-
ate the Principal everywhere, rendering such sharing highly unattractive.
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It is important to understand when such minimal disclosure is needed. The
IBM researchers present a usage case of a Principal seeking to rent a car online
and presenting a credential that shows the Principal possesses a valid credit card
and driver’s license. But while there is no reason for the rental agency to know
more about the user’s finances than that she has adequate credit coverage for the
car rental, there are numerous reasons why the agency should have information
about the driver. If a prior interaction gave rise to a dispute (such as unpaid
charges or collision damages), the rental agency wants to know about this before
agreeing to lease a car to the Principal. It may be sufficient to be able to link
past and present records without necessarily using the Principal’s name as the
link. Observe that the SP wishes to be able to establish the link even if it is
not in the Principal’s interests for that to happen. However, when a Principal
succeeds in concealing the link between the current interaction and previous
detrimental behavior, the ultimate protection (for the Service Provider) may be
a legal one, rather than a technical one. In other words, if the Service Provider
can subsequently prove — for example, through physical forensics — that the
Principal acted deceitfully, the mitigation may be that the SP declines to accept
liability for the bad behavior of the Principal.

There are situations in which such “cloaked” interactions between an SP and a
Principal as provided by Idemix are appropriate, and situations in which cloaking
is inappropriate. Often an identity aware approach is more appropriate and use
cases should be carefully analyzed to determine which approach fits the situation
best. We should also keep in mind that Idemix’ zero-knowledge protocols come at
a cost: the running time goes up by a factor of approximately five over “normal”
identity-management schemes [6].

2.2 Linkages Only When Appropriate

Where more than two SPs are involved, the question of linkability still arises.
Again, the mitigation (this time on the Principal’s part), might be technical
(such as the use of different identifiers for each SP or the opaque identifiers that
Liberty automatically provides) or not (such as a reliance on Data Protection
principles restricting “purpose of use” to “purpose of collection”).

The canonical use case for preventing the IdP from being able to correlate a
Principal with her choice of SPs is one often cited by Dick Hardt [5]: presenting
a driver’s license to a bartender to prove the Principal is over the legal drinking
age without the Motor Vehicle Bureau knowing the particular instance of the
use of the credential. This use case governs acceptance of e-government identity-
management systems. Citizens are uncomfortable if, in using government-based
digital credentials to establish certain aspects of their identity in private-sector
authorization, they are exposing private activities.

Various zero-knowledge-based specifications, including Idemix and UProve[24],
solve this problem. An alternative solution is provided by Microsoft’s InfoCard
protocol, which defines a message flow eliminating direct communication be-
tween the IdP and the SP; the protocol also offers the option of having the iden-
tity selector encrypt the SP’s identity so as to prevent the IdP from learning
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it on receiving a request for a token. Both features together are necessary
to ensure that an IdP cannot learn which SPs a Principal visits. The SAML
Enhanced Client/Proxy protocol is similar but at present only has the first fea-
ture (it could be further profiled to add the second feature).

The question is whether deployers of federated identity systems want such a
feature. Although these other identity-management schemes show how to solve
the problem of keeping the SP information from the IdP, this may be a problem
in search of a solution. The bar-and-driver’s-license example is an “off-label”
use of the credential — and that aspect is actually the significant aspect of the
situation. There is no reason for the Motor Vehicle Bureau to know the Principal
has been at a bar, and for this reason we find the IdP’s knowing about the “off-
label” license usage problematic. On the other hand, the agency has every right
to know if a policeman has issued her a ticket for speeding.

Trying to use a non-governmental ID to prove certain properties about the
user may not be any better. For example, banks do not underwrite clients’ use
of bank-based credentials for activities that the banks don’t know about5. There
is a tug-of-war around conflicting needs. A low-trust proof of identity (such as
one supplied by OpenID) provides (at risk of coining a truism) a low-quality
proof of identity — analogous to a bar accepting hand-written notes that its
patrons are over 18. If the user needs a high-quality proof of identity then the
identity supplier will likely want some type of control over how that credential is
used.

inCommon [7], a federated identity-management program that helps univer-
sities share resources, provides an excellent illustration of this type of tradeoff.
inCommon uses the SAML-based Shibboleth environment to create a federa-
tion whose members are institutions of higher education. Each IdP determines
their own authentication mechanism while each SP determines what their ac-
cess policies are. To obtain resources at an SP, a Principal uses an IdP-issued
credential that only says that the Principal is a member of the IdP’s institution.
Several things make this system work. At the technical level, it is the SAML
specifications. At the policy level, Shibboleth depends on trust. At the business
level, this is an instance of a low-level access. The Principal doesn’t get the keys
to the kingdom as a result of their assertion, only access to some online re-
sources at a member institution. Access to more highly valued resources at that
institution (e.g., registrar records for cross-registration purposes) would require
authorization predicated on attributes other than “is a member of.”

2.3 Lowering Exposure

In an analysis of the market failure of P3P, Jane Winn notes that “voluntary, con-
sensus standard-starting processes are more likely to succeed when responding
5 Though the Scandinavian Bank-ID system shows that this divide can be bridged

. . . under the right conditions. Under the Bank-ID system, bank-issued credentials
can be used to authenticate for access to public-sector services. There is an element
of technical interoperability, of course, but just as vital is the legal provision for
public-sector bodies to rely on credentials issued for a quite unrelated purpose.
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to market demand” [26, p. 16]. We believe that the market driver for privacy in
federated identity management systems is the liability threat.

If PII is inappropriately released from an identity-management system, then
the organization that allowed this to happen will be liable. The privacy pressure
point is the organization with the data, giving the organization strong incentives
to protect the PII it has — and to minimize the amount it collects. In 2003,
California enacted breach notification laws requiring notification if unencrypted
data has been inappropriately disclosed6; many other states have followed suit.

Both IDPs and SPs have to assess whether the personal data they hold exposes
them to disproportionate liability or an excessive burden of compliance. However,
in such areas as preventing money laundering, working with vulnerable adults
and children, etc., for the IDPs or SPs to hold too little personal data can also
be a liability.

2.4 Technical versus Legal/Policy Approaches to Privacy

Technological privacy protections are not only necessary to digital identity man-
agement, they are fundamental to its existence. Without encryption (symmetric
and public-key), digital signatures and other relevant technologies, there would
be no digital identity management, federated or otherwise. Yet even where part
of the solution to a given privacy problem is technical (e.g.,[22] [23]), legal and
policy protections play critical roles.

Take, for instance, the deletion of PII that is no longer needed. There are
several technical options here, ranging from destroying the data, or using strong
encryption to protect the data and then destroying the keys on a regular sched-
ule, to more complex privacy-enhancing methods. Which solution is most appro-
priate depends on non-technical factors such as the value of the data, the risk
involved in storing it, and in some cases legal requirements.

We do not argue against the technical solutions — indeed, we expect over
time to see various of them adopted — but contend that the privacy solutions
for identity management should be a combination of technical and non-technical
measures, capable of adjusting to different legal, regulatory and liability contexts.
We now discuss the Liberty Alliance model, a solution that relies on both.

3 Liberty’s Approach

In 2001 issues of online identity and how to simplify it began appearing. The
Liberty Alliance, an industry group consisting of technology companies as well
as companies concerned with online identity, was formed to develop open spec-
ifications for federated identity management. The SAML/Liberty model is now
quite mature; it has been deployed in a number of environments, including gov-
ernments (e.g., New Zealand[17]), healthcare (e.g., Aetna) financial (e.g., Citi)
and communication companies (e.g., Deutsche Telekom AG). We continue our
6 SB 1386 covers breaches of financial records, AB 1298, breaches of medical and

health information.
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discussion of the technology (further detailed in Appendix A), following that
with a discussion of privacy protections in the Liberty system.

3.1 Liberty Protocols: A Brief Overview

Traditionally, users have needed separate accounts with passwords etc. at each
online Service Provider with which they wanted to interact. The Liberty Iden-
tity Federation Framework (ID-FF) sought to solve that problem by enabling
a Principal to establish pairwise federations with a single account at the Iden-
tity Provider (IdP). This made Single Sign-On possible within a Circle of Trust
(CoT): a set of Service Providers and one or more Identity Providers.

ID-FF defined protocols for account linking, single sign-on and global logout,
and to accommodate different mechanisms (e.g., browser with redirects, arti-
facts, etc.). Liberty’s ID-FF and OASIS SAML were distinct efforts in develop-
ing federated identity management for secure simple sign-on which converged
with OASIS’s SAML 2.0 specification, the de-facto standard in federated iden-
tity management. SAML 2.0 represents a significant improvement in a number
of aspects including defederation, metadata definition, and authentication levels.

Liberty’s Identity Web Services Framework (ID-WSF) uses federated identity
(ID-FF or SAML) as a basis for a web services framework that enables web
service consumers (WSC) to invoke services web service providers (WSP). ID-
WSF has three key goals: (i) define safe protocols and practices to protect a user’s
online privacy; (ii) leverage the user’s identity to enable personalized services;
(iii) allow secure identity-based sharing of resources by a variety of services.

Before a service can be invoked by other web services, it needs to be discover-
able and associated with the Principal’s Discovery Service (DS). ID-WSF defines
a set of protocols for the entire lifecycle of online services, including support for
3 core operations: (i) registration/association; (ii) discovery; and (iii) invocation.

The main reason for registering a service instance at the DS and associating
it with a Principal is to allow other web services to discover it. This discovery is
the result of a lookup query sent by a requesting WSC to the DS. That request
specifies the Principal’s identity as well as search parameters like service type.

In addition to a list of services (WSPs) that matched the lookup request, the
DS also includes security tokens that will allow the WSC to invoke the service
hosted by the WSP(s).

Liberty and SAML use a variety of security technologies: channel security
(server-side certificates for identity providers; TLS1.0, SSL 3.0, or other channel
security protocols, such as IPSec, with appropriately certified keys), security
tokens with a limited lifetime, nonces, and digital signatures for per-transaction
integrity. In addition to those security mechanisms, Liberty identifies specific
elements of its protocol messages that may present privacy risks (due to the
nature of the information they bear) and might need additional security. For
instance, in the most privacy-aware environments, it is recommended to employ
encrypted Name Identifiers. Also an SP can use the NameID Mapping protocol
to add a pseudonym of its choice to an existing federation.
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3.2 The Roles of Liberty’s Privacy Guardians

The Liberty protocols address only the exchange of information. Whatever the
parties do to produce or consume the information that was exchanged is outside
the scope of these protocols. A Liberty-enabled exchange of information between
an IdP and SP starts with a contract specifying partner responsibilities. When
engineers discuss the Liberty protocols this step is often omitted; contracts are
not omitted in practice. Thus our analysis starts with the Liberty Privacy and
Security Best Practices, which lays out expectations on handling PII:

The framework of the Liberty Specifications is built upon the presump-
tion that PII will be shared (“attribute sharing”) only in the context
of permissions i.e., in line with the Principal’s expressed consent and
preferences. Such attribute sharing should be predicated upon not only
a prior agreement between the Liberty-enabled providers, but also on
providing notice to the Principal and obtaining the Principal’s consent
. . . Liberty-enabled providers should take reasonable measures to prevent
unauthorized acquisition of a principal’s personal information (e.g., by
harvesting)[11, p. 9].

Specifically:

– The Identity Provider should safeguard the Principal’s credentials and should
have some mechanisms in place to require the Authentication Domain to use
the credentials in a proper manner.

– Service Providers should inform Principals of their data practices, provide
Principals with certain choices regarding secondary uses of the Principal’s
PII, maintain security of a Principal’s PII within their control, and not use
or share such information except in accordance with the Service Provider’s
privacy policy and/or the consent or usage directives of the Principal.

– The Attribute Provider7 has at least the same responsibilities as Service
Providers with respect to clear notice (including notice to the Principal re-
garding what are the default usage directives and how the Principal can
change such usage directives), choice, security, and responsible use and shar-
ing of the Principal’s data[11, pp. 9-10].

For PII passing between entities, privacy is achieved through security. Channel
security is provided by TLS; protection against replay and main-in-the-middle
attacks is provided by digital signing, as is message integrity; correlation of a
Principal’s PII by multiple SPs is prevented through the use of opaque identifiers
(this does not protect against a timing analysis or traffic flow attack).

PII ‘at rest’ at an entity should be protected through standard mechanisms
for data confidentiality and integrity, with audit trails to track data access, etc.
Ultimately, though, the protection here is legal. A rogue Service Provider or
7 The Attribute Provider earns its place in the ecosystem purely by serving up at-

tributes on behalf of the user, as opposed to by providing an actual service (such as
car rental, payment transactions etc.).
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Identity Provider is in a position to violate a Principal’s privacy and technical
protections can only reduce, not eliminate this risk. One role that a Liberty-
enabled system has, however, is in maintaining “contextual integrity.”

Disclosures of PII are made in a specific context: shopping history with a par-
ticular retailer, health-care data with a family doctor, etc. When the contextual
integrity is broken, and disparate pieces of PII — payment details, age, home
address, books bought, health records — are combined, we get a remarkably
invasive look at an individual’s life. Liberty’s federated architecture is designed
to keep contexts separate.

Closely related to contextual integrity is data aggregation: using information
from a variety of sources to determine aspects of a Principal’s PII even if that
information has not been specifically provided. Liberty guidelines recommend
that the IdP — generally more able than the Principal to understand data-
aggregation issues — have default policies that limit the release of PII. It may
be appropriate for the Principal to be able to override these policies through an
opt-in process8 [10, pp. 22-23].

3.3 Further Steps in Liberty Privacy Protections: The Identity
Governance Framework

Although the Liberty protocols protect the privacy of data exchange, there
nonetheless remains a gap: explicit mechanisms for exchanging metadata gov-
erning data at rest. With the underpinnings provided by the ID-FF and ID-WSF
specifications in place, Liberty is preparing an Identity Governance Framework
(IGF) [13] that will provide the Principal with a clear framework for assessing
whether her privacy is being protected in the way that she wants.

IGF enables the creation of declarative contracts (or policies) between an
Attribute Provider and a Service Provider. To achieve this, IGF defines two
declarative syntaxes: Attribute Authority Policy Markup Language (AAPML)
and client Attribute Requirement Markup Language (CARML).

The Attribute Provider uses AAPML (a profile of OASIS XACML) to create
statements pertaining to the access and use of the protected attributes. For
instance, it has the ability to express conditions permitting release of the data
(e.g., any authenticated student can read these teaching notes), obligations for
the SP (e.g., this document shall not be stored for more than two days), and the
need to obtain the Principal’s consent. Meanwhile the SP can specify whether
the requested attributes will be automatically discarded after usage. Or the SP
could request the possibility of modifying the data or forwarding it to another SP.
The CARML document created by the SP can either be created and exchanged
ahead of time or it can be created and included in the attribute request.

In addition to these declarative syntaxes, IGF also specifies a certain num-
ber of basic privacy constraints such as propagation, usage, retention, storage

8 It is interesting to note that some electronic health care projects (e.g., the U.K.’s
Summary Health Care Record [21]) have opted for implicit consent to allow access
to personal health information. Consent must be expressly revoked by the client.
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and display of identity data. Although non-exhaustive, these atomic privacy con-
straints can be combined using WS-Policy [27]. These are viewed as commitments
made by the creator of that request.

3.4 Privacy Leaks in Liberty Protocols

In the years since the Liberty federated model was introduced, there have been
a number of papers discussing various privacy concerns in the protocols and
model. We now consider these.

Birgit Pfitzmann [19] and Pfitzmann and Waidner [20] found various security
and privacy risks in the early Liberty protocols. Pfitzmann pointed out technical
ambiguities as well as policy issues that ought to be clarified in the Liberty single
signon protocol [19]. Pfitzmann and Waidner demonstrated a man-in-the-middle
attack against the Liberty-enabled client and proxy profile: a dishonest service
provider could interpose itself between a Principal and an honest service provider
(or even simply pretend to be the Principal without an initial request from the
Principal) and then request authentication to the SP9. This attack is possible
because Version 1.0 of the Liberty protocols did not require the SP to sign
requests. Pfitzmann and Waidner suggested various ways to protect against the
attack. Liberty version 1.1 prevents this by determining the SP’s URL from the
SP’s identity and including the URL in its response.

Alsaleh and Adams’ paper describes other consumer privacy issues [2]. On
one point we agree: Alsaleh and Adams noted that the lack of standard privacy
expression languages could lead to inconsistent interpretation of data privacy
directives [2, p.72]. This problem was larger than the Liberty specifications and
has recently been addressed in the IGF [13] program. We believe that the other
“threats” Alsaleh and Adams posit stem from a fundamental misunderstand-
ing of where the privacy pressure points lie in identity management; we provide
detailed responses in Appendix B. But we note that design choices occur in
technologies. Sometimes these concern security versus usability. Sometimes they
relate to whether to solve a problem technically or via policy or regulation.
Almost all of the Alsaleh and Adams’ concerns are ones for which legal and
policy responses are the most appropriate. Indeed, rather than being a prob-
lem for the Liberty specifications, this reinforces the view that the Liberty Al-
liance was right to complement its technical specification work with guidance on
where the boundary lies between the technical and policy aspects of an identity-
management system. We see no other comparable group that has paid equivalent
attention to this aspect.

Jøsang et al. argue that, “SPs are not able to distinguish between a security
assertion that reflects a genuine user service request, or one that represents an SP
masquerading as a user” [8, p. 121]. This language could be interpreted either as
the man-in-the-middle attack raised by [20] — which was resolved in version 1.1
of the Liberty Identity Federation specifications — or that a dishonest SP could
claim to be a Principal at another SP. If the latter is what is meant, the dishonest

9 The problem had been independently discovered by Jonathan Sergent.
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SP is not in a position to authenticate as the Principal at the IdP and thus cannot
learn anything at the second SP. Jøsang et al. also claim that in a federated
model “Different SPs within the same federation domain are technically able to
match personal information of the same user because of the mapping between
identifiers” [8, p. 1221]. Liberty’s use of pairwise, directional opaque identifiers
prevents this problem.

Bhargav-Spantzel et al. propose two approaches to protecting the Principal’s
PII: distribute user identity information amongst several entities and use tech-
niques such as zero-knowledge proofs to prevent identity theft within an IdP or
SP [3]. The former is what federated systems do. This paper misunderstands
some Liberty protocols. Liberty does not require PKI for Principal authentica-
tion [3, p. 25] but rather, allows authentication to be done in a variety of ways
[10, p. 10]. Bhargav et al. suggest that a problem with Shibboleth is a single
central identity provider. Both Shibboleth and Liberty allow Service Providers
to use multiple Identity Providers within a Circle of Trust. The paper correctly
observes that Liberty does not account for untrusted SPs or IdPs within the
specifications [3, p. 25]10. The specifications are about data exchanges only; the
Liberty Alliance expectation is that individual service and identity providers will
develop their own solutions against insider attack.

4 Conclusions

To succeed, digital identity management systems must balance competing sets
of needs from users, IDPs, and SPs. Identity-management systems derive both
strength and legitimacy from the consent of the individual whose PII is being
used. Yet to benefit from the identity and service providers’ offerings, the user
must disclose PII — and therefore expose it to risk, regardless of the security
mechanisms employed. Those organizations that request only minimal PII —
and then protect, use and dispose of that PII appropriately — serve the user
while minimizing risk and their liability.

Federation allows identity-management systems to be constructed with se-
cure, minimized data exchange and thus to be inherently privacy-protective.
The Liberty specifications enable privacy-protecting implementations but can-
not mandate them. In the end, implementers must make their risk assessment
and decide on the balance between technical and other mitigators.

Laws and policies on the one hand, and technology on the other, form integral
parts of effective privacy protection. As the Liberty Alliance observes, “The
identity challenge is both technical, business, and policy oriented”[15].

Acknowledgments. Many people have worked on Liberty over the years and
developed insights on identity management and its privacy drivers. We have

10 The Liberty ID-WSF Security and Privacy Overview states that, “[T]hese entities
may not adhere to their contracts. In that case, the issue is out of scope for Liberty,
which is, after all, a set of technical specifications for data exchange. Instead such a
situation is appropriately handled by the legal system.”[10, p. 15]
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A Liberty Alliance Protocols

We present here an abbreviated discussion of the Liberty Alliance protocols ID-
FF, ID-WSF, and Discovery Service. A fuller treatment appears in [9] and [10].

A.1 Federated Identity Frameworks: ID-FF and SAML

Liberty Alliance’s ID-FF and OASIS SAML are frameworks that define pro-
tocols for (i) Single Sign-On and Account linking (aka. Federation) (ii) Name
Registration (iii) Federation Termination and (iv) Single Logout.

Below are steps of a typical SAML2.0 based establishment of a single-sign-on
(browser profile).

1. The Principal browses to an SP site and seeks access a protected resource
there.

2. The SP responds with a SAML authentication request in an HTML form
which after submission turns into either an HTTP Redirect or a POST sent
to the IdP.

3. The Principal, if not already authenticated, is prompted with a login form
at the IdP.

http://news.zdnet.co.uk/itmanagement/0,1000000308,39285203,00.htm
http://www.credentica.com/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xmlschema-1-20041028/
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4. Upon successful authentication, the IdP sends (HTTP POST) to the Princi-
pal’s browser to the SP with a <Response> message that contains a signed
SAML assertion (possibly several). Among other things, the IdP might add
information regarding the Principal default Discovery Service to facilitate
bootstrapping an ID-WSF sequence as described in the next section.

5. If the SP is satisfied with the content of the assertion it has obtained, the
SP grants the Principal access to the protected resource.

Note that pseudonyms are used between the SP and IdP in assertions to
prevent account linking, and the NameID mapping protocol allow SPs to change
the pseudonym used in federation.

A.2 Identity-Based Web Services Framework: ID-WSF

ID-WSF is a framework for identity-based web services. Its protocols support
three core phases: (i) A WSP associating its service with a Principal’s identity;
a one-time operation for any given web service that enables the Principal to use
this service in the future. (ii) A WSC querying a Principal’s Discovery Service
to look up a resource hosted at another web service provider (WSP). (iii) A
WSC accessing a Principal’s resource at that WSP, subject to conditions the
resource’s owner may place on access.

The ID-WSF protocols are based on a Request/Response design pattern. A
SOAP binding document describes how such messages are to be created in a
SOAP environment.

Service registration and association: ID-WSF defines a sequence of steps
to allow a web service provider to become dynamically discoverable:

1. To registers its service instance at the DS, a WSP sends a SOAP message
called <SvcMDRegister> at a known endpoint of the DS. This message
contains XML metadata that describe its service (web address and type of
service, the framework and security mechanisms supported etc.)

2. The DS returns an identifier (called MDID) for future reference.
3. When the Principal browses to WSP’s web site, a typical response of the

WSP (acting as a regular SP) will be to authenticate the Principal, possibly
through single sign on as previously described. This authentication will pro-
vide information about the Principal’s Discovery Service. The WSP offers
to list its service as one of the Principal’s known services at the DS.

4. If the Principal consents to this association, the WSP sends a request to the
DS including the previously obtained MDID and some additional metadata.

5. Upon success (or failure) DS responds with a message that contains a
<Status> element.

Service Discovery and invocation: Once registered and associated to a Prin-
cipal, a service instance can be discovered and invoked by other web services.
Following are the steps involved in this process:
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1. To discover services of a certain type that are associated with a particular
Principal, a WSC sends a SOAP message called <Query> at the lookup
endpoint of the DS. This request contains a RequestedService XML element
(possibly several) containing criteria for the lookup request (e.g. service type,
etc.). The identity of the Principal is conveyed by the SOAP headers.

2. The DS returns a list of matching services, represented by endpoint references
(EPRs). Each EPR contains a security token, crafted by the DS, to allow
the WSC to invoke that WSP.

3. WSC can now invoke WSP, presenting the security token it has obtained
during the previous step. ID-WSF defines a Create, read, update and delete
interface that is designed for data-oriented services. This is the Data Service
Templates, which serves as a base for the definition of many specialized
interfaces. Liberty supports the definition of service interfaces for various
types of services. The current service interfaces defined are personal profile,
employee profile, geolocation, contact book and presence.

4. Upon success (or failure) WSP responds with a message that contains a
<Status> element.

Additional Protocols: ID-WSF also defines two additional protocols that are
important from a privacy perspective:

– The Interaction Service facilitates communication between a WSP and a
Principal in cases where consent must be obtained before the WSP grants a
WSC access to the Principal’s resource it is hosting.

– People Service improves security and privacy in social networks and defines:
(i) A service associated to a Principal, (ii) A flexible, privacy-aware frame-
work to manage the people a Principal interacts with (invitations, identity
federation), (iii) A SOAP interface for WSPs to query and manipulate in-
formation about a Principal’s friends and colleagues.
The People Service also enables further evolution for online transactions by
supporting cross-principal interactions based on identity mapping.

B Detailed Response to Alsaleh and Adams

We have divided the issues raised by Alsaleh and Adams into three categories:
those best solved through legal and policy means, those where the Liberty choice
was in favor of usability, and those that had already been/are resolved.

1. Privacy Issues Resolved Through Legal/Policy Means:
(a) Alsaleh and Adams posit a privacy risk during Identity Federation when

the IdP introduces the Principal to the CoT [2, pp. 68-69]. That is a
policy decision, and is made clear in the Liberty Deployment Guidelines,
“The Liberty specifications provide for both access permissions to allow
a Principal to specify whether and under what circumstances a Service
Provider can obtain given attributes ... Has the Principal consented to
all data uses?”[12, p. 8].
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(b) Alsaleh and Adams raise concern about user consent for identity fed-
eration between IdP and SP; presumably what they mean is account
linkage between the Principal’s Identity Provider and Service Provider
[2, p. 69]. Clearly such account linkage is a Principal’s decision11; it is
not clear why Alsaleh and Adams thought the Liberty framework made
it otherwise.

(c) Alsaleh and Adams suggest that if there is a redirect between service
providers that have different attribute information about a Principal,
then two dishonest service providers could illegally exchange the at-
tribute information, violating the Principal’s privacy[2, pp. 70-71]. The
key point here is “illegally.” Only laws (and contracts, a form of law)
can prevent a Service Provider from mishandling Principal information
the SP has; technology cannot.

(d) Alsaleh and Adams object to the fact that once the SP has the address
of the user attribute resource holder, the SP might retain the address
past the current usage [2, pp. 71]. The security token is likely to have
expired, but in any case, this is a legal issue; such retention does not
conform with the timeliness aspect of the Fair Information Practices [10,
p.15].

(e) Alsaleh and Adams state that Interaction Services (IS) hosted by other
SPs may have privacy impact on the Principal [2, p. 72]. The IS must
be trusted by the WSC [10, p. 19]. Vetting is done by the WSC and any
liability is at the WSC.

(f) Alsaleh and Adams state that the SP could deny having made a query
to the Principal [2, pp. 72-73]. As above, Liberty ID-WSF Security and
Privacy Overview observes that such problems are an out-of-band issue,
and recommends, “IS providers should make efforts to induce trust in
the Principal by offering transaction logs, by employing sufficiently long
strong authentication methods, etc.” [10, p. 19].

(g) Alsaleh and Adams state that if a Principal deals with two SPs, there
is risk of the two sharing PII about the user with each other [2, p. 72].
The opaque handles make such collusion difficult. However, since the
SPs each have data about the Principal, such correlation is possible. In
this case, the problem is not about the data exchange — the Liberty
protocols — but about data at rest.

(h) Alsaleh and Adams observe an SP can amass data about a Principal, thus
leading to identification of the Principal [2, p. 72]. This is not about data
exchange, but about the fact that once you give data to a provider, they
have it. Only law helps here.

(i) Alsaleh and Adams point out that the SP can reuse or share information
about the attribute provider that hold the Principal’s data [2, p. 72]. This
is identical to the issue above.

11 In the enterprise context, the consent is often part of an employment contract. A
company might outsource aspects of its core business functions, e.g., human re-
sources, and then the corporation consents — without an explicit request to the
Principal — to have these introductions made.
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(j) Alsaleh and Adams argue that privacy policies of the Attribute Provider
local access policy and the Principal privacy policy might not match [2,
p. 72]. Again there needs to be a business/policy/statutory decision on
which policy takes precedence.

2. Privacy Issues Resolved in Favor of Usability:
(a) Alsaleh and Adams believe that the SP knowing the Principal’s preferred

IdP is a privacy violation [2, p. 69]. The Liberty design decision was to
choose usability with a minimum of privacy loss. After all, the IdP may
have millions of users; how does the SP knowing that a particular user
does so present a privacy disclosure? The reason the SP and IdP have
a relationship is precisely because the SP wishes to rely on information
the IdP can provide. If the Principal is genuinely concerned about this
knowledge, he has the technical option of turning off federation domain
cookies, or the procedural one of simply declining to link accounts.

(b) Alsaleh and Adams claim that there is a risk that an SP could determine
which IdP most recently authenticated the Principal from the federation
common domain cookie [2, p. 69]. This is as above, with the same minimal
privacy loss.

(c) Alsaleh and Adams express concern that a federated SP can request that
an IdP reauthenticate a Principal whenever the SP chooses and that the
SP can query the IdP about the type of authentication method [2, p. 71].
All this reveals is information about the IdP’s authentication methods
that the SP already knows. There is no privacy risk for the Principal;
this is feature (not a bug!).

3. Previously Covered Issues:
(a) Alsaleh and Adams are concerned that a browser redirect can carry

Principal PII unencrypted and is thus subject to eavesdropping [2, p.
70]. The Liberty Alliance previously addressed this concern [9, p. 21].

(b) Alsaleh and Adams claim that an SP can request a resource-holder ad-
dress for more than one user attribute from an IdP and that creates a
privacy breach since the SP may use only one Usage Directive, which
might not apply to all the attributes [2, pp. 71-72]. The UsageDirec-
tive can be applied to all conveyed attributes as multiple UDs may be
employed [14, pp.46-48]12.

(c) Alsaleh and Adams express concern that an IdP or SP could fabricate
user consent and that the Principal has no way to force the SP to sign
a request for consent [2, p. 72]. It is true that the Principal trusts the
IdP, but that is an out-of-band issue. While it is true that the IS can be
co-hosted with the requesting WSC — creating an “obvious” conflict of
interest — the question is could this happen in a real deployment? As
the Liberty ID-WSF Security and Privacy Overview states, it is simply
the case that the IS must be trusted by the Principal [10, p. 19].

12 The multiple <UsageDirective> header blocks for a SOAP Header was also true for
version 1.2, which appeared in May 2005.
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Abstract. Confidential data hemorrhaging from health-care providers pose  
financial risks to firms and medical risks to patients. We examine the conse-
quences of data hemorrhages including privacy violations, medical fraud, fi-
nancial identity theft, and medical identity theft. We also examine the types 
and sources of data hemorrhages, focusing on inadvertent disclosures. Through 
an analysis of leaked files, we examine data hemorrhages stemming from in-
advertent disclosures on internet-based file sharing networks. We characterize 
the security risk for a group of health-care organizations using a direct analysis 
of leaked files. These files contained highly sensitive medical and personal in-
formation that could be maliciously exploited by criminals seeking to commit 
medical and financial identity theft. We also present evidence of the threat by 
examining user-issued searches. Our analysis demonstrates both the substantial 
threat and vulnerability for the health-care sector and the unique complexity 
exhibited by the US health-care system.  

Keywords: Health-care information, identity theft, data leaks, security. 

1   Introduction 

Data breaches and inadvertent disclosures of customer information have plagued 
sectors from banking to retail. In many of these cases, lost customer information 
translates directly into financial losses through fraud and identity theft. The health-
care sector also suffers such data hemorrhages, with multiple consequences. In some 
cases, the losses have translated to privacy violations and embarrassment. In other 
cases, criminals exploit the information to commit fraud or medical identity theft. 
Given the highly fragmented US health-care system, data hemorrhages come from 
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many different sources—ambulatory health-care providers, acute-care hospitals, phy-
sician groups, medical laboratories, insurance carriers, back-offices of health mainte-
nance organizations, and outsourced service providers such as billing, collection, and 
transcription firms. 

In this paper we analyze the threats and vulnerabilities to medical data. We first 
explore the consequences of data hemorrhages, including a look at how criminals 
exploit medical data, in particular through medical identity theft. Next, we examine 
types and sources of data hemorrhages through a direct analysis of inadvertent disclo-
sures of medical information on publically available, internet-based file sharing net-
works. We present an analysis of thousands of files we uncovered. These files were 
inadvertently published in popular peer-to-peer file sharing networks like Limewire 
and Bearshare and could be easily downloaded by anyone searching for them. Origi-
nating from health-care firms, their suppliers, and patients themselves, the files span 
everything from sensitive patient correspondence to business documents, spread-
sheets, and PowerPoint files. We found multiple files from major health-care firms 
that contained private employee and patient information for literally tens of thousands 
of individuals, including addresses, Social Security Numbers, birth dates, and treat-
ment billing information. Disturbingly, we also found private patient information 
including medical diagnoses and psychiatric evaluations. Finally, we present evi-
dence, from user-issued searches on these networks, that individuals are working to 
find medical data—likely for malicious exploitation.  

The extended enterprises of health-care providers often include many technically 
unsophisticated partners who are more likely to leak information. As compared with 
earlier studies we conducted in the banking sector (Johnson 2008), we find that track-
ing and stopping medical data hemorrhages is more complex and possibly harder to 
control given the fragmented nature of the US health-care system. We document the 
risks and call for better control of sensitive health-care information. 

2   Consequences of Data Hemorrhages  

Data hemorrhages from the health-care sector are diverse, from leaked business in-
formation and employee personally identifiable information (PII) to patient protected 
health information (PHI), which is individually identifiable health information. While 
some hemorrhages are related to business information, like marketing plans or finan-
cial documents, we focus on the more disturbing releases of individually identifiable 
information and protected health information. In these cases, the consequences range 
from privacy violations (including violations of both state privacy laws and federal 
HIPPA standards) to more serious fraud and theft (Figure 1). 

On one hand, health-care data hemorrhages fuel financial identity theft. This occurs 
when leaked patient or employee information is used to commit traditional financial 
fraud. For example, using social security numbers and other identity information to 
apply for fraudulent loans, take-over bank accounts, or charge purchases to credit 
cards. On the other hand, PHI is often used by criminals to commit traditional medical 
fraud, which typically involves billing payers (e.g., Medicaid/Medicare or private 
health-care insurance) for treatment never rendered. The US General Accounting 
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Office estimated that 10% of health expenditure reimbursed by Medicare is paid to 
fraudsters, including identity thieves and fraudulent health service providers (Bolin 
and Clark 2004; Lafferty 2007).  

PHI can also be very valuable to criminals who are intent on committing medical 
identity theft. The crime of medical identity theft represents the intersection of medi-
cal fraud and identity theft (Figure 1). Like medical fraud, it involves fraudulent 
charges and like financial identity theft, it involves the theft of identity. It is unique in 
that it involves a medical identity (patient identification, insurance information, medi-
cal histories, prescriptions, test results…) that may be used to obtain medical services 
or prescription drugs (Ball et al. 2003). Leaked insurance information can be used to 
fraudulently obtain service, but unlike a credit card the spending limits are much 
higher—charges can quickly reach tens of thousands or even millions of dollars. And 
unlike financial credit, there is less monitoring and reporting. Sadly, beyond the fi-
nancial losses, medical identity theft carries other personal consequences for victims 
as it often results in erroneous changes to medical records that are difficult and time 
consuming to correct. Such erroneous information could impact care quality or im-
pede later efforts to obtain medical, life, or disability insurance. 

For example, recent medical identity theft cases have involved the sale of health 
identities to illegal immigrants (Messmer 2008). These forms of theft are a problem 
impacting payers, patients, and health-care providers. Payers and providers both see 
financial losses from fraudulent billing. Patients are also harmed when they are billed 
for services they did not receive, and when erroneous information appears on their 
medical record.  

Between 1998 and 2006, the FTC recorded complaints of over nineteen thousand 
cases of medical identity theft with rapid growth in the past five years. Many believe 
these complaints represent the tip of the growing fraud problem, with some estimates 
showing upwards of a quarter-million cases a year (Dixon 2006, 12-13). Currently, 
there is no single agency tasked with tracking, investigating, or prosecuting these 
crimes (Lafferty 2007) so reliable data on the extent of the problem does not exist.  

Privacy Violations

Healthcare Fraud Identity Theft

Medical Identity Theft

 

Fig. 1. Consequences of data hemorrhages 
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The crime of financial identity theft is well understood with clear underlying mo-
tives. A recent FTC survey estimated that 3.7% of Americans were victims of some 
sort of identity theft (FTC 2007). Significant media coverage has alerted the public of 
the financial dangers that can arise when a thief assumes your identity. However, the 
dangers and associated costs of medical identity theft are less well understood and 
largely overlooked. Of course, PHI (including insurance policy information and gov-
ernment identity numbers) can be fraudulently used for financial gain at the expense 
of firms and individuals. However, when a medical identity is stolen and used to ob-
tain care, it may also result in life-threatening amendments to a medical file. Any 
consequential inaccuracies in simple entries, such as allergy diagnoses and blood-
typing results, can jeopardize patient lives. Furthermore, like financial identity theft, 
medical identity theft represents a growing financial burden on the private and public 
sectors.  

Individuals from several different groups participate in the crime of medical iden-
tity theft: the uninsured, hospital employees, organized crime rings, illegal aliens, 
wanted criminals, and drug abusers. In many cases the theft is driven by greed, but in 
other case the underlying motive is simply for the uninsured to receive medical care. 
Without medical insurance, these individuals are unable to obtain the expensive care 
that they require, such as complicated surgeries or organ transplants. However, if they 
assume the identity of a well insured individual, hospitals will provide full-service 
care. For example, Carol Ann Hutchins of Pennsylvania assumed another woman’s 
identity after finding a lost wallet (Wereschagin 2006). With the insurance identifica-
tion card inside the wallet, Hutchins was able to obtain care and medication on 40 
separate occasions at medical facilities across Pennsylvania and Ohio, accumulating a 
total bill of $16,000. Had it not been for the victim’s careful examination of her 
monthly billing statement, it is likely that Hutchins would have continued to fraudu-
lently receive care undetected. Hutchins served a 3-month jail sentence for her crime, 
but because of privacy laws and practices, any resulting damage done to the victim’s 
medical record was difficult and costly to erase.  

Hospital employees historically comprise the largest known group of individuals 
involved in traditional medical fraud. They may alter patient records, use patient data 
to open credit card accounts, overcharge for and falsify services rendered, create 
phony patients, and more. The crimes committed by hospital employees are often the 
largest, most intricate, and the most costly. 

Take for example the case of Cleveland Clinic front desk clerk coordinator, Isis 
Machado who sold the medical information of more than 1,100 patients, to her cousin 
Fernando Ferrer, Jr., the owner of Advanced Medical Claims Inc. of Florida. Fer-
nando then provided the information to others who used the stolen identities to file an 
estimated $7.1 million in fraudulent claims (USDC 2006).  

Individuals abusing prescription drugs also have a motive to commit medical 
identity theft. Prescription drug addicts can use stolen identities to receive multiple 
prescriptions at different pharmacies. Drugs obtained through this method may also 
be resold or traded. Roger Ly, a Nevada pharmacist allegedly filed and filled 55 
false prescriptions for Oxycontin and Hydrocondone in the name of customers. 
Medicare and insurance paid for the drugs that Ly, allegedly, then resold or used 
recreationally (USA 2007). The total value of drugs sold in the underground pre-
scription market likely exceeds $1 billion (Peterson 2000). Sometimes, the crimes 
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involving prescription drugs are less serious; a Philadelphia man stole a coworker’s 
insurance identification card to acquire a Viagra prescription, which he filled on 38 
separate occasions. The plan finally backfired when the coworker he was posing as 
attempted to fill his own Viagra prescription and discovered that one had already 
been filled at another pharmacy. The cost to his company’s insurance plan: over 
$3,000 (PA 2006).  

Wanted criminals also have a strong motive to commit medical identity theft. If 
they check into a hospital under their own name, they might be quickly apprehended 
by law enforcement. Therefore, career criminals need to design schemes to obtain 
care. Joe Henslik, a wanted bank robber working as an ad salesman, found it easy to 
obtain Joe Ryan’s Social Security number as part of a routine business transaction 
(BW 2007). Henslik then went on to receive $41,888 worth of medical care and sur-
gery under Ryan’s name. It took Ryan two years to discover that he had been a victim 
of medical identity theft. Even after discovery, he found it difficult to gain access to 
his medical records, since his own signature didn’t match that of Henslik’s forgery.  

Anndorie Sachs experienced a similar situation when her medical identity was used 
to give birth to a drug addicted baby (Reavy 2006). Sachs had lost her purse prior to 
the incident and had accordingly cancelled her stolen credit cards, but was unaware of 
the risk of medical ID theft. The baby, which was abandoned at the hospital by the 
mother, tested positive for illegal drug use, prompting child services to contact Sachs, 
who had four children of her own. Fortunately, since Sachs did not match the descrip-
tion of the woman who gave birth at the hospital, the problem did not escalate further. 
If Sachs was not able to prove her identity, she could have lost custody of her chil-
dren, and been charged with child abuse. Furthermore, before the hospital became 
aware of the crime, the baby was issued a Social Security number in Sachs name, 
which could cause complications for the child later in life. Like Sachs, few individu-
als consider their insurance cards to be as valuable as the other items they carry in 
their wallet. Moreover, medical transactions appearing on a bill may not be scruti-
nized as closely as financial transactions with a bank or credit card.  

Illegal immigrants also represent a block of individuals with a clear motive to 
commit medical identity theft. In the case of a severe medical emergency, they will 
not be refused care in most instances, but if an illegal immigrant requires expensive 
surgery, costly prescriptions, or other non-emergency care, they have few options. 
One of the most shocking and well documented cases comes from Southern Califor-
nia, where a Mexican resident fooled the state insurance program, Medi-Cal, into 
believing that he was a resident and therefore entitled to health care coverage (Hanson 
1994). Mr. Hermillo Meave, was transferred to California from a Tijuana, Mexico 
hospital with heart problems, but told the California hospital that he was from San 
Diego, and provided the hospital with a Medi-Cal ID card and number. Although the 
circumstances surrounding Mr. Meave’s arrival were suspicious, the hospital went 
ahead and completed a heart transplant on Mr. Meave. The total cost of the operation 
was an astounding one million dollars. Only after the surgery did the hospital deter-
mine that Mr. Meave actually lived and worked in Tijuana and was therefore not 
entitled to Medi-Cal coverage.  

Perhaps emboldened by the success of Hermillo Meave, a family from Mexico 
sought a heart transplant for a dying relative just three months later at the very same 
hospital. This time, fraud investigators were able to discover the plot before the  
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surgery could be completed. While processing the paperwork for the patient who was 
checked in as Rene Garcia, Medi-Cal authorities found nine other individuals around 
the state, using the same name and ID number. The hospital had the family arrested 
and jailed for the attempted fraud, which had cost the hospital $200,000, despite the 
lack of surgery. The family told investigators that they had paid $75,000 in order to 
obtain the ID and set up the surgery. The trafficking of identities between Mexico and 
California is commonplace, but the sale of Medi-Cal identities adds a new dimension 
to the crime. The disparity in care between California hospitals and Mexican facilities 
makes the motivation to commit medical identity theft clear: falsified identification is 
a low-cost ticket to world-class care. 

Finally, identity theft criminals often operate in crime rings, sometimes using 
elaborate ruses to gather the identities of hundreds individuals. In a Houston case, 
criminals allegedly staged parties in needy areas offering medical deals as well as 
food and entertainment (USDJ 2007). At the parties, Medicaid numbers of residents 
were obtained and then used to bill Medicaid for alcohol and substance abuse coun-
seling. The scheme even included fraudulent reports, written by ‘certified’ counselors. 
The fraudulent company managed to bill Medicaid for $3.5M worth of services, of 
which they received $1.8M. In this case, no medical care was actually administered 
and the medical identity theft was committed purely for financial reasons. 

In summary, there are many reasons why individuals engage in medical identity 
theft, including avoiding law enforcement, obtaining care that they have no way of 
affording, or simply making themselves rich. Many tactics are used including first 
hand by physical theft, insiders, and harvesting leaked data. As we saw, PHI can be 
sold and resold before theft occurs—as in the case of the nine Garcias. The thief may 
be someone an individual knows well or it could be someone who they’ve never met.  

For health-care providers, the first step in reducing such crime is better protection 
of PHI by: 1) controlling access within the enterprise to PHI; 2) securing networks 
and computers from direct intruders; 3) monitoring networks (internal and external) 
for PII and PHI transmissions and disclosures; 4) avoiding inadvertent disclosures of 
information. Often loose access and inadvertent disclosures are linked. When access 
policies allow many individuals to view, move, and store data in portable documents 
and spreadsheets, the risk of inadvertent disclosure increases.  

3   Inadvertent Data Hemorrhages 

Despite the much trumpeted enactment of the Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act (HIPAA), data losses in the health-care sector continue at a dizzying 
pace. While the original legislation dates back to 1996, the privacy rules regulating 
the use and disclosure of medical records did not become effective until 2004. More-
over, the related security rules, which mandate computer and building safeguards to 
secure records, became effective in 2005. While firms and organizations have in-
vested to protect their systems against direct intrusions and hackers, many recent the 
data hemorrhages have come from inadvertent sources. For example, laptops at di-
verse health organizations including Kaiser Permanente (Bosworth 2006), Memorial 
Hospital (South Bend IN) (Tokars 2008), the U.S. Department of Veterans Admini-
stration (Levitz and Hechinger 2006), and National Institutes of Health (Nakashima 
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and Weiss 2008) were lost or stolen—in each case inadvertently disclosing personal 
and business information.  

Organizations have mistakenly posted on the web many different types of sensitive 
information, from legal to medical to financial. For example, Wuesthoff Medical 
Center in Florida inadvertently posted names, Social Security numbers and personal 
medical information of more than 500 patients (WFTV 2008). Insurance and health-
care information of 71,000 Georgia residents was accidentally posted on Internet for 
several days by Tampa-based WellCare Health Plans (Hendrick 2008).  

The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center inadvertently posted patient informa-
tion of nearly 80 individuals including names and medical images. In one case, a pa-
tient’s radiology image was posted along with his Social Security number, insurance 
information, medications, and with information on previous medical screenings and 
procedures (Twedt, 2007). Harvard University and its pharmacy partner, PharmaCare 
(now part of CVS Caremark), experienced a similar embarrassment when students 
showed they could easily gain access to lists of prescription drugs bought by Harvard 
students (Russell 2005). Even technology firms like Google and AOL have suffered 
the embarrassment of inadvertent web posting of sensitive information (Claburn 2007, 
Olson 2006)—in their cases, customer information. Still other firms have seen their 
internal information and intellectual property appear on music file-sharing networks 
(DeAvila 2007), blogs, YouTube, and MySpace (Totty 2007). In each case, the result 
was the same: sensitive information inadvertently leaked creating embarrassment, 
vulnerabilities, and financial losses for the firm, its investors, and customers. In a re-
cent data loss, Pfizer faces a class action suit from angry employees who had their 
personal information inadvertently disclosed on a popular music network (Vijayan 
2007). In this paper we examine health-care leaks from a common, but widely misun-
derstood source of inadvertent disclosure: peer-to-peer file-sharing networks. 

In our past research, we showed that peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks rep-
resented a significant security risk to firms operating within the banking sector (John-
son and Dynes, 2007; Johnson 2008). File sharing became popular during the late 
1990s with rise of Napster. In just two years before its court-ordered closure in 2001, 
Napster enabled tens of millions of users to share MP3-formatted song files. Through 
its demise, it opened the door for many new P2P file-sharing networks such as 
Gnutella, FastTrack, e-donkey, and Bittorrent, with related software clients such as 
Limewire, KaZaA, Morpheus, eMule, and BearShare. Today P2P traffic levels are 
still growing with as many as ten million simultaneous users (Mennecke 2006). P2P 
clients allow users to place shared files in a particular folder that is open for other 
users to search. However, there are many ways that other confidential files become 
exposed to the network (see Johnson et al. 2008 for a detailed discussion). For exam-
ple a user: 1) accidentally shares folders containing the information—in some cases 
confusing client interface designs can facilitate such accidents (Good and Krekelberg 
(2003)); 2) stores music and other data in the same folder that is shared—this can 
happen by mistake or because of poor file organization; 3) downloads malware that, 
when executed, exposes files; or 4) installs sharing client software that has bugs, re-
sulting in unintentional sharing of file directories.  

While these networks are most popularly used to trade copyrighted material, such 
as music and video, any material can be exposed and searched for including data-
bases, spreadsheets, Microsoft Word documents, and other common corporate file 
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formats. The original exposure of this material over P2P networks is most likely done 
by accident rather than maliciously, but the impact of a single exposure can quickly 
balloon. After a sensitive file has been exposed, it can be copied many times by virtu-
ally anonymous P2P users, as they copy the file from one another and expose the file 
to more peers. Criminals are known to engage in the sale and trafficking of valuable 
information and data. In earlier studies using “honeypot” experiments (experiments 
that expose data for the purpose of observing how it is stolen), we showed how crimi-
nals steal and use both consumer data and corporate information (Johnson et al. 
2008). When this leaked information happens to be private customer information, 
organizations are faced with costly and painful consequences resulting from fraud, 
customer notification, and consumer backlash.  

Ironically, individuals who experience identity theft often never realize how their 
data was stolen. While there are many ways personal health-care data can be ex-
posed, we will show in the next section how data hemorrhages in P2P networks rep-
resent a missing link in the “causality chain.” Far worse than losing a laptop or a 
storage device with patient data (Robenstein 2008), inadvertent disclosures on P2P 
networks allow many criminals access to the information, each with different levels 
of sophistication and ability to exploit the information. And unlike an inadvertent 
web posting, the disclosures are far less likely to be noticed and corrected (since few 
organizations monitor P2P and the networks are constantly changing making a file 
intermittently available to a subset of users). Clearly, such hemorrhages violate the 
privacy and security rules of HIPAA, which call for health-care organizations to 
ensure implementation of administrative safeguards (in the form of technical safe-
guards and policies, personnel and physical safeguards) to monitor and control intra 
and inter-organizational information access.  

4   Research Method and Analysis 

To explore the vulnerability and threat of medical information leakage, we examined 
health-care data disclosures and search activity in peer-to-peer file sharing networks. 
To collect a sample of leaked data, we initially focused on Fortune Magazine’s list of 
the top ten publically traded health-care firms (Fortune Magazine (Useem 2007)). 
Together those firms represented nearly $70B in US health-care spending (Figure 2).  

To gather relevant files, we developed a digital footprint for each health-care insti-
tution. A digital footprint represents key terms that are related to the firm—for exam-
ple names of the affiliated hospitals, clinics, key brands, etc. Searching the internet 
with Google or P2P networks using those terms will often find files related to those 
institutions. With the help of Tiversa Inc., we searched P2P networks using our digital 
signature over a 2-week period (in January, 2008) and randomly gathered a sample of 
shared files related to health care and these institutions. Tiversa’s servers and software 
allowed us to sample in the four most popular networks (each of which supports the 
most popular clients) including Gnutella (e.g., Limewire, BearShare), FastTrack (e.g., 
KaZaA, Grokster), Aries (Aries Galaxy), and e-donkey (e.g., eMule, EDonkey2K). 
Files containing any one or combination of these terms in our digital footprint were 
captured. We focused on files from the Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Powerpoint, 
Excel, and Access). Of course, increasing the number of terms included in the digital 
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Fig. 2. Revenue of the top ten US health-care firms (Useem 2007) 

footprint increases the number file matches found, but also increases false positives—
files captured that have nothing to do with the institution in question. Given the large 
number of hospitals within these ten organizations (more than 500), our goal was to 
gather a sample of files to characterize the ongoing data hemorrhage. Since users 
randomly join P2P networks to get and share media (and then depart), the network is 
constantly changing. By randomly sampling over a 14-day period, we collected 3,328 
files for further (manual) analysis. 

Of 3,328 documents in our sample, 50.3% could be immediately identified as du-
plicate copies of the same file (same hash) that had spread or were on multiple IP 
addresses, leaving us with 1,654 documents to categorize. While duplicate files were 
not downloaded from the same IP address, duplicate files were collected when a tar-
get file had spread to multiple sharing clients. They were also collected from users 
who joined the network at different IP addresses (what we call an IP shift). Through a 
manual analysis of the remaining 1,654 files, we found that 71% were not relevant to 
health care or the organizations under consideration and were downloaded because 
our search terms overlapped with other subject matter. This was the result of the size 
and quality of our digital footprint. By casting a large net, we found more files but 
also many that were not related to the health-care sector. Of the remaining 475 docu-
ments, 86 were manually evaluated as duplicate files. With this cross section of data 
associated with the health-care organizations, we categorized each file evaluating the 
dangers associated with it. Figure 3 shows a categorization of the 389 unique, relevant 
files.  

The most common type of files found were newspaper and journal articles, fol-
lowed by documents associated with students studying medicine. This should not 
come as a surprise as many P2P users are students. Interestingly, we found entire 
medical texts being shared. We also found many documents dealing directly with 
medical issues, such as billings, letters to hospitals, and insurance claims. Many of 
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Fig. 3. Summary of unique relevant files 

these documents were leaked by patients themselves. For example, we found several 
patient-generated spreadsheets containing details of medical treatments and costs—
likely for tax purposes. Other documents discovered included hospital brochures and 
flyers, which were intended for public consumption. Finally there were job listings, 
cover letters, and résumés, all likely saved on computers of job-seekers. The lack 
interest in sharing these files for a typical P2P user makes it readily apparent that they 
were likely shared by mistake. However, all of the files weren’t so innocuous. After 
categorizing the files, we found that about 5% of the files recovered by our loosely 
tuned search were sensitive or could be used to commit medical or financial identity 
theft.  

The set of dangerous documents discovered contained several files that would fa-
cilitate medical identity theft. One such document was a government application for 
employment asking for detailed background information. The document contained the 
individual’s Social Security number, full name, date of birth, place of birth, mother’s 
maiden name, history of residence and acquaintances, schooling history, and em-
ployment history (the individual had worked at one of the hospitals under study). 
Despite the document’s three-page forward highlighting the privacy act measures 
undertaken by the government to protect the information in the document, and the 
secure Data Hash code stamped at the bottom of every page along with the bolded 
text ‘PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION’, this document somehow ended up on to a 
P2P network.  

More disturbing, we found a hospital-generated spreadsheet of personally identifi-
able information on recently-hired employees including Social Security numbers, 
contact information, job category etc. Another particularly sensitive document was an 
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Fig. 4. Excerpt of an insurance againg report. It contains 1718 pages of patient names, social 
security numbers, dates of birth, insurers, group numbers, and identification numbers (exposing 
nearly 9000 patients). Personally Identifiable Information has been redacted to protect the 
identities of the disclosers and patients. 

Acrobat form used for creating patient prescriptions. The scanned blank document 
was signed by a physician and allowed for anyone to fill in the patient’s name and 
prescription information. This document could be used for medical fraud by pre-
scription drug dealers and abusers. Additionally, the doctor’s own personal infor-
mation was included in the document, giving criminals the opportunity to forge 
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Fig. 5. File contents for over 20,000 patients in one inadvertent disclosure 

other documents in his name. Finally, another example we found was a young indi-
vidual’s medical card. This person was suffering from various ailments and was 
required to keep a card detailing his prescription information. The card included his 
doctor’s name, parent’s names, address, and other personal information. A person 
with a copy of this identification card could potentially pose as the patient and at-
tempt to procure prescription drugs. All of these dangerous files were found with a 
relatively simple sample of files published for anyone to find. 

As a second stage of our analysis, we then moved from sampling with a large net 
to more specific and intentional searches. Using information from the first sampling, 
we examined shared files on hosts where we had found other dangerous data. One of 
the features enabled by Limewire and other sharing clients is the ability to examine all 
the shared files of a particular user (sometimes called “browse host”). Over the next 
six months, we periodically examined hosts that appeared promising for shared files.  

Using this approach, we uncovered far more disturbing files. For a medical test-
ing laboratory, we found a 1,718-page document containing patient Social Security 
numbers, insurance information, and treatment codes for thousands of patients. 
Figure 4 shows a redacted excerpt of just a single page of the insurance aging report  
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Fig. 6. Hemorrhage exposed a large array of health-care constituents 

containing patient name, Social Security number, date of birth, insurer, group num-
ber, and identification number. All together, almost 9,000 patient identities were 
exposed in a single file, easily downloaded from a P2P network.  

For a hospital system, we found two spreadsheet databases that contained detailed 
information on over 20,000 patients including Social Security numbers, contact de-
tails, and insurance information. Up to 82 fields of information (see Figure 5) were 
recorded for each patient—representing the contents of the popular HCFA form. In 
this case, the hemorrhage came from an outsourced collection agency working for 
the hospital. However, besides the patients and hospital system, many other organi-
zations were comprised. The data disclosed in this file well-illustrates the complexity 
of US health care with many different constituencies represented, including 4 major 
hospitals, 335 different insurance carriers acting on behalf of 4,029 patient employ-
ers, and 266 different treating doctors (Figure 6). Each of these constituents was 
exposed in this disclosure. Of course, the exposure of sensitive patient health-
information may be the most alarming to citizens. Figure 7 shows one very small 
section of the spreadsheet (just three columns of 82) for a few patients (of the nearly 
20,000). Note that the diagnosis code (IDC code) is included for each patient. For 
example, code 34 is streptococcal sore throat; 42 is AIDS; 151.9 is malignant neo-
plasm of stomach (cancer); 29 is alcohol-induced mental disorders; and 340 is multi-
ple sclerosis. In total the file contained records on 201 patients with different forms 
of mental illness, 326 with cancers, 4 with AIDS, and thousands with other serious 
and less serious diagnoses. 
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Fig. 7. Disclosures expose extreamly personal diagnosis information. A very small section of a 
spreadsheet for a few (of over 20,000) patients showing IDC diagnosis codes (see 
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/ICD9ProviderDiagnosticCodes/ or http://www.icd9data.com/). Per-
sonally Identifiable Information has not been included in the illustration to protect the identities 
of the patients and physicians. 

For a mental health center, we found patient psychiatric evaluations. All would be 
considered extremely personal and some were disturbing. We found similar clinical 
evaluations leaking from Alabama to Nebraska to California. 

Of course, these are just few of many files we uncovered. For a group of anesthesi-
ologists, we found over 350MB of data comprising patient billing reports. For a drug 
and alcohol rehab center, we found similar billing information. From an AIDs clinic 
we found a spreadsheet with 232 clients including address, Social Security number, 
and date of birth. And the list goes on. It is important to note that all of these files 
were found without extraordinary effort and certainly far less effort than criminals 
might be economically incented to undertake.  

With the vulnerability well established, we also investigated the search activity in 
P2P networks to see if users were looking for health-care data hemorrhages. Again, 
using our simple digital signature we captured a sample of user-issued searches along 
with our files. Figure 8 lists a sample of these searches and clearly shows that users 
are searching for very specific health-care related data in P2P networks. 
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Fig. 8. Selection of User-Issued searches related to medical 

5   Conclusion 

Data hemorrhages from the health-care sector are clearly a significant threat to 
providers, payers, and patients. The inadvertent disclosers we found and docu-
mented in this report point to the larger problem facing the industry. Clearly, such 
hemorrhages may fuel many types of crime. While medical fraud has long been a 
significant problem, the crime of medical identity theft is still in its infancy. Today, 
many of the well-documented crimes appear to be committed out of medical need. 
However, with the growing opportunity to commit more significant crimes involv-
ing large financial rewards, more and more advanced schemes and methods, such as 
P2P-fueled identity theft, will likely develop. For criminals to profit, they don’t 
need to “steal” an identity, but only to borrow it for a few days, while they bill the 
insurer carrier thousands of dollars for fabricated medical bills. This combination of 
medical fraud along with identity theft adds a valuable page to the playbook of 
thieves looking for easy targets. Stopping the supply of digital identities is one key 
to halting this type of illegal activity.  

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) was created to 
protect workers’ health insurance coverage when they change or lose employment. It 
also includes standards for the transfer of healthcare information that are designed to 
protect the privacy of sensitive patient medical information. The Privacy and Secu-
rity Rules of HIPAA require covered entities to ensure implementation of adminis-
trative safeguards in the form of policies, personnel and physical safeguards to their 
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information infrastructure, and technical safeguards to monitor and control intra and 
inter-organizational information access (Choi, et al. 2006). Those rules were phased 
in over time with compliance maturing nearly five years ago (Privacy Rules in April 
2003 and Security Rules in April 2005). Unfortunately, recent industry reports sug-
gest low level of HIPAA compliance related to data security and privacy (AHIMA 
2006). Variations in provider implementation may also make medical identity theft 
more difficult to track, identify, and correct. When a patient’s medical record has 
been altered by someone else using their ID, the process used at different providers 
to correct the record can be confusing for the patient. The erroneous information in 
the medical file may remain for years. Also people who have been victims of medi-
cal identity theft may find it difficult to even know what has been changed or added 
to their record. Since the thief’s medical information is contained within the victim’s 
file, it is given the same privacy protections as anyone under the act. Without the 
ability to easily remove erroneous information, or figure out the changes contained 
in a medical record, repairing the damages of medical identity theft can be a very 
taxing process.  

In theory, HHS enforcement of HIPAA is a positive force in the fight against iden-
tity theft. It is true that institutions have been fined and required to implement detailed 
corrective action plans to address inadvertent disclosures of identifiable electronic 
patient information (HHS 2008). However, many observers note that very few cases 
have actually resulted in a fine. And while HIPAA could be used to prosecute offend-
ing medical professionals, which are historically the largest group of health-care fraud 
perpetrators, few are ever prosecuted. So it is not clear that this protection of patient 
identities really discourages inappropriate use of medical information or reduces the 
chance of hemorrhages. Better compliance with both the security and privacy rules is 
certainly needed. Of course, HIPAA can do little to stop patients from disclosing their 
medical identities voluntarily to individuals posing as health care providers, or poorly 
managing their own computerized documents.  

Tighter controls on patient information are a good start, but consumers still need to 
be educated of the dangers of lost health-care information and how to secure their 
information on personal computers. Hospitals and others concerned with medical 
identity theft have begun to undertake measures in order to curb medical identity 
theft. One of the simplest and most effective measures put in place by hospitals is to 
request photo identification for admittance to the hospital. In many cases, when a 
request for photo identification is made, the individual will give up on obtaining care 
and simply leave the hospital, never to return again. Of course, this measure will 
likely lose its efficacy in time as criminals become aware of the change in policy. 
Once a few personal identifiers have been acquired, such as date of birth and Social 
Security number, a criminal can obtain seemingly valid photo-ID. In the future, insur-
ance companies may need to begin issuing their own tamper-proof photo identifica-
tion to help stop medical identity theft.  

Finally, health-care providers and insurers must enact better monitoring and infor-
mation controls to detect and stop leaks (Appari and Johnson 2009). Information 
access within many health-care systems is lax. Coupled with the portability of data, 
inadvertent disclosures are inevitable. Better control over information access govern-
ance (Zhao and Johnson 2008) is an important step in reducing the hemorrhages 
documented in this report.  
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Abstract. Solving linear programming (LP) problems can be used to
solve many different types of problems. Immediate examples include cer-
tain types of auctions as well as benchmarking. However, the input data
may originate from different, mistrusting sources, which implies the need
for a privacy preserving solution.

We present a protocol solving this problem using black-box access to
secure modulo arithmetic. The solution can be instantiated in various set-
tings: Adversaries may be both active and adaptive, but passive and/or
static ones can be employed, e.g. for efficiency reasons. Perfect security
can be obtained in the information theoretic setting (up to 1/3 corrup-
tions), while corruption-of-all-but-one is possible in the cryptographic
setting. The latter allows a two-party protocol.

The solution is based on the well known simplex method. Letting n
denote the number of initial variables and m the number of constraints,
each pivot requires only O(loglog(m)) rounds in which O(m(m + n))
multiplication protocols and O(m+n) comparison protocols are invoked;
this is equivalent to the base-algorithm. A constant-rounds variation is
also possible, this increases the number of comparisons to O(m2 + n).

Keywords: Multiparty computation, Secure collaboration, Linear
programming.

1 Introduction

Multiparty computation (MPC) allows mutually mistrusting parties to jointly
perform a computation without revealing their data. It is natural to consider
applying such techniques to solving linear programming (LP) problems. The
applications are not limited to simply managing resources, though this is of
course possible. They span diverse topics, including benchmarking and auctions.

One application of an MPC LP-solver is the relative performance payscheme
of Nielsen and Toft [NT07], where employers wish to motivate employees through
bonus schemes based on perfomance compared to the competition, i.e. through
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benchmarking. But no company is willing to share production costs and other
trade secrets with their competitors. This paper provides an efficient instantia-
tion of the primitives needed in [NT07].

Another example is multi-attribute auctions that allow bidding to not only
reflect price, but also to take quality into account. In reverse auctions, for in-
stance, one party offers a contract to perform some task, say to construct a road
with some minimal specification. Bidders supply their price for doing so, and
the cheapest offer is chosen. However, the parties also have private information
regarding the cost of, and willingness to pay for, higher quality. Bogetoft and
Nielsen have constructed such auctions using LP problems [BN08].

It seems highly likely that economics may provide many other interesting ap-
plications. Informally, the revelation principle states that for games of incomplete
information, there is a revelation mechanism, where it optimal for the players
to truthfully supply their preferences (to a “trusted third party” who computes
the optimal solution.) With the present work it is simply a question of designing
mechanisms as LP problems.

Related Work: There are multiple algorithms for solving LP problems. The ellip-
soid and interior point methods due to Khachiyan and Karmarkar respectively
[Kha79, Kar84] allow LP problems to be solved in polynomial time. Formulat-
ing one of these as a Boolean circuit and applying one of the classic results
of MPC, [Yao86, GMW87, BGW88, CCD88], provides a solution. Applying a
general solution is expensive, though. The evaluation of every Boolean gate con-
sists of executing some cryptographic primitive, i.e. every basic arithmetic op-
eration performed consists of many invocations of those primitives. Moreover,
constructing a round-efficient solution in the information theoretic setting is not
immediate.

Li and Atallah have proposed a solution to solving LP problems [LA06].
They consider two honest-but-curious parties who learn a maximizing assign-
ment to the variables. In addition, they provide ad-hoc checks against malicious
behaviour, e.g. verifying that the assignment does not violate any constraints.
This may limit the damage possible, but does not rule out malicious behaviour
in general.

The solution is based on integer computation (additive sharing and public key
cryptography) and simplex, where pivots are performed on a permuted (masked)
tableau. Termination is tested publicly implying that the number of iterations is
leaked. Complexity is O(k(m2 + mn + �(m + n)) + �m(n + m))1 modular expo-
nentiations, where k is the number of iterations, � the bit-length of the numbers
involved, m the number of constraints, and n the number of initial variables.
There are, however, a number of problems with Li and Atallah’s solution.

The index of the final variable entering the basis is leaked. This is easily
fixed by randomizing the tableau at the end. A second problem occurs when the
output is determined. Li and Atallah first output the basis, then set the basis
variables to their respective values. Seeing only a maximizing solution, however,

1 [LA06] considers n to be the overall number of variables, this is m + n here.
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may reveal less information, e.g. it should not be possible to distinguish between
basic variables set to zero and co-basic variables. It is highly questionable that
this leaks any useful information in practice. Yet, there is no guarantee that this
is the case, so the issue must at least be considered before applying the solution.

A more significant problem is that the protocol may provide an incorrect re-
sult. The secure computation may also leak information in this case. The problem
occurs at the end of the computation. Basis variables are sought out by determin-
ing columns with only one non-zero position – doing this blindly does not work.
Consider maximizing f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 under the constraints that x1, x2 ≥ 0
and c1x1 +c2x2 +xS = 1, where xS is a slack-variable (larger examples are easily
constructed.) If c = c1 = c2, then the final state is

c c 1 1
0 0 c 1

which assigns 1/c to both x1 and x2, which violates the constraint. With some
work it should be possible to determine a maximizing assignment, which doesn’t
violate constraints. However, leakage is a problem: in the above example both
parties learn that c1 = c2.

A final issue is that it is infeasible to perform more than a few pivots. Each
pivot potentially doubles the bit-lengths needed to represent the values of the
tableau. As the computation is secure, we must not learn the actual bit-lengths,
implying that we must always work with full-size numbers. Starting with 32-bit
values, after ten iterations these have grown to 32 thousand bits. After twenty
they have increased to 32 million. Thus, even for small inputs their basic oper-
ations soon become modular exponentiations with a million-bit modulus.

Two related problems are those of Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Prob-
lems (DisCSP) and Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems (DCOP).
Multiple parties wish to find some optimizing assignment to variables but have
private constraints/priorities regarding the solution space. Though seemingly
similar, these problems are quite different. First, we consider arbitrarily dis-
tributed data. Second and more importantly, their constraints are not linear.
Moreover, though DisCSP and DCOP literature state privacy as important,
most work focuses solely on efficiency. Full scale MPC solutions for DisCSPs
and DCOPs has been considered, e.g. by Silaghi et al. [Sil04, SFP06]. The basic
idea in that work is to test the entire search space (with improvements for certain
types of problems) and pick a random solution. This exhaustive approach could
be applied to LP problems, however, with large, rational-valued search spaces
this is clearly infeasible.

Contribution: A solution for solving LP problems is constructed based on black-
box, secure modular arithmetic along with additional sub-protocols, e.g. for com-
parison. The notion can be formalized, e.g. using the arithmetic black-box of
Damg̊ard and Nielsen [DN03]. Using abstract primitives allows different instan-
tiations. Information theoretic security is possible, e.g. based on Shamir sharing
and the protocols of Ben-Or et al. [Sha79, BGW88]. So is computational security,
say through threshold Paillier encryption [Pai99, DJ01, CDN01]. Both provide
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solutions in the multiparty setting and ensure security against active adversaries.
The cryptographic solution also allows a two-party version.2

As with [LA06], the solution is based on simplex, however, rather than mask-
ing the tableau (which is difficult in the present setting), the pivots are performed
obliviously. A second difference is that the possibility of cycling – never terminat-
ing – is considered here. Though it is rarely encountered in practice, it ensures
that termination can be guaranteed. Cryptographic protocols may be applied as
building blocks in many settings, and it should not be assumed that the input is
“real-world data.” Similar to Li and Atallah, information on the number of piv-
ots performed is leaked. Means for reducing the leak (hiding the actual number
of pivots) are considered, but as simplex may require an exponential number of
pivots, without exponential work there can be no 100% guarantees.

The problems of the protocol of Li and Atallah do not occur in this work.
Moreover, the solutions presented in this paper may also be applied there. Fi-
nally, the present protocol has slightly better complexity – O(m(n + m)) secure
multiplications and O(n + m) secure comparisons are needed per pivot. With a
Paillier based solution, one multiplication is comparable to a constant number of
exponentiations, while comparisons are equivalent to O(�) exponentiations; the
�m(n + m) term is eliminated. With secret sharing, computational complexity
improves further, as we are working directly on (shares of) the actual values
rather than encryptions – secure multiplications are implemented using modular
multiplication rather than exponentiation.

Round complexity takes a hit in the present solution, though. Where [LA06]
provides a constant-rounds pivot, here O(loglog(m)) rounds are needed. A con-
stant round version is possible, but this increases complexity to O(n+m2) secure
comparisons.

Finally, rather than providing the output, here the result is shared in the end,
implying that it may be used in further computation. Moreover, in difference to
Li and Atallah, the present solution provides full precision, i.e. it is guaranteed
that there are no rounding errors. Note that computing an approximation rather
than the exact result may also introduce security problems as demonstrated by
Feigenbaum et al., [FIM+06]. It seems unlikely, that this will pose a problem for
“real-world input,” though.

Overview: Section 2 of this paper describes the cryptographic primitives and
introduces notation. Section 3 gives a brief overview of the simplex method.
Section 4 introduces notation and primitives for shared arrays. In the remaining
sections, the details of the simplex protocol are presented. Section 5 specifies
the overall task and contains general remarks. Following this, Sect. 6 describes
the implementation of the body of the simplex algorithm using MPC primitives.
Sections 7 and 8 considers iteration, termination, and obtaining the result in the
end. Finally Sect. 9 considers the required size of the modulus, while Sect. 10
provides concluding remarks.

2 [CDN01] can be modified to provide security against malicious behaviour from all
but one parties, though naturally termination cannot be guaranteed in this case.
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2 Cryptographic Preliminaries and Notation

Integer arithmetic can be simulated with arithmetic modulo some M , as long as
M is chosen sufficiently large, i.e. such that no overflow occurs. Secure integer
computation can therefore be simulated using linear, cryptographic primitives
also allowing multiplication (through a protocol). This can be instantiated with
secret sharing (e.g. Shamir sharing over Zq) or (threshold) homomorphic public
key cryptography (e.g. Paillier encryption.) Both examples imply that M only
has large prime-factors, which is required below.

Negative values such as −a will be represented in the natural way, i.e. as
M − a ∈ ZM . This ensures that both addition and multiplication involving neg-
ative values work as desired. We specify no further details regarding the scheme,
though we do require that the multiplication protocol is constant-rounds3 as well
as a some form of composition theorem allowing both sequential and parallel ex-
ecution. This implies that information leaks do not occur in sub-protocols – it
can only occur when information is intentionally revealed.

We use terminology from secret sharing, writing secret values in square brack-
ets, [a]. Secure computation will be described using an infix notation with

[c] ← [a] · [b]

denoting a run of the multiplication protocol on shared inputs a and b; the
resulting shares are stored in c. This eases readability and is easily translated to
protocol executions and local computation.

The basic measure for communication complexity will be the number of secure
multiplications performed. As the underlying primitives are linear, additions and
multiplications by public values do not require interaction, and are considered
costless. The number of rounds refer to the number of messages transmitted
during the entire protocol. This can only be specified through invocations of
primitives. However, by assuming that sharing, multiplication, and reconstruc-
tion is constant-rounds, the difference will only be off by a constant.

In order to present the protocol a few additional primitives are needed; these
can be constructed from the above. First off, shared bits, [b] ∈ {0, 1}, are needed.
Such values will be used repeatedly, e.g. for conditional selection.

[b] ? [a] : [a′]

selects either [a] (if [b] is one) or [a′] (if [b] is zero) and is a shorthand of

[b] · ([a]− [a′]) + [a′].

Protocols for comparison of shared values are required, with [a]
?
< [a′] denoting

a protocol run resulting in a shared bit, [a < a′]. This can be realised in constant-
rounds, [DFK+06, NO07].4 An equality test is defined analogously; in both cases
the number of multiplications is linear in the bit-lengths of the inputs.
3 This restiction is for complexity analysis alone.
4 [DFK+06, NO07] are easily modified to consider negative inputs.
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3 Simplex

The simplex method is a well-known strategy for solving linear programs. Despite
an exponential worst-case complexity, it is efficient in practice and used in a
large range of applications. This section will contain a brief overview of (the
steps of) the algorithm. For a full description as well as explanation of the
details, the reader is referred to [Chv83]. As the basic primitives described in the
previous section involve only integer computation, a variation of simplex using
integer pivoting is considered. This technique, generally attributed to Edmonds,
is described in detail by Rosenberg in [Ros05].

A linear program consists of n variables, x1, . . . , xn ≥ 0, and m constraints:
n∑

i=1

cj,i · xi ≤ bj for j ∈ {1, . . . , m}.

The goal is to maximise an objective function, f :

f(x1, . . . , xn) =
n∑

i=1

fi · xi,

where the cj,i and fi are integers in this work. In order to maximize f , slack-
variables, xn+1, . . . xn+m ≥ 0 are introduced, resulting in equalities in the con-
straints:

xn+j +
n∑

i=1

cj,ixi = bj for j ∈ {1, . . . , m}.

A solution will be an assignment to the xi such that the constraints hold. In
simplex, solutions allowing only m variables to be positive are constructed, this
is known as the basis. Each of these variables are associated with a constraint.
All other variables (the co-basis) take the value 0. The execution of the algorithm
starts by considering an initial solution with the basis consisting of the slack-
variables (taking the values bj).5 By repeatedly moving variables in and out of the
basis, the problem is rephrased and the solution improved (the value obtained
when evaluating f increased) with every iteration until one maximising f is
found.

Consider the tableau form of a linear programming problem:

c1,1 . . . c1,n 1 0 0 . . . 0 0 b1

c2,1 . . . c2,n 0 1 0 . . . 0 0 b2

. . . . . . . . .
cm,1 . . . cm,n 0 0 0 . . . 0 1 bm

−f1 . . . −fn 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 z = 0

where column i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n, is associated with variable xi, and row j,
1 ≤ j ≤ m is associated with constraint j.
5 It is assumed that the linear program is origin-feasible, i.e. setting xi = 0 for all i

does not violate any constraint. This can be avoided with standard techniques.
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For the tableau, the right-most column (except the bottom row), will be known
as the b-vector, similarly the bottom row (except the right-most element), will
be called the f -vector; note fn+1, . . . , fn+m initially set to zero. The sub-matrix
of the constraints consisting of the columns of the slack-variables is initialised
to the identity matrix. The columns of the tableau associated with the basis
variables will always be the columns of I multiplied by a positive integer, p′ (the
previous pivot element, initially 1, see below). The basis variable of the current
solution associated with the j’th constraint (row) takes the value bj/p′ in the
solution. The value z in the bottom right-hand corner is the objective function,
f , evaluated at the current solution and multiplied by p′, initially f(0, . . . , 0) = 0.

The integer pivoting variation of the simplex algorithm repeatedly updates
the tableau through the following steps:

I. Determine a column, C, with a negative value in the f -vector. The (guaran-
teed co-basic) variable associated with C is chosen to enter the basis. C will
be referred to as the pivot column.

II. Determine a row, R, such that its intersection with C, CR, is positive (con-
straining) and bR/CR is minimal. This row is called the pivot row, the ele-
ment CR is called the pivot element. The basic variable associated with R
is the one selected for leaving the basis; after the current iteration the basic
variable associated with row R will be the one associated with C.

III. Multiply all entries in the non-pivot rows by the pivot element.
IV. Subtract a multiple of the pivot row from all non-pivot rows such that the

updated pivot column will consist entirely of zeros except for the pivot row.
V. Divide all non-pivot rows by the previous pivot element (which is initialised

to 1).
VI. If one or more negative values in the f -vector exist, go to step I.

One problem with simplex is that it may cycle indefinitely. Though rarely
encountered in practice, the issue must be considered. Fortunately it is easily
handled using Bland’s rule: when confronted with a choice of entering or leaving
variable, pick the one with the lowest index, see e.g. [Chv83]. This implies that
the index of the variable associated with a row (constraint) must be stored
along with it and updated once the entering and leaving variables have been
determined.

4 Secret Shared Arrays

Secret shared arrays will be referred to using boldface and capital letters,

[A] =
(
[a1], [a2], . . . , [ak]

)
,

this is convenient for denoting multiple related, sharings. Indexing is written
[A] (i) meaning [ai]. Finally, the length of a shared array will be written [A].len.

Expressions of the form [A] ([i]) are needed. Shared indexes will be stored
as unary counters, arrays consisting of all 0’s except for the i’th position, which
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is 1. These will be written in boldface to denote that in essence, they are arrays.
Indexing is now simply the computation of a dot product:

[A] ([i]) =
[A].len∑

j=1

[A] (j) · [i] (j) ,

with assignments, [A] ([i]) ← [x], translating to updating every entry of [A],

[A] (j) ← [i] (j) ? [x] : [A] (j).

Both require [A].len secure multiplications, which may be performed in parallel.
The integer value of an index, val([i]), may be computed as

∑[i].len
j=1 [i] (j) · j.

General indexing – computing [A] ([i]) where [i] is a field element – is possible by
transforming [i] to [i], [RT07]. Complexity remains linear and constant-rounds.

The notation introduced for arrays will also be used for shared matrices. Sim-
plex continuously updates a matrix, [T], representing the tableau-form of the
problem. Indexing is done using two variables; [T] (r, c) denotes the entry in
the r’th row, c’th column. The r’th row (c’th column) of [T] is written [T] (r, ·)
([T] (·, c)). Viewing columns (rows) as separate arrays allows shared indexes.

Two high-level protocols are also required, first a prefix-or computation on
arrays of shared bits, [B]. The goal is [B′], with [B′] (j) = ∨j

i=1[B] (i) for 1 ≤ j ≤
[B].len. A constant-rounds solution using O([B].len) multiplications is described
in [DFK+06], this is denoted pre∨(·). The second requirement is a computation of
the minimal element of an array of length k, along with its index. This is possible
using O(k) comparisons in O(loglog(k)) rounds, as well as O(k2) comparisons in
O(1) rounds. Details are available in Appendix A. Note that the result is valid
for any comparison operator on any data.

5 Privacy Preserving Simplex

Assume that a LP problem with n variables x1, . . . , xn ≥ 0, m constraints∑n
i=1 cj,i ·xi ≤ bj , and objective function f(x1, . . . , xn) =

∑n
i=1 fi ·xi is provided

in the form of sharings of the values of the constraints and terms of f ,

[c1,1], . . . , [cm,n], [b1], . . . , [bm], [f1], . . . , [fn].

The problem is assumed to be bounded, i.e. there exists an optimal solution. If
this is not the case, it can be detected underway. The goal is an assignment to
the xi maximizing f without violating any constraint. This information can be
extracted from the b-vector of the final tableau and the final pivot element.

In the following, m will always denote the number of constraints with n sig-
nifying the number of initial variables; overall there are m + n variables. The
tableau matrix, [T], has m + 1 rows and m + n + 1 columns. The f -vector and
b-vector will be denoted [F] and [B] respectively, while [S] of length m stores the
indexes of variables associated with the constraints, i.e. the basis. In the current
solution x[S](j) takes the value [B](j)

[p′] , where [p′] is the most recent pivot element.
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6 Translating the Body of Simplex

Translation of the simplex-iteration will be done by considering each of the five
steps individually. It is assumed that output from previous steps is available.

Step I, Determining the variable to enter the basis. This step consists of deter-
mining the pivot column by computing the minimal index, [c], such that [F] ([c])
is negative. This is clearly a candidate selected using Bland’s rule. The required
computation is seen as Protocol 1.

Protocol 1. Selecting the pivot column
Input: The tableau, [T] (including [F] by definition).
Output: [c] and [C], such that [F] ([c]) is negative, [c] is minimal, and [C] is a copy

of the [c]’th column of [T].
for i ← 1, . . . , n + m do

[D] (i) ← [F] (i)
?
< 0

end for
[D′] ← pre∨([D])

5: [c] (1) ← [D′] (1)
for i ← 2, . . . , n + m do

[c] (i) ← [D′] (i) − [D′] (i − 1)
end for
[C] ← [T] (·, [c])

For correctness, note that [D] (i) is 1 if xi associated with the i’th column is
a candidate for entering the basis, otherwise it is 0. [D′] (i) is 1 iff [D] (i′) = 1
for some i′ ≤ i. Hence, [c] (i) = 1 exactly for the smallest i with [D] (i) = 1 and
0 otherwise, i.e. of the form required. [C] is correct by construction.

Regarding complexity, the initial loop performs n + m comparisons. This is
followed by a prefix-or of length m+n and a costless loop. The indexing needed
to compute [C] is equivalent to m + 1 indexings into arrays of length n + m;
overall this is O(m · (n + m)) multiplications. For round complexity, note that
the body of the initial loop does not depend on previous iterations, thus they
may be executed concurrently. This implies O(1) rounds overall.

Step II, Determining the variable to leave the basis. The goal is to determine
the tightest constraint on the variable, x[c], i.e. find [r] ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that

[C] ([r]) · x[c] = [B]([r])

implies the smallest, non-negative value of x[c]. In addition to this, (copies of) the
pivot row and the pivot element, [R] and [p] = [C] ([r]), must also be obtained.

[C] (j) ≤ 0 implies that constraint j does not limit x[c], thus, only con-
straints with [C] (j) > 0 are relevant; these will be called applicable, the rest
non-applicable. The primary goal is the index, [r], of an applicable constraint
with the rational value [B]([r])

[C]([r]) minimal; ties are broken using Bland’s rule.
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Overall, this step consists of defining a comparison operator on constraints.
The protocol for computing a minimal entry of an array noted in Sect. 4 does the
rest. Three values of each constraint are needed: For the j’th constraint [B] (j)
and [C] (j) define the constraint and whether it is applicable, while [S] (j) must
be used when Bland’s rule is applied.

In order to simplify the construction of the comparison operator, the problem
is transformed such that all non-applicable constraints become applicable. The
fractional values of non-applicable constraints is simply replaced by one which
is larger than the maximal possible, ∞

1 . Here ∞ simply represents some value
larger than the largest possible value of the [B] (j)’s, e.g. ∞ = 2k if these values
are k-bit. The updated arrays [C′] and [B′] are computed as

([C′] (j) , [B′] (j)) ←
(

[C] (j)
?
> 0 ? [C] (j) : 1; [C] (j)

?
> 0 ? [B] (j) : ∞

)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. This ensures that all constraints are applicable, using only O(m)
comparisons and multiplications in O(1) rounds. The solution is unchanged as
the LP was assumed bounded, i.e. some initial constraint was applicable.

The next task is to define the comparison operator,
?
�, for constraints – triples

([C′] (j) , [B′] (j) , [S] (j)). It is in essence just a comparison of non-negative frac-
tions, B′

C′ , except that in the case of equality, the S values must be compared.
Noting that for non-negative integers an and bn, and positive integers ad and bd,

an

ad
<

bn

bd
⇔ an · bd < bn · ad

the desired output may be computed using integer comparison. An analogous
equation holds for equality, thus, Bland’s rule applies exactly when the two
products are equal. Details are seen in Protocol 2. Correctness follows by the
above, while complexity is equivalent to the standard comparison under big-O.

Protocol 2. Constraint comparison,
?
�

Input: Triples ([Ci], [Bi], [Si]) and ([Cj ], [Bj ], [Sj ]) representing applicable constraints
to be compared – [Ci] and [Cj ] represent the relevant entries of the pivot column
while [Bi] and [Bj ] represent the values of the b-vector. Finally [Si] and [Sj ] are
the index-values of the current basis variables associated with the two constraints,
i.e. the candidates to leave the basis.

Output: [b] ∈ {0, 1} – one if the left argument, ([Ci], [Bi], [Si]), constrains less than
the right, ([Cj ], [Bj ], [Sj ]), with ties broken using Bland’s rule.
[l] ← [Bi] · [Cj ]
[r] ← [Bj ] · [Ci]

[b] ← ([l] ?= [r]) ? ([Si]
?
< [Sj ]) : ([l]

?
< [r])

[r] is determined by applying one of the protocols of Appendix A on the array(
([C′] (1) , [B′] (1) , [S] (1)) , . . . , ([C′] (m) , [B′] (m) , [S] (m))

)
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using Protocol 2 as comparison operator. This determines the desired index, [r],
along with the triple, ([C′

r], [B
′
r], [Sr]).6 Obtaining a copy of the pivot row, [R],

is simply an indexing operation, [R] ← [T] ([r], ·). Note that [C′
r ] = [C′] ([r]) =

[C] ([r]) is the pivot element. Finally, [S] must reflect the updated basis, i.e.
[S] ([r]) must be set to val([c]).

The initial transformation and computing the minimal using Protocol 2 re-
quiresO(m) comparisons and multiplications. Determining [R] requires m+n+1
indexing operations in arrays of length m, and the update of [S] a single indexing
operation of size m. Overall this amounts to O(m · (m + n)) multiplications and
O(m) comparisons in O(loglog(m)) rounds.

Step III, Multiply all non-pivot rows by the pivot element. The previous steps
determined the variables to enter and leave the basis in the form of indexes, [c]
and [r], as well as the pivot element, [p]. The third step consists of multiplying
all entries of the tableau – except the ones in the pivot row – by the latter. This
is accomplished by Protocol 3. For correctness, note that after step 4, all entries
in [M] are [p] except the [r]’th, which is [1]. Thus, step 7 multiplies the entries
of non-pivot rows by the pivot element, while leaving the pivot row implicitly
untouched. Only the indexing with [r] and the updating of the tableau require
multiplication, implying O(m · (n+m)) multiplications in all. Round complexity
is constant as all entries of the tableau may be updated concurrently.

Protocol 3. Multiplication of all non-pivot rows by the pivot element
Input: The tableau, [T], the index of the pivot row, [r], and the pivot element, [p].
Output: The updated tableau, [T′], with all non-pivot rows multiplied by [p].

for j ← 1, . . . , m + 1 do
[M] (j) ← [p]

end for
[M] ([r]) ← 1

5: for j ← 1, . . . , m + 1 do
for i ← 1, . . . , n + m + 1 do

[T′] (j, i) ← [M] (j) · [T] (j, i)
end for

end for

Step IV, Subtract a multiple of the pivot row from all non-pivot rows. Note first
that as all non-pivot rows have been multiplied by the pivot element, the mul-
tiple to subtract from non-pivot row j is the j’th entry of the original pivot
column, [C]. The computation is analogous to that of step III; set the mul-
tiple to be subtracted from the pivot row to zero and subtract the relevant
multiple for each entry in the tableau, Protocol 4. Correctness is equivalent to
step III, as is the complexity obtained: O(m · (m + n)) multiplications in O(1)
rounds.

6 An unbounded LP implies that [B′
r] = ∞ will occur, allowing this to be detected.
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Protocol 4. Subtraction of a multiple of the pivot row from all non-pivot rows
Input: The tableau, [T], the index of the pivot row, [r], the pivot row, [R], and the

original pivot column, [C].
Output: The updated tableau, [T′], such that all non-pivot rows are zero in the pivot

column.
[C] ([r]) ← 0
for j ← 1, . . . , m + 1 do

for i ← 1, . . . , n + m + 1 do
[T′] (j, i) ← [T] (j, i) − [C] (j) · [R] (i)

5: end for
end for

Step V, Divide non-pivot rows by the previous pivot element. The final step
requires an integer division for all non-pivot row entries. General constant-rounds
integer division is possible but expensive. However, this is not a general case:
[p′] divides [T] (j, i) for all entries not in the pivot row (see [Ros05] for a proof).
This simplifies the problem, as division can be implemented as multiplication
by the multiplicative inverse (in the field) of the divisor.7 Element inversion is
possible using the well-known protocol of Bar-Ilan and Beaver, [BB89].

Having obtained
[
(p′)−1

]
, this must be multiplied onto all non-pivot rows.

This problem is equivalent to step III; the tableau may be updated with an
invocation of Protocol 3. Inversion is efficient, implying that complexity is dom-
inated by Protocol 3, O(m · (n + m)) multiplications in O(1) rounds.

Overall complexity. Combining the above analyses, the overall complexity of
steps I through V is found to be O(m · (m + n)) multiplications and O(m + n)
comparisons. Each step performs at most a constant number of multiplications
per entry in the tableau – sometimes hidden in indexing operations – in addition
to the comparisons in the first two steps. Round complexity is dominated by step
II, O(loglog(m)). Reducing round complexity to O(1) increases the number of
comparisons to O(n + m2).

7 Iteration and Termination

Evaluating the termination condition – determining whether to continue – is
costless except for the final (failing) test. Consider an optimistic approach where
step I is performed with no knowledge of whether or not [F] contains a negative
entry. If no such entry exists, then the array of test results – and therefore also
the “index” determined – will contain all 0’s. The sum of entries of the index is
therefore 0 in this case, while a proper index sums to 1.

Simple reconstruction at every iteration allows the parties to determine if they
are done; this leaks the number of pivots but no more. If this is not acceptable,

7 For Paillier encryption, a negligible number of elements are not invertible; this does
not pose a problem.
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the point of termination can be hidden using dummy pivots. The termination
condition remains secret and computation continues. After each iteration, con-
ditional selections are used to ensure that the final tableau is not changed by
choosing the previous one if termination had already occured. This does not
alter the big-O compexity.

Unless exponentially many iterations are performed Some information will be
leaked. Needing exponentially many pivots is unlikely, though. It is sometimes
stated that in practice, runtime is linear in the number of constraints and loga-
rithmic in the number of variables. Performing U pivots, where U is a likely upper
bound, reveals only that – as expected – fewer than U pivots were performed.

Other compromises and variations are also possible. Public testing of the ter-
mination condition can be restricted to every k’th pivot. The exact number of
iterations remains secret, but roughly the right amount are performed. Alterna-
tively, given multiple LP problems of the same size, it is possible to only reveal
the overall number of pivots performed. Conditional selection can be used to
obliviously replace the “working-tableau” by a fresh problem upon termination,
it will not be known what tableau a given pivot considered. The drawback is that
every LP problem is touched at every iteration resulting in worse complexity.
Naturally, it is also possible to construct hybrids between all these variations.

8 Determining the Solution from the Table

Recall that the goal of securely solving an LP is sharings of the assignments to
the variables as well as a sharing of the evaluation of the objective function at
that point. By explicitly obtaining sharings, the protocol can be used not only
for solving the LP and providing (parts of) the solution directly to parties, it is
also possible to use the output as input for additional MPC, allowing the present
work to be used as a building block.

The solution consists of rational values given as the b-vector and the final pivot
element, [p′]. These values must be assigned to the basis variables represented
by [S]: the j’th basis variable, x[S](j), takes the value [B](j)

[p′] ; co-basic variables
are simply 0. The result is stored uniquely as [S], [B], and [p′], but seeing these
reveals information. Examples include which slack-variables are in the basis and
which basis variable is associated with which constraint.

Computing an array containing the values assigned to the numerator of each
xi in the solution eliminates this problem; this is accomplished by Protocol 5.
All variables are initialised to 0, after which the values of [S] are used to index.
m indexing operations on an array of length n8 provides the desired result.

Näıvely, the updates of the [X] (i) must occur sequentially implying O(m)
rounds. However, no entry of [X] is updated more than once, as the basis vari-
ables are distinct. It is therefore possible to parallelize the conditional selections.
“Non-triggering” selections result in a 0 which is to be added to the original value;
performing all these in parallel first and then performing the additions provides
a constant-rounds solution with the same complexity, O(n ·m).
8 Slack-variables are ignored, for [S] (j) ≥ n the update does implicitly nothing.
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The rational value [X] (i) /[p′] is assigned to xi and can be provided to any
party or used in subsequent computation. The same is true for f(x1, . . . , xn) =
[z]/[p′]. However, seeing one of these values leaks the final pivot element. Values
must be represented in a canonical way to prevent leakage, i.e. the fractions must
be reduced.

Protocol 5. Assigning the solution to the variables, xi

Input: The solution stored as the b-vector, [B] and the list of basis variables, [S].
Output: An array [X], such that [X] (i) takes the value of the numerator of the value

assigned to xi.
for i ← 1, . . . , n do

[X] (i) ← 0
end for
for i ← 1, . . . , m do

5: [X] ([S] (j)) ← [B] (j)
end for

This can be done using the technique of Fouque et al. [FSW02]: rational
values may be encoded as numerator times inverse of denominator in the prime
field.9 The conversion is efficient and this provides a canonical representation.
Naturally the technique only works for values of a bounded size. However, this
issue was already encountered when simulating integer computation; it is merely
a question of selecting an appropriate modulus initially.

9 Choosing a Modulus

A final point to consider is the choice of modulus, q. How large numbers must
be representable? [Goe94] provides upper bounds on the maximal bit-length of
the values of the tableau through Hadamard’s inequality. At most

L = log(detmax) + B + F + m + n + 1

bits are required per value, where B and F are the bit-lengths of the original
bi’s and fi’s respectively, while detmax is the maximal determinant of an m×m
sub-matrix of constraint-rows. Letting C denote the bit-length of the cj,i, by
Hadamard’s inequality,

log(detmax) ≤ (m · (2C + log(m)))/2.

Note that q must be of twice this bit-length: comparing fractions require double
precision and so does the reduction of fractions at the very end.

As an example, consider the case of 32-bit inputs, 32 variables, and 16 con-
straints. Approximately 650-bits are required for tableau-values implying that a
1300-bit prime must be used. While relatively large, this cannot be avoided – at
least not with perfect precission – as there are LP problems, which require this.
9 This also works Paillier encryption, though not all elements are invertible.
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10 Concluding Remarks

The privacy-preserving LP-solver presented is a good solution in the sense that
the most used operations – the arithmetic – are cheap. The O(m(m · n)) secure
multiplications are simply invocations of a basic primitive. Though this makes
the O(m + n) secure comparisons slightly more difficult, performing bit-wise
addition or multiplication is very costly and a lot more difficult.

Regarding privacy, how can we be certain that there are no unintentional
information leaks? As noted above, information is only disclosed when a value is
intentionally revealed; privacy follows from the privacy of the primitives. This
only occurs for the termination condition and the output, and neither carry any
additional information. The former is either 0 or 1, while the latter is stored in
a canonical way.

Note that considering an abstract comparison protocol implies that if a new
and improved protocol is constructed, overall complexity of this work immedi-
ately improves. Moreover, for an actual implementation of the LP-solver, it could
be preferable to use a non-constant-rounds solution. This approach can reduce
actual runtime, as expensive tricks to obtain constant-rounds can be avoided.
Big-O-complexity remains the same – at least with the present knowledge – but
the hidden constants are reduced. Moreover, as those constants are small, the
actual number of rounds may increase only slightly if indeed at all.
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A Computing the Minimal of Multiple Values

An efficient means of obtaining the minimal of multiple shared values is required
in simplex. Formalising the problem, let an array [A] of length k be given, the
goal will be to compute a sharing of the minimal value, [min] = min1≤i≤k [A] (i),
along with an sharing of its index, [i]. All of what is described in this appendix
is simple adaptation of results from parallel algorithms, see any text-book e.g.
[Jáj92].

For simplicity assume that k is a power of two. The obvious solution is to
construct a binary tree, Protocol 6. It is easily verified thatO(k) comparisons and
multiplications are used. Moreover, as all computation in the loops parallelize,
the overall round complexity is O(log(k)). Correctness is immediate.

It is possible to improve on the round complexity of the above. Let ∧(·) denote
a protocol taking an array of shared bits as input and returning their logical AND
and consider Protocol 7. Each column in the [B]-matrix is associated with an
entry of [A]. For the minimal entry, the column will contain all ones, however, for
a non-minimal entry, at least one zero will exist. Thus, computing the AND of the
bits of every column results in an index for the minimal element. Note that the
protocol provides the correct result even when the minimal entry is not unique,
in this case the minimal index of the minimal value is returned. Concerning
complexity, O(k2) comparisons and O(k) multiplications are required, however,
everything parallelizes and can therefore be performed in O(1) rounds. The only
non-trivial detail is unbounded fan-in AND. Assuming that k < q, where q is
defines the field, this can be done by adding all bits, and computing whether the
sum equals the number of input-bits, i.e. using an equality.

Protocol 7 can be used to construct an O(loglog(k)) rounds protocol using
only O(k) comparisons and multiplications. This is done in two steps, first an
O(loglog(k)) rounds solution using O(k · loglog(k)) comparisons and multiplica-
tions is constructed, this is then used in conjunction with Protocol 6 to construct
a protocol requiring only O(k). For the full details see [Jáj92] Sect. 2.6.2 and
2.6.3.

Divide [A] into
√

k sub-arrays of length
√

k each, apply recursion, and use
Protocol 7 to compute the minimal from the

√
k candidates returned. The index

is obtained similar to Protocol 6; this protocol has the stated complexity. The
linear version is obtained through accelerated cascading: Perform �logloglogk�

http://anytime.cs.umass.edu/aimath06/proceedings.html
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Protocol 6. minO(log(k))(·) – Computing the minimal element in O(log(k))
rounds.
Input: [A], such that k = [A].len is a two-power.
Output: [i] and [min], such that [min] = [A] ([i]) is minimal.

if [A].len = 1 then
[min] ← [A] (1)
[i] ← (

1
)

else
5: for j ← 1, . . . , k/2 do

[B] (j) ← [A] (2 · j − 1)
?
< [A] (2 · j)

[A′] (j) ← [B] (j) ? [A] (2 · j − 1) : [A] (2 · j)
end for(
[i′], [min]

) ← minO(log(k))([A′])
10: for j ← 1, . . . , k/2 do

[i] (2 · j − 1) ← [B] (j) · [i′] (j)
[i] (2 · j) ← (1 − [B] (j)) · [i′] (j)

end for
end if

Protocol 7. minO(1)(·) – Computing the minimal element in O(1) rounds.
Input: [A] with [A].len = k.
Output: [i] and [min], such that [min] = [A] ([i]) is minimal.

for j ← 1, . . . , k do
[B] (j, j) ← 1

end for
for j ← 1, . . . , k do

5: for j′ ← j + 1, . . . , k do

[B] (j, j′) ← [A] (j)
?
> [A] (j′)

[B] (j′, j) ← 1 − [B] (j, j′)
end for

end for
10: for j ← 1, . . . , k do

[i] (j) ← ∧([B] (·, j))
end for
[min] ← [A] ([i])

iterations of Protocol 6 reducing the problem by a factor of loglog(k). From
there the O(k · loglog(k)) protocol is applied, the overall result is the desired
O(loglog(k)) rounds, O(k) comparisons and multiplications.

A final observation is that the protocols above can be used with any mul-
tiparty comparison on arbitrary data, as long as there exists some notion of
“minimal.” Naturally, the overall complexity depends on the complexity of the
comparison operator.
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1 Introduction

The problem of private set intersection is the following. Alice and Bob hold sets
SA and SB, respectively. They would like to jointly compute the intersection, in
such a way that reveals as little as possible about SA to Bob and SB to Alice.
In other words, both Alice and Bob should learn SA ∩ SB but nothing more.

While this task could be completed with general secure multiparty techniques,
it is far more efficient to have a dedicated protocol, especially since the number
of communication rounds will be constant. A number of such protocols exist in
the literature. A problem common to all previous protocols is that the inputs SA
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a trusted party. The trusted party authorizes the set once for each party, then
does not participate in the protocol.

We also consider a variant of private intersection, when Alice and Bob wish to
compute the cardinality of the set intersection. This is referred to as the private
intersection cardinality problem.

Private set intersection protocols may find applications in online recommen-
dation services, medical databases, and many data related operations between
companies, which may even be competitors. An example from the law enforce-
ment field is given by Kissner and Song [21]; suppose a law enforcement official
has a list of suspects and would like to know if any of them are customers of a
particular business. To protect the privacy of the other customers, and keep the
list of suspects private, the business and the law use a private set intersection
protocol to learn only those names appearing on both lists.

Motivation for certified private sets. The goal of certifying the sets of participants
is to restrict their inputs to “sensible” or “appropriate” inputs. This reduces the
strength of a malicious participant.

Suppose Bob is malicious in the following sense; he follows the protocol, but
wishes to learn as much about SA as possible. Bob’s strategy is to populate a
set S′

B with all of his best guesses for SA and to have |S′
B| be as large as Alice

will allow. This maximizes the amount of information Bob learns about SA.
In the extreme case, Bob may claim SB contains all possible elements, which

will always reveal SA. He may also vary his set over multiple runs of the proto-
col, in order to learn more information over time. These attacks are even more
powerful when the protocol can be executed anonymously. Note that all this be-
haviour is permitted in any model which allows the participants to choose their
inputs arbitrarily.

The weakness of models which allow arbitrary inputs reduces the practicality
of private set operations. The following examples are made possible by the use of
certified sets. A certification authority (CA) is a trusted party who certifies that
each participant’s set is valid. Once the sets are certified, the CA need not be
online. For example, suppose companies want to perform set operations on their
financial data. Each company uses a different, but trusted, accounting firm who
certifies the data. The companies can then perform as many operations with as
many other companies with their certified data.

Since our approach to certifying sets shares a lot with anonymous credentials,
this area may also benefit from our work. Credential holders may treat values
in their certificates as sets, and intersect them. For example, two pseudonymous
or anonymous users may intersect their credentials to determine they live in
the same city and were born in the same year. As another example, they may
determine whether their ages are within y years by intersecting sets of inte-
gers {age − y, . . . , age, . . . , age + y}, where age is the certified value from the
credential. This facilitates privacy-enhanced social networking.

Credential holders may also prove things such as “I satisfy at least two of the
following five conditions”. This is effected by privately intersecting the credential
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with a list of the conditions. The two satisfied conditions may be revealed (by
using set intersection) or kept private (by using intersection cardinality).

This work may also find applications in revocation strategies for anonymous
services. The revocation list is private and certified to maintain the privacy of
revoked users. When an anonymous user authenticates, their singleton set (their
certified ID) is intersected with the revocation list. If the user has been revoked,
the intersection contains their ID, otherwise the service provider is assured they
are not on the revocation list. Using an intersection cardinality protocol would
keep the ID hidden and only reveal whether the user was on the list or not.
Since the revocation list is certified, the user is assured that the server does not
populate it arbitrarily, to de-anonymize users.

Certified sets are also useful in the suspect-list example of Kissner and Song.
Privacy conscious businesses will only reveal information about customers when
law enforcement has a warrant for such information (signed by a judge). In this
case, the judge digitally signs the list of suspect names for the law enforcement
agent. This convinces the business owner that information is only being revealed
in accordance with a warrant. On the other hand, the business may also get
their customer list certified by a credit card company, bank or tax authority to
convince the law enforcement agency that the list is complete and contains valid
names.

Related Problems. A number of previously studied problems in the literature are
similar to private set intersection. We list them to point out how they differ from
the current problem.

A secret handshake protocol allows Alice and Bob to confirm that they are
both members of the same group (a spy agency, for example). At the end of the
protocol, both Alice and Bob learn that either they are both members of the
group, or nothing at all. This problem can be viewed as private set intersection
(or intersection cardinality) with sets of size one.

The socialist millionaires’ problem is very similar; two parties would like to
determine whether they have the same amount of money, or no information if
they have different amounts of money [4]. This problem can also be solved by
private intersection of singleton sets, and benefits from certification. The bank of
each party may certify the balance, ensuring that one may only run the protocol
with their true amount of money.

Private information retrieval (PIR) allows Alice to query a database held
by Bob, without revealing her query. Alice may make queries for any item of
the database and learn arbitrary blocks of it, independent of the set she holds.
In a weak model where Alice is trusted to only query for items which belong
to her set, PIR could implement private set intersection. As we have argued,
many applications of set intersection require security in the presence of malicious
adversaries.

Oblivious transfer (OT) is a protocol which allows Alice to transfer one of two
items to Bob, such that Bob can choose which item he wants, keep his choice
hidden from Alice, and learn nothing about the other item. OT can be used
to construct private set intersection protocols (see [14]), however these are less
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efficient than specialized protocols, and efficiency decreases when elements are
chosen from larger domains.

Finally, password-based key exchange allows two users who share a low-entropy
password to establish a strong shared key. This protocol should fail if the pass-
words are different, and therefore bears similarity to the private intersection
problem with sets of size one. However, the security requirements and defini-
tions are quite different due to the differing goals of the two protocols.

Contributions and Outline. Our new protocol boasts the following features. The
protocol (described in Section 6) may output the intersection or the intersec-
tion cardinality, and in either case both parties learn the output. Certified sets,
which are the inputs to the protocol, are presented in Section 5. Participants
can use different certifying authorities, provided both parties trust the CAs. We
prove security in the strongest model in the literature: malicious participants
with certified inputs. The model is described in Section 2, and the security proof
appears in Section 6.3. A strategy for adding fairness in the presence of partic-
ipants which may abort the protocol prematurely is given in Section 6.4. With
respect to computational complexity, the number of arithmetic operations is
comparable to existing non-certified methods, however the dominant operations
occur in a group with a significantly faster operation. The amount of commu-
nication is comparable to previous approaches as well, but again, each commu-
nicated element is smaller due to the choice of group. Efficiency is discussed in
Section 7. Section 3 will provide background related to the protocol, and Section
4 reviews related protocols from the literature. An explicit description of the
zero knowledge protocols used is given in Appendix A.

2 Model and Definition

We work in a stronger version of what is generally called the malicious model,
and we focus on the two-party case. The malicious model is formally defined in
the book of Goldreich [16, §7.2]. Our model will have the participants, who hold
sets they wish to intersect, and the certification authorities (CAs). We assume
the CAs will be honest.

In the malicious model, either participant may behave arbitrarily, while pri-
vacy is maintained for the honest participant. Limitations of this model are (i)
security is only guaranteed when one participant is assumed honest, (ii) we can-
not prevent parties from aborting the protocol, and (iii) inputs to the protocol
may be arbitrary. We will lift limitation (iii) by allowing only certified sets as
inputs. We discuss ways to mitigate unfairness due to aborts in Section 7.4 by
applying optimistic fair-exchange protocols [1]. Using these techniques, if one
party aborts prematurely, we are guaranteed that both parties learn the same
amount of information.

The Ideal Functionality. In the ideal functionality for the private intersection
of certified sets a trusted party U will perform the intersection. Essentially,
certification authorities will inform U of a participant’s certified set, then two
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parties signal U that they wish to compute the intersection of their sets. We now
describe these steps in greater detail.

Certify: Upon receiving a message (Certify, SPi , Pi, CAj) from CAj , U records
that CAj has certified the set SPi for use in the protocol by participant Pi.

IdealProtocol: The message N = (IdealProtocol, Pi, Pj) from Pi, indicates that
Pi would like to run the protocol with Pj . Upon receiving N from Pi, if U
has received (IdealProtocol, Pj , Pi) the IdealProtocol begins, otherwise N is
stored and U waits. If U has not received (Certify, SPi , Pi, ∗), CAPi is set to
null and SPi is set to ∅ before IdealProtocol begins. U behaves analogously
if it has not received (Certify, SPj , Pj , ∗).
At each step, after receiving output from U each party must respond with
either “ok” to continue the protocol, or “abort” to end the protocol at
this point. This is required to model limitation (ii) above, and to allow
participants to abort if they do not trust the CA of the other participant.
Here we describe the IdealProtocol between participants A and B.

1. (a) U sends CAA, |SA| to B.
(b) B responds ok or abort.

2. (a) U sends CAB, |SB|, |SA ∩ SB| to A.
(b) A responds ok or abort.

3. (a) U sends SA ∩ SB to B.
(b) B responds ok or abort.

4. (a) U sends SA ∩ SB to A.
(b) A responds ok or abort.

Simulation and trusted CAs. In order to simulate the protocol against malicious
adversaries, the simulator must know which CAs the honest participant trusts.
Without this information the malicious party may distinguish interaction with
the simulator from interaction with the honest party since the simulator would
not be able to consistently reject the same CAs as the honest participant. Since
the list of CAs trusted by a participant is not considered private information,
we assume that honest participants make the list public.

Remark 1. A and B should agree to use authorities they both trust before ap-
proaching U , since B may learn |SA| before A can decide that CAB is untrust-
worthy (if B is malicious he may learn |SA| and abort). Since the “role” of the
participant in the protocol is not specified, we simply assume that the first per-
son to send the IdealProtocol message will play the role of A in the description
of IdealProtocol. If a participant has multiple sets (and/or multiple certifying
authorities) these are handled by a associating a different identity to each set,
for example A||set1, A||set2, etc.

The real world model. In the real world there is no trusted party U , and partic-
ipants are polynomial time algorithms, initialized with public keys of the CAs
as required. A malicious participant may follow any polynomial time strategy.
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Remark 2. An honest participant will abort if any deviation from the protocol
is detected. Adversarial behaviour can thus serve to accomplish three outcomes.

1. Learning more about the other party’s set than what is allowed in the ideal
model.

2. Preventing the other party’s output from being correct.
3. Using uncertified set elements in a protocol run.

With the definitions of the real and ideal models in place, we can now give a
precise definition of a secure certified private intersection protocol.

Definition 1. Let A and B∗ be parties holding sets SA and SB∗ from a domain
D, certified by CAA,CAB∗ respectively. Without loss of generality, B∗ may be-
have arbitrarily (real-world adversary). Let Π be a private set intersection pro-
tocol, and D be the joint distribution of the outputs of A and B∗ from Π when
CAA and CAB∗ are honest. Π is a secure certified private intersection protocol
if a there exists a simulator (ideal-world adversary) which is given black-box ac-
cess to B∗ such that D is computationally indistinguishable from the joint output
distribution of the simulator and A in the ideal world.

Models for computing the intersection cardinality. A slightly modified ideal
model applies to private computation of the intersection cardinality with cer-
tified sets. In the description above, Steps 3 and 4 are replaced by the single
step “U sends |SA ∩ SB| to B”. The real world model is unchanged.

3 Background

In this section we give the building blocks and notation we will use. The notation
x ∈R X denotes that x is chosen uniformly at random from the set X . We use
{0, 1}� to represent the set of all binary strings of length �, as well as the set
[0, 2�− 1] of integers. The notation ±{0, 1}� is used for the set [−2� + 1, 2�− 1].

3.1 Zero Knowledge Proofs

When presenting protocols we express zero knowledge (ZK) proofs using the
notation introduced by Camenisch and Stadler [5]:

PK {(x, y, . . .) : statements involving x, y, . . .}

means the prover is proving knowledge of (x, y, . . .) such that these values satisfy
statements. The notation is a short-hand for the various Schnorr-like proof of
knowledge of a discrete logarithm protocols which exist for types of statements
such as knowledge of, relations between, and the length of discrete logarithms.
We sometimes use the notation to describe any protocol that implements a proof
for the given statement, in this case we write PK ∗ {. . .}.

The realization of the proofs of knowledge described above may be done in
a variety of ways, each requiring different amounts of interaction and security
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assumptions. For the security of our protocol, we require that all ZK proofs be
efficiently simulated. A protocol for concurrent ZK which may be simulated is
given by Damg̊ard [9]. The protocol uses the public key of a third party as the
auxiliary string. In the protocols we present, since the CAs public key must be
known by both A and B, it may be used as the auxiliary string. Replacing the
verifier in a three-move ZK proof by a hash function gives a non-interactive ZK
proof of knowledge [12]. Since it is non-interactive, there are no concurrency
issues, and simulation is possible in the random oracle model.

3.2 Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signatures

The Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature scheme [7] signs L-tuples of strings
from {0, 1}�m . Given a signature on a tuple of elements, we may efficiently prove
possession of a signature on some or all elements in the tuple. Further, this proof
may be completed without revealing the signature itself.

We now describe a basic version of the scheme, where the signer learns all of
the messages. In Section 5 we discuss possible applications of the signer’s ability
to sign tuples where some of the messages are hidden. A number of length related
security parameters are used in the CL-signature scheme. For details on how they
are chosen, see [7].

Key generation. For a security parameter �n, choose an �n-bit RSA modulus
n = pq, where p = 2p′+1, q = 2q′+1, p′ and q′ are prime. Choose uniformly
at random R1, . . . , RL, S, Z from the group of quadratic residues mod n. The
public key is (n, R1, . . . , RL, S, Z) and the secret key is (p, q).

Signing algorithm. On input m1, . . . , mL, the signer chooses at random a
prime e of length �e > �m + 2, and a random number v of length �v =
�n + �m + �∅, where �∅ is a security parameter. Compute

A =
(

Z

Rm1
1 · · ·RmL

L Sv

)1/e

(mod n) .

The signature is (A, e, v).
Verification algorithm. (A, e, v) is a valid signature on the message (m1, . . . ,

mL) if
Z ≡ AeRm1

1 · · ·RmL

L (mod n) ,

mi ∈ ±{0, 1}�m , and 2�e−1 < e < 2�e .
Proof of possession. This proof assumes the prover wishes to keep all mes-

sages hidden. Let �H be a security parameter. Choose r ∈R {0, 1}�n+�∅ , and
randomize the signature (A, e, v) as (A′ = AS−r (mod n), e, v′ = v + er).
The randomized signature is communicated to the verifier and the prover
asserts:

PK{(e, v′, m1, . . . , mL) :
Z

A′2�e−1Rm1
1 · · ·RmL

L

≡ ±A′eSv′
(mod n)

∧ mi ∈ {0, 1}�m+�∅+�H+2 for i = 1 . . . L

∧ e− 2�e−1 ∈ ±{0, 1}�′e+�∅+�H+1} .
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The first predicate convinces the verifier that the signature is in fact valid, while
the second and third prove that it is well formed with respect to the system
parameters. For details of how the interval checks on e and the mi are realized,
see [7] (this proof is also given in more detail as the part of the protocol in
Appendix A). Security of the CL-signature scheme relies on the strong RSA
(SRSA) assumption, see [7] for details of this assumption and a security proof.

The proof of possession as stated is of limited utility, it merely asserts that
the holder has a signature on some tuple of correctly formed messages. However,
we will compose this proof with one to show that certain computations were
done using the signed values. This will allow A and B to prove that only signed
values are used in the intersection protocol.

3.3 Homomorphic Encryption

We also review two homomorphic encryption schemes used for private set inter-
section. Both are additively homomorphic, i.e. for two encryptions E(m1), E(m2)
of messages m1, m2, E(m1)�E(m2) = E(m1 +m2), where � is a group operation
on ciphertexts. It follows by repeated addition that E(m1)c = E(cm1) for an
integer c.

The Paillier Cryptosystem. The Paillier cryptosystem [24] encrypts plaintexts
from Z∗

n as ciphertexts in Z∗
n2 . Security relies on the decisional composite resid-

uosity assumption, which requires (as a minimum) that n be difficult to factor.
For encryption, decryption and to operate on encrypted values requires arith-
metic mod n2.

The cryptosystem is probabilistic, IND-CPA secure, and allows efficient proofs
of plaintext knowledge, as well as multiplicative relationships on plaintexts [10].
We will largely treat Paillier encryption as a generic homomorphic encryption
scheme with these properties, and do not describe the details of the system here.

A homomorphic Elgamal variant. Our new protocols will use a standard variant
of Elgamal encryption [11]. Setup consists of choosing a cyclic group G of prime
order q, such that the discrete log problem is difficult in G. The parameter �q is
the bitlength of q. Next choose a generator g ∈ G and the secret key x ∈R Z∗

q .
The public key is (g, h = gx). To encrypt m ∈ Z∗

q , choose r ∈R Z∗
q , and compute

E(m) = (gr, gmhr). The additive homomorphic property is easily verified. Effi-
cient decryption is not possible; but to recognize an encryption of zero, given x,
compute (gr)−x(gmhr) = g−rxgm+rx = gm, which is one precisely when m = 0.
This test will be sufficient for our protocols, decryption will not be necessary.

As with Paillier, the scheme is probabilistic and IND-CPA secure. ZK proofs
of plaintext knowledge are simply proofs of knowledge of discrete logs. It is worth
noting that arithmetic in G will be significantly faster than in Z∗

n2 for comparable
levels of security and the ciphertexts will be smaller.

3.4 Verifiable Shuffles

A sub-protocol we use in our intersection cardinality protocol is a verifiable
shuffle decryption. A verifiable shuffle of ciphertexts takes a list of ciphertexts
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e1, . . . , ek as input, and outputs a second list of ciphertexts E1, . . . , Ek, which
contain the same plaintexts in a permuted order. The public key of the ei and Ei

is the same. In a verifiable decryption, the decryptor proves that the decrypted
values correspond to the ciphertexts without revealing the private key. A ver-
ifiable shuffle decryption is the combination: first the ciphertexts are shuffled,
then decrypted and proof is given that the plaintexts correspond to input ci-
phertexts. The result of the operation is that the verifier does not learn which
input ciphertexts correspond to which plaintexts, the permutation is kept secret.

One can simply combine a shuffle protocol (such the one of Groth and Ishai
[17]), with a proof of correct decryption, or one may use a combined protocol
(such as the one of Furukawa [15]). The combined method of Furukawa, which
is specialized to Elgamal ciphertexts, requires 14k exponentiations and commu-
nication of approximately k group elements.

4 Existing Private Intersection Protocols

In this section we describe previously known protocols to solve the private set
intersection problem (and variants such as intersection cardinality).

The work of Freedman, Nissim and Pinkas (FNP) was the first to present the
private set intersection problem, and protocols to solve it [14]. We will describe
their design strategy in some detail, since it underlies most of the subsequent
work on this topic (including our own). Throughout this paper, we assume that
|SA| = |SB| = k to simplify presentation, however all of the protocols presented
also work when |SA| �= |SB|.

Suppose pkA is the public key of A for the Paillier cryptosystem (or a scheme
providing similar features). Let R be a ring, R[t] be the polynomials with co-
efficients from R, and D be the domain to which SA and SB belong. We will
require that |D|/|R| is negligible. First, A represents SA = (a1, . . . , ak) as the
roots of a degree k polynomial, f =

∏k
i=1(t − ai) =

∑k
i=0 αit

i, then encrypts
the coefficients with pkA. These are then sent to B, who evaluates f at each
bi ∈ SB homomorphically. The key observation is that f(bi) = 0 if and only if
bi ∈ SA∩SB. B returns wi = E(sif(bi)+ bi)) to A, for a randomly chosen value
si. If bi ∈ SA ∩ SB then A leans bi upon decrypting. If bi �∈ SA ∩ SB then wi

decrypts to a random value.
This version of the protocol is secure in the semi-honest model. To cope with

malicious parties, FNP give protocols to deal with the cases when A may be ma-
licious, or when B may be malicious. They also sketch a strategy for combining
the two to handle either A or B behaving maliciously. The protocol uses a cut-
and-choose technique, which quickly becomes inefficient in both computation
and communication as k grows.

Kissner and Song (KS) [21,22] present improved protocols for more general
set operations, as well as protocols for set operations in the multiparty case.
We review the crux of their approach. Let s and t be randomly chosen poly-
nomials in R[t] and f, g be polynomials representing sets SA, SB respectively,
and deg s, t, f, g = k. The authors prove that sf + tg = gcd(f, g) · u, where u
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is a uniformly random element of R[t]. Combined with the condition that the
domain D of SA and SB is very small compared to R, the chance that u contains
an element from D as a root is low. Therefore the only elements of D which are
roots of sf + tg are those in gcd(f, g) = SA ∩ SB. The parties jointly compute
encryptions of sf + tg, then decrypt to learn the intersection. The advantage of
this representation of SA ∩ SB is that it composes well with other operations,
and handles more than two parties easily.

Their solution for two-party private set intersection, secure in the malicious
model, has computation and communication complexity O(k2). They do not
present a protocol for the two party private intersection cardinality problem
secure in the malicious model. We also note that their malicious model protocols
require the use of Paillier encryption (or a homomorphic scheme with equivalent
properties).

Hohenberger and Weis [19] provide protocols for a private disjointness test
where A is semi-honest and B may be malicious, and a private intersection
cardinality protocol in the semi-honest model. Their protocols are also based on
the paradigm of FNP, but use the homomorphic Elgamal variant presented in
§3, and rely on the ability to recognize encryptions of zero.

Hazay and Lindell [18] give protocols for two party private set intersection
using a novel approach based on oblivious pseudorandom function evaluation
(instead of oblivious polynomial evaluation). The protocol is more efficient than
previous solutions, however security is proven in a relaxed version of the mali-
cious model. A further difference of this protocol with the one presented here is
that the output is only learnt by one participant.

Finally, Kiayias and Mitrofanova [20], and Ye et al. [26] provide protocols
for a restricted version of private set intersection, the case when a single bit
is output, indicating whether the intersection is non-empty. We omit details
of these papers, since solutions to this problem are much less efficient than
intersection and cardinality, and differ significantly from the present work.

5 Certified Sets

Here we describe the process a CA uses to certify a set for a participant. Once
certified, the set may be used in the private set intersection protocol of Section
6. A discussion of the possibility of using certified sets with existing private set
intersection protocols is available in [27].

Certification will be done by the CA, who issues a CL-signature to the set
holder A for the set SA = (a1, . . . , ak). Given this signature (or certificate) A
must be able to prove the following.

1. That encrypted coefficients correspond to the polynomial representation of
a certified set.

2. That the set used in a computation is certified.
3. The size of the set.

Let SA be represented by the polynomial f(t) =
∑k

i=0 αit
i. The message space

of the CL signature scheme used by the CA must have length k + 1.
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To certify SA, the CA first signs the coefficients and the degree of the polyno-
mial. Signing coefficients allows requirement 1 to be easily proven. During certi-
fication, the user sends SA, α0, . . . , αk to the CA. The CA checks whether αi are
the coefficients of f(t) =

∏
a∈SA

(t − a) and that SA is valid for the user. Then
the CA issues two signatures, one on (k, α1, . . . , αk) and one on (k, a1, . . . , ak).

Proof that the homomorphic Elgamal ciphertexts Ei = (gri , gαihri) contain
encryptions of certified coefficients is:

PK∗{(α0, . . . ,αk−1, r0, . . . , rk−1) : αi are CL-signed
∧ Ei = (gri , gαihri) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1} ,

where the proof that “αi are CL-signed” is done as described in §3.2 (and
PK{(α0, . . . , αk−1, r0, . . . , rk−1) : Ei = (gri , gαihri) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1} is a
Schnorr-like proof protocol. Proving that elements used in a computation are
certified is easy; one simply proves that they are CL-signed. The size of the
set |SA| = k is the first attribute in the signature and should be revealed and
checked during proof.

In the case when the CA’s public key has L > k + 1 bases, the elements
corresponding to the additional bases are set to zero and ignored during the
protocol.

Extensions. The authentication of set holders may also be included in the certi-
fication process, by including an identifier or pseudonym as the first value signed
by the CA. During the first proof involving the signature, the holder may reveal
or prove something about their identity. Preventing users from sharing their sets
and signatures is not possible, but this problem has been studied in the context
of anonymous credentials, see [6,8] for some deterrents. Note that shared sets
may not be combined to participate in the protocol with a larger set as the CL
signature scheme prevents this.

Another possible extension is to allow users to keep some set elements hidden
from the CA since this feature is provided by the CL-signature scheme. Some
elements may remain completely private, while still preventing the user from
changing their set, and limiting the size of the set.

6 New Certified Private Intersection Protocol

We now describe our new protocol for privately computing the intersection and
intersection cardinality of certified sets. We begin with an overview before giving
complete details.

6.1 Overview

Suppose A has SA = (a1, . . . , ak) and B has SB = (b1, . . . , bk). We first sketch
a private intersection cardinality protocol where both SA and SB are certified.
This protocol will be extended below to compute the actual intersection as well.
Suppose f(t) =

∑�
i=0 αit

i =
∏�

j=1(t − aj) represents SA. G will be the group
used for Elgamal homomorphic encryption.
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• The CA certifies SA and SB using the method from Section 5.
• A encrypts αi using Elgamal homomorphic encryption (denoted E(·)) under

his public key, and proves that this was done correctly. In this same proof A
proves holdership of a CL-signature on αi for i = 1, . . . , k, and the cardinality
of SA.

• B first verifies the proof that the encryptions of αi were formed correctly and
checks the cardinality of SA. B computes wi = E(sif(bi)) where si ∈R Z∗

q ,
for each bi ∈ SB using the homomorphic properties of E. A proof is included
that wi are computed correctly, that bi are signed and that the cardinality
of SB is correct.

• A decrypts wi to get gsif(bi), and counts how often gsif(bi) = 1; this total is
the intersection cardinality.

• A outputs the cardinality to B, and proves it is correct using a verifiable
shuffle decryption, as described in §3.4.

Extension to compute SA∩SB. The following steps can be added to the protocol
to provide the intersection, not just its cardinality.
• When B computes wi for all bi ∈ SB , he stores a lookup table mapping

wi ↔ (si, bi).
• A decrypts; whenever wi = 1, he proves this to B, who looks up the value

(si, bi). In this way B learns SA ∩ SB . A must also prove f(bi) �= 0 (when
this is the case) to convince B that the entire intersection is output.

• B reports SA ∩ SB to A as pairs (si, bi), who checks it for consistency by
checking wi

?= E(sif(bi)) and by checking |SA ∩ SB| = | {i : D(wi) = 1} |.

6.2 Detailed Description

We now describe the complete protocol, with non-interactive ZK proofs, the
details of which are given in Appendix A. Recall that Elgamal ciphertexts have
the form Ei = (gr, gmhr). In this section we will refer to the first element of the
ciphertext Ei as Ei,1 and to the second as Ei,2.

Setup:

A has the set SA, represented by f(t) =
∑k

i=0 αit
i, certified as in §5.

B has the set SB , also certified with the method of §5.
A generates the homomorphic Elgamal parameters G and pkA = (g, h) which
are made public, and x = logg h is kept secret.

Protocol:

1. A computes Ei = E(αi) = (gri , gαihri) using pkA, ri ∈R Zq for i = 1, . . . , k.
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2. A creates

P1 = PK∗{(α0, . . . , αk, r0, . . . , rk) :
Ei,1 = gri ∧ Ei,2 = gαihri for i = 1, . . . , k

∧ k and αi are CL-signed}

3. A sends (E0, . . . , Ek, P1) to B.
4. B verifies P1, and aborts if verification fails.
5. B homomorphically evaluates f at elements in SB by computing

vi =

⎛
⎝ k∏

j=0

Ej,1
(bi)

j

,

k∏
j=0

Ej,2
(bi)

j

⎞
⎠

for each b ∈ SB in random order, then computes wi = (vi,1
si , vi,2

si) for
si ∈R G. Note that wi = E(sif(bi)). B stores a table mapping wi ↔ (bi, si)
(this may be omitted if only the intersection cardinality is desired).

6. B creates the proof

P2 = PK∗{(b0, . . . , bk, s0, . . . , sk) :

wi =

⎛
⎝ k∏

j=0

Ej,1
(bi)

jsi ,

k∏
j=0

Ej,2
(bi)

jsi

⎞
⎠ , for i = 1, . . . , k

∧ k, bi are CL-signed} .

Here we abuse the PK notation somewhat: the proof protocol for P2 cannot
be directly derived from the above description; we explain in the appendix
how a protocol proving this statement can be realized.

7. B sends (w1, . . . , wk, P2) to A.
8. A verifies P2, and aborts if this fails. A must also check that si �= 0 by

ensuring that wi,1 �= 1 for i = 1, . . . , k.
9. If the intersection cardinality is desired: (if not, skip to Step 10)

(a) A initializes a counter c = 0, decrypts wi to get gsif(b) and increments c
if gsif(b) = 1.

(b) A outputs c, the size of the intersection. Using a verifiable shuffle de-
cryption protocol, A proves that c of the ciphertexts wi decrypt to 1,
without revealing which ones. (See Section 3.4.)

(c) B verifies the shuffle decryption proof.
(d) The protocol terminates.

10. A decrypts wi for i = 1, . . . , k, and creates the following partition of
{w1, . . . , wk}:

C1 = {wi : D(wi) = 1} ,

Cy = {wi : D(wi) = yi �= 1} .
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11. A proves that the decryptions of wi are (or are not) equal to zero with the
following proof:

P3 = PK{(x) : wi,1
x = wi,2 ∀ {i : wi ∈ C1}

∧ wi,1
x = wi,2/yi ∀ {i : wi ∈ Cy}

∧ gx = h} .

The verifier further checks that yi �= 1 ∀ {i : wi ∈ Cy}.
12. A sends C1, Cy, P3 to B.
13. B verifies P3. (Note also that B must check that P3 contains the correct

number of statements, i.e. that all wi appear in one of C1, Cy).
14. For each i such that wi ∈ C1, B recovers (si, bi) from the lookup table, and

adds it to a set X .
15. B sends X to A, which contains SA ∩ SB, and A checks that

(a) |X | = |C1|, and
(b) wi = E(sif(bi)) (recomputed using the revealed values (si, bi)).
If either check fails, A learns that B has output SA ∩ SB incorrectly.

Remark 3. In both steps 11 and 9b when A proves to B that wi does not contain
an encryption of zero, it is important that the decrypted value, gsif(bi), is not
revealed since B knows si. A must therefore blind the ciphertexts in Cy (which
are not encryptions of zero) as wui

i where ui ∈R Z∗
q . Since si, ui �= 0, gsiuif(bi) = 1

if and only if f(bi) = 0, as required.

6.3 Security and Privacy

The following theorem shows that the new protocol securely implements the
ideal functionality described in Section 2.

Theorem 1. The protocol of Section 6.2, when constructed with a secure ZK
protocol, and an IND-CPA secure homomorphic encryption scheme, is a secure
certified private intersection protocol (by Definition 1) assuming the the SRSA
assumption holds.

Proof. We consider three cases. First, when both A and B are honest we show
the protocol output is the same as in the ideal-world (the correct output). Then,
in the cases when A or B is malicious, we describe a simulator which satisfies
Definition 1.

Suppose Y is the intersection output by the protocol when A and B are honest
(for input sets SA and SB). If the following two claims hold, then the protocol
is correct.

Claim 1: For every y ∈ Y , y ∈ SA and y ∈ SB. Since y ∈ Y , it must therefore be
that the decryption of some wi, which is gsif(y) is equal to one (in the notation
of Section 6). It must be that f(y) = 0, since si �= 0 and G has prime order.
We are assured that f(t) =

∏
ai∈SA

(t− ai) by the validity of the CL-signature,
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therefore the only points at which f is zero are elements of SA, therefore y ∈ SA.
Since S proves that wi are computed using nonzero si and bi ∈ SB, we also have
that y ∈ SB.

Claim 2: For every y such that y ∈ SA and y ∈ SB, we also have y ∈ Y . Similarly,
since we are assured by the CL-signature that f is created with elements of SA

and E(sif(b)) is computed for all b ∈ SB, it is not possible that some y ∈ SA∩SB

has f(y) �= 0 and as a result, will always be included in Y .
We prove privacy for A, i.e., we describe a simulator SIMB∗ , which is given

black-box access to B∗ in the ideal model such that the output distributions
of A and B∗ in the real world are indistinguishable from the ones of A and
SIMB∗ in the ideal world. (Here, B∗ may or may not follow the protocol.) The
simulator’s output is computationally indistinguishable from the view of B∗ in
a real protocol execution. Intuitively, SIMB∗ sits between U (the trusted party)
and B∗, and interacts with both in such a way that B∗ is unable to distinguish
protocol runs with SIMB∗ from real-world protocol runs with A.

SIMB∗ is the following polynomial time algorithm. First SIMB∗ sends (Ide-
alProtocol, B∗, A) to U . IdealProtocol begins and SIMB∗ receives CAA, |SA|.
SIMB∗ then creates Ei = E(αi) = (gri , gαihri) for randomly chosen (ri, αi),
and forges the proof P1. SIMB∗ sends P1 and Ei, to B∗ (protocol Step 3), and
responds ok to U . Now SIMB∗ receives (w1, . . . , wk, P2) from B∗ (protocol Step
7), or if B∗ aborts, SIMB∗ returns abort to U and stops. Recall that SIMB∗

knows the CAs which A trusts, and may therefore reject CAB (used in P2) if
A does not trust CAB. If P2 is invalid, SIMB∗ also returns abort to U and
stops. From P2, SIMB∗ extracts bj, j = 1, . . . , k and the mapping wi ↔ bj ,
i.e., knowledge of which wi corresponds to an encryption of f(bj). SIMB∗ now
receives SA ∩ SB∗ from U , which gives SIMB∗ enough information to create the
sets Cy, C1 consistent with wi ↔ bj and SA ∩ SB. C1 and Cy along with forged
proofs of decryption P3 are sent to B∗ (protocol Step 12), and SIMB∗ responds
ok to U . A receives the intersection and the protocol is complete. Finally SIMB∗

outputs whatever B∗ outputs.
Let us argue that the output distributions in the real and the ideal world

are (computationally) indistinguishable. First note that due to the security of
the CL signature scheme, B∗ in the real world cannot obtain a certificate on a
set different from what it can obtain in the ideal world, hence the output of A
will be identical in both worlds. We next explain why the view of B∗, as output
by SIMB∗ is computationally indistinguishable from B∗’s view in real protocol
runs with A. The encryptions Ei of random values are indistinguishable from
the honest encryptions because the encryption scheme is IND-CPA secure. The
forged proofs are also indistinguishable, by the zero-knowledge property. In the
last step, the sets C1, Cy are created exactly as A would in the real world, since
at this point SIMB∗ has wi ↔ bj and SA ∩ SB . This means that B∗ cannot
distinguish whether or not it runs with the real world A or with SIMB∗ , i.e., any
difference in the B∗ views would imply one of our assumptions is false.

We now prove privacy for B in a similar manner, by describing an efficient
simulator SIMA∗ . SIMA∗ sends (IdealProtocol, A∗, B) to U , and waits to receive
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CAB, |SB|, |SA∩SB| from U (recall that B is honest and will not abort). SIMA∗

receives E0, . . . , Ek from from A∗ and proof P1 (protocol Step 3). If P1 is invalid
or if CAA is untrusted by B or if A∗ has aborted, SIMA∗ stops and returns abort
to U . Otherwise SIMA∗ extracts α0, . . . , αk from P1, recovers SA and responds
ok to U .

Now SIMA∗ must perform Step 5. First choose a set Z of |SA ∩ SB| indices
randomly from {1, . . . , k}. For every i ∈ Z, compute wi = (gsi , hsi) where si ∈R

Z∗
q . For the remaining indices j ∈ {1, . . . , k}−Z, compute wj as the homomorphic

encryption of random values from Z∗
q . SIMA∗ forges the proof that this was done

correctly, then receives SA ∩ SB from U . If A∗ does not abort, SIMA∗ receives,
then verifies P3. If P3 is invalid SIMA∗ returns abort to U and stops. Otherwise
SIMA∗ responds with (si, bi) for bi ∈ SA ∩ SB and si as chosen above (protocol
Step 15).

The indistinguishability in this case comes from the IND-CPA security of the
encryption; A∗ cannot distinguish wi for i �∈ Z from encryptions created during
a real run of the protocol. The check in Step 15 passes since decryption of wi =
g−sixhsi = 1, only when i ∈ Z, and therefore only |SA ∩ SB| times. Note that
the mapping bi ↔ si is unimportant, since f(bi) = 0 and wi is an encryption of
zero when i ∈ Z. Since the forged proof is also indistinguishable, the views of A∗

during a real protocol run and the simulation are indistinguishable. Furthermore,
due to the security of the CL signatures, the outputs of B in both worlds will
be the same. ��
When the homomorphic Elgamal variant is used for encryption, security of the
protocol relies on: the SRSA assumption in Z∗

n, the difficulty of the discrete
logarithm problem in G, and any additional assumptions required for the security
of the zero knowledge proofs.

6.4 Adding Fairness

Until this point we have not addressed the question “What if B aborts the
protocol after learning SA ∩ SB, but before A does?”. The possibility for such
an unfair outcome is undesirable in a situation where either A or B may be
malicious. In this section we sketch the incorporation of optimistic fair exchange
(OFE) protocols to the private set intersection protocol of §6.2. An OFE scheme
allows A and B to swap two values “simultaneously”, i.e. both are guaranteed
to receive the value held by the other. A trusted third party is present, but only
participates when one party does not complete the protocol (hence the term
optimistic). Example OFE schemes are given in the work of Asokan et al. [1].

To add OFE to our set intersection protocol, we weave two instances of the
protocol together, where A and B have opposite roles in each instance. The
new protocol is now symmetric, i.e. A and B must perform equivalent opera-
tions and communicate equivalent values at the same steps, which are exchanged
fairly. Any abort thus results in a fair outcome, where both parties finish with
equal knowledge about the other’s input set. Using an OFE protocol in such
a generic way may yield a protocol with room for improvement; we leave such
improvements to future work.
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7 Efficiency

A detailed analysis of the computational and communication costs of our new
protocol is given in the extended version of this paper [27]. The dominating
computations, evaluating the polynomial, all occur in G. A detailed comparison
of our new protocol to a certified version of the FNP protocol and/or the mali-
cious, two-party, non-certified protocol of Kissner and Song [21, Figure 8] would
be beyond the scope of this work. Communication and computation costs are
asymptotically equal, each being O(k2).

The constants however, will be significantly smaller since Elgamal parameters
are smaller than Paillier parameters providing equivalent security. For 80-bits of
security, Paillier with a 1024-bit modulus, yields ciphertexts of 2048 bits. In the
Elgamal case we may use the elliptic curve group given by NIST curve P-192
(a curve over Fp, where p is a 192-bit prime) [13]. The Elgamal ciphertexts are
thus 384 bits, 5.3 times smaller than the equivalent Paillier ciphertext.

In addition to providing faster arithmetic, operating primarily in G allows the
protocol to scale to higher security levels. The size of parameters required for
Paillier grow quadratically as a function of the security level, while parameters
for elliptic curve systems grow linearly (see Lenstra and Verheul [23]).

Since the ZK proofs are relatively simple, they are good candidates for the
batch verification techniques of Bellare, Garay and Rabin [2]. Fast exponentia-
tion and multi-exponentiation techniques (see [3] for a survey) are also applica-
ble, and will improve performance significantly.

Finally, if the certification aspects of the protocol are omitted, the result
is a fast protocol for private set intersection, or intersection cardinality with
malicious model security.

8 Conclusion

We have presented certified sets, and applied them to the private set intersection
problem. This approach solves a well-known problem of multiparty computa-
tions, namely, how to guarantee that the parties do not lie about their inputs.
Future work might consider the natural generalization to certified inputs for
general multiparty computation.
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A Detailed Description of ZK Proofs

In this section we explicitly state the operations required to realize the ZK proofs
and verifications of our new protocol (§6.2), using non-interactive ZK based on
the Fiat-Shamir heuristic. Let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}�H be a cryptographic hash
function.

Creating P1 (Step 2)

1. (Randomize Signature) Choose r′ ∈ {0, 1}�n+�∅ , compute Ã = ASr′
(mod n),

compute ṽ = v + er′, and compute e′ = e− 2�e−1.
2. Compute

U = ÃreSrṽ

(
k∏

i=0

R
rαi

i

)
(mod n)

where re ∈R {0, 1}�′e+�∅+�H , rṽ ∈R {0, 1}�v+�∅+�H . and rαi ∈R {0, 1}�m+�∅+�H

3. For i = 0, . . . , k, compute Ti = grri , grαi hrri , where rri ∈R {0, 1}�q+�∅+�H .
4. (Challenge.) Compute c = H(Ã||U ||T1|| . . . ||Tk).
5. Compute, in Z: se′ = re − ce′, sṽ = rṽ − cṽ, sαi = rαi − cαi for i = 0, . . . , k,

and sri = rri − cri for i = 0, . . . , k.
6. Output P1 = (c, s-values from Step 5).
7. Send (P1, Ã) to the verifier.

Verifying P1 (Step 4)

1. Compute

Û =
(

Z

Ã2�e−1

)c (
Ãse′ Ssṽ

)( k∏
i=0

R
sαi

i

)

2. Let Ei = (xi, yi). For i = 0, . . . , k, compute T̂i = xc
ig

sri , yc
i g

sαi hsri .
3. Compute ĉ = H(Ã||Û ||T̂1|| . . . ||T̂k). If ĉ �= c, reject the proof.
4. Check that se′ ∈ ±{0, 1}�′e+�∅+�H+2 and sαi ∈ ±{0, 1}�m+�∅+�H+3.

Creating and verifying P2 (Steps 6, 8). Due to limited space we sketch
the steps required to create and verify P2. The main statements to be proven
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in P2 are: (i) that the bi values, which are shuffled when used in Step 5, are
CL-signed, (ii) that the powers of bi are computed correctly in the evaluation,
and (iii) that the wi values are computed correctly.

1. Compute the vector C′, where C′
i = gbihr′

i , using the ordering in the CL
signature (r′i ∈R Z∗

q). Prove that all values in C′ are signed.
2. Compute the k × k matrix C, where Ci,1 = gbihri , ri ∈R Z∗

q , and Ci,j =
(Ci,j−1)bi , where the bi values are in shuffled order; consistent with Step 5
of the protocol.

3. Prove that the column Ci,1 is a shuffle of C′. This implies that Ci,1 is signed.
4. Prove that C is well formed, by showing recursively for each row that

Ci,j+1 = (Ci,j)bihri,j , ri,j ∈R Z∗
q . This proves that powers of bi are com-

puted correctly, i.e., that the Ci,j+1 are commitments to bj+1
i .

5. Prove that wi is computed correctly using row i of C. By using the values
from C, we are assured that the wi are computed using signed bi values and
that the powers have been computed correctly.

Creating P3 (Step 11). Let C1 = {wi : D(wi) = 1}, Cy = {wi : D(wi) �= 1}.
As noted in Remark 3, to prove that wi is contained in Cy, we need to reveal
a blinded decryption of wi; therefore we compute the the set Dy as follows: for
each wi = (c1, c2) ∈ Cy, compute di = c−xui

1 cui
2 where ui ∈R Z∗

q , and add di to
Dy. The proof will then show that di = c1

aic2
ui = c1

−xuic2
ui , where ai is an

element such that 1 = huigai , i.e., ai = −xui as h = gx. Now, the proof that
c1

−xc2 = 1 cannot be done directly, therefore the prover will assert that c2 = cx
1

(which is equivalent).

1. Compute tx = grx for rx ∈R Z∗
q .

2. Initialize a set T1. For each (c1, c2) ∈ C1 compute crx
1 and add the result to T1.

3. Initialize a set TC . For each i such that wi ∈ Cy, choose rai and rui at random
from Z∗

q . Compute hrui grai and add it to TC .
4. Initialize a set Ty. For each di ∈ Dy compute c

rai
1 c

rui
2 , and add the result to Ty.

5. Compute c = H(C1||Cy||Dy||tx||T1||TC ||Ty).
6. Compute (in Zq): sx = rx − cx, sui = rui − cui, and sai = rai − cai for all i

such that di ∈ Dy.
7. Output the proof P3 = (c, sx, sui , sai).
8. Send P3, the indices of C1, Cy, the set Dy to the verifier.

Verifying P3 (Step 13). Partition the ciphertexts into sets C1, Cy, based on
index information from the prover. Also ensure 1 �∈ Dy.

1. Compute t̂x = hcgsx .
2. Initialize a set T̂1. For each (c1, c2) ∈ C1 compute c2

cc1
sx , and add this value

to T̂1.
3. Initialize a set T̂C . For each i such that wi ∈ Cy, compute hsui gsai and add

it to T̂C .
4. Initialize a set T̂y. For each (c1, c2) ∈ Cy and the corresponding di ∈ Dy,

compute di
c(csai

1 c
sui
2 ), and add the result to T̂y.

5. Compute ĉ = H(C1||Cy||Dy||t̂x||T̂1||T̂C ||T̂y). Reject the proof if ĉ �= c.
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Abstract. We present an efficient protocol for the privacy-preserving,
distributed learning of decision-tree classifiers. Our protocol allows a user
to construct a classifier on a database held by a remote server with-
out learning any additional information about the records held in the
database. The server does not learn anything about the constructed clas-
sifier, not even the user’s choice of feature and class attributes.

Our protocol uses several novel techniques to enable oblivious classifier
construction. We evaluate a prototype implementation, and demonstrate
that its performance is efficient for practical scenarios.

Keywords: Privacy, Secure Multiparty Computation, Data Mining.

1 Introduction

Privacy-preserving data analysis is one of the most important applications of
secure multi-party computation. In this paper, we develop a privacy-preserving
version of a fundamental data-analysis primitive: an algorithm for construct-
ing or learning a classifier. Classifiers, such as decision trees, are a mainstay
of data mining and decision support [24]. Given a database with multiple at-
tributes (an attribute can be thought of as a column in a database schema), a
classifier predicts the value of a “target” or “class” attribute from the values of
“feature” attributes. One can also think of a classifier as assigning records to
certain classes (defined by the value of the class attribute) on the basis of their
feature attributes. A popular machine-learning task is to automatically learn a
classifier given a training set of records labelled with class attributes. Classifiers
built in this way are used for marketing and customer relationship management,
development of better recommendation algorithms and services, clinical studies,
and many other applications.

We focus on the problem of securely constructing a classifier in a two-party
setting where one party provides a database, while the other party provides
the parameters of the classifier that it wants to construct from the records in
the database. This is a common situation in law-enforcement, regulatory, and
national-security settings, where the entity performing the analysis (for example,
an agency investigating irregular financial transactions) does not want to reveal
which patterns it is mining the database for (for example, to prevent the target
of investigation from structuring their transactions so as to avoid scrutiny).
Confidentiality of the resulting classifier is also important in scenarios where both
the data-analysis techniques and the output of the analysis process constitute
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potentially valuable intellectual property, e.g., when mining patient databases
in clinical studies, constructing expert systems and diagnostic frameworks, and
so on.

The key privacy properties that the protocol for privacy-preserving classi-
fier learning must guarantee are, informally, as follows. First, the records from
which the classifier is constructed should remain confidential from the party who
obtains the classifier (except for the information which is inevitably revealed
by the classifier tree itself). Second, the data owner should not learn anything
about the classifier which has been constructed. While the algorithm for con-
structing the classifier is standard (e.g., ID3), its parameters—(i) which at-
tributes are used as features?, (ii) which attributes are used as class attributes?,
(iii) if the classifier is being constructed only on a subset of database records,
what is the record selection criterion?—should remain hidden from the data
owner. Note that the latter requirement precludes the data owner from simply
computing the classifier on his own.

Previous work on privacy-preserving classifier learning [16,28,29] focused on a
very different problem in which the resulting classifier is revealed to both parties.
This greatly simplifies the protocol because the classifier can be constructed
using the standard recursive algorithm—since both parties learn the resulting
classification tree, revealing each node of the tree to both parties as it is being
constructed does not violate the privacy property. This is no longer true in our
setting, which presents a non-trivial technical challenge.

Existing protocols cannot be used in practical scenarios where confidentiality
of the classifier is essential. For example, a national-security agency may want to
mine records of financial transactions without revealing the classified patterns
that it is looking for (defined by its choice of feature and class attributes and of a
certain subset of individuals in the database). Other scenarios include construc-
tion of a recommendation algorithm from transactional data without revealing
it prematurely (e.g., the Netflix Prize competition [22]); clinical studies involv-
ing competing medical institutions, each of which is fiercely protective both of
their patient data and their analysis techniques (which subset of patients to
look at, which symptoms to focus on, and so on), because the latter can lead to
patentable and potentially lucrative diagnostic methods; expert systems, where
the classifier constitutes valuable intellectual property; remote software fault
diagnostics [6]; and many others.

In this paper, we use the same basic framework of secure multi-party com-
putation (SMC) as the original paper on privacy-preserving data mining by
Lindell and Pinkas [16] and aim to provide the same level of cryptographic secu-
rity guarantees. We emphasize, however, that (i) our desired privacy properties
(in particular, confidentiality of the resulting classifier) are very different and
more challenging because the techniques of [16] no longer work; (ii) we allow,
but do not assume or require that the data are partitioned between the two
parties; and (iii) unlike [16], we provide a prototype implementation and per-
formance measurements in order to evaluate the scalability of the SMC-based
approach to privacy-preserving data classification.
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Our contributions. We present a cryptographically secure protocol for privacy-
preserving construction of classification trees. The protocol takes place between
a user and a server. The user’s input consists of the parameters of the classifier
that he wishes to construct: which data attributes (columns) to use as feature at-
tributes, which as the class attribute, and, optionally, which predicate on records
(rows) to use in order to select only a subset of the database records for the clas-
sifier construction. The server’s input is a relational database. We assume that
the schema of the database (i.e., names of attributes and the values they can
take) is public, but that the actual records are private.

The user’s protocol output is a classification tree constructed from the server’s
data. The server learns nothing from the protocol; in particular, he does not
learn the parameters of the classification algorithm, not even which attributes
have been used when constructing the classifier. We re-iterate that the latter
requirement precludes the server from computing the classifier on his own, and
also makes existing protocols inapplicable.

Our protocol exploits the structure of the classifier-construction algorithm in
a fundamental way. In each node of the classification tree, the records are “split”
based on the value of some attribute. In order to pick the best attribute for this
purpose, the tree-construction algorithm must, in each node of the tree, count
the number of records that fall into several categories. In contrast to [16], the
database owner should not learn how many of his own records fall into each
category, so we must perform this computation in a privacy-preserving manner.
If done näıvely, using generic techniques, the computational cost of the resulting
protocol would be prohibitive.

Our key technical innovation is to build the tree “one tier at a time” by
simultaneously counting the categories for an entire tier of nodes rather than for
a single node. By partitioning the categories into mutually exclusive groups, we
are able to compute the counts for a whole tier of nodes using the same number of
secure circuit evaluations as we would have needed for a single node. This enables
a substantial performance gain which bridges the gap between theoretical and
practical efficiency.

Our final contribution is to measure the scalability of our prototype imple-
mentation and evaluate its performance on realistic datasets. While theoretical
protocol designs in the SMC framework abound, actual implementations have
been very rare. This makes it difficult to determine whether these (theoretically
sound) techniques can actually be applied, even given modern computing power,
to anything other than toy examples. Our performance measurements show the
limits of SMC-based privacy-preserving data analysis.

2 Related Work

Classifier learning is one of the most fundamental tasks in data mining and
machine learning [20, 24]. The privacy-preserving version of the problem was
addressed by Lindell and Pinkas [16]. We use the same framework of secure
multi-party computation as [16] and provide the same level of cryptographic se-
curity. Note, however, that [16] solves a different problem, where the database
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is horizontally partitioned between the parties, and both participants learn the
resulting decision tree. By contrast, we consider an (arguably, much more com-
mon) problem where one party may hold all of the data, and a second party
wishes to construct a classifier which is not revealed to the first party. Our pro-
tocol allows the data to be arbitrarily partitioned between the parties, while still
maintaining the property that only one party learns the resulting decision tree.

This distinction is not superficial and has important technical ramifications.
The fact that both parties learn the classifier is used in an essential way in [16] to
implement recursive tree construction: because all nodes of the tree are revealed
to all parties as part of the final classifier, the algorithm is allowed to reveal the
nodes in intermediate steps. Our problem, where the classifier is not revealed to
the data owner, cannot be solved using the techniques of [16] and requires more
sophisticated algorithms.

Other techniques for privacy-preserving classifier construction [8,28,9,30] also
assume that both parties learn the classifier. Therefore, they cannot be applied
to our problem setting. Unlike [8,28], our solution is accompanied by a practical
implementation and does not require a third-party server.

In randomized databases, statistical noise is added to individual data entries
in order to hide their values. Agrawal and Srikant considered the problem of
privacy-preserving classifier construction in this setting [3], but their privacy def-
inition as well as several subsequent definitions were very weak [2,10]. The SuLQ
(Sub-Linear Queries) framework enables construction of ID3 classifiers from per-
turbed data with adequate privacy guarantees [4]. Our approach is different in
that our trees are constructed on the original, unperturbed data, and are thus
more precise. It can also be applied even to relatively small databases where the
sublinearity constraint would restrict the approach of [4] to a very small number
of queries. Furthermore, queries are made in the clear in the SuLQ framework, so
only the privacy of the server is guaranteed. In contrast, our approach guarantees
the privacy of the user’s input.

Another class of techniques for privacy-preserving data publishing is based
on k-anonymity [7, 26, 27]. In this approach, some of the attributes (so-called
“quasi-identifiers”) are transformed so that each attribute tuple occurs at least k
times in the anonymized database, while other attributes are released untouched.
k-anonymous databases can be used for classifier construction [14]. Limitations
of k-anonymity include the fact that it cannot be applied to high-dimensional
data [1], k-anonymous databases can reveal individuals’ sensitive attributes
[15, 18] and/or whether a given individual has an entry in the database [21,25],
and anonymity is not guaranteed against adversaries with background knowl-
edge [18, 19] or even adversaries who simply know the k-anonymization
algorithm [32]. This paper provides an alternative way of constructing classifiers
that does not involve releasing the data to untrusted users.

An orthogonal problem to learning decision trees is that of evaluating decision
trees so that the data owner does not learn the tree which is being evaluated (i.e.,
evaluation is oblivious). Recent solutions include [6,11]. We use a (substantially
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modified) oblivious tree evaluation protocol of [6] as a building block. It provides
better efficiency in our setting than [11], where each decision node can only
examine a single bit.

3 Cryptographic Tools

Our construction employs several standard cryptographic tools, including secure
circuit evaluation (SCE) and homomorphic encryption. We only utilize them for
the lowest-level computations in our protocol, and, furthermore, we use SCE in
a non-black-box fashion. For the standard secure circuit evaluation, we use a
compiler [13] which, given a circuit description, generates a corresponding “gar-
bled circuit” following Yao’s method [31,17]. Where an additively homomorphic
encryption scheme is needed, we use the Paillier cryptosystem [23].

Our protocol also requires a subprotocol for privacy-preserving evaluation of
decision trees, described in Appendix A. To achieve practical efficiency, we care-
fully design circuit logic to allow the same set of inputs to be used across mul-
tiple garbled-circuit evaluations, which reduces the number of costly oblivious
transfers.

4 Problem Formulation

4.1 Decision-Tree Learning

A classifier takes as input a record (or transaction) consisting of several attribute
values, and outputs a classification label which categorizes the record. Decision
trees are a common type of classifier. Each internal node in a decision tree
examines a single attribute and redirects evaluation to one of several child nodes
based on the value of that attribute. Once a leaf node is reached, the classification
label contained therein is outputted as the result of classification. Fig. 1 shows
an example decision tree that could be used by a marketing department to
determine whether a consumer is likely to buy a company’s product.

Decision-tree classifiers can be constructed manually by a human expert
with domain knowledge, but algorithms for decision-tree learning are increas-
ingly popular (e.g., see Algorithm 1). Given a database of records tagged with

Children?

No

Unlikely 
customer

Likely 
customer

Unlikely 
customer

Likely 
customer

Married?

College?

Yes

No Yes No Yes

Fig. 1. Example decision tree
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Input:
R, the set of feature attributes.
C, the class attribute.
T , the set of records.
d, the current depth.
D, the desired maximum depth.
DecisionTree(R, C, T, d, D)
1: if d = D or R is empty then
2: return a leaf node with the most frequent class label among the records in T .
3: else
4: Determine the attribute that best classifies the records in T , let it be A.
5: Let a1, ..., am be the values of attribute A and let T (a1), ..., T (am) be a partition

of T such that every record in T (ai) has the attribute value ai.
6: Return a tree whose root is labeled A (this is the splitting attribute) and which

has edges labeled a1, ..., am such that for every i, the edge ai goes to the tree
DecisionTree(R− {A}, C, T (ai), d + 1, D).

7: end if

Algorithm1. The (non-private) recursive decision-tree learning algorithm

classification labels, the algorithm constructs the decision tree recursively from
the top down. At the root node, the algorithm considers every attribute and
measures the quality of the split that this attribute will provide (see below).
The algorithm chooses the “best” attribute and partitions all records by the
value of this attribute, creating a child node for each partition. The algorithm
is then executed recursively on each partition.

Two popular measures of the “quality” of a split are information gain and
the Gini index. Information gain is used in the ID3 and C4.5 algorithms [24],
while the Gini index is used in the CART algorithm [5]. Information gain can be
computed privately using the x log x protocol from [16]. Our privacy-preserving
protocol for decision-tree learning can use either, but the private computation
of the Gini index is more efficient, so we will focus on it.

In the following, suppose that the class attribute (i.e., the target of classifi-
cation) can assume k different values c1, ..., ck and that the candidate splitting
attribute A can assume m different values a1, ..., am. Denote by p(ci) the por-
tion of the records whose attribute C = ci, by p(ai) the portion of the records
whose attribute A = ai, and by p(ci|aj) the portion of the records that have
both attribute C = ci and attribute A = ai.

The Gini index Gini(A) is computed as:

1−
k∑

i=1

(p(ci))
2 −

m∑
j=1

p(aj)
k∑

i=1

p(ci|aj) (1− p(ci|aj)) (1)
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If we use the notation n(ci) for the number of records with attribute C = ci,
then we can rewrite (1) as:

1−
k∑

i=1

(
n(ci)
|T |

)2

−
m∑

j=1

n(aj)
|T |

k∑
i=1

n(ci|aj)
|T |

(
1− n(ci|aj)

|T |

)
(2)

Multiplying this equation by |T |3 gives:

|T |3 −
k∑

i=1

(n(ci))
2 |T | −

m∑
j=1

n(aj)
k∑

i=1

n(ci|aj) (|T | − (ci|aj)) (3)

Since the number of records |T | is fixed, we can compare the Gini index of
different attributes using only multiplication and addition. These operations can
be easily computed in a privacy-preserving manner using Yao’s garbled-circuits
method.

4.2 Distributed Decision-Tree Learning

Conventional decision-tree learning is performed by a single user. The user has
access to some database T and chooses the set of feature attributes R, the class
attribute C, and the number of tiers D. In this paper, we focus on a distributed
setting, where the database T resides on a server and a remote user chooses R,
C, and D. We emphasize that for real-world databases, where the total number
of attributes is fairly large, R may be only a small subset of attributes. For
example, attributes of T may include hundreds of demographic features, and
the user may be interested only in a handful of them for classification purposes.

In the distributed setting, both parties may have privacy concerns. The server
wishes to reveal no more about T than is necessarily revealed by a decision tree
based on T . The user, on the other hand, may not wish to reveal which feature
attributes R and class attribute C he selected for the purposes of constructing
a classifier.

We assume that several parameters are known to both parties: |T |, the number
of records in the database; A, the set of all attributes in the database; the set
a1, ..., am of possible values for each attribute A ∈ A; |R|, the number of feature
attributes selected by the user; and D, the depth of the decision tree to be
constructed.

Branching factor. In the general case, the record database T may contain
nominal attributes whose domains have different sizes. For instance, a consumer
database may have 2 possible values for the “sex” attribute, and 50 possible
values for the “state of residence” attribute. We refer to the number of different
values that an attribute can assume as its branching factor, because it determines
the number of children for each internal node corresponding to that attribute.

When the decision tree is computed in a privacy-preserving manner, all in-
ternal nodes must have the same number of children in order to prevent the
server from learning any information about which attribute is considered in a
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given node. Therefore, all attributes must have the same branching factor m. As
a pre-processing step, attributes can be padded with unused values so that all
attributes have the same branching factor. For simplicity, we assume that each
attribute value is encoded as an integer between 0 and m− 1, and can thus be
represented using log2 m bits.

5 Privacy-Preserving Decision-Tree Learning

Our protocol takes place between a server in possession of a database T and a
user who wishes to build a classifier for class attribute C based on a set R of
feature attributes. The tree is constructed from the root down, as in the con-
ventional algorithm shown in Fig. 1. Unlike the conventional algorithm, ours is
non-recursive. Instead, the tree is constructed one tier at a time. When process-
ing tier i, mi pending nodes are considered. In the final tier, the pending nodes
are transformed into leaf nodes with classification labels in them; in all interme-
diate tiers, they become internal decision nodes, where the attribute for making
the decision is chosen based on the data in T . We now describe the protocol,
which is divided into four phases.

5.1 Phase 1: Sharing the Attribute Values

The set of attributes A found in the database T may be far larger than the set
R ∪ {C} of attributes that are relevant to tree construction. For an attribute
Ri ∈ R∪{C} and a record t ∈ T , t[Ri] refers to the attribute value for attribute
Ri in record t. For each record t ∈ T and for each relevant attribute Ri ∈ R∪{C},
Phase 1 enables the user and the server to learn shares t[Ri]U and t[Ri]S such
that t[Ri]U + t[Ri]S (mod m) = t[Ri]. This is done using the oblivious attribute
selection technique from [6], which is outlined below:

1. For all Ai ∈ A, the server encrypts t[Ai] using an additively homomorphic
encryption scheme, and sends E[t[Ai]] to the user.

2. User creates a blinding value bi for each relevant attribute Ri, and uses the
homomorphic property to add bi and t[Ri] under encryption. User sends
E[bi + t[Ri]] to the server. User’s random share is t[Ri]U = −bi mod m.

3. Server decrypts to obtain bi + t[Ri] and stores t[Ri]S = bi + t[Ri] mod m.

We use a blinding value bi at least 80 bits longer than the (log2 m)-bit value
t[Ri] so that it statistically hides t[Ri]. The shares t[Ri]U and t[Ri]S will be used
in later phases as inputs to small Yao circuits that are generated by the user and
evaluated by the server. Therefore, the server needs to learn the random wire
keys representing his input shares t[Ri]S in the circuit. As usual, this is done via
a 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer for each of the log2 m bits in the t[Ri]S values,
where the server’s input is the jth bit of t[Ri]S , and the user’s input is the pair
of wire keys representing, respectively, 0 and 1 on the input wire corresponding
to this bit.
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(a) Incomplete Tree
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R3

C C

0
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1

5:[0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
6:[0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
7:[0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
8:[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

1 2 3 4

(b) Augmented Tree

Fig. 2. An incomplete decision tree with 4 pending nodes, and the same tree augmented
with a feature attribute and class attribute

Unlike the standard Yao protocol, the same input-wire keys are used for mul-
tiple circuits. The oblivious transfers can thus be done only once per protocol
execution instead of once per circuit evaluation. This results in a substantial
performance improvement, since the bulk of computation in secure circuit eval-
uation is spent on the oblivious transfers.

After performing these preliminary steps, the user participates in the
PrivateDecisionTree(R, C, D, T ) protocol with the server, which starts
Phase 2.

We also observe that our protocol can be applied not only in the case where
the server holds the entire database, but also for any vertical or horizontal par-
titioning of the database between the user and the server. If the database is
partitioned, the steps described above are carried out only for the attribute val-
ues held by the server. For each value held by the user, the user simply splits
it into two random shares and sends one of them to the server. Regardless of
the database partitioning, after Phase 1 every attribute value of every record is
shared between the user and the server.

5.2 Phase 2: Computing Category Counts

Phase 2 is shown in Algorithm 2 as lines 3–6.
Let d be the depth of the current tier. Within this tier there are md pending

nodes, and of the original |R| feature attributes, only |R|−d remain as candidates
to be chosen as the splitting attribute for each pending node because d attributes
have already been used. The set of candidate attributes for splitting at a pending
node n depends on which attributes were already encountered on the path from
the root node to n, and may thus be different for each pending node. For example,
Fig. 2(a) shows a tree entering Phase 2 on tier 2. The path to the 3rd pending
node consists of the edges R1 = 1 and R3 = 0, so attributes R1 and R3 are no
longer available as candidates for this node. The candidates for the 3rd pending
node are [R2, R4], while the candidates for the 2nd pending node are [R3, R4],
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Let T (n) be the set of records that satisfy the preconditions of node n (for
the 3rd pending node in Fig. 2(a), these are records with R1 = 1 and R3 = 0).
Let {Rn1 , ..., Rn|R|−d

} be the set of candidate attributes for node n. Finally, let
Tk(n : i, j) be the set of records in T (n) that have Rnk

= i and C = j. To
determine the quality of the split that would be provided by choosing Rnk

as
the splitting attribute for this node, it is necessary to compute |Tk(n : i, j)| for
all possible values of i and j (0 ≤ i, j ≤ m).

For any choice of n, i, and j, the user can build a decision tree to determine
whether a given record is in Tk(n : i, j). Using oblivious decision-tree evalu-
ation, the user and the server can then learn shares of |Tk(n : i, j)| without
either revealing his private inputs. The problem with this näıve approach is that
determining the quality of splitting on a single attribute Rnk

requires md ·m2

oblivious decision-tree evaluations on each record in T (one for each choice of n,
i, and j).

Our construction is significantly more efficient because it iterates over the
database only once by counting md ·m2 different mutually exclusive categories
simultaneously. The key observation is that for each record t ∈ T , there is a
unique pending node n such that t ∈ T (n). Furthermore, for each t ∈ T (n) and
0 ≤ k ≤ |R| − d, there are unique i, j such that t ∈ Tk(n : i, j). Therefore, our
construction builds a classifier to determine for which values of n, i, and j the
record t belongs to Tk(n : i, j).

To do this, we augment the partially constructed tree P by replacing each
pending node with a depth-two subtree that considers attributes C and Rnk

.
Fig. 2(b) shows the result of augmenting the tree from Fig. 2(a) when k = 1.
(To avoid clutter, the augmented portion is only shown for the 2nd pending
node.) The md ·m2 leaves of the tree contain vectors of length md ·m2 as their
labels. Each leaf is reachable by records in Tk(n : i, j) for a unique choice of
n, i, and j, and the vector used as its label has a single “1” in the position
corresponding to Tk(n : i, j) and “0” elsewhere.

Once the augmented tree P ′ = P.AugmentWithAttAndClass(k, C) has
been constructed, the user and server engage in a privacy-preserving decision-
tree evaluation protocol for each record t ∈ T . To support oblivious evaluation,
the tree must be transformed as follows (see [6] and Appendix A for details).
Each node other than the root is encrypted with a random key. Each internal
node is replaced by a small Yao circuit that takes as its input the user’s and
server’s shares t[Ri]U and t[Ri]S of the relevant attribute values t[Ri] for each
R ∈ R, and outputs the index and decryption key for the appropriate child node.
Each leaf node has as its label a vector of md ·m2 values, encrypted using a user-
created instance of an additively homomorphic encryption scheme. As described
above, the vector has “1” in the position corresponding to its category, and “0”
in all other positions. Note that although the same tree is applied to every record,
it must be freshly transformed into a secure tree for each oblivious evaluation.

As the result of oblivious evaluation of augmented trees, the server learns
a vector of md · m2 ciphertexts. All but one are encryptions of “0.” The sole
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User’s Input:
R, the set of feature attributes (|R > D)
C, the class attribute
D, the desired maximum depth
Server’s Input: T , the set of records converted into random wire values.
User’s Output: P , a decision tree to classify C from R
Prot:PrivateDecisionTree(user: R, C, D server: T )
1: P = new tree
2: for d=0 to D − 1 do
3: for k=1 to |R| − d do
4: P ′=P.AugmentWithAttAndClass(k, C)
5: (|Tk(...)|U , |Tk(...)|S) = Prot:EncryptedCounts(user: P ′ server: T )
6: end for
7: for n=1 to md do
8: for k=1 to |R| − d do
9: (Qk

U , Qk
S) = Prot:ComputeQuality(|Tk(n : ...)|U , |Tk(n : ...)|S)

10: end for
11: bestatt = Prot:ArgMax (user: Q1

U , ..., Q
|R|−d
U server: Q1

S , ..., Q
|R|−d
S )

12: In P , make node n an internal node splitting on attribute Rnbestatt

13: end for
14: end for
15: P ′ = P.AugmentWithClass(C)
16: (|T (...)|U , |T (...)|S) = Prot:EncryptedCounts(user: P ′ server: T )
17: for n=1 to mD do
18: bestclass = Prot:ArgMax(user: |T (n : ∗, 1)|U , ..., |T (n : ∗, m)|U

server: |T (n : ∗, 1)|S , ..., |T (n : ∗, m)|S)
19: In P , make node n a leaf node with label bestclass
20: end for
21: return p

Algorithm 2. The private “one-tier-at-a-time” decision-tree learning protocol

ciphertext encrypting “1” occurs in the position corresponding to the category of
the record (of course, the server cannot tell which ciphertext this is). By summing
up these vectors under encryption, the server obtains ciphertexts encrypting the
counts |Tk(n : i, j)|. The server must then transform these encrypted counts into
additive random shares (mod |T |), using the same technique as in Sect. 5.1.

The following subroutines are used during Phase 2:

– P.AugmentWithAttAndClass. This method is executed by the user, and
adds two tiers to the tree P : one for the attribute Rnk

(different for each
pending node) and one for the class attribute C.

– Prot:EncryptedCounts. This protocol between the user and the server
results in the user and server holding shares for the counts |Tk(n : i, j)| for
n=1 to md, i=1 to m, and j=1 to m. Pseudocode is given in Algorithm 3.
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User’s Input: A decision tree P with k leaf-nodes. The label of leaf i is a k-length
vector with E[1] in position i and E[0] in all other positions.
Server’s Input: A record set T for which each bit of each attribute value has been
converted into a random wire value.
Output: Let K =

P
t∈T P (t) be the k-length vector whose ith entry is the number of

records in T landing in leaf node i. The user’s and server’s outputs are shares KU and
KS of K.
EncryptedCounts(P, T )
1: K ← length k vector with each entry set to E[0]
2: for each t ∈ T do
3: J ← PrivateTreeEval(P, t)
4: K ← K + J under encryption
5: end for
6: Split each component of K into shares (mod |T |); user decrypts his share

Algorithm 3. Protocol to determine how many records fall into each of k categories

5.3 Phase 3: Selecting the Highest-Quality Split

Phase 3 is shown in Algorithm 2 as lines 7–13.
After Phase 2, the user and the server share counts |Tk(n : i, j)| for all pending

nodes n in the tier, and for all values of k, i, and j. This enables them to compute
Gini(Rnk

) for each node n using (3), but over T (n) rather then the entire record
set T . The user and server must compute

|T (n)|3 −
m∑

j=1

|T (n)| |Tk(n : ∗, j)|2 −

m∑
i=1

|Tk(n : i, ∗)|
m∑

j=1

|Tk(n : i, j)| (|T (n)| − |Tk(n : i, j)|) .

Where |T (n : ∗, j)| is the number of nodes in T (n) with class attribute C = j,
and |Tk(n : i, ∗)| is the number of nodes in T (n) with attribute Rnk

= i. These
values, along with |T (n)|, can be computed from the shares |Tk(n : i, ∗)|{U,S}
which the user and server hold.

Given the shares (mod |T |) of all inputs, a simple circuit produces shares
(mod |T |3) of Gini(Rnk

) for each node n and for each k, using only addition and
multiplication. For each pending node n, these shares are then fed into another
garbled circuit. This circuit determines which attribute Rnk

provides the best
split quality. The user updates the tree P with this information, by replacing
the pending node n with an internal node that splits on the attribute Rnk

.
The following subroutines are used during Phase 3:

– Prot:ComputeQuality. This protocol uses a garbled circuit to compute
the Gini index for node n and attribute Rnk

. This protocol takes as input
shares (mod |T |) of the m2 counts |Tk(n : i, j)|, and returns shares (mod
|T |3) of the Gini index.
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– Prot:ArgMax. This protocol takes as input shares of values v1, ..., vn and
provides the user with an index m such that vm is greater than or equal to
all other values. The server learns nothing.

5.4 Phase 4: Constructing the Bottom Tier

Phase 4 is shown in Algorithm 2 as lines 17–20.
Phase 4 completes the decision tree P by adding the correct labels to its leaf

nodes. Each leaf node n should have as its label the most common classification
value among the records in T (n). Similar to Phase 2, we can find the most
popular classification value for all leaf nodes at once. The incomplete tree P is
augmented with a single extra tier which examines the classification node C.
Then EncryptedCounts provides the user and server with the shares of the
the counts |T (n : ∗, j)| for n=1 to mD and j=1 to m. Next, a garbled circuit
finds the value c such that |T (n : ∗, c)| is maximal, and makes it the label for
node n.

The following subroutines are used during Phase 4:

– P.AugmentWithClass. This is executed by the user and adds one addi-
tional tier to the tree P for the class attribute C.

– Prot:EncryptedCounts. Same as in Phase 2, and provides the user and
server with shares (mod |T |) of |T (n : ∗, j)|.

– Prot:ArgMax. Same as in Phase 3.

5.5 Security Properties

Due to space constraints, we omit the detailed security argument. We use the
same secure multi-party computation framework as the original protocol by Lin-
dell and Pinkas [16] (which applied to a different decision-tree learning problem,
as explained above). Just like [16], our basic protocol is secure against a pas-
sive attacker. Note that the decision tree resulting from protocol execution has
a rich structure and may reveal a substantial amount of information about the
database to the user. As is standard in the SMC framework, we do not pre-
vent privacy violations that occur as a result of the protocol output; instead, we
guarantee that no additional information is revealed.

If the underlying oblivious transfer protocol (used by the data owner to obtain
wire-key representations of the records in his database) is secure against an
actively malicious chooser, and the server’s homomorphic encryption scheme (an
instance of which is used during the the oblivious attribute selection protocol)
can be verified as well-formed by the user, then our protocol is also secure against
an actively malicious data owner. Recall that the data owner plays the role of
an (oblivious) circuit evaluator in our protocol.

To obtain security against an actively malicious user, it is necessary to ensure
that (a) the oblivious transfer protocol is secure against an actively malicious
sender, (b) the user’s instance of the homomorphic encryption scheme (used
when obliviously counting the sizes of record categories) can be verified as well-
formed by the server, and (c) the server can verify that the garbled circuits
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created by the user are well-formed. Note that the latter can be achieved at
a constant additional cost under certain number-theoretic assumptions (e.g.,
see [12]).

6 Performance

Recall that there are |A| attributes, each of which has a branching factor of m;
|R| feature attributes; |T | transactions, and depth D. In evaluating the perfor-
mance of our protocol, we distinguish between online and offline computations.
Offline computations include generating md+2 homomorphic encryptions of “0”
for each of the |T |(|R| − d) augmented decision trees used at tier d (user); gen-
erating homomorphic encryptions of |T ||A| attributes for oblivious attribute
selection (server); garbling of circuits to compute the Gini index and ArgMax
(server), and garbling of circuits to compute attribute selection (user). Note that
the number of gates in these circuits depends on |A| and |T | (Gini), |T | and m
(ArgMax), and |A| and m (attribute selection).

The following cryptographic operations must be performed online once per
protocol execution: |T ||R| homomorphic additions for oblivious attribute selec-
tion (user); |T ||R| homomorphic decryptions (server); and |T |(|R| + 1) log m
1-out-of-2 oblivious transfers so that the server can learn wire values for his at-
tribute shares. In addition, the following are performed online to construct tier
d (with md nodes): symmetric encryption of (

∑d+2
h=1 mh) garbled nodes for each

of |T |(|R| − d) augmented decision trees (user); d + 2 symmetric decryptions
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Table 1. Runtime for the “cars” dataset from the UC Irvine repository

sym. enc sym. dec homo. dec homo. add OTs eval
user 114s 0s 7.1s 0.07s

185.2s
4.2s

server 0s 171s 8.0s 41.9s 12.7s

and evaluations of garbled attribute selection circuits for each of |T |(|R| − d)
augmented decision trees (server); |T |(md+2) homomorphic additions (server);
md+2 homomorphic decryptions (user); evaluation of md(|R| − d) garbled cir-
cuits to compute the Gini index at tier d (user); and evaluation of md garbled
circuits for ArgMax at tier d (user).

Because performance is often a concern when using secure multi-party compu-
tation techniques, we evaluated a prototype Java implementation of our protocol.
Fig. 3 shows how the online time required by our protocol depends on several
parameters of the decision-tree learning problem: the branching factor, the num-
ber of feature attributes, the number of tiers, and the number of records. Online
time is independent of the number of attributes. This makes our protocol espe-
cially well-suited to scenarios where the set of feature attributes is a relatively
small subset drawn from a very large set of total attributes. Note that this is
the common case for databases with demographic information.

To evaluate performance on real-world data, we applied our protocol to the
“cars” dataset from the UC Irvine machine-learning repository. This dataset has
1728 records and 7 attributes with a branching factor of 4. We chose to build a
tree with 5 feature attributes and 2 tiers. Table 1 shows the time consumed by
different online components of our protocol.

This experiment demonstrates that, unlike generic techniques, our protocol
can be successfully applied to problem instances of realistic size.

7 Conclusions

The field of privacy-preserving data mining has two approaches to the problem
of executing machine-learning algorithms on private data. One approach sani-
tizes the data through suppression and generalization of identifying attributes
and/or addition of noise to individual data entries. The sanitized version is then
published so that interested parties can run any data-mining algorithm on it.

The other approach is to use cryptographically secure multi-party computa-
tion techniques to construct protocols that compute the same answer as would
have been obtained in the non-private case. This approach has typically been
applied when the relationship between the parties is symmetric: for example,
the database is partitioned between them and the result of the protocol exe-
cution is that both parties learn the same output based on the joint database.
By contrast, in the sanitization approach, the parties executing the data-mining
algorithms do not have any data of their own, while the database owner obtains
no output at all.
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Even if the data-mining algorithms are the same (e.g., classifier learning),
the privacy-preserving versions for the two settings are substantially different.
We argue that settings where data are asymmetrically distributed and only one
party learns the output are very natural in real-world scenarios. In this paper,
we show that it is possible to apply secure multi-party computation techniques
to these scenarios. Our protocol requires several technical innovations (such as
the ability to obliviously compute the sizes of several record categories in a single
pass over the database). Unlike most designs in the literature, our protocol has
been implemented, and we demonstrated that it can be efficiently applied even
to problem instances of realistic size.
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A Privacy-Preserving Evaluation of Decision Trees

Our subprotocol for privacy-preserving evaluation of decision trees is inspired
by [6], with several substantial modifications. In [6], attributes can take one
of a large number of different values, and each internal node selects one of
two children based on a threshold comparison. In this paper’s setting, each at-
tribute takes one of m values (m is relatively small), and internal nodes have m
children—one for each attribute value.

The privacy requirement is that this evaluation should be oblivious: the eval-
uator should not learn anything about the structure of the tree except the total
number of nodes and the length of the evaluation path, nor which of his attributes
were considered during evaluation. To achieve the former, the tree is represented
as a set of encrypted nodes; decrypting each node reveals the index of the next
node (which depends on the value of the attribute considered in the parent node)
and the corresponding decryption key. To hide which attribute is considered in
each node, the “oblivious attribute selection” protocol [6] splits each of the at-
tributes that will be used during evaluation into two random shares. The circuit
creator receives one share and the evaluator receives the other, without learning
to which of his attributes this share corresponds.

http://www.netflixprize.com/
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Each oblivious evaluation of an internal node results in moving control to one
of the m child nodes. Unlike in [6], where each node has only two children, we are
no longer able to encode the indices and decryption keys for all possible child
nodes in the garbled values corresonding to a single output wire. Instead, we
use log2 output wires for every internal node. Each such node is implemented
as a circuit which reassembles the two shares of the attribute a considered in
this node (aE + aC = a mod m, where aE is the circuit evaluator’s share,
and aC is the circuit creator’s) and outputs the value of a using log2 m output
wires. As in the standard Yao’s construction, each wire has two random keys
associated with it, representing, respectively, 0 and 1. These random keys are
used to encrypt a table with m randomly permuted rows (observe that there is
a 1:1 correspondence between the rows, all possible values of a, and all possible
combinations of bit values on the log2 m output wires). For each value of a, the
encrypted row contains the index of and the decryption key for the appropriate
next node in the evaluation, encrypted under the output-wire keys corresponding
to the bit representation of a.

For instance, suppose that m = 4, so that each attribute takes values from 0
to 3, and thus each internal node in the tree has 4 children. We represent each
node by a gate with two output wires, w0, w1. Let w0

i and w1
i be the random

keys representing, respectively, 0 and 1 values for wire i. If the bit representation
of a is αβ, then evaluating this gate reveals to the evaluator wα

0 and wβ
1 . Note

that the evaluator does not learn a.
Let ha be the string containing the index and the decryption key for the

child node corresponding to the attribute value a. The gate is accompanied by
a random permutation of the following 4 ciphertexts: {{h0}w0

0
}w1

0
, {{h1}w1

0
}w0

1
,

{{h2}w0
1
}w0

1
, {{h3}w1

1
}w1

1
. Observe that the keys wα

0 and wβ
1 decrypt exactly one

row of this table, namely, the row corresponding to a. By decrypting it, the
evaluator can proceed to the correct child node.

We need another technical trick so that the decision-tree evaluation protocol
can be efficiently invoked multiple times on the same set of attributes. Recall
that as the result of oblivious attribute selection, the evaluator has a random
share for each of his attributes that will be used in some internal decision node.
For internal nodes, we have the evaluator provide as input shares aE

1 , ..., aE
r of

all attribute values, while the creator’s input is the index i of the attribute
considered by the node, and the creator’s share aC

i of this attribute value. The
output of the circuit is aE

i + aC
i (mod m).

With this circuit logic, the evaluator’s input is the same for all nodes of all
trees created during our protocol. This enables a substantial efficiency gain.
Instead of generating random wire keys for each bit of the evaluator’s input
into each circuit (as in the standard Yao’s method), we generate them once,
and then re-use this representation for the evaluator’s input wires in all circuits.
This allows us to perform only a single set of oblivious transfers to provide the
evaluator with the the wire keys corresponding to his input bits. These wire keys
are then used in all of the garbled circuits.
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B Horizontal Selection

In many applications of decision-tree learning, the user wants to construct a
classifier using the records defined by a certain predicate, i.e., from a horizontal
subset of the database. In other words, the user selects not only a subset of
columns to use as features, but also a subset of records (rows), and the protocol
should construct a classifier using the data in the selected records only.

This is motivated by real-world scenarios. For example, a proprietary database
may contains records for diverse individuals living throughout a nation, while
the user is interested in building a marketing classifier only for consumers from a
particular region or those belonging to a particular demographic. In this scenario,
the user may wish to keep his record selection criterion private so as to avoid
revealing his marketing strategy to competitors. Previous protocols for privacy-
preserving decision-tree learning cannot solve this problem because, by their
design, they reveal the resulting classifier to all protocol participants.

In this scenario, we assume that the user does not have a vertical partition
of the database, and, since he does not have access to the database, cannot
explicitly specify the indices of the records which satisfy his selection criterion.
Instead, he must choose them implicitly by providing a selection predicate to be
evaluated on all records in the database. The user wants to keep this predicate
private from the server. Depending on the scenario, the number of records which
satisfy the predicate may need to be revealed to the user, to the server, to both,
or to neither.

We will outline an extension to our protocol for the variant in which the
number of satisfying records is revealed to the user but not to the server. This
variant has some useful properties: the user may not believe that the classifier
is of high quality if it is based on too few records (thus it is helpful for the user
to know how many records were used in constructing the tree), while the server
learns a significant amount of information about the user’s predicate if he learns
the number of records which satisfy the predicate (thus the user may prefer to
have this number hidden from the server). This particular variant does present
some privacy risks to the server: if the predicate, which is hidden from the server,
selects a very small subset of records, then the resulting decision tree will leak a
lot of information about the records in the selected subset.

The extension involves two components: (1) an additional phase of the proto-
col, in which the user learns the indices of all records in the database that satisfy
his selection predicate, and (2) a slight change to the category-counting phase to
ensure that the records not selected by the user’s predicate are not counted as
belonging to any category, and thus do not participate in determining the best
attributes for each internal decision node of the classifier.

To determine the indices of the records that satisfy the predicate, the user and
the server engage in an instance of the oblivious decision-tree evaluation protocol
described in Appendix A. The user’s predicate is represented as a decision tree
which evaluates a record and labels it with true if it satisfies the predicate and
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false otherwise. This decision tree is then obliviously evaluated for each record
in the database T . The protocol of Appendix A guarantees that the results are
revealed only to the user, and not to the data owner.

The records not satisfying the predicate (i.e., those which the user’s predicate
evaluated to false) should not be used when constructing the classifier. Recall
from Sect. 5.2 that in order to determine the best splitting attribute for each
internal node of the classifier, the user builds decision trees whose labels are
vectors of ciphertexts that all encrypt “0,” except for a single ciphertext—in
the position corresponding to the record’s category—that encrypts “1.” For the
records that he wants to “turn off,” the user simply constructs the tree where
the labels contain encryptions of “0” only. This effectively means that the cor-
responding record is not included in any of the Tk(n : i, j) categories, and thus
has no influence on the Gini index computation which is used to find the best
splitting attribute.
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Abstract. We develop and simulate a dynamic model of investment in
information security. The model is based on the recognition that both IT
managers and users appreciate the trade-off between two of the funda-
mental characteristics of information security, namely confidentiality and
availability. The model’s parameters can be clustered in a manner that
allows us to categorize and compare the responses to shocks of various
types of organizations. We derive the system’s stability conditions and
find that they admit a wide choice of parameters. We examine the sys-
tem’s responses to the same shock in confidentiality under different pa-
rameter constellations that correspond to various types of organizations.
Our analysis illustrates that the response to investments in information
security will be uniform in neither size nor time evolution.

1 Introduction

Information security and network integrity are issues of the utmost importance
to both users and managers. The cost of security breaches and fraud is con-
siderable and Anderson et al (2007) [1] provide a comprehensive review of the
issues both technical and legal and offer a set of very useful recommendations.
Such issues constitute growing concerns for policy makers, in addition to the
legitimate concerns of the specialist technological community of experts. As the
importance of networks increases for all individuals who act as both providers
and consumers of information, the integrity of such systems is crucial to their
welfare. In the presence of threats to the system, agents must decide the amount
of resources required to maintain the system at acceptable operational states.
� Also: University of Bath, Bath BA2 7AY, England, U.K.; d.j.pym@bath.ac.uk
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Finding solutions to this resource allocation problem is therefore an important
part of the work of IT managers. As with all such decisions, expenditure in pro-
tecting a system has an opportunity cost because resources can be deployed for
other useful purposes, a situation that requires the manager to demonstrate the
desirability of such expenditure given an objective that takes into account that
such protection costs are fully justified in the light of a well-specified objective.

The calculation of the optimal investment in information security given the
system’s configuration is a subject that is relatively recent as the research lit-
erature has and focused almost exclusively on technological solutions without
recourse to the associated financial costs and the behavioural changes required
to implement such purely technological solutions. The economics of information
security within the context of an optimizing framework has been addressed rel-
atively recently by Gordon and Loeb (2002) [4], who provide an extensive list
of references that address technological issues in information security and point
out the distinct lack of rigorous economic analysis of the problem of resource
allocation in information security. Gordon and Loeb adopt a static optimization
model where IT managers calculate the optimal ratio of investment in infor-
mation security to the value of the expected loss under different assumptions
regarding the stochastic process that generates the security threats. Within the
framework of the model, we conclude that a risk-neutral firm should spend on
information security just below 37% of the value of the expected loss that will
occur in the event of breach.

The model relies on rather restrictive assumptions and has prompted lively
debate regarding the ‘optimal’ ratio of investment in information security. What
is of interest is that the relationhip between investment in information security
and vulnerability is not always a monotonic function. Hausken (2006) [6] by
postulating an alternative functional form of vulnerability shows that the ratio
cannot be supported. In similar vein, Willemson (2007) [9] introduces the notion
of the existence of a level of expenditure of information security that removes all
threats, as an additional parameter, thus completely securing the information.
Under this specification the ‘optimal’ ratio can vary according to the value of this
parameter. The author constructs examples where optimal investment ranges
between 50% and 100% of the value of information that is protected.

All such models share a number of characteristics such as the knowledge of
the ‘monetary’ value of information that is safeguarded and in addition the very
metric of infromation security as such is not defined. It is simply stated in its
‘negative’ appearance as the value of the loss. Gordon and Loeb concede that
the constituent components of the composite ‘service’ of information security
may not be mutually consistent but given the requirements of their model and
the assumption that all information can be valued by such decomposition is not
necessary for the analysis undertaken.

In this paper, we develop a dynamic model that acknowledges the existence
of trade-offs between the fundamental characteristics of information security,
namely confidentiality, integrity, and availability (for simplicity here, we re-
strict to confidentiality and availability; cf. Beautement et al. (2008) [2]). Our
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inspiration, and justification, for this analysis is derived from an empirical study
Beautement et al. (2008) [2]. Specially, two of us (with others), studied and an-
alyzed the costs and benefits of USB memory stick encryption in the context of
the use of USB memory sticks by the staff of an investment bank.

The analysis of the paper Beautement et al. (2008) [2] can be summarized
conveniently as follows:

– We observe that, for very well-motivated business reasons, the staff of an
investment bank use USB memory sticks to store and transfer information
at and between a variety of different locations with differing threat and
security profiles;

– We observe, and collect supporting empirical data to the effect, that there
are availability-driven incentives not to deploy technologies that promote
confidentiality — essentially, it is highly inconvenient, and embarrassing, for
the bankers to be unable to remember the necessary password in the presence
of the client, and may lead to loss of business;

– We build executable mathematical models of the lifecycle of a USB stick
which allow the exploration of the influences of various forms of investment
— in training, IT support, and monitoring — on the use of encryption for
USB memory sticks;

– We observe that the behaviour of these models does indeed support the ex-
istence of a trade-off between confidentiality and availability in this context.

Of course, technological solutions, such as biometric access control, may largely
solve this particular problem, but we suggest that the methods and models that
we are developing will be of use in a wide variety of situations.

Note that, for the purposes both of the study described above and of the
model prsented in this paper, we are concerned with the following notions of
confidentiality and availability:

– We consider the confidentiality of the system as represented by the extent
to which the system is protected against unintended exposures of informa-
tion. To this extent, to do not consider the confidentiality of information
exposed by given breach; rather, we are concerned with the extent to which
is protected against further breaches;

– For simplification, we neglect integrity in the model presented herein. In the
context of the study of Beautement et al. (2008) [2], corruption of data as a
consequence of the use of USB memory is a relatively minor issue, and the
model we present herein should be considered to be potentially applicable
only in situations in which such a simplification is justifiable. Clearly, other
simplifcations are possible and may be supported by different circumstances
and examples. We defer a more comprehensive discussion of the variety of
models supported by the general framework introduced in § 2, within which
integrity can be incorporated, to another occasion;

– Again, as a simplification, we adopt a simple proxy for availability: the degree
of inter-connectedness of the system’s components, which may be thought
of as a measure of the size of the ‘attack surface’.
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Managers optimize well-defined objective functions in terms of such elements
and recognize that investment is costly. The system’s state equations determine
the system’s operational efficacy and the managers’ optimal responses when
under ‘attack’ are defined by altering the system’s inter-connectness and by
the acquiring new investment in information security. All the parameters have
explicit behavioural and technical interpretations and allow for the classification
of managers’ behaviour and the system’s architecture.

In § 2, we begin with a summary of the simplifying assumptions, motivated
by the study presented in Beautement et al. (2008) [2], employed in this paper.
We also provide, following Gianni and Woodford (2002) [3], a brief summary of
the general linear stabilization problem and its solutions, and discuss briefly its
use, by Nobay and Peel (2003) [8], in monetary policy with asymmetric prefer-
ences. In § 3, we describe our model in detail, providing the necessary system
of differential and integral equations, together with their interpretation in terms
of the concepts of information security. In § 4, we provide a range of exam-
ples of constellations of the model’s parameters, corresponding to organizations
with contrasting information security preferences and management policies, and
provide graphs of simulations illustrating the impulse–response of these organi-
zations to a single (exogenous) unit-shock to confidentiality. Finally, in § 5, we
provide a range of observations, variations, and extensions about our modelling
framework. We provide also two appendices: the first explains the discretization
of our models used to generate our simulations; the second explains how our
quadratic form of loss functions derives from basic concepts of utility theory.

2 CIA, Investments, and Trade-offs

Organizations deploy systems technologies in order to achieve their business ob-
jectives. Typically, it will be necessary for an organization to invest in deploying
information security policies, processes, and technologies in order to protect the
confidentiality, C, integrity, I, and availability, A, of its business processes. De-
fences deployed against each of C, I, and A may compromize the other. For
now, we neglect integrity, focussing on trade-offs between confidentiality and
availability. This simplification is justifiable: in many — though by no means all
— situations, corruption of data is not a major issue, and we can be concerned
just with the availability of uncorrupted data. In particular, this assumption is
reasonable in the context of the empirical study by Beatement et al. (2008) [2]
of the use of USB memory sticks, which is discussed at length above and which
provides a partial motivation for the model described herein. Of course, there are
many situations in which such an assumption is quite unsustainable: Different
instantiations of our modelling framework can, as discussed above, capture such
situations.

So, in order to formulate its security policy, an organization must determine
its security preferences. That is, for each of its business processes, determine the
extent to which it prefers to protect each of C, I, and A. For one example, an
online bookstore may prefer to defend the availability of its website in order to
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protect revenue. To do so, it may increase the number and geographical distri-
bution of its servers, thereby greatly increasing the attack surface of the system,
and so potentially compromising the confidentiality of data held by the sys-
tem. For another example, a government intelligence service may be prepared to
sacrifice system availability in order to protect the confidentiality of its secrets.

In earlier work with other co-authors Beautement et al. (2008) [2], described
above, two of us have established some experimental evidence for the existence
of a trade-off between availability and confidentiality — integrity was indeed ne-
glected in this context, in which corruption of data is a relatively minor issue —
in the use of USB memory sticks by the employees of a large financial services
organization.

In the presence of trade-offs between the constituent components of infor-
mation security, we adopt a well-established analytical methodology employed
in macroeconomics to model optimal instrument setting by the monetary au-
thorities (e.g., central banks) when faced with trade-offs between the economic
magnitudes that they wish to control, such as inflation and unemployment.

Following Giannoni and Woodford (2002) [3], the general linear stabilization
policy problem can be expressed as a solution to the following control problem,
in which the economic interaction structure of the state variables is given in
terms of a linear system of the form

G

[
Zt+1

Etzt+1

]
= A1

[
Zt

zt

]
+ A2rt + A3ut (1)

where z denotes a vector of endogenous variables and the vector of pre-determined
variables is given by Z. The instrument available to the authorities is given by
r and the system is disturbed from its original equilibrium position due to the
existence of shocks ut. The objective of the policy is to minimize the quadratic
objective function in terms of squared deviations of the variables of interest Π
from some a-priori specified target values Π∗ by choosing the appropriate value
of r given the structure of the system, the loss function,

Λ = Et

{
T∑

t=0

δ−t

2
(Π −Π∗)T Ω (Π −Π∗)

}
(2)

where the vector of variables denoted by Π includes values of both z and r.
The matrix Ω denotes the variance covariance matrix of the system and δ is
the authorities’ discount factor. The conditional (on all available information)
expectations operator is Et.

The equilibrium characterization of the system consists of a set of time in-
variant equations:

zt = β0 + β1

−
Zt + β2

−
ut (3)

where .̄ indicates that the structure of the relevant vectors can differ from the
one denoted in Equation 1. The imposition of rational expectations requires
that the model’s predictions of the endogenous variables are equal to the agents’
forecasts.
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Nobay and Peel (2003) [8] accommodate the absence of symmetric loss in the
presence of deviations by employing, in Λ, the linex function whose asymmetry
depends upon the choice of the parameter a:

g(xt) = {exp(axt)− axt − 1} /a2.

In our case, we restrict our analysis to quadratic loss functions but we allow
for unequal weights to be applied to its different arguments.

The analysis given by Giannoni and Woodford (2002) [3], together with refine-
ments of the kind suggested by the work of Nobay and Peel (2003) [8], provides
a very general framework for capturing the dynamics of investments and trade-
offs in information security within which the choices of security and investment
properties to be modelled appropriate for a given context, along with associated
organizational preferences, can be captured.

In the next section, we develop a model of this type in the context of informa-
tion security that is inspired by the study presented in Beautement et al. (2008)
[2] and briefly discussed above. For simplicity of analysis, we begin with a con-
tinuous time model — a conceptually convenient approximation often employed
in many mathematical modelling contexts — which we later discretize. We work
with a utility, or loss, function that is quadratic in each of its components.

We then examine the system’s response to temporary (one-time) shocks
(or perturbations, or disturbances) and map the time evolution of the both the
control and state variables. Within this framework we are able to gauge the re-
sponses to shocks in terms of magnitude and duration. The stability of the sys-
tem guarantees the eventual return to a stable path. Such methodology for the
examination of the responses of a multivariate linear/non-linear system is well-
established in the econometric literature, in the context of linear and non-linear
vector autoregressive systems, where the impulse–response function (IRF) is cal-
culated (see Hamilton (1994) [5]). An impulse–response function traces out the
response of a state-variable of interest to an exogenous shock (this is normally
unobserved). Usually the response is portrayed graphically, with the time horizon
on the horizontal axis and the magnitude of difference between the undisturbed
system and its response to the shock on the vertical axis. Monte Carlo meth-
ods are then used for statistical inference to establish whether the calculated
responses are statistically significant. In this study, we develop a dynamic sys-
tem that is subject to a single stochastic disturbance (to confidentiality) and we
study the IRF of such system under alternative sets of structural parameters.

3 The Model and Its Meaning

We have explained, in § 2, how we understand confidentiality, integrity,
and availability to trade-off against one another. Simplifying, we can neglect in-
tegrity — we assume that our storage and processing technologies do not corrupt
data — and study the trade-off between confidentiality and availability. This sit-
uation is intuitively appealing: disks, DVDs, and memory sticks are quite rarely
corrupted, at least in contexts similar to that studied in Beautement et al. (2008)
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[2]: increasing a system’s availability — for example, by increasing the number
and distribution of a system’s web-servers — may be thought of as increasing
the attack surface of the system, and so reducing the confidentiality of (the
information contained within) the system.

The starting point is the utility function, more naturally thought of here as
a loss function, expressing the system operators confidentiality and availability
preferences. In the given definition, C refers to the aggregate level of confidential-
ity of information in the system, and C̄ is its target, A refers to the aggregate
level of availability of information in the system; K denotes the capital stock
in information security (i.e., the aggregate value of investments in information
security to-date).

We postulate a system whose optimal operational state (C̄, Ā) is below its
maximal capacity. If the system exceeds such levels the system’s reliability be-
comes problematic and consequently the system’s manager attempts to restore
it at the predetermined optimal levels. The same happens when the system un-
derperforms because of an ‘attack’ or any other security breach. The control
mechanism in both cases is

R =
1

1− ξ
, for ξ ∈ [0, 1)

which may be thought of as capturing the complexity of the system via the
extent to which the system is inter-connected: if the proportion of of the system
that is inter-connected is zero (i.e., ξ = 0), then the system’s complexity is trivial
(i.e., 1); as ξ tends to 1, however, the complexity of the system tends to infinity.
Such a response aims to alter the system’s availability. This may be seen as
controlling access to the system.

In addition, we postulate that investment in information security that helps
managers to restore the system is expensive, as large deviations from its pre-
announced target levels undermine the ‘credibility’ of the managers and may not
be authorized by the CFO. The important element here is the presence of the
three elements of deviations form pre-agreed targets in the loss function. Further
developments can allow for more sophisticated functional forms that restrict the
solutions to one-sided deviations from targets. Notice that, as we measure all
metrics in the (0, 1) (or [0, 1)) interval, that is as proportions, the size of the
system is assumed constant. This is an area that we may wish to develop in
future models by adopting a metric such as capital stock in information security
‘per machine’ in the network.

The equations below represent the decision-makers’ optimal control problem

L(C, A, K̇) = E
(
w1(C − C̄)2 + w2(A− Ā)2 + w3(K̇ − ¯̇K)2

)
, (4)

the loss function, whose solution will be of the form

L (R) � min
x

L(C, A, K̇) (5)

where x is a control variable. In this case, the optimal control issue is based
on convex preferences relative to a given set of targets, C̄, Ā and ¯̇K. These are
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as follows, the target confidentiality, C, availability, A, and target change in
investment in information security, K̇.

The weights (w1, w2, w3) represent the type of organization, expressing, as
discussed in § 4, the organization’s security profile preferences. The time evolu-
tion of confidentiality and availability are described in Equations 6 and 7. C0 is
an initial value.

C = −α(P )

⎛
⎝∫ t

t0

Ȧ dt

(
β

∫ t′

t0

K̇ dt′
)−1

⎞
⎠+ C0 (6)

A = γ

(∫ t′

t0

Ṙ dt′
)

+ δ

(∫ t′

t0

K̇ dt′
)
− ε

(∫ t′

t0

Ċ dt′
)

(7)

where t′ < t.
Investment in information security is triggered by fluctuations in availability

and the time dynamics of this are expressed in Equation 8

K̇ = −ηȦ (8)

The system responds to deviations in confidentiality, as given by Equation 9:

Ṙ = x
(
C − C̄

)
(9)

Note that, as t′ →∞, the system stabilizes.
As formulated here, our model shocks only confidentiality. A richer model

might, for example, also shock availability. Such a model would need to be
formulated with an additional control instrument, so that there would be an
instrument corresponding to each shocked dimension.

The weights in the loss function (4) characterize the type of the organization;
for example, military and deep-state organizations might put a great deal of
weight on C compared to A, whilst a retailer or welfare distributor might place
greater value on A compared to C. Finally, the weight on (K̇ − ¯̇K)2 reflects the
system’s loss when managers are forced to compromize budgets. Public organi-
zations may be more restricted, compared to private sector firms, and therefore
be more reluctant to miss ¯̇K, implying a higher weight associated with this devi-
ation in the loss function. The term w3(K̇ − ¯̇K)2 deserves more discussion: this
is the credibility of the decision maker: if the investment needs to be increased
(or decreased) by a large amount, given a conditional set-up, then the initial
guesses of the decision maker in setting the equilibrium change in investment
were faulty and this results in a subsequent loss of credibility. For example, if
a government sets a level of growth in spending of ¯̇K, then a sudden require-
ment to increase the level of spending, from time t to t + Δt results in ΔK: if
ΔK
Δt � ¯̇K, then the decision makers’ credibility is decreased (based on convex
credibility preferences) with subsequent loss of welfare.

Equation 4 is the objective function, which we seek to minimize, and Equation
5 denotes the solution from the optimization of the control variable x from 9.
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See Appendix B for an explanation — in terms of basic utility theory — of the
justification of loss functions of this form.

Breaches in confidentiality are denoted by P , the stochastic process that gen-
erates such events. Their impact is measured by α, and such breaches will be
referred to as shocks to the dynamic system represented in equation 6. The
system’s attack surface is modelled by the availability∫ t

t0

Ȧ dt,

and amplifies the influence of breaches, whilst increases in the capital stock of
information security1,

1∫ t

t0
K̇ dt

,

mitigates against the severity of the shock. The effectiveness of this mitigation
is measured by the value of the positive parameter β. The availability of the
system depends positively of the system’s inter-connectedness,

∫ t

t0
Ṙdt and the

capital stock of information security. Increases in confidentiality are expected to
exert a negative influence on the system’s availability. The positive parameters
γ, δ, and ε measure the impact of these factors on the system’s availability.

IT managers will respond to decreases in availability by increasing invest-
ment in information security (8). The managers’ response is measured by the
parameter, η. In the presence of deviations of confidentiality from its target, IT
managers respond by manipulating the system’s inter-connectedness. Such re-
sponse is calculated optimally given the architecture of the system, as captured
by the parameters α, β, γ, δ, and ε, and the managers’ preferences and behaviour
as captured by w1, w2, w3, and η, given the choice of targets C̄, Ā, and ¯̇K.

This set-up offers the opportunity to characterize systems according to their
architecture and combine them to the preferences of managers. For example,
systems with very effective information security capital and managers valuing
availability above confidentiality, w2 > w1, will adjust differently to the same
shock in confidentiality if w1 < w2. In addition to these distinctions differences
in behavioural characteristics, η, will determine the relative rate of adjustment.
The multi-variate structure of this model, with its general system parameters,
is sufficiently expressive to be able to capture a wide range of system profiles of
interest, such as the deep-state and commercial systems previously mentioned.

Table 1 illustrates a proposed set of parameter values for three classes of
organization: military, financial, and retail. Each organization has varying re-
quirements for its system’s robustness to shocks. For example, military-type
organizations require confidentiality to be maintained in preference to availabil-
ity. As such, the α parameter would be expected to be very large, matching the
sensitivity of this type of organization to loss of confidentiality. This cost is de-
termined by the ε parameter, which is also very high for this class. Also, military
1 For simplicity of exposition of the initial properties of the model, we do not allow

for depreciation in the capital stock of information security.
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organizations would be expected to have a high β parameter, given the level of
control required relative to the level of expenditure, K. In contrast, financial-
and retail-type organizations need to operate on a day to day basis and as such
have much higher γ parameters. The cost of loss of reputation to retail is higher
and, as such, the main difference between retail organizations and military or-
ganizations should be characterized via the ε parameter (small for military and
very large for retail). Finally, the feedback between change in investment, K̇, and
change in availability, Ȧ, characterized by the η parameter is also very differ-
ent for retail and financials, but very similar for military and retail, illustrating
financial organizations’ ease of redistributing resources for security purposes.

Table 1. Organizational Preferences

Organization Type System Parameters Managers’ Preference Parameters

Military

α � 0
β > 0
γ → 0
δ < γ
ε > 0
η → 0

w1 � w2 > w3

Financial

α → 0
β → 0
γ � 0
δ → 0
ε � 0
η � 0

w1 � w2 > w3

Retail

α → 0
β → 0
γ � 0
δ → 0
ε � 0
η → 0

w2 � w3 � w1

Having postulated a model — justified by elementary considerations of the
nature of investments in information security, including how systems incorpo-
rate such investments — we now proceed to examine the system’s response to
perturbations under alternative parameter constellations that characterize sys-
tems and managers with different preferences and behaviours. Table 1 provides
examples of the preference of different types of organization.

4 Numerical Examples and Simulations

We select parameter constellations to characterize some systems of interest. We
apply the same shock to confidentiality to each of these these systems, and dis-
cuss the comparative responses. To proceed with this task, we use the following
discretization scheme for the model, with full details given in Appendix A:
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Ct+Δt = −α (E (Pt+Δt))

(
t∑

t=0

ΔAt+A0

)(
β

t∑
t=0

ΔKt + K0

)−1

+ C0 (10)

At+Δt = γ

(
t∑

t=0

ΔRt+R0

)
+δ

(
t∑

t=0

ΔKt+K0

)
− ε

(
t∑

t=0

ΔCt+C0

)
(11)

ΔKt = −ηAt (12)
ΔRt = x

(
Ct − C̄

)
(13)

Kt+Δt = Kt + ΔKt (14)
Rt+Δt = Rt + ΔRt (15)

The evolution of the model will be non-explosive provided that the roots of
the following polynomial lie within the unit circle:

ς = Z5 − Z4 + (− ln (ε) ln (α) + ln (δ) ln (η))Z3

+ (ln (ε) ln (α)− ln (θ) ln (α) ln (γ) + ln (ε) ln (β) ln (η))Z2

+ (ln (θ) ln (β) ln (γ) ln (η)− ln (δ) ln (η))Z

+ ln (θ) ln (β) ln (γ) ln (η)− ln (ε) ln (β) ln (η) (16)

The full derivation of this stability condition is given Appendix A.
To elucidate the impact of a single non-persistent shock to confidentiality, Ct,

the impulse–response of Ct to a shock to Pt at t = 0 is derived numerically.
For tractability and exposition, the system responses are illustrated as a per-
centage deviation from equilibrium of the system following a single unit-shock
to confidentiality (i.e., we assume that Pt=0 = 1).

We now illustrate the applicability of our model by exploring, in the sub-
sections below, constellations of parameters that characterize contrasting types
of organizations (Organization 1, Organization 2). We denote the contrasting
choices of parameters by subscripting with 1 and 2: e.g., w11, w12, etc.. It
should be noted that, in all cases, the system returns to equilibrium in finite
time.

Example 1: Confidentiality versus Availability

w11 � w12, w22 � w21

We compare the behaviour of Organization 1, such as a deep-state or intel-
ligence agency, which weighs confidentiality more highly than availability, with
Organization 2, such as an online retailer, which weighs availability more highly
than confidentiality. These preferences are expressed by the relative values of
w11 and w12. We assume, for simplicity, that the organizations are similar in all
respects.
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Example 2: Impact of Confidentiality Deviations

γ1 � γ2, η1 > η2

We compare two otherwise similar organizations for which the impact of the
degree of their network inter-connectedness, and hence of deviations of confi-
dentiality from target, is very different. In Organization 1, the parameter γ1

is relatively large, so that the impact of deviations of confidentiality from the
target is large. Organizations with this characteristic might include banks or
health agencies. In contrast, Organization 2, which might be a public informa-
tion service or a social networking site, γ2 relatively small, so that deviations of
confidentiality below target have a relatively small impact on availability. Since
η1 > η2, Organization 1’s investment response is greater than Organization 2’s.

Example 3: Level of Vulnerability and Response

α1 < α2, β1 < β2, η1 > η2

We compare to otherwise similar organizations which have different levels of
vulnerability. Organization 2 is more vulnerable, as α1 < α2, which is miti-
gated by greater investment, β2 > β1. However, since η1 > η2, Organization 1’s
investment response is greater than Organization 2’s.

The three examples above have been chosen to illustrate the effects of changes
in essentially one dimension. Clearly, more realistic comparisons would require
more delicate analyses with more variation in the various parameters.

In the three sections that follow below, corresponding to the three examples
described above, we plot the impulse–response of the system to a unit shock. In
each case, we plot for each comparative pair, the following:

– Deviation from equilibrium of each of C, A, and K;
– The evolution of the control variable, x (recall Equation 9).

Organization 1 is plotted on the left, Organization 2 on the right.

Example 1: Confidentiality versus Availability, Figure 1

The recovery of confidentiality and availability to their pre-shock levels is consis-
tent with the managers’ preferences. Measures are taken to restore the system’s
degree of confidentiality rapidly by enforcing prolonged periods of reduced inter-
connectedness.

In Organization 1, capital in information security increases almost immedi-
ately and then declines monotonically whilst for Orgainzation 2, both confiden-
tiality and availability are restored at almost the same rate whilst capital in
information security is of relatively smaller size and it achieves it maximum few
periods after shock, exhibiting a somewhat slower rate of return to ‘equilibrium’.
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Fig. 1. Confidentiality (w1) versus Availability (w2)
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Fig. 2. Impact of Confidentiality Deviations

Example 2: Impact of Confidentiality Deviations, Figure 2

In Organization 1, confidentiality is restored rapidly, and availability lags be-
hind. In Organization 2, confidentiality is restored less rapidly, and availability
is the priority. System inter-connectedness is restored less rapidly in the first
organization. The evolution of the capital stock is radically different in the two
cases. For Organization 1, the initial increase is followed by monotonic reversion
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to equilibrium, its maximum size not exceeding 0.5. Under the same shock, Orga-
nization 2 increases rapidly its capital stock over the subsequent period achieving
a maximum value of about 0.75. Having achieved this level, the capital stock is
restored to its initial level.

Example 3: Level of Vulnerability and Response, Figure 3

Here confidentiality is restored more rapidly in the Organization 2, but availabil-
ity lags behind. This greater emphasis on security is also reflected by the longer
time taken for the second organization to restore system inter-connectedness.

In both cases, the response of capital stock in information security to the shock
is not monotonic: they achieve their maxima after approximately 20 periods
with Organization 1 exhibiting a modest initial increase followed by subsequent
rapid changes bringing the stock of capital well-above the level achieved by
Organization 2.
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Fig. 3. Level of Vulnerability and Response

The responses of confidentiality and availability show very different patterns
of recovery. The managers’ response to the perturbation (the value of x) differs
both in terms of size (in Organization 1 the response to the deviation is far more
aggressive) and time evolution, their sensitivity declines fairly rapidly, albeit
from a higher base whilst the managers of the second firm maintain for longer
periods low levels of system.

5 Conclusions and Directions

We have presented a framework for evaluating the (relative) consequences of
C(I)A preferences based on quadratic loss functions.
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The following observations, variations, and extensions are suggested:

– A more careful, empirical examination of the assumptions about the systems
and management aspects of information security upon which our modelling
framework is based;

– More sophisticated forms of loss functions, including asymmetries within
and between the confidentiality, availability and investment terms in the
loss function — see, for example, the use of linex functions by Nobay and
Peel (2003) [8];

– Consideration of the additional dimension of integrity, thus completing the
application of our models to the CIA view of information security;

– The model presented here is about a single stochastic threat to confidential-
ity. Considering multiple threats — with control instruments corresponding
to each dimension to which shocks are applied — would strengthen the ap-
plicability of the model. Such an extension would require an understanding
of the co-variance between threats;

– Different types of investments in information security mitigate against at-
tacks in different ways: for example, we might ditinguish between defences
against the likelihood of a breach and defences against the severity of a
breach. Such distinctions would, evidently, require refinements to our model;

– Qualitatively different types of threat, such as threats to integrity by data-
destroying viruses which might be expected to trigger investments in, for
example, patching, would require a significantly more complex model utiliz-
ing the ideas discussed above.
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grateful to the anonymous referees for many comments and observations which
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A Discrete Time Representation and Stability of the
Model

Given the model’s system representation,

C = −α(P )

⎛
⎝∫ t

t0

Ȧ dt

(
β

∫ t′

t0

K̇ dt′
)−1

⎞
⎠+ C0 (17)

A = γ

(∫ t′

t0

Ṙ dt′
)

+ δ

(∫ t′

t0

K̇ dt′
)
− ε

(∫ t′

t0

Ċ dt′
)

(18)

K̇ = −ηȦ (19)
Ṙ = θ

(
C − C̄

)
, (20)

assuming simple fixed period time indexing, the discrete time analogues are as
follows:

Ct+Δt = −α (E (Pt+Δt))

(
t∑

t=0

ΔAt + A0

)(
β

t∑
t=0

ΔKt + K0

)−1

+ C0 (21)

At+Δt = γ

(
t∑

t=0

ΔRt + R0

)
+ δ

(
t∑

t=0

ΔKt + K0

)
(22)

−ε

(
t∑

t=0

ΔCt + C0

)

ΔKt = −ηAt (23)
ΔRt = x

(
Ct − C̄

)
(24)

Kt+Δt = Kt + ΔKt (25)
Rt+Δt = Rt + ΔRt (26)

For structural stability, ∑T>t,T 
=∞
t=0

e′yt < ∞ (27)

http://weis2006.econinfosec.org/docs/12.pdf
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where e is a unit vector and yt is the vector evolution of the system equations,
Ct, At, Kt, and Rt.

Setting the system as a vector problem, and taking logs for linearity and
simplifying, the system maybe represented as follows:⎡

⎢⎢⎣
log Cn+1

log An+1

log Kn+1

log Rn+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 log α − log β 0
log ε 0 log δ log γ

0 − log η 0 0
log θ 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

′ ⎡
⎢⎢⎣

log Cn

log An

log Kn

log Rn

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (28)

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 − log η 0 0
0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

log Cn−1

log An−1

log Kn−1

log Rn−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

log C0

0
− log θ + log C0

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ +

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

un

0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

Π1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 log α log β 0
log ε 0 log δ log γ

0 − log η 0 0
log θ 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ Π2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 − log η 0 0
0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (29)

Setting the parameter matrices as a square matrix over the recursion length
of the system, the system matrix, F, is

F =
[
Π1 Π2

I 0

]
(30)

where I is a 4× 4 identity matrix and 0 is a 4× 4 matrix of zeros.
Taking the matrix polynomial roots of the system matrix F has the following

simplified representation: ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

0

ς (Z) = 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (31)

where the largest eigenvalue is

ς = Z5 − Z4 + (− ln (ε) ln (α) + ln (δ) ln (η))Z3

+ (ln (ε) ln (α)− ln (θ) ln (α) ln (γ) + ln (ε) ln (β) ln (η))Z2

+ (ln (θ) ln (β) ln (γ) ln (η)− ln (δ) ln (η))Z

+ ln (θ) ln (β) ln (γ) ln (η)− ln (ε) ln (β) ln (η) (32)

Therefore the stability of the system will be dependent on the roots of the
polynomial from (32) being within the unit circle. For simulation purposes, we
transform all parameter values by a fixed constant λ to ensure this stability
condition is met.
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B Concave Utility and Convex Preferences

For a given representation of preferences, U = f (x), with x ∈ R, for the domain
of the function in the interval, [a, b], where a > b, then if, for all possible points
characterized by the ordering a < x1 < x2 < x3 < b, if f (x2) � L (x2), where
L (x) is a straight line running through, (x1, f (x1)) and (x3, f (x3)), the function
is said to be concave in the domain [a, b]. This also implies that

f ′ (x1) > f ′ (x2) > f ′ (x2) (33)
f ′′ (x1) < 0 (34)

Consider the second-order Taylor expansion of U ,

 (U) = f (x̄) +
f ′ (x̄)

1!
(x− x̄) +

f ′′ (x̄)
2!

(x− x̄)2 + r (35)

Loistl (1976) [7] determines that for standard maximization problems the re-
mainder term is zero, if x is a random variable x ∈ R, and the moments of x
are uniquely determined by its first non-centralized E (x) and second centralized
moment E (x− x̄)2. For a general target problem, if we consider the expected
value of x to be the target value x̄, then the following conditions are assumed in
equilibrium,

r = 0 (36)
E (x− x̄) = 0 (37)

E (x− x̄)2 > 0 (38)
f ′′ (x1) < 0 (39)

For a given set of control variables Ω, whereby E (x− x̄)2 |Ω, maximum welfare
is obtained when

 (U) � max
Θ
 (U |Θ ) (40)

Given that, for all x, f ′′(x) is negative and monotone decreasing to 0 with
increasing x0, the maximization problem inverts to a loss minimization problem
by setting 1

2f ′′ (x) = −w. Utility maximization occurs when

max
Θ
 (U |Θ ) ≡ min

Θ

(
w (x− x̄)2 |Θ

)
(41)

B.1 Addition Rules

Consider the variables x, y and z and a representative individual with concave
utility U = f (x, y, z), where (x, y, z) ∈ R3 for any set of 3-tuple points bounded
by ax,y,z < bx,y,z; that is,

X =

⎧⎨
⎩

ax < x1 < x2 < x3 < bx

ay < y1 < y2 < y3 < by

az < z1 < z2 < z3 < bz

⎫⎬
⎭ (42)
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The function is concave iff f (x2, y2, z2) ≤ L (x2, y2, z2), for all feasible points,

(f (ax, ay, az) , ax, ay, az) (43)
(f (bx, by, bz) , bx, by, bz) (44)
(f (x1, y1, z1) , x1, y1, z1) (45)
(f (x2, y2, z2) , x2, y2, z2) (46)
(f (x3, y3, z3) , x3, y3, z3) (47)

where L (.) is the hyperplane that passes through (f (x1, y1, z1) , x1, y1, z1) and
(f (x3, y3, z3) , x3, y3, z3). Again this implies that each partial second-order
derivative of U is negative:

∂2f (x, y, z)
∂x2

< 0
∂2f (x, y, z)

∂y2
< 0

∂2f (x, y, z)
∂y2

< 0 (48)

Again given a vector Taylor expansion around a set of target points (x̄, ȳ, z̄),

 (U) =
∞∑

j=0

(
1
j!

(a.∇r′ )
j
f (r′)

)
r′=r

(49)

and eliminating cross products and setting

∂2f (x, y, z)
∂x2

= −wx
∂2f (x, y, z)

∂y2
= −wy

∂2f (x, y, z)
∂y2

= −wz (50)

and given x, y, and z are independent randomly distributed random variables,
uniquely defined by their first two moments, the utility maximization problem
inverts to the following loss minimization function

max
Θ

( (U)) ≡ min
Θ

(
wx (x− x̄)2 + wy (y − ȳ)2 + wz (z − z̄)2

)
(51)
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Abstract. We develop a two-sided multiplayer model of security in
which attackers aim to deny service and defenders strategize to secure
their assets. Attackers benefit from the successful compromise of tar-
get systems, however, may suffer penalties for increased attack activi-
ties. Defenders weigh the force of an attack against the cost of security.
We consider security decision-making in tightly and loosely coupled net-
works and allow defense expenditures in protection and self-insurance
technologies.
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1 Introduction

If you encounter an aggressive lion, stare him down. But not a leopard; avoid
his gaze at all costs. In both cases, back away slowly; don’t run (Bruce Schneier,
2007 [37]).

The focus of this paper is a better understanding of attacker motives and
strategies when faced with diverse defense patterns (i.e., different protection
interdependencies). In particular, we want to provide a mathematical frame-
work with enough nuanced structure to enable more intuitive statements about
characteristics of cyber-attack equilibria [14]. We add to the literature on game-
theoretic models that have often exclusively focused on the strategic aspects of
offensive [15,36] or defensive [22,26,30] actions, respectively.1
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1 Several research papers explore the optimal strategies of defenders and attackers
in graph-theoretic network inoculation games [4,31]. We explore economic security
incentives in different models capturing public goods characteristics and the trade-off
between protection and self-insurance.
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The prevalence of widely spread, propagated and correlated threats such as
distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS), worms and spam has brought at-
tention to interdependencies existing in computer networks. For an attacker this
might create strong economies but sometimes also diseconomies of scale. For
example, a single breach of a corporate perimeter may allow an attacker to har-
vest resources from all machines located within its borders. In other scenarios an
attacker may have to shut down every single computer or network connection to
achieve an attack goal and thereby incur large costs potentially proportional to
network size. More generally, there is an interaction between the structure of the
defenders’ network, the attack goal and threat model. In Grossklags et al. [22] we
analyze a set of canonical games that capture some of these interdependencies.

We distinguish between tightly and loosely coupled networks [33]. In a tightly
coupled network all defenders will face a loss if the condition of a security breach
is fulfilled. This may be a suitable description, for example, of a network perime-
ter breach that causes the spread of malicious code to all machines, but also
applies to independently acting defenders that try to preserve a common se-
cret or resist censorship. In a loosely coupled network consequences may differ
for network participants. For example, an attacker might be interested to gain
control over a limited set of compromised machines (“zombies” or “bots”) and
to organize them into a logical network (“botnet”) with the goal of executing
a DDoS attack against third parties [28] or sending unsolicited information to
and from the bots (i.e., popup advertisements and spam). At other times, an
attacker might target a specific set of users (e.g., wealthy users in spearphishing
scams). Other users would stay unharmed and are never targeted.

With our work we hope to provide a more complete framework to understand
defenders’ and attackers’ incentives and expected security actions and outcomes
for a variety of decision-making situations. In the current paper, we are able to
discuss which defense actions are plausible given a motivated and strategically
acting attacker. We can comment on several important facets of computer se-
curity warfare, such as when deterrence will be successful, or when defenders
prefer to abstain from any protective action. With our modeling work we ex-
pect to provide the foundations for experimental and empirical research, but we
are also interested to evolve the model so that it captures more facets of fully
distributed attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related work
on models involving strategic attackers and defenders in Section 2. In Section 3
we introduce our game-theoretic model and its relationship to our prior work.
We present our analysis in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.

2 Related Work

In our prior work, we have provided a broader overview of the literature on
security economics [22,23]. Our current interest is centered on the incentives
of attackers and game-theoretic models with strategically acting defenders and
malefactors.
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A number of papers provide practical discussions of economic factors related
to computer security. Anderson highlights the oftentimes mismatched security
incentives between consumers and commercial institutions that host sensitive
data or mediate transactions [3]. Franklin et al. collect and analyze activity and
pricing data from underground marketplaces [18]. Kshetri [29] and Chung et
al. [12] explore international aspects of cybercrime. Some researchers have con-
ducted survey or interview studies with hackers and cyber-criminals providing
rare insights about their motivations and incentives [10,19].

More formally, Schechter and Smith [36] draw upon the economics of crime
literature to construct a model of attackers in the computer security context
[5]. They derive the penalties and probabilities of enforcement that will deter
an attacker who acts as an utility optimizer evaluating the risks and rewards
of committing an offense [8]. Similarly, we consider an attacker utility function
that allows offensive players to select the force of attacks while they consider
potential penalties from enforcement.

Cavusoglu et al. [9] analyze the decision-making problem of a firm when at-
tack probabilities are externally given compared to a scenario when the attacker
is explicitly modeled as a strategic player in a game-theoretic framework. Their
model shows that if the firm assumes that the attacker responds strategically then
in most considered cases the firm will be able to select a more adequate response
leading to higher profits. In contrast to Cavusoglu et al., we consider different
types of interdependencies and games with multiple attackers and defenders.

Clark and Konrad present a game-theoretic model with one defender and
one attacker. The defending player has to successfully protect multiple nodes
while the attacker must merely compromise a single point [13]. Their model
captures the incentives of a weakest-link game [25], however, with a strategic
attacker. We consider multiple individually-rational defenders and allow them
to also invest in self-insurance adding an additional perspective to this scenario.
Similarly, following Varian’s exposition, who also considers strategic attackers,
we analyze three canonical contribution functions that determine a common
protection level for all defenders [41]. We expand on his analysis of the attacker-
defender interaction by considering self-insurance investments as well as security
incentives in loosely coupled games.

3 Model

In previous work, we analyzed protection and self-insurance incentives for de-
fenders facing an exogenous attacker [22]. We improve on our security games
framework by modeling attackers as active and strategic economic actors. In the
following, we present the basic framework for the case of N defenders and one
attacker. We extend our model to the case of M attackers in Section 4.3.

3.1 Red: Attacker Incentives

The attacker has two actions at her disposal. First, she may choose whether to
engage in any attacks at all, and how many defenders k she targets (0 ≤ k ≤ N).
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Second, the attacker may choose the force of attacks, a (0 ≤ a ≤ 1), with a = 1
representing the attack with the highest impact. In contrast, a = 0 denotes
an entirely ineffective and harmless attack strategy. The attacker will receive a
benefit that is proportional to the force of her attacks, aL, for each not sufficiently
protected defender she is able to compromise.

The attacker has to consider He, the group security contribution function of
the defenders, which has the decisive impact on whether a targeted defender
will be compromised. If He = 1 the defense efforts will always thwart an at-
tack irrespective of a. A value of He = 0 leaves the defenders completely vul-
nerable. We present five different variations of He in the section on defender
incentives.

Additionally, there is a chance that the attacker is caught and fined F , F >
0. The probability of being caught for each attack made, pc, is independent
of whether the attack was successful or not. Therefore, the expected utility of
attacker i is:

Red =
{∑k

1 aL(1 − He) − (1 − (1 − pc)k)F if Red attacks (k > 0),
0 otherwise.

(1)

In the current model, we assume that the likelihood of being penalized is
related to the number of targeted defenders, k, however, independent of the
force of the attack, a. In practice, this likelihood may depend on both parameters
since defenders will more frequently involve law enforcement or react vigilantly
if attacks are more severe. However, end users and members of small networks
are often powerless in their attempts to punish perpetrators of cybercrime. On
the one hand, limited and sometimes immaterial damages are an obstacle when
users attempt to encourage law enforcement to follow up on their complaints [20].
On the other hand, the cost of identifying an attacker and enforcing a penalty
is usually well-beyond the effort needed for a reasonable defense (e.g., cost of
forensics, honeypots, maintenance of law enforcement contacts). Users may not
want to incur these significant expenses (and we do not consider them in our
model). In effect, we assume that a more engaged attacker will face, at least in the
aggregate, a higher likelihood of being caught. Of course, there are also obstacles
when trying to approximate overall attack activity. For example, enforcement is
negatively impacted if multiple jurisdictions are involved [38]. Taken together,
we argue that our formulation is a reasonable description for home users and
small entities. In contrast, large companies are more likely to mandate thorough
investigations and seek involvement of enforcement units after security breaches
as a part of their overall security strategy. We defer the analysis of different
alternatives for the attacker utility to future work.

3.2 Blue: Defender Incentives

Each of N ∈ N defenders receives an endowment W . If she is attacked and
compromised successfully, she faces a loss L that is impacted by the force of
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the attack, a.2 Defensive players have two security actions at their disposition.
Player i can select between a private self-insurance investment, 0 ≤ si ≤ 1, and
a protection level, 0 ≤ ei ≤ 1, that will contribute to a common protection ef-
fort. For example, self-insurance includes expenditures in backup technologies,
whereas firewalls, patching, and intrusion detections systems are protective ef-
forts [22].3 Finally, b ≥ 0 and c ≥ 0 denote the unit cost of protection and
self-insurance, respectively. The generic utility function for a targeted defender
has the following structure:

Bluei = E(Ui) = W − aL(1 − si)(1 − H(ei, e−i)) − bei − csi (2)

where following usual game-theoretic notation, e−i denotes the set of protec-
tion levels chosen by players other than i. If the defender is not targeted (for
example, if k = 0) then the defender will only incur the cost of protection and
self-insurance:

Bluei = E(Ui) = W − bei − csi (3)

He = H(ei, e−i) is the group “security contribution” function that characterizes
the effect of ei on Ui, subject to the protection levels chosen (contributed) by
all other players.4 We will discuss five variations of He in the next section.

From Eqs. (2 and 3), the magnitude of a loss depends on three factors: i)
whether the defender was targeted by the attacker and with what force of attack
(a), ii) whether the individual invested in self-insurance (si), and iii) the magni-
tude of the joint protection level (He). Self-insurance always lowers the loss that
an individual incurs when compromised by an attack. Protection probabilisti-
cally determines whether an attack is successful. Eqn. (2) yields an expected
utility.

3.3 Canonical Security Contribution Functions

In prior work [22], we analyzed security games with five different canonical se-
curity contribution functions that we will briefly describe in the following. The
first three specifications for He represent important baseline cases recognized in
the public goods literature: total effort, weakest-link and best shot. The attack
consequences in these games are tightly coupled; that is, all defenders will face
a loss if the level of the security contribution function is not sufficient to block
an attack. With two variations of the weakest target contribution function we
2 For simplicity, we analyze the case where attacker gain and defender loss are identical

(if the defender is not self-insured). In practice, we would frequently expect that there
is a disparity between the two subjective values [2].

3 We also complement work on market insurance for security and privacy. Cyberin-
surance can fulfill several critical functions. For example, audit requirements for
cyberinsurance can motivate investments in security, and might contribute to a bet-
ter understanding of the economic value of the protected resources [27]. Several
researchers have investigated the impact of correlation of risks and interdependency
of agents in networks on the viability of insurance [6,7,35].

4 We require that He be defined for all values over (0, 1)N . However, we do not place,
for now, any further restrictions on the contribution function (e.g., continuity).
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analyze security scenarios with loosely coupled attack outcomes. In a loosely
coupled network consequences may differ for network participants.5

Total/average effort security game (tightly coupled): The global protec-
tion level of the network depends on the sum of contributions normalized over
the number of all participants. That is, we define H(ei, e−i) = 1

N

∑
i ei, so that

Eqn. (2) becomes

E(Ui) = W − aL(1 − si)(1 − 1
N

∑
k

ek) − bei − csi . (4)

With the total effort game we consider, for example, the scenario where an
attacker wants to slow down distributed transfer of a file on a P2P network.
With fewer users protecting their network connectivity the total efficiency of the
data communication will be reduced.

Weakest-link security game (tightly coupled): The overall protection level
depends on the minimum contribution offered over all entities. That is, we have
H(ei, e−i) = min(ei, e−i), and Eqn. (2) takes the form:

E(Ui) = W − aL(1 − si)(1 − min(ei, e−i)) − bei − csi . (5)

In the weakest-link scenario an attacker wants to breach the perimeter of a closed
network (e.g., a virtual private network) by locating a hidden vulnerability such
as a weak password. Similarly, the perpetrator might want to learn the identities
of members of a filesharing darknet, or some other secret that is shared between
multiple users [14].

Best shot security game (tightly coupled): In this game, the overall protec-
tion level depends on the maximum contribution offered over all entities. Hence,
we have H(ei, e−i) = max(ei, e−i), so that Eqn. (2) becomes

E(Ui) = W − aL(1 − si)(1 − max(ei, e−i)) − bei − csi . (6)

Sometimes attackers want to remove from circulation or censor a particular
piece of information. In this case, they are participating in a best shot scenario.
As long as a single copy remains available to the public domain the attack goal
is not achieved [17].

k-Weakest-target security game without mitigation (loosely coupled):
Here, an attacker will always be able to compromise the entities with the k
lowest protection levels, but will leave other entities unharmed. This game derives
from the security game presented in [11]. Formally, we can describe the game as
follows:

H(ei, e−i) =
{

0 if ei ≤ e(k)

1 otherwise, (7)

5 Please refer to our relevant prior work for detailed interpretations of all sub-games
[22,23]. Varian [41] and Hirshleifer [25] discuss also applications outside of the secu-
rity context such as maintenance of dikes on an island.
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which leads to

E(Ui) =
{

W − aL(1 − si) − bei − csi if ei ≤ e(k),
W − bei − csi otherwise.

(8)

An attacker might be interested in such a strategy if the return on attack effort
is relatively low, e.g., when distributing spam. It is also relevant to an attacker
with limited skills, a case getting more and more frequent with the availability of
automated attack toolboxes [39]; or, when the attacker’s goal is to commandeer
the largest number of machines using the smallest investment possible [18].

k-Weakest-target security game with mitigation (loosely coupled): This
game is a variation on the above weakest target game. Whether an attack on
the weakest protected players is successful is now dependent on each target’s
security level. Here, an attacker is not necessarily assured of success. In fact, if
all individuals invest in full protection, not a single machine will be compromised.
He is defined as:

H(ei, e−i) =
{

1− ei if ei ≤ e(k)

1 otherwise, (9)

so that
E(Ui) =

{
W − aL(1 − si)(1 − ei) − bei − csi if ei ≤ e(k),
W − bei − csi otherwise. (10)

This variation of the weakest target contribution function allows us to capture
scenarios where, for instance, an attacker targets a specific vulnerability, for
which an easily deployable countermeasure exists.

4 Nash Equilibrium Analysis

4.1 One Attacker, One Defender

Let us consider a general defender security function He = H(e). For N = 1, M =
1, the utility functions are:

Blue =
{

W − aL(1 − He)(1 − s) − be − cs if Red attacks (k = 1),
W − be − cs otherwise. (11)

Red =
{

aL(1 − He) − pcF if Red attacks (k = 1),
0 otherwise. (12)

We observe that if pcF > L then the attacker has no incentive to be active
(a = 0, k = 0) regardless of the defender’s protection decision. On the other
hand, if the expected loot (which is subject to the defender’s strategy) is greater
than the expected fine, a full attack (a = 1, k = 1) dominates other offensive
strategies.
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If protection is more expensive than self-insurance (b ≥ c) then the defender
has no incentive to protect. Then, self-insurance will be purchased as long as the
associated cost is lower than the expected loss (e = 0, s = 1, if L > c given that
a = 1).

For an arbitrary contribution function (and b < c), interior equilibria may
exist and are of the form:

He = 1 − pcF

L
(13)

a =
b

L
(14)

These conditions represent an interior solution (0 ≤ (He, a) ≤ 1; k = 1) as long
as the expected fine for the attacker is not larger than the cost of protection
(pcF ≤ b), and the loss from a security compromise is at least as large as
protection costs (L ≥ b).

If only the first condition delivers a non-permissible value (i.e., pcF > L, but
L ≥ b) then there does not exist a pure strategy so that the attacker prefers to be
active. That is, when choosing a low attack strength she would evade protection
efforts by the defender, however, could not gain enough from the attack to pay
for the expected fine. A highly virulent attack would immediately motivate the
defender to fully protect. We defer the analysis of mixed strategies for this case
to future work.

When the second condition (Eq. 14) does not bind (L < b), whether or not
Eq. 13 holds, then the defender will remain passive (e = 0 and s = 0) and he will
enable the attacker to successfully compromise his resources (k = 1 and a = 1 if
pcF ≤ L).

For the simple contribution function, He = e, there is no interior solution.
However, depending on parameter values there are three simple Nash equilibria:
Passivity, where the defender does not protect and is attacked; Full self-insurance
where the defender is attacked but is self-insured; and Deterrence, where the
attacker does not attack and the defender does not protect.

Result 1: If an interior solution exists, the cost-benefit ratio, b/L, imposes limits
on Red’s willingness to attack. Therefore, reducing b would lead to less intense
attacks and a higher expected utility for Blue. Increasing L would serve to reduce
the force of attack, and to increase the willingness to protect.

4.2 One Attacker, N Defenders

Considering Eqs. (1 and 2), then the value of He is the same for all defenders in a
tightly coupled network. In this case, Red = akL(1−He)−(1−(1−pc)k)F . With
respect to k, incentives to increase the force of attack are linear and enforcement
is asymptotic. The second derivative is strictly positive; maxima can only occur
on the endpoints, k ∈ {0, N}. Intuitively, an attacker who does not want to leave
“cash on the table” will either attack all defenders (rather than a subgroup) or
will remain passive.
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Internal equilibria, if they exist, are of the general form (with H0 being the
contribution function if the defender defects to passivity or self-insurance uni-
laterally):

He = 1 − (1 − (1 − pc)N )F
aNL

(15)

a =
b

L
(He − H0)−1 (16)

In the following we investigate the five different canonical contribution functions
to identify Nash equilibria. Note that buying both protection and self-insurance
at the same time is strictly dominated for nonzero b and c in all scenarios. If
not indicated otherwise all defender strategies are symmetric (i.e., all Blue will
select the same strategy).

Total Effort: In a total effort game, He = 1
N

∑N
i=1 ei. The second derivative

test indicates that the optimal strategies must be corner cases. The conditions
to select between the three strategies are as follows:

Full Protection If Nb = min(aL, Nb, c), then Blue plays (e,s)=(1,0).

Full self-insurance If c = min(aL, Nb, c), then Blue plays (0,1).

Passivity If aL = min(aL, Nb, c), then Blue plays (0,0).

Result 2: In a multiple defender total effort game, the relative importance of the
cost of protection for the deterrence equilibrium decreases as N increases. Red’s
utility grows with N in equilibria where she is active.

Weakest-Link: In a weakest-link game, He = min(ei). The second deriva-
tive test indicates that self-insurance is monotone, but protection may have
an internal maximum. Therefore, the pure strategies are of the form (ei, si) ∈
{(0, 0), (0, 1), (ê0, 0), (ê0, 1)} with ê0 being a uniformly chosen protection effort
of all players. Since (ê0, 1) is dominated the conditions for Nash equilibria are
as follows:

Protection. If aL > b and ê0 > aL−c
aL−b , then Blue may coordinate on (ê0, 0) for any

ê0 between aL−c
aL−b and an upper boundary value. For an exogenous non-strategic

attacker the upper boundary is 1 [22]. Considering a strategic attacker we find
that interior solutions with (0 ≤ ê0 ≤ 1) and (0 ≤ a ≤ 1; k = N) may exist.
Further, when the upper boundary is less than 1 (conditions can be determined
from Eqs. 15 and 16) the threat of high protection may discourage the attacker
but also lower the incentives for defenders to invest in protection.

Full Self-insurance. If c = min(aL, aL(1− ê0)− bê0, c), then Blue plays (0,1).

Passivity. If aL = min(aL, b, c), then Blue plays (0,0).
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Result 3: In the case that full self-insurance costs more than the expected losses
with protection, Red’s decisions are identical to her choices in the one-on-one
game and she attacks all possible targets. On the other hand, if there is a chance
that the defenders would have to settle for a low ê0 and full self-insurance costs
less than the expected losses with this protection level then Blue can profitably
defect to a self-insurance strategy. Therefore, the ability to coordinate on a high
ê0 is extremely important to defenders.

Protection equilibria become increasingly unlikely with increasing N if we
assume that there is at least a small chance that each individual fails to co-
ordinate successfully on a common protection level [22,40]. As Varian suggests
“weakest link technology confers an advantage to small [defender] teams” [41].
Red benefits from such coordination failures.

Best Shot: In a best shot game, He = max(ei). As shown in [22], there is no case
in a best shot game with homogeneous defenders in which all defenders choose
protection. This is easy to show with an indirect proof: If we assume there is
a protection equilibrium for non-trivial parameters, then any single Blue player
could profitably deviate by free-riding on his teammates [41]. Because of this,
there is no symmetric pure protection equilibrium. Increasing the number of
players has no effect on this finding.

Result 4: Due to an inability to coordinate on protection, defenders will prefer
to shirk on protection and are vulnerable to a motivated attacker. With b > c
defenders will select full self-insurance. If both costs are larger than the expected
loss defenders will remain passive.

k-Weakest-Target Game without mitigation: In the following we consider
games for loosely coupled contribution functions. Let ê = the k-th smallest e
chosen by any defender i. Any Blue player choosing e > ê would switch to ê+ η,
where η → 0. In that case every player choosing e < ê would choose ê + 2η,
thus destabilizing any pure protection strategy attempts with a non-strategic
attacker [22]. In Appendix A we include the detailed derivations for a mixed
strategy equilibrium. Below we summarize the results.

We can derive the probability distribution function of self-protection in a
mixed Nash equilibrium:

f =
fe∗

(1 + 2(2k − N)fe∗ (e − e∗)) (17)

where fe∗ =
b

aL(N − k)
(

N−1
j

) (18)

This allows us to compute how often strategy (e, s) = (0, 1) is played:

q = .5 + (
k−1∑
j=0

(
N−1

j

)− c

aL
2N−1)/

(
N−1
k−1

)
(N − k) (19)
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Result 5: If k is not limited, Red will always play (1,N). A mixed strategy for
defenders exists. The defensive strategy is given by Eqs. (17 - 19).

k-Weakest-Target Game with Mitigation: A more nuanced version of the
above game allows players a degree of individual protection in a loosely coupled
scenario. In this case, a pure full protection equilibrium exists as long as protec-
tion is less expensive than self-insurance. Furthermore, to find additional mixed
strategies an analysis quite similar to the above can find a probability distribu-
tion of strategies for Blue. Please refer to Appendix A for the general approach
to derive the results. The probability distribution function f of self-protection
in a mixed Nash equilibrium is:

f =
b

aL
− .5N−1

∑k−1
j=0

(
N−1

j

)
+
(

N−1
k−1

)
(N − k).5N−2fe∗(e − e∗)

(1 − e)
(

N−1
k−1

)
(N − k).5N−2[1 + 2(2k − N)fe∗ (e − e∗)]

where fe∗ ≈ [
b

aL
− .5N−1

k−1∑
j=0

(
N−1

j

)
]/(1 − e∗)

(
N−1
k−1

)
(N − k).5N−2

This distribution is asymptotic at e = 1, indicating the benefit of mitigation.
Interestingly, the probability of self-insurance is identical to the unmitigated case
(see Eq. 19).

From Red’s point of view, k is no longer necessarily increasing after its second
root. Increasing k too high will force Blue to protect. In this case, because Red
is monotone in a, she can first maximize this parameter. She will then choose k
such that the cumulative binomial distribution is smaller than the cost benefit
ratio, (k, N, e∗) < b/L. Blue then backs down into the mixed strategy, leading
to a Nash equilibrium.

Result 6: In the weakest target game with mitigation we find that Red actually
attacks fewer targets (but with more force) compared to the other games, and
Blue players protect and self-insure according to their mixed strategy. Further-
more, as N increases, so does the number of targets that Red attacks.

4.3 M Attackers, N Defenders

Now that the various forms of contribution functions have been analyzed we can
generalize from one attacker to M ∈ N attackers. We denote with m (0 ≤ m ≤
M) the number of players who decide to engage in offensive actions. Assuming
that Blue does not suffer multiple losses from being compromised by one attacker
or many, we find Red’s new attack force, aj , by substitution.

Let a be the total strength of all attackers, and aj the strength of an individ-
ual, we can substitute (1− (1− aj)m) = a into Eq. 11. That is, we assume that
defenders suffer from an increased attack force when multiple malefactors engage
in offensive actions. Rearranging we find the new strategy, aj = 1− (1− b

L)1/m.
As the number of attackers, m, increases (given a fixed number of defenders,
N), each Red will attack with proportionally less force in every game where Red
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plays an interior strategy. Given a sufficiently large increase in the number of
attackers, the resulting decrease in attack force necessary for an interior out-
come creates disincentives for attackers to be active considering the expected
fine. At this tipping point the group of attackers is deterred from attacking si-
multaneously. However, if all the Red quit attacking at once, then it becomes
profitable for an individual malefactor to restart her offensive efforts, resulting
in an unstable outcome. As the number of attackers grows large, they begin to
suffer coordination problems (similar to defenders in the best shot game).

Result 7: For tightly coupled games, we can derive the tipping point as m in-
creases (with a being the total aggregate strength of all attackers):

(1 − (1 − a)1/m)NL > pcF (20)

m >
ln(1 − a)

ln(1 − pcF
NL

)
(21)

This finding could explain several practices observable with modern malware.
For example, security researchers have recorded special cases where worms are
coded to attack and replace other worms (e.g., the Netsky email virus removed
Mydoom infections), or to strengthen the defenses of a compromised machine to
prevent the infiltration by other malicious code (e.g., by downloading patches).
Some malware authors utilize command-and-control infrastructures that allow
them to throttle attacks, limit damages to compromised machine that might get
users’ attention (e.g., popups) and, more generally, avoid saturation effects.

5 Conclusions

There are several key findings from this research:

Nash Equilibria: Although the boundaries vary, these games all share common
classes of Nash Equilibria:

– Full Attack: In the case that either the cost of self-insurance or the maximum
loss is strictly less than the cost of protection, Red attacks with full force,
and Blue suffers that cost or self-insures as appropriate.

– Deterrence: If the fine is so high that attacking with any force is not prof-
itable, Red will not attack at all, and Blue need not protect or self-insure.

– Interior Equilibria: There are certain games (as in the weakest-link) where
the attacker is active, and the defender protects, but not fully.

Non-equilibrium states: There are several states where pure equilibria do not ex-
ist. First, the weakest target game without mitigation and the best shot game do
not offer pure symmetric protection strategies. Second, if the number of attackers
increases, the network might reach a state of saturation creating coordination
problems for the attackers.
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Attackers: Including attackers in the game-theoretic model has several impor-
tant implications. For example, expanding to the multiplayer case, there is an
asymmetry between attackers and defenders. Because attackers can attack mul-
tiple targets, they can attack fewer defenders and still be profitable. This pushes
defenders into undesirable states of protecting when attackers do not attack or
not protecting when they do. Taking into account strategic attackers, full pro-
tection equilibria become increasingly unlikely.

Loosely and Tightly Coupled Contribution Functions: The attacker’s strategy
depends on the nature of the contribution function just as much as this is the
case for defenders. On the one hand, in the case of a tightly coupled contribution
function, attacking all defenders strictly dominates attacking a subset. On the
other hand, this is not necessarily true in a loosely coupled game. Instead, it
may be more profitable to target fewer defenders, but with more force.

Deterrence: Attackers may be deterred from attacking if the expected fine out-
weighs the expected earnings from an attack. This occurs when the attacker’s
break even point is greater than N . In other words, there are not enough tar-
gets to be profitable. This does imply that a government could attempt to set
enforcement levels and fines such that attackers will be deterred.

Asymmetry: The fact that Red can attack many targets leads to an asymmetrical
game where Red has more ability to control the state of the game than Blue.

Attacker Coordination: Bounded attacks become less likely as the number of at-
tackers increases. If the attackers are not coordinated, they will eventually attack
with too much force causing the defenders to protect. Compared to a deterrence
equilibrium, this is costly for both the defenders and the attackers. This implies
that sophisticated attackers will rely on command-and-control infrastructures
rather than autonomous agents to manage the spread of their code. These find-
ings also suggest that malware authors will attempt to make their code appear
sufficiently benign, so that defenders are not incentivized to protect against it.

Another way that attackers may solve the coordination problem is through
the open market. Phishers started to develop a market economy in which also
botnet herders participate [1,16]. Botnets can now be rented for spam campaigns
and distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks [42]. This kind of marketplace
could have several effects: by leasing time on their bots attackers get additional
utility; by utilizing a market it may become harder to track who really launched
an attack, decreasing the likelihood of being caught; and this process also sig-
nificantly reduces the barrier to entry for launching distributed attacks.

Limitations and future work: We have made several assumptions, for example,
the homogeneity of the players. In prior work, we have shown that heterogeneity
can have a significant impact on defenders’ strategies [23]. Other assumptions
include the perfect attack and defense assumptions. In reality, there is often no
such thing as either. As Anderson points out [3], there is often an asymmetry in
finding exploits that favors the attacker.
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We have not explicitly accounted for research and reconnaissance costs. These
would serve as a barrier to entry for potential attackers. Furthermore, we have
assumed that attackers are not directly turning against each other. In reality,
rival botnets may be more tempting targets than ‘civilians,’ and botnet hijacking
has been observed ‘in the wild’ [24].

Another limitation is the assumption of symmetry between the loss for de-
fender and the gain for attackers. We can consider divergent subjective utilities:
a) the defense loss is higher (then we would expect deterrence equilibria to be
more common), or b) the offense gain is higher (then we would expect internal
equilibria to be most common). Similarly, it may not be always the case that an
attacker will benefit from a security compromise if the defender is self-insured.
For example, installing spyware to gather personal information is of reduced
utility if the defender has implemented a credit alert or freeze.

Possible extensions include a model of defensive hacking and activities of vig-
ilante defenders [32]. There are significant economic and ethical questions when
defenders can counterattack. If a vigilante defender compromises a botnet, and
damages an infected machine, it may be for the greater good, but there is a per-
sonal risk of legal liability. This is further complicated by the fact that computer
security has become highly industrialized [34]. Firms providing security services
and research may be in the best position to actually implement vigilante hacking.
But simply eliminating attackers would reduce the need for their products.

The present analysis relies on game theory and, in particular, Nash equilibrium
analysis. We plan to expand the analysis to different behavioral assumptions to
narrow the gap between formal analysis and empirical observations in the field
and the laboratory [21].6 Notwithstanding, we expect that the results provided
in this paper will be of interest to security practitioners and researchers alike.
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A Mixed Strategy for Weakest Target Game Without
Mitigation

We investigate whether a mixed strategy can be derived. Assume there is a
cumulative distribution of protection strategies F . We can use the cumulative
distribution of the binomial distribution to represent the chance that a player
will be compromised given a fixed e. The expected utility of Blue is:

Blue = aL
k−1∑
j=0

(
N−1

j

)
F j

e (1 − Fe)N−1−j − bei − csi (22)

http://project.honeynet.org/papers/enemy/
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In Nash equilibria, the first order condition must hold:

0 = aL(N − k)
(

N−1
j

)
F k−1

e (1 − Fe)N−1−k(f) − b

b

aL(N − k)
(

N−1
j

) = F k−1
e (1 − Fe)N−1−k(f)

b

aL(N − k)
(

N−1
j

) = exp{(k − 1)lnFe + (N − 1 − k)ln(1 − Fe)}(f)

f =
b

aL(N − k)
(

N−1
j

)
exp{(k − 1)lnFe + (N − 1 − k)ln(1 − Fe)}

Then we can expand the exponentiated part about e∗ = the median of f using
a Taylor expansion. Thus,

f =
b

aL(N − k)
(

N−1
j

)
( 1
2
)N−2(1 + 2(2k − N)fe∗ (e − e∗)) (23)

where fe∗ =
b

aL(N − k)
(

N−1
j

) (24)

thus f =
fe∗

(1 + 2(2k − N)fe∗ (e − e∗)) (25)

The approximation of f about e∗ is asymptotic as e → e∗. Knowing that Blue
will never play e > aL/b because of dominance, we estimate e∗ = aL/b.

If insurance is not overpriced, then we know F (0) = q; Blue(0, 0) = c:

pl

k−1∑
j=0

(
N−1

j

)
qj(1 − q)N−1−j = c (26)

Using a Taylor expansion again, we find:

1
2
)N−1
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j=0

(
N−1

j

)− (
1
2
)N−1(N−1

k−1

)
(N − k)(q − .5) = c/aL (27)

−(N−1
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)
(N − k)(q − .5) =
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)
(28)

q = .5 + (
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)− c
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2N−1)/
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)
(N − k) (29)
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Abstract. The Chip Authentication Programme (CAP) has been intro-
duced by banks in Europe to deal with the soaring losses due to online
banking fraud. A handheld reader is used together with the customer’s
debit card to generate one-time codes for both login and transaction au-
thentication. The CAP protocol is not public, and was rolled out with-
out any public scrutiny. We reverse engineered the UK variant of card
readers and smart cards and here provide the first public description of
the protocol. We found numerous weaknesses that are due to design er-
rors such as reusing authentication tokens, overloading data semantics,
and failing to ensure freshness of responses. The overall strategic error
was excessive optimisation. There are also policy implications. The move
from signature to PIN for authorising point-of-sale transactions shifted
liability from banks to customers; CAP introduces the same problem for
online banking. It may also expose customers to physical harm.

Keywords: banking security, reverse engineering, authentication, liabil-
ity, chip and PIN.

1 Introduction

The late Roger Needham once remarked that ‘optimisation is the process of
taking something that works and replacing it with something that almost works,
but is cheaper’. The history of cryptographic protocols – both in the research
literature and in the field – is littered with examples of optimisation; of protocols
that failed because designers had left out some contextual or other information
that, on casual inspection, had seemed unimportant but whose absence led to
catastrophic failure. Anderson and Needham thus argued that in the protocol
world, robustness is closely tied to explicitness [1]. This paper presents a new
and disturbing real-world example of an actually deployed banking protocol that
fails because it has been excessively optimised.

Online banking is growing almost everywhere; in the UK, for example, there
has been a 174% increase in the number of users between 2001 and 2007 [2].
This is easy enough to explain: online banking is convenient for customers, and
lets bankers cut their staff costs. But, as banking has moved online, fraud has
followed. Losses in the UK from online banking fraud were £21.4m in the period
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Fig. 1. NatWest and Barclays issued CAP readers on the left and right, respectively.
An opened NatWest CAP is shown in the centre. These readers are given to bank
customers for free.

of January to June 2008, an increase of 185% when compared to the same period
of the previous year [3].

One of the most common forms of attack is “phishing”. Here, criminals send
emails impersonating banks, asking customers to click on a link under some
false pretence; if they do, a malicious copy of their bank’s website asks for their
authentication data. Another common attack involves malware; authentication
details are stolen by a software keylogger on the customer’s PC.

To resist these attacks, some bank websites only ask for some characters from
the customer’s password, or ask for them to be entered in drop-down boxes
rather than at the keyboard; some banks have switched to one-time passwords
such as the printed “iTAN” codes used by German banks [4], or electronic one-
time-password generators such as the RSA SecurID.

However, one-time passwords are still vulnerable to a real-time man-in-the-
middle attack. Here, the malware or phishing website initiates a fraudulent trans-
action with the customer’s bank at the same time as it prompts the customer
for their password or one-time code. The process may even be triggered when
the customer attempts a transaction, rather than prompting them to do one. In
any event, as the fraudulent transaction is being performed at the same time as
the customer is trying to do a real one, a time-dependent or one-time password
will still be valid.

This class of attack can be resisted by cryptographically binding the one-time
code to the data of the transaction being attempted – transaction authentication.
A robust way to do this is to provide the customer with an electronic signature
device with a trustworthy display on which she could verify the transaction data,
a trusted path to authorise a digital signature, and a tamper-resistant store for
the signing key.

Such devices were foreseen by the EU Electronic Signature Directive which
provided for signatures thus created to be admissible as evidence in legal
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Fig. 2. We used FPGA boards to snoop on CAP transactions (left) and emulate a card
(right). Using a USB card reader we emulated a CAP reader (centre).

proceedings. However such devices typically cost $100 or more. The Chip Au-
thentication Programme (CAP)1 is a lower-cost implementation of this general
approach.

Individual countries have adopted different variants of CAP based on the
original specification. In this paper we examine the UK version. It uses the
deployed “Chip & PIN” smart card infrastructure. Participating banks have
sent out handheld smart card readers, shown in Figure 1, with keypads and
displays which, with a customer’s card and PIN, generate one-time passwords.

Even though Chip & PIN is based on the public EMV standard (named after
its initiators – Europay, MasterCard, and Visa), the CAP standard is secret and
so not subject to scrutiny, despite being a critical security component the public
must rely on for banking transactions. Therefore, in Section 2 we describe the
results of successfully reverse engineering the system. In Section 3 we describe
how CAP is used in online banking, and in Section 4 a number of security
vulnerabilities we discovered in the underlying protocol and its implementation
by two British banks. Finally, we propose some improvements to the system in
Section 5 and discuss policy implications of the failures in Section 6.

2 Protocol Description

We used three different techniques to reverse engineer the protocol. First, we
monitored communications between legitimate cards and readers (Figure 2 left),
using an FPGA based protocol analyser we designed. Second, we emulated a
reader and challenged the card (Figure 2 centre). Finally, we constructed an
FPGA based card emulator in order to interrogate the reader (Figure 2 right).
In all three cases we fully controlled the input, at either the electrical interface
or keypad, so our approach was in effect an adaptive chosen text attack. We did
not attempt to extract or study the code running on either the smart card or
CAP reader, so we cannot be certain that we have a full implementation of the
1 CAP is the MasterCard brand; Visa’s version is called Dynamic Passcode Authen-

tication (DPA).
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Fig. 3. In respond mode, after initiating an online banking session, the user inserts the
card into the reader (1), keys in the PIN (2), and then enters the challenge given by
the web page (3,4). When the CAP reader’s response is displayed (5), the user enters
it into the appropriate field on the web page (6). Since the card and bank share a
cryptographic key, the bank can verify that the response is correct given what it knows
about the state of the card’s transaction counter (7,8).

protocol. However, based on our analysis, we have been able to generate CAP
response codes and use them successfully on real bank websites. An example
protocol run, collected by our protocol analyser, can be found in Appendix A.

CAP operates in three modes – identify, respond, and sign. These differ in
the information a user is asked to enter before a response code is generated. For
all three modes a PIN is required first. Thereafter, identify just returns a one-
time code; for respond a numerical challenge is required; and for sign an account
number and a value are needed. The numerical response code is a compressed
version of a MAC computed by the card under its key; it is calculated over the
information entered by the customer, a transaction counter, and a flag showing
whether the PIN matches the one stored on the card. A respond transaction is
shown in Figure 3.

The implementation of the CAP system is heavily based on the EMV smart
card protocol being introduced throughout Europe for credit and debit card
point-of-sale transactions. In the UK, EMV is known under the “Chip & PIN”
brand. Using EMV as the basis for CAP reduced development and deployment
costs; using the existing debit card base meant that the CAP devices themselves
did not need to be personalised.

An overview of the CAP protocol flow is given below, with emphasis on how
it deviates from EMV. For more information we refer the reader to the EMV
specification [5].

Select application. EMV cards may be multi-application, so the reader must
select the right one. The reader tests if the card is CAP enabled by searching a
list of application identifiers stored on the card, and selects the first one available.
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As the application identifiers for CAP are distinct from those for EMV, if a card
is not CAP enabled the reader will fail to select an application and reject the
card. Hence, a new generation of cards had to be issued by the participating
banks before they sent CAP readers to their customers.

The application identifiers attempted by the CAP readers we have examined,
in the order in which they are tried, are 0xA0000000048002, 0xA0000000038002,
and 0xA0000002040000. NatWest cards implement the first application, and
Barclays the second. Although HBOS has not deployed CAP readers, their cards
are CAP enabled and implement the second application.

Read records. Following application selection, the reader requests a list of all
the data records stored by a card. These form a hierarchy, with each node being
prefixed by a one or two byte tag. In a standard EMV transaction, these would
include account number, public key certificates, signatures, and so on. With
CAP, only three entries are of interest – the card data object lists (CDOL1 and
CDOL2), identified by tags 0x8C and 0x8D respectively, and the CAP bit filter2,
identified by the tag 0x9F56. Tag 0x9F55 is also present on cards, with value
0xA0, but its purpose is unclear.

PIN verification. Once the reader has successfully read all available records, it
prompts the customer for a 4-digit PIN. This is sent to the card as the payload
to the EMV standard VERIFY command. If three consecutive PIN verifications
fail, the card will lock itself until taken to an ATM and reset with the correct
PIN. While the EMV standard allows for a transaction to continue if the PIN
verification fails or is omitted, the CAP reader requires that the card accept the
PIN before continuing. Surprisingly, this is a serious bug; we’ll discuss the reason
in Section 4.1.

Cryptogram generation. Next, the reader requests an application cryptogram
from the card, using the GENERATE AC command. The reader first requests an
Authorization Request Cryptogram (ARQC), indicating that it wishes to per-
form an online EMV transaction. The card then responds with an ARQC, in-
dicating that the card is willing to do so. If this was an EMV transaction, the
reader would send the ARQC to the bank for verification, but it cannot do so
because it is offline. So the reader then requests an Application Authentication
Cryptogram (AAC), indicating that it wishes to cancel the transaction.

A similar transaction flow might be seen during a point-of-sale transaction if
a shop is only willing to accept online transactions but fails to connect to the
bank (e.g. if the phone line is engaged). This protocol may have been designed so
that CAP maintains maximum compatibility with EMV smart card applications.
While EMV supports offline transactions by requesting a Transaction Certificate
(TC) instead of an ARQC, some card risk-management algorithms may lock up
if there are too many consecutive offline attempts. Cancelling the transaction
should reset the smart card’s risk-management parameters.
2 The CDOL name and tag are defined in the EMV specification, but the CAP bit

filter is not. We therefore had to coin our own term for it.
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Table 1. Relevant CAP fields and their values

Field Tag (hex) Value (hex)

Terminal Country Code 9F1A 0000

Terminal Verification Results 95 8000000000

Transaction Currency Code 5F2A 0000

Transaction Date 9A 010101 for app. 0xA0000000038002,
000000 for app. 0xA0000000048002

Authorisation Response Code 8A 5A33

Other Amount 9F03 000000000000

Transaction Type 9C 00

The first and second GENERATE AC call is controlled by the CDOL1 and
CDOL2 respectively. Each CDOL lists a series of tags, specifying which data
items must be included in the command payload. The two fields used for CAP are
Authorized Amount (AA – 0x9F02), and Unpredictable Number (UN – 0x9F37).
Normally, the former would store the value of the transaction, and the latter
would be a terminal supplied nonce. For CAP identify, both are zero; for re-
spond, AA is zero and UN is the challenge; and for sign, AA is the transaction
value and UN is the destination account number.

Other tags in the CDOL have hard-coded default values provided by the
CAP reader. The values we have observed being produced by the NatWest and
Barclays CAP readers are shown in Table 1.

Reader response formatting. The response to a GENERATE AC call includes a 16-
bit application transaction counter (ATC), a Cryptogram Identification Data
(CID) type code, Issuer Application Data (IAD) which includes the result of the
PIN verification, and an Application Cryptogram (AC) which is a MAC over all
this data. The MAC method used to calculate the cryptogram, and the structure
of the IAD, are not specified by the EMV standard, as they are proprietary to the
card issuer. In practice, a common choice is 3DES CBC MAC, under a session
key. This session key is derived from a card master key shared between the
issuing bank and the card, and the ATC. One example session key derivation
algorithm, designed to resist power analysis, is described in the optional part
(Common Core Definitions) of the EMV specifications [5, Book 2, Annex 1.3].

The data from the first GENERATE AC call and the CAP bit filter (from the
read records stage) are used to generate the response code. Going through each
bit of the bit filter from left to right, if the bit is a ‘1’ the corresponding bit
from the GENERATE AC response is kept; otherwise it is discarded. The result is
a number with the same number of bits as the bit filter has ‘1’s. Finally, this
number is converted from binary to decimal with leading zeros are removed; the
result is then displayed on the reader’s screen. An example of this process is
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. An example of a NatWest card CAP computation. The fields of the GENERATE
AC response are the Cryptogram Identification Data (CID, 1 byte), Application Trans-
action Counter (ATC, 2 bytes), Application Cryptogram (AC, 8 bytes), and the Issuer
Application Data (IAD, variable length).

CID ATC AC IAD

Card output 80 A52D AD452EF6BA769E4A 06770A03A48000

Bitmask 00 001F 00000000000FFFFF 00000000008000

Filter .. ..0D ...........69E4A ..........8...

Filter (binary) 0 1|101 0|110 1|001 1|110 0|100 1|010 1

Filter (hex) 1AD3C95

Decimal response 28130453

We have seen the following bit filters:

NatWest 00 001F 00000000000FFFFF 00000000008000
Barclays 80 00FF 000000000001FFFF 00000000000000
HBOS 80 007F E000000000003FFF 00000000008000

The NatWest Bank uses a bit filter that selects the five least significant bits
of the ATC, the 20 least significant bits of the MAC, and one bit from the
proprietary issuer application data field. Barclays uses a bit filter that selects
the top bit of the cryptogram type, the least significant eight bits of the ATC,
and the least significant 17 bits of the MAC. HBOS uses a bit filter that selects
the top bit of the cryptogram type, the least significant seven bits of the ATC,
17 non-contiguous MAC bits, and one bit from the proprietary issuer application
data field. The CID type field should always be 0x80 for an ARQC – perhaps it
is selected because an AAC may be generated, or simply to ensure a leading-one
and so a fixed-length response.

Response verification. Since the bank knows the input to the GENERATE AC call,
and can reconstruct the ATC provided it knows the most significant bits not
included in the response, it can repeat the MAC and check if the response entered
by the customer matches the expected value.

3 Use in Online Banking

CAP provides an authentication token, but does not specify how it should be
used. Each bank has made its own decision on which of the three modes to
use, and the semantics of the data fields. This is problematic from a usability
perspective, since the inconsistent user experience will make it easier for phishing
attacks to manipulate user behaviour.

NatWest only uses the respond mode, with an 8-digit challenge. For money
transfers, the first four digits of the challenge are random and the last four are
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the last four digits of the destination account number. Where there is no account
number, such as transactions to change personal details, the last four digits are
‘4444’. Logging into online banking does not require the CAP code, and the
value of a transaction is not authenticated.

In contrast, Barclays does require an identify response for login. For perform-
ing a transaction, a sign response is required, with destination account number
and transaction value entered. A significant weakness is that there is no bank-
provided freshness in the transaction. While the ATC does ensure that a re-
sponse cannot be replayed, the bank has no assurance that the CAP’s response
was generated recently.

4 Vulnerabilities

4.1 Card Theft

A serious problem is that CAP readers may be used during mugging. Since the
roll-out of Chip & PIN, a criminal who has stolen a card needs to know its PIN
to use it in card-present transactions. In July 2008 two French students were
tortured to death in their London residence six days after it was broken into and
a computer stolen. Days after the murders the police revealed that the attackers
were after the students’ card PINs [6]. In February 2007, two Manchester men
murdered a 62 year old security guard after he refused to reveal his card’s PIN [7].

Previously, muggers marched a victim to an ATM to ensure he gave them
the right PIN. Now, with CAP, criminals have a portable device that will tell
them if their victim is lying. While the EMV protocol always permitted such
a device to be built, that requires technical skill, and wasn’t in practice done.
CAP has made the capability ubiquitous. It reduces the risk to muggers, as now
they can keep their victims in a quiet place, and not risk being caught or seen by
CCTV by going near an ATM. It would have been easy enough for the banks to
design CAP without revealing the result of the PIN verification, but they failed
to foresee the risk.

In our view, this was negligent: authentication tokens designed by other firms,
such as the Racal Watchword (also known as Sytek PFX Passport [8]), would
generate an erroneous response if the wrong PIN was entered but would not
indicate this to the user, and so are not vulnerable. Worse, the two banks that
have flooded the UK with CAP readers have thereby placed not only their own
customers in harm’s way, but have also endangered the customers of other banks
who have enabled their debit cards for CAP. It remains to be seen whether
customers will be able to demand cards that are not CAP-enabled and thus do
not put them at needless physical risk.

There are other issues related to card theft. For example, if a customer is
issued with an ATM card, the same card and PIN will be used for CAP, and so
the PIN digits on the reader will wear down. Because customers are encouraged
to carry their CAP readers around with them, it may be stolen along with their
cards, perhaps telling the thief which digits to try. If the PIN has 4 distinct
digits this leaves 24 different orderings, this increases the chance of an attacker
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guessing the correct PIN in three attempts from 1 in 3333 to 1 in 8. If a customer
has multiple cards with the same PIN, the attacker has even better odds.

4.2 Software Implementation

CAP was intended to offer a trustworthy user device to defeat the malware that
infests ever more PCs. However, it is inconvenient for users, and prevents inte-
gration between home/office banking software and online accounts. Therefore,
there is demand for a software implementation of CAP, which sends commands
to a smart card connected to a PC. With some reverse-engineering effort, and
access to the public EMV specifications, it is straightforward to implement this
system, because the CAP readers contain no secret. We may therefore expect
this demand to be met by software vendors, leading to malware-infected PCs
having unfettered access to smart cards and PINs, not only opening up online
banking fraud, but also allowing cloned ATM magnetic strip cards to be made
and relay attacks [9] to be implemented3.

4.3 Middleperson Attacks

A fundamental problem with smart card payment at the point of sale is that
the customer has no trustworthy display to show what transaction the card is
authorising. Drimer and Murdoch [9] demonstrated how this weakness could be
exploited by a criminal who sets up a tampered Chip & PIN terminal, which
displays one transaction, but actually is relaying the smart card communications
to a counterfeit card being used for a much higher value transaction. Also, since
the same card and PIN are used for ATM withdrawals, a criminal could also
withdraw cash. Since CAP introduces yet another role for the smart card, a
criminal with a tampered Chip & PIN terminal could generate CAP responses
as well.

In current online banking, both static identifiers (i.e. username and password)
and a CAP response are typically required. The risk of wide-scale attacks is
limited so long as these static identifiers are not stored on the card. However, tar-
geted attacks against high net-worth individuals – whale phishing, or whaling –
are becoming a problem. One example is an attack against the Novalis Ubuntu
Institute in South Africa [10]. Here, a phishing or malware attack collected the
CFO’s account credentials. In themselves, these are not sufficient to place a
transaction, because an authorisation code is also sent to the registered ac-
count holder’s mobile phone. So one criminal went to the mobile phone shop
impersonating her driver, offered a counterfeit ID and the phone number of a
female accomplice who impersonated the CFO herself, and requested a new SIM
for the CFO’s account. He used this, along with the account credentials, to empty
the institute’s account of R90 460 (approximately £6 000). We understand that
the bank and phone company are disputing liability for this fraud.

3 We are aware of at least one C implementation of CAP, although it has the Barclays
bit filter hard-coded – http://aa.gg/free/barclays-pinsentry.c

http://aa.gg/free/barclays-pinsentry.c
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A similar attack could be performed with CAP. The customer, using a tam-
pered Chip & PIN terminal, would insert their card and enter their PIN as usual.
The terminal would then generate the necessary CAP responses, and optionally
also carry out the legitimate transaction. Shortly after, the customer would re-
ceive a personalised phone call or email, stating that a suspicious transaction
had been noticed (stating the shop name they just used), asking for their online
banking credentials. Since Barclays only uses identify and sign mode, there is no
server-provided freshness or a timestamp, so the previously collected responses
can be used, provided the customer had not logged into online banking in the
meantime. With NatWest, which uses respond, there is a server-provided nonce,
so the fraudulent transaction has to be in near real-time, and account credentials
would need to be collected before the CAP responses were generated. The banks
could resist this problem by offering separate CAP-only cards, but NatWest
refused to do so for one of us.

CAP has also been proposed for authenticating online purchases, through the
“Verified by Visa” and “MasterCard SecureCode” schemes. Here the problem
might be even worse, as most if not all the details needed for an online purchase
are stored or printed on the card. CAP is also being rolled out for authenticating
citizens to the “Government Gateway”, a single sign-on system for accessing UK
government services [11]. Currently the government are believed to be issuing
cards specifically for this purpose, so the relay attack above would be resisted,
but if they try to optimise by sharing the existing card base then attacks could
be expected.

4.4 Supply-Chain Infiltration

CAP was unpopular when introduced [12], as customers did not want to have a
reader for each bank, or have to carry them around to use online banking both
at home, work, or while travelling. Customers were reassured that other banks’
readers are compatible, and they can use another person’s reader if they do
not have their own. This behaviour makes it easy to infiltrate the CAP supply
chain. For example, CAP readers are available for sale on eBay – a criminal
could tamper with them so that they copy the chip details (which on many
cards includes a copy of the magnetic strip) and record the PIN.

Later, the CAP reader could disable itself, so the owner will send it back to the
seller for a refund. The criminal could then make fraudulent ATM withdrawals
abroad where magnetic strip transactions are accepted. The CAP reader could
also prompt for other details, such as the printed CVV code or online banking
credentials, for use in the attack described in Section 4.3. An enhancement to
the attack would be to send a CD with the CAP reader, which auto-installs
malware to collect online banking credentials. Criminals could even install a
compact GSM module into the CAP for sending back information in real-time.
The police have already found Chip & PIN terminals that have been tampered
with during or soon after manufacture and contain GSM mobile phones to send
card and PIN data to criminals [13].
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4.5 Social Engineering

The security of CAP depends on users properly understanding the semantics of
the data they are being asked to enter into the reader. That is, for Barclays,
the customer must verify the destination account number from a trustworthy
source before entering it. For NatWest, the customer must verify that the last
four digits of the challenge provided to them by the website match the last four
digits of their desired destination bank account number. These instructions are
complicated, unintuitive, and not made clear to customers. It is therefore likely
that a phishing website could induce a customer to enter fraudulent details into
the CAP reader, and send the response to the attacker. This exploit is made
even more likely by the vague prompts for each data item. Rather than asking
for the destination account number for a payment, the Barclays CAP reader
simply displays ‘REF:’.

4.6 Protocol Weaknesses

The CAP protocol has been highly optimised to reduce the amount of informa-
tion customers need to enter and to maximise backwards compatibility – this
has introduced vulnerabilities. For example, the lack of server freshness allows
CAP responses to be requested long before they are needed, as described in
Section 4.3. Another flaw is the overloading of the Unpredictable Number field
of the input to GENERATE AC command: in respond mode it is the challenge,
but in sign mode it is the destination account number. This means that a CAP
response in sign mode for a zero transaction is a valid respond mode response.

An attacker could use this property in a social engineering attack, to defeat
customers who are trained to be suspicious about respond mode. By asking the
victim to perform a ‘test transaction’ to a dummy account, and assuring them
the value is £0 so they are safe, the attacker can get a valid response and use it
for fraudulent purposes. Currently, the risk of this attack is low, because only the
Barclays CAP reader accepts a £0 transaction, and Barclays do not currently
use respond mode – it is unclear whether this is by design or fortuitous accident.
However it does illustrate the fragility of the protocol, and the failure to follow
accepted design principles such as type explicitness [1].

Another example of excessive optimisation is in the NatWest protocol vari-
ant, of including a nonce as the first four digits of the respond mode challenge.
Initially, the server provided nonce appears to defeat the attack in Section 4.3,
because the nonce cannot be discovered without getting the online banking cre-
dentials first. However, there is a time-space tradeoff – if the shop’s malicious
Chip & PIN terminal requests a large number of responses from the card (with
random nonces), and then later requests a sufficient number of challenges from
the online banking site, there will be a nonce collision and so he would know a
valid response. With 100 challenges and responses, the probability of success is
approximately 63%.

The bank website could check for excessive transaction counter gaps, or limit
the number of challenges generated. However, the card’s transaction counter is
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incremented merely by inserting it into a reader, so fairly large gaps will be
common and locking accounts on this basis would increase support call costs. In
fact, after deploying CAP, banks have removed other protections – Barclays lifted
their transaction limit from £1 000 to £10 000. Even if this attack is currently
detected, the small nonce creates a fragile protocol and a minor website update
may open the vulnerability again.

5 Fixing the Vulnerabilities

The basic principle behind CAP – a trusted user interface and secure cryp-
tographic microprocessor – is sound. However the system has been optimised
literally to death. Re-using ATM cards for point of sale and CAP saved money
but created a vulnerability to relay attack, and increased the risk of violent
mugging and murder. Omitting a server-provided nonce removed assurance that
responses are freshly generated. Overloading fields introduce a social engineering
vulnerability, as it makes the system model too complex for the average user to
be expected to visualize.

The type confusion between respond and sign could be fixed on the CAP
reader by including a response-type flag in the GENERATE AC input. Also, the
time-memory attack against nonce guessing could be mitigated by a narrower
window for acceptable values of the ATC. However, the other flaws require a
more substantial re-design. The mugging vulnerability is a side-effect of the
EMV design – a PIN can be checked by the card itself, with no authentication.
Adopting the Racal Watchword approach, of returning an erroneous response if
the wrong PIN is entered, would fix this problem, but harm usability.

The German CAP variant, TAN generator (HHD 1.3) [14], incorporates de-
fences against a number of the attacks we discuss in the paper. The challenge dis-
played by the bank website includes a prefix which customises the user prompts.
This reduces the risk of social engineering because the field descriptions are more
specific (e.g. ‘account number’ or ‘IBAN’, rather than ‘REF’). The prefix is also
incorporated in the response calculation, fixing the type confusion vulnerability.
All types of challenges may include a random nonce (up to 7 digits), providing an
assurance of freshness. Finally, PIN verification by the card is optional, reducing
the risk from mugging.

One error in CAP appears to have been trying too hard to reduce the number
of characters the user has to type. This is the root cause of several vulnerabilities.
Only including the last four digits of the account number in the NatWest system
increases the risk of a fraudster having a matching or similar account. This, and
the inadequate or missing nonce, could be resolved by having a higher bandwidth
channel between the computer and CAP reader, so not requiring the customer
to re-type the transaction, allow full account details to be displayed, and permit
a large nonce to be incorporated in the response.

One example of a high-bandwidth channel is the USB-connected FinTS
(Financial Transaction Services) class 3 smart card reader, incorporating a key-
pad and display [15]. This would be problematic for use in Internet cafés, incon-
venient to carry, and may require complicated driver installation. The Cronto
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transaction authentication system [16] uses the visual channel, generating a spe-
cialised barcode, read by a camera phone or a dedicated client device. As with
a class 3 smart card reader, full transaction details are displayed without the
inconvenience and security implications of manual input, but it requires no phys-
ical connection to the PC. A PIN may optionally be used, and as with Racal
Watchword, it does not provide confirmation to a mugger if the entered PIN is
incorrect. In addition, customers could be given a duress PIN [17] (as offered
with RSA SecurID) which permits access to the system but that triggers an
alarm at the bank.

Making it harder to implement CAP in software would also have been de-
sirable for security. Making the specification secret was insufficient as it could
be reverse engineered, so following Kerckhoffs’ principles [18], a key should be
embedded in the CAP reader, which is used to HMAC the response. If the key is
global across all readers, there is a risk of compromise, even if stored in tamper-
resistant memory, so a key revocation procedure would be needed. Switching to
a per-device key would be more secure. It would prevent customers from sharing
CAP readers, between banks or customers, or buying them off eBay but this
may in fact be beneficial, as discussed in Section 4.4.

6 Policy Implications

In many respects, CAP is an improvement over the existing static password
scheme. However, it may not be beneficial to customers because while banks
are liable for fraud due to forged signatures, there is no statutory protection for
the victims of electronic fraud [19]. UK banks have also recently changed the
voluntary code of practice – the Banking Code – to make customers liable for
fraud if they do not have up-to-date anti-virus and firewall software [20]. Having
deployed a new security system, even with weaknesses, the banks have further
reduced customer protection.

While the Banking Code does state that the bank must show that the cus-
tomer is liable, it does not say what evidence the bank must record, what ev-
idence is sufficient to prove liability, and who the proof must be presented to.
In practice, where the case is heard by the Financial Ombudsman Service, the
bank merely has to claim that a chip was read and a PIN was used [21], and
the evidence used to reach this conclusion will be kept secret from the customer.
We may expect a similar position to be taken when PINs are used for online
banking too.

This shift in liability is particularly problematic because the specification of
CAP is secret, and it is not subject to any public certification procedure. In con-
trast, the EU Digital Signature Directive requires Common Criteria certification,
which implies a public certification report. It also requires the full transaction
be authenticated, through a dedicated trusted display. This would however have
cost maybe $100 per device. Instead, the banks have optimised the design, and
this reminded us of the late Roger Needham’s description of optimisation which
we quoted in the introduction.
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Recent events in financial markets have highlighted shortcomings in banking
regulation in Europe and elsewhere. Here then is another shortcoming: the reg-
ulators should not have believed the banks’ security models any more than their
models of asset pricing and risk. In particular, regulators should not have simul-
taneously allowed banks to transfer liability to their customers and optimise the
security engineering.
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A Annotated Protocol Log

Collected from a NatWest reader and card performing a respond computation
(ISO 7816, T=0 protocol). Personal details have been redacted.

Command: 00a4040007 (select application)
Proc: a4
Data: a0000000048002
Proc: 61
Status: 6112 (more data available)

Command: 00c0000012 (application selected)
Proc: c0
Data: 6f108407a0000000048002a5055f2d02656e
Proc: 90
Status: 9000 (OK)

Command: 80a8000002 (initiate transaction)
Proc: a8
Data: 8300
Proc: 61
Status: 6108 (more data available)

Command: 00c0000008 (transaction initiated)
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Proc: c0
Data: 8006100008010100
Proc: 90
Status: 9000 (OK)

Command: 00b2010c00 (get static data length)
Proc: 6c
Status: 6c57 (wrong length)

Command: 00b2010c57 (read static data)
Proc: b2
Data: 7055

8e0a 00000000000000000100 (CVM list)
9f5501 a0 (unknown)
9f5612 00001f00000000000fffff00000000008000 (bit filter)
8c15 9f02069f03069f1a0295055f2a029a039c019f3704 (CDOL1)
8d17 8a029f02069f03069f1a0295055f2a029a039c019f3704 (CDOL2)

Proc: 90
Status: 9000 (OK)

Command: 80ca9f1700 (get PIN try counter length)
Proc: 6c
Status: 6c04 (wrong length)

Command: 80ca9f1704 (get PIN try counter)
Proc: ca
Data: 9f170103 (3 remaining tries)
Proc: 90
Status: 9000 (OK)

PIN entered

Command: 0020008008 (verify PIN)
Proc: 20
Data: 24xxxxffffffffff
Proc: 90
Status: 9000 (OK)

Challenge entered: 12345678

Command: 80ae80001d (generate AC)
Proc: ae
Data: 0000000000000000000000000000800000000000000000000012345678
Proc: 61
Status: 6114 (more data available)
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Command: 00c0000014 (return ARQC)
Proc: c0
Data: 8012800042b7f9a572da74caff06770a03a48000
Proc: 90
Status: 9000 (OK)

Command: 80ae00001f (generate AC)
Proc: ae
Data: 5a330000000000000000000000000000800000000000000000000012345678
Proc: 61
Status: 6114 (more data available)

Command: 00c0000014 (return AAC)
Proc: c0
Data: 80120000424f1c597723c97d7806770a03258000
Proc: 90
Status: 9000 (OK)

Response returned: 4822527
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Abstract. Cryptographic credential infrastructures, such as Public key
infrastructure (PKI), allow the building of trust relationships in elec-
tronic society and electronic commerce. At the center of credential in-
frastructures is the methodology of digital signatures. However, methods
that assure that credentials and signed messages possess trustworthiness
and longevity are not well understood, nor are they adequately addressed
in both literature and practice. We believe that, as a basic engineering
principle, these properties have to be built into the credential infrastruc-
ture rather than be treated as an after-thought since they are crucial to
the long term success of this notion. In this paper we present a step in the
direction of dealing with these issues. Specifically, we present the basic
engineering reasoning as well as a model that helps understand (some-
what formally) the trustworthiness and longevity of digital signatures,
and then we give basic mechanisms that help improve these notions.

Keywords: Credential infrastructures, PKI, digital signatures, key com-
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1 Introduction

The celebrated notion of digital signing was put forth as modern cryptography
started. Its security definition [10], and the security of many of its derived notions
(like that of group signature [5]), does not capture the fact that the signature
lives in a system and does not assure the trustworthiness and longevity of digital
signatures over time within a system context, due to the following reasons.

First, trustworthiness of digital signatures is questionable when a verifier does
not have other means to determine that a digital signature was indeed issued or
activated by the alleged signer (as was mentioned in [8]). To see this, observe
that private signing keys can be compromised in real computer systems (cf., for
example, [13,24] for practical attacks). Such attacks can, in fact, defeat even
advanced digital signature techniques (e.g., forward-secure signing [1,3], key-
insulated signing [7], intrusion-resilient signing [17], threshold signing [6], proac-
tive signing [23]), although the damage may be mitigated. Moreover, even if a
private signing key is stored in a tamper-resistant hardware (e.g., cryptographic
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co-processor [30] or Trusted Platform Module [27]) that may also frustrate side-
channel attacks [19], the private signing function could still be compromised
because an attacker, who has compromised the computer of a signer, can re-
quest the hardware to sign messages [21]. Note that compromises like the above
(i.e., access to the signing function) were assumed also in the digital signature
security definition of [10] as well as in the relevant variants (e.g., threshold and
proactive signatures [14], group signing [2]).

Second, longevity of digital signatures becomes questionable because a dishon-
est signer can later “plausibly” repudiate some (past) signatures. To see this, it
has been observed early on that a dishonest signer could abuse her private sign-
ing key or function to commit unlawful activities, while blaming them to the
attacker who has compromised the private signing key. As an extreme example,
a dishonest signer can launch attacks against her own computer so as to fool the
machine forensics mechanisms and commit fraud without being held account-
able. Note that such threats were not accommodated in the cryptographic model
of digital signatures [10] as well as its variants (e.g., [14,2]), because it always
treats the signers as the target of attacks.

The above two threats to trustworthiness and longevity of (non-anonymous
and anonymous) digital signatures are inevitable due to the imperfection of
forensics analysis mechanisms. Moreover, there is an unexpected threat to the
trustworthiness and longevity of digital signatures — many or all of the crypto-
graphic keys in use may be compromised — either due to a fundamental progress
in cryptanalysis (e.g., a polynomial-time factorization algorithm) or due to the
more likely Trojan Horses in operating systems and/or hardware devices. A spe-
cific attack of this kind is the recent incident of rogue CA [26].

Our contributions. We propose a novel model (Section 2) for helping under-
stand the trustworthiness and longevity of digital signatures based on various
realistic threats. Our model has the following features. First, it accommodates
a participant we call “liability-holder” (e.g., an employer, an insurance vendor
or the signer herself), which is responsible for the consequences of digital signa-
tures. This allows us to capture insider threats (i.e., malicious signers). Second,
it reflects the strength of the relevant security mechanisms: (1) compromise-
resistant mechanisms that may be deployed to prevent attacks from compromis-
ing the private signing keys or functions, or from compromising the signers; (2)
compromise-detection mechanisms that may be deployed to detect the compro-
mise of private signing keys or functions; (3) history-preservation mechanisms
that may be deployed to ensure the integrity of the system history state in-
formation; and (4) forensics-like analysis mechanisms that may be deployed to
determine when an attack actually occurred. Third, it brings a useful concept of
“grey period,” during which there may be some signatures for which we do not
know for sure who should be held accountable: the private signing key owners,
or the attacker that has compromised the private signing keys or functions.

Our model suggests as an ultimate goal to eliminate the grey periods
(i.e., uncertainties) which capture the afore-mentioned inevitable threats
against trustworthiness and longevity of digital signatures. Although we are
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unable to accomplish this, we present a solution (Section 3) reducing the length
of grey periods. Our solution is based on a digital signature anchoring service,
whereby digital signatures can be deposited at some servers that are operated
by agents we call anchors. The anchors and servers are only semi-trusted because
they cannot frame the honest users, and any misbehaving anchors/servers can
be immediately detected by any honest participant.

Finally, we extend (in Section 7) our solution to deal with the unexpected
threats that many or all of the employed cryptosystems may be broken.

Related works. We are not aware of works similar to the model we put forth
here. Nevertheless, our model can serve as a building-block in a higher-level
risk management (e.g., the cost and risk analysis of operating a PKI [25]). On
the other hand, regarding our concrete solution to dealing with the inevitable,
namely for reducing the length of grey periods, there are three related prior
works. These three important works represent the state of uneasiness regarding
the actual trust and robustness of credential mechanisms. First among them is
digital timestamping, due to Haber and Stornetta [12], which aimed at improving
the trustworthiness of digital signatures. However, the similarity between times-
tamping and our solution is limited to the fact that both of them use collision-
resistant hash functions to build data structures that are variants of Merkle trees
[22]. Whereas, the important differences between them are the following. (i) Dig-
ital timestamping only asserts when a signature was issued, and does not offer
any extra assurance that a signature was indeed issued by the alleged signer.
That is, timestamping cannot deal with what we will call hit-and-run and in-
sider attacks, which are alleviated by our solution. (ii) Our data structure adopts
a “signature verification keys”-oriented organization, which leads to convenient
queries and signature verifications even if the past signatures are truncated (so
as to avoid monotonic increase of the tree size). This has no counterpart in [12].

Second, Just and van Oorschot [18] investigated the problem of undetected
key compromises, and proposed an architecture-centric solution by introducing
a third party. Although their solution bears some similarity to ours, there are
important differences. (i) They assumed that each user has two cryptographic
keys — one private signing key and one symmetric message authentication key —
such that compromise of one does not mean compromise of the other. In their
suggested scenario, one key may be stored on a user’s local computer whereas the
other is stored on a hardware token. In contrast, we assume that a user may keep
her keys on a single computer, which may be compromised. (ii) The third party in
their model is assumed to be fully-trusted; otherwise, their constructions would
allow the third party, who may be colluding with an attacker that may have
compromised the private signing key of an honest user, to frame the honest user
without being held accountable. In contrast, the third party in our solution is
only semi-trusted because it has no power to frame any user and its misbehavior
can be detected by any honest user.

Third, Itkis [15] investigated a primitive-centric method, which requires the
use of absolutely random bits (i.e., even pseudorandom bits are not sufficient) due
to a subtle technical reason. This is very restrictive, and our architecture-centric
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method does not suffer from this (i.e., pseudorandomness is sufficient in our
approach). Moreover, Itkis [15] did not consider the important issue of managing
digital signatures, whereas we do.

Outline. Section 2 presents our model of digital signature trustworthiness and
longevity. Section 3 presents a solution framework for reducing the length of
grey periods. Before presenting an instantiation of the framework in Section 6,
we present two building-blocks in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. In Section
7 we discuss how to deal with the unexpected situation where cryptosystems in
use are broken. Section 8 concludes this paper with some open problems. Due to
space limitation, we leave the review of cryptographic primitives to Appendix A
and analyses of the schemes to the full version of the present paper [29].

2 Modeling Signature Trustworthiness and Longevity

Participants. We consider a liability-holder in addition to the signer, verifier
and attacker in the cryptographic model of digital signatures [10]. The signer or
user u has a pair of public and private keys (pku, sku) with respect to some secure
signature scheme (in the sense of [10]). We assume that pku is published via some
reliable means (e.g., certified by a certificate authority). Since the private key sku

is often stored on u’s computer, it can get compromised (e.g., when u’s computer
is compromised). Moreover, u can become dishonest or malicious at some point
in time. We assume that all the participants are ppt algorithms.

Adversary. In addition to the traditional attacker based on pure cryptanalysis,
we consider three attacks against the trustworthiness and longevity of digital
signatures. Among the three attacks, which we call hit-and-run, hit-and-stick
and insider, we are only able to deal with the hit-and-run attack and the insider
attack (dealing with the hit-and-stick attack is a challenging open problem).

– Hit-and-run attack: Such an adversary compromises u’s computer, steals the
private key sku, and then leaves the computer (i.e., does not reside on the
computer or tamper with it). The adversary may abuse the compromised
sku to produce digital signatures that can be verified using pku.

– Hit-and-stick attack: Such an adversary resides on the victim computer after
compromising it (e.g., by embedding Trojan Horses or tampering with the
system). In this case, the victim computer is virtually controlled by the
adversary until the compromise is detected. This is a very powerful attack
that dismisses many countermeasures. For example, deploying a mechanism
to tell a computer program and a human being apart (in hope of ensuring
that every signing request is issued by a human being) does not necessarily
defeat the attack, as long as the mechanism is implemented on the same
victim computer. Defeating such an adversary is left open, and seems to
require independent replication (in different machines and so on).

– Insider attack: Such an attack is launched by u herself. In the case that some
third party (e.g., employer of u or some insurance provider) is the liability-
holder for signatures generated using sku, the attack is clearly possible. Even
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if u is the liability-holder, the attack is still possible because u may have the
incentive to deny some (past) signatures by blaming them on the attacker
who compromised sku. Moreover, u can launch an attack against sku so that
she can attribute signatures to the compromise of sku.

Private signing key lifecycle. As depicted in Figure 1, a private signing
key sku becomes effective (e.g., via the certification of pku) at time T0, ceases
functioning (e.g., via the immediate revocation of pku) at time T4 because its
compromise has become evident. At time T4, forensics-like analysis may be in-

timeT0 T1 T2

private signing key
becomes effective

user or key gets
compromised (known
only to the attacker)

private signing key ceases
functioning (e.g., revoked)

grey period: for some signatures we may not know who
should be held accountable (i.e., the user or the attacker)

T4

user alleged key
compromise (i.e.,
forensics-based
non-compromise)

T3

“forensics-like analysis”-based
user or key compromise time

compromise-resistance interval compromise-detection interval

history tamper-resistance forensics-like analysis capability

Fig. 1. A scenario of private signing key lifecycle

voked to help determine the time interval [T0, T1] during which neither the user
u nor the private key sku was compromised, and the time interval [T3, T4] such
that the user u or the private key sku was compromised at time no later than
T3. The interval [T1, T3] can be seen as the approximation of T2, which is the
actual time at which u or sku gets compromised but may be known only to the
attacker (i.e., the defender may never discover the time T2 for certain).

Applying the model to analyze the hit-and-run and hit-and-stick at-
tacks. The following observations (see the lower-half of Figure 1) apply to both
attacks, no matter if u is the liability-holder or not. First, the time interval
[T3, T4] captures the capability of the forensics-like mechanisms in after-the-fact
investigation of attacks. A better capability means a longer [T3, T4] or smaller T3.
Second, the time interval [T0, T2] captures the security strength of u’s computer
system in tolerating attacks. A better security means a longer [T0, T2]. Third,
the time interval [T2, T4] captures the capability of the mechanisms for detecting
compromises. Fourth, the time interval [T1, T4] is called the “grey period” be-
cause there may exist some signatures that were issued during this time interval,
but cannot be attributed to the actual producer (i.e., u or the adversary who
has compromised sku) with certainty.
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Applying the model to analyze the insider attacks. The following obser-
vations apply, again, regardless of whether u is the liability-holder or not. First,
the time interval [T0, T1] captures strength of u’s computer in tolerating tam-
pering attacks. This is important because u may be honest at time T0, becomes
dishonest at time T2, and may have the incentive to tamper the system history
information. A better history tamper-resistance means a longer [T0, T1]. Second,
the time interval [T3, T4] captures the capability of the forensics-like mecha-
nisms for after-the-fact investigation of attacks. A better capability means a
longer [T3, T4]. Third, the time interval [T0, T2] captures the security strength
of u’s computer system in tolerating attacks (e.g., preventing or deterring u
from being compromised). A better security means a longer [T0, T2]. Fourth, the
time interval [T2, T4] captures the capability of the mechanisms for detecting
compromises. Fifth, the time interval [T1, T4] is again the “grey period.”

Properties of ideal solutions. The above analyses offer the following insights.
First, it is an ideal case to maximize the interval [T0, T1]. Namely, to make u’s
system history state information tamper-resistant, which means that T2−T1 = 0
and thus the signer cannot deny any past signatures it generated before u or sku

is compromised. Second, it is the ideal case to maximize the interval [T3, T4],
namely to deploy perfect forensics-like mechanisms for after-the-fact investiga-
tion of compromise of either u or sku, which would imply T3−T2 = 0. Third, it is
ideal to maximize the interval [T0, T2] by enhancing the security of a user’s com-
puter and/or private signing key sku. Fourth, it is ideal to minimize the interval
[T2, T4]. Since it may not be possible to absolutely prevent the compromise of
keys or computers, we do need mechanisms that can detect their compromise as
soon as possible. We require that the compromise-detection mechanism have no
false positives, although this may imply that it can return an answer like “I don’t
know.” This is crucial because in many cases the disputes can lead to lawsuits
that require reliable evidence. Fifth, it is ideal to minimize the “grey period”
interval [T1, T4]. Given that private signing keys can eventually get compromised
and that the attackers may not always get held accountable, insurance would
become a very useful mechanism for enhancing the trustworthiness of digital
signatures (e.g., a signature assured either by an employer or by a third party
would be more trustworthy). It is thus important to shorten the “grey period”
so as to protect the liability-holder.

3 DSAS: A Framework for Reducing Grey Periods

Our solution framework, as depicted in Figure 2, is called Digital Signature An-
choring Service (DSAS). In this framework, we consider a set of users or signers,
verifiers, and anchors that can be the liability-holders or some economically-
motivated third parties. Note that some participants may play the roles of both
verifiers and signers. Suppose that each signer has a pair of public and private
keys with respect to a digital signature scheme that is secure in the sense of
Goldwasser et al. [10]. The anchors are assumed to be highly secure — their sys-
tems cannot be compromised by average attackers (nevertheless, in Section 7 we
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Fig. 2. DSAS framework

will discuss what if the anchors’ cryptosystems may be compromised). However,
the anchors are assumed to be only semi-trusted, meaning that they may launch
attacks against some honest signers as long as such attacks cannot be traced
back to them. An anchor maintains an Anchor’s Bulletin Board (ABB), which
is used to publish the digital signatures deposited at it.

Definition 1. (DSAS) A DSAS scheme consists of the following protocols.
DSAS.Initialization: Given a primary security parameter κ, each participant gen-
erates the cryptographic keys. The signature verification keys are appropriately
published. Moreover, a data structure called Anchor’s Bulletin Board (ABB) is
initialized as ABB0 at time t0.
DSAS.Deposit: Suppose the current content of ABB is ABBi−1, which was up-
dated at time ti−1. When a signer, u, deposits a signature, sig, the anchor
authenticates u as well as sig. If both authentications succeed (i.e., true ←
DSAS.Deposit(1κ, u, sig)), the anchor returns a receipt (e.g., the anchor signs
the message that “sig will appear in ABBi at time ti”). Note, as mentioned
above, that the upper-layer application of the DSAS service is orthogonal to the
focus of the present paper.
DSAS.Update: Denote by Δi the signatures deposited after time ti−1. At time
ti, the anchor updates ABBi−1 as ABBi ← DSAS.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi). The
anchor may send back to every user, who deposited a signature after ti−1, an “at-
testation” indicating how the user may verify that her signature is appropriately
published in ABBi.
DSAS.Retrieve: Kinds of queries can be issued with respect to ABBi, dependent
upon the applications. The first example is for a signer to check that her deposited
signature appropriately appeared in ABBi. The second example is for anyone to
check that, given ABBi−1 and Δi, ABBi was appropriately updated. The third
example is for anyone to retrieve the signatures deposited during a time period.

To define security of DSAS, let adversary A have access to the following ora-
cles: Init(1κ), which executes DSAS.Initialization(1κ); Deposit(1κ, u, sig), which
executes DSAS.Deposit(1κ, u, sig) that returns true; Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi),
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which executes DSAS.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi); Retrieve(1κ, . . .), which executes
DSAS.Retrieve(1κ, . . .); Corr, which captures that the anchor becomes dishonest
and returns all the secrets of the anchor; HaR(u), which captures the hit-and-
run attack and returns the cryptographic secrets of signer u; Insider(u), which
turns an honest signer u into an insider attacker.

Note that HaR(·), Insider(·), and Corr may be queried immediately after
querying Init so as to accommodate the situations where some participants are
compromised at system initialization. Note also that multiple Init queries may
be made, but we only need to consider one in which the attacker may succeed.
The notations ∃ and � ∃ indicate whether a specific query was ever made. In order
to capture the successful attack events, we allow A to invoke DSAS.Deposit and
DSAS.Update. Such executions are different from the Deposit and Update oracle
queries, which lead to executions on behalf of the signers or the anchor. Formally,

Definition 2. (properties of DSAS) A DSAS scheme should possess:
DSAS.correctness: If the signers and the anchor are honest, the anchor’s ABB
is always appropriately updated with respect to the deposits and, for any i, anyone
can verify ABBi = DSAS.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi).
DSAS.no-impersonation: The probability that an attacker successfully imper-
sonates an honest signer, whose cryptographic secrets are not compromised, to
the anchor is negligible in κ. Formally,

Pr

[
σ ← AInit(1κ),Deposit(1κ,·,·),Update(1κ,·,·),Retrieve(1κ,...),HaR(·),Insider(·)(1κ) :

 ∃Insider(u)∧ 
 ∃HaR(u) ∧ true ← DSAS.Deposit(1κ, u, sig)

]
= ε(κ),

DSAS.uniqueness: The probability for anyone to provide ABB′
i−1 �= ABBi−1 or

Δi �= Δ′
i but DSAS.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi) = DSAS.Update(1κ, ABB′

i−1, Δ
′
i) is

negligible in κ.

Pr

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

(i, ABBi−1, ABB′
i−1, Δi, Δ′

i) ←
AInit(1κ),Deposit(1κ,·,·),Update(1κ,·,·),Retrieve(1κ ,...),HaR(·),Insider(·),Corr (1κ) :
DSAS.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi) = DSAS.Update(1κ, ABB′

i−1, Δ′
i)

∧(ABBi−1 
= ABB′
i−1 ∨ Δi 
= Δ′

i)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = ε(κ),

DSAS.attack-evidence: Suppose the private key of an honest signer was com-
promised at time t and the attacker deposited a signature using the compromised
key at time t′ > t. Then this compromise can be detected when the victim user
deposits her first signature at time t∗ > t′ > t. Moreover, given two conflicting
signatures, it is possible to infer when the signer’s computer compromised by a
hit-and-run attack or the signer became an insider.

4 Building-Block I: Anchor’s Bulletin Board (ABB)

Definition 3. (ABB) An ABB scheme consists of the following algorithms.
ABB.Initialization: Initialization of the data structure ABB0 at time t0.
ABB.Update: Denote by Δi the signatures deposited by the honest users after
time ti−1. At time ti, the anchor updates ABBi−1 to ABBi, where ABBi ←
Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi).
ABB.Retrieve: Kinds of queries can be issued with respect to ABBi, dependent on
the applications.
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To define security of ABB, let adversary A have access to the following or-
acles: Init(1κ), which executes ABB.Initialization(1κ); Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi),
which executes ABB.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi); Retrieve(1κ, . . .), which executes
ABB.Retrieve(1κ, . . .); Corr, which captures that an anchor becomes dishonest
and returns all the secrets of the anchor. Note also that multiple Init(1κ) queries
may be made, but we only need to consider one in which the attacker may suc-
ceed. To capture the successful attack events, we allow the attacker to explicitly
execute ABB.Update, which is different from the oracle query of Update(1κ, ·, ·).

Definition 4. (properties of ABB) An ABB scheme should have:
ABB.correctness: ABB is always appropriately updated, meaning that anyone
can always verify that ABBi = ABB.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi) for any i.
ABB.uniqueness: The probability for anyone to provide ABBi−1 �= ABB′

i−1 or
Δi �= Δ′

i but ABB.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi) = ABB.Update(1κ, ABB′
i−1, Δ

′
i) is

negligible in κ. Formally,

Pr

⎡
⎣ (i, ABBi−1, ABB′

i−1, Δi, Δ′
i) ← AInit(1κ),Update(1κ,·,·),Retrieve(1κ,...),Corr(1κ) :

ABB.Update(1κ, ABBi−1, Δi) = ABB.Update(1κ, ABB′
i−1, Δ′

i)
∧(ABBi−1 
= ABB′

i−1 ∨ Δi 
= Δ′
i)

⎤
⎦ = ε(κ),

Construction. We design ABB as a three-level, binary Merkle hash tree. At
the bottom there are many Level 3 hash trees, each of which represents the
signatures with respect to a signature verification key. At the middle there is a
single Level 2 hash tree, each leaf of which corresponds to the root of a Level 3
hash tree. At the top there is a single Level 1 hash tree, the right-most child of
which corresponds to the root of the Level 2 hash tree. The ABB is “signature
verification keys”-oriented. This is to allow efficient queries about (some) digital
signatures with respect to a public verification key deposited during a time
interval. This is fulfilled by retrieving only one leave of the Level 2 hash tree.

Given ABB published at time ti, we denote by Mj(ti) the root of the jth Level
3 hash tree in ABBi, by N(ti) the root of the Level 2 hash tree in ABBi, and by
R(ti) the root of the Level 1 hash tree in ABBi.

An ABB may be signatures-preserved, meaning that all the signatures that
have been deposited so far appear in the ABB (i.e., the size of the ABB is mono-
tonically increasing), or signatures-compressed, meaning that only the most re-
cently deposited signatures explicitly appear in the ABB whereas previously
deposited signatures are “compressed” in a certain way. We will mention their
differences in our ABB construction, which is given below and analyzed in [29].
An illustrative example is given in Appendix B.
ABB.Initialization: ABB0 is initiated at time t0 as a Level 2 hash tree, whose root
N(t0) = R(t0) is the Level 1 hash tree (i.e., a single node tree at this point),
and leaves M1(t0), M2(t0), . . . correspond to the individual-wise or group-wise
signature verification keys.
ABB.Update: Denote by Δj,i an ordered set (or list) of the signatures that have
been deposited with respect to the jth Level 3 hash tree since time ti−1. At time
ti, the anchor executes the following to update ABBi−1 to ABBi.
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1. Update the Level 3 hash trees: There are two cases.

Signatures-preserved case: For each j, the jth Level 3 hash tree with root
Mj(ti−1) in ABBi−1 becomes the left-most leaf node in the new jth
Level 3 hash tree, and the signatures in Δj,i appear as the other leaf
nodes, whose left-to-right order corresponds to the order at which they
were deposited.

Signatures-compressed case: For each j, the root Mj(ti−1) of the jth Level 3
hash tree in ABBi−1 (i.e., every node other than the root is “pruned”)
becomes the left-most leaf node in the new Level 3 hash tree, and the
signatures in Δj,i appear as the other leaf nodes, whose left-to-right order
corresponds to the order at which they were deposited.

The values of the roots of the new Level 3 hash trees in ABBi are computed
as usual. In the ideal case, the new Level 3 hash trees are perfect binary
trees.

2. Update the Level 2 hash tree: After updating the roots of the new Level 3
hash trees, the value of the root of the new Level 2 hash tree is also updated
as N(ti).

3. Update the Level 1 hash tree: The root of the Level 1 hash tree in ABBi−1,
namely R(ti−1), becomes the left child of the new Level 1 hash tree in ABBi.
The root of the new Level 2 hash tree, namely N(ti), becomes the right child
of, the new Level 1 hash tree in ABBi. The value of the root of the new Level
1 hash tree, namely R(ti), is computed as usual. The resulting signature as
well as the new Level 1, 2, and 3 trees are published as ABBi.

ABB.Retrieve: Kinds of queries can be issued with respect to ABBi, dependent
upon the applications. Examples are: First, given a signature verification key
corresponding to the jth Level 3 hash tree and a time interval [t, t′], one can
immediately find all the signatures deposited during that time period in the
signatures-preserved case. This can be done by, for example, computing the
difference between the corresponding two Level 3 trees updated at time t and t′,
respectively. In the case only one copy of the tree is preserved (although this is
unlikely because storage is getting cheaper and cheaper), the same task can be
done by extending the root of Level 3 trees to include the time at which the ABB,
and thus the Level 3 trees, are updated. Similarly, given a time interval [t, t′], one
can find all the signatures deposited during that time period in the signatures-
preserved case (e.g., by combining the signatures deposited during that period
of time). Second, given a signature deposit receipt, one can immediate check
whether the signature in question does appear in the Level 3 tree corresponding
to the signature verification key. Third, given the “attestation” of a deposited
signature — the values of the siblings of the nodes on the path from the signature
in question to the root, one can immediately check whether the attestation ends
at a leaf or the root of the Level 1 hash tree. If there is anything wrong, a
complaint is issued against the anchor. The validity of the complaint can be
checked by any honest party (e.g., judge) or in a distributed fashion, and the
dishonest participant may be appropriately punished.
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5 Building-Block II: Stateful Authentications (AUTH)

Definition 5. (stateful authentication method) A stateful authentication
method AUTH consists of the following (interactive) algorithms.
AUTH.Initialization: Given a primary security parameter κ, this (interactive) al-
gorithm bootstraps some cryptographic contexts. Moreover, the user u maintains
some state information stateu,v and the verifier v maintains some state infor-
mation statev,u.
AUTH.Authentication: This is an interactive algorithm run by u and v.

1. The user u presents the verifier v a bitstring η, a function of stateu,v.
2. Upon receiving from u a bitstring η, v executes an algorithm to decide whether

to accept the bitstring. The decision is based on, among other things, the
state information statev,u. If the authentication is successful, denote it by
true ← AUTH.Authentication(1κ, 〈η, stateu,v〉, statev,u).

3. If v accepts, v updates statev,u and u updates stateu,v appropriately.

To define security of AUTH, let A have access to the following oracles: Init(1κ),
which executes AUTH.Initialization(1κ); Authentication(1κ, u, v), which executes
AUTH.Authentication(1κ, 〈η, stateu,v〉, statev,u) that returns true; HaR(u),
which captures the hit-and-run attack and returns the cryptographic secrets
of signer u; Insider(u), which turns an honest signer u into an insider attacker.
Note that HaR(·) and Insider(·) may be queried immediately after querying
Init(1κ) so as to accommodate the situations where some participants are com-
promised at system initialization. Note also that multiple Init(1κ) queries may
be made, but we only need to consider one in which the attacker may succeed.
The notation ∃ and � ∃ indicate whether a specific query was ever made. To
capture the successful attack events, we allow the attacker to explicitly execute
AUTH.Authentication. Such executions are different from the Authentication or-
acle queries, which lead to executions on behalf of the authenticators.

Definition 6. (properties of stateful authentication methods) A stateful au-
thentication method should have the following properties:
AUTH.correctness: For any execution of AUTH.Authentication between an hon-
est user u and an honest verifier v, v always accepts.
AUTH.no-impersonation: An adversary, who does not compromise the cryp-
tographic key of an honest user u, can impersonate u with only a probability
negligible in κ. Formally,

Pr

⎡
⎣ (σ, stateA) ← AInit(1κ),Authentication(1κ,·,·),HaR(·),Insider(·)(1κ) :
� ∃Insider(u)∧ � ∃HaR(u)∧
true ← AUTH.Authentication(1κ, 〈·, stateA〉, statev,u)

⎤
⎦ = ε(κ),

AUTH.attack-evidence: Suppose the cryptographic key of an honest user was
compromised at time t and the attacker authenticated at least once using the
compromised key to the verifier at time t′ > t. Then this compromise can be
detected when the victim user authenticates herself to the verifier the first time
at time t∗ > t′ > t.
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Construction. The design rationale behind our construction is given in Ap-
pendix C. The construction is based on the afore-discussed “twisted” use of
forward-secure signatures, where the signer plays the role of a user in the AUTH
scheme. It can be based on any concrete forward-secure signature scheme (e.g.,
[1,3,16]), as long as it satisfies the properties reviewed in Section A. Let δT be the
allowed maximal time interval before a forced key update, and θ is the allowed
number of authentications before a forced key update. Denote by T the system
time corresponding to the most recent execution of the key update algorithm, by
T ′ the current system time, by α the index of the periods that have elapsed, by β
the accumulated number of authentications since system initialization, by γ the
the number of new authentications since time T . Selections of these parameters
are dependent upon the system policies. The construction is presented below,
analysis of which is given in [29].
AUTH.Initialization: A user u, who plays the role of the signer in a forward-secure
signature scheme, generates its public and private key pair (pku, sku,0). The user
u sends pku to the verifier v and sets stateu,v ← 〈T, δT , θ, α = 0, β = 0, γ =
0, pku, sku,α〉, whereas v sets statev,u ← 〈T, δT , θ, α = 0, β = 0, γ = 0, pku, pku,α〉
where pku,α can be derived from pku.
AUTH.Authentication: Suppose u holds stateu,v = 〈T, δT , θ, α, β, γ, pku, sku,α〉
and v holds statev,u = 〈T, δT , θ, α, β, γ, pku, pku,α〉.
– The key update algorithm is executed when one of the following three condi-

tions is satisfied: (1) the system is just initialized; (2) the user has conducted
θ authentications; (3) T ′−T ≥ δT . In any case, u sets α ← α+1 and γ ← 0,
derives sku,α from sku,α−1, and sets stateu,v ← 〈T, δT , θ, α, β, γ, pku, sku,α〉;
whereas v sets α ← α + 1 and γ ← 0, possibly derives pku,α from pku, and
sets statev,u ← 〈T, δT , θ, α, β, γ, pku, pku,α〉.

– The following authentication protocol is executed whenever one of the fol-
lowing two conditions is satisfied: (1) the key has just been updated and
thus a dummy authentication is executed; (2) the user needs to authenticate
herself to the verifier. The protocol has the following steps:

1. User u generates a forward-secure signature σ on the concatenation of
T, α, β, γ as well as possibly a (dummy) message using private key sku,α.
Then, it sends σ as well as the relevant information to the verifier v.

2. If σ is valid with respect to pku,α, v accepts and sets
statev,u ← 〈T, δT , θ, α, β + 1, γ + 1, pku, pku,α〉.

3. If v accepts, u sets stateu,v ← 〈T ′, δT , θ, α, β + 1, γ + 1, pku, sku,α〉.

6 Putting the Pieces Together to Instantiate DSAS

Having explored the building-blocks, now we present our DSAS main construc-
tion, which is an integration of the above Constructions I and II. Its security
and extensions are described in [29].
DSAS.Initialization: Given a primary security parameter κ, the anchor SA gener-
ates a pair of public and private keys (pkSA, skSA) for signing receipts and possi-
bly the roots of the Level 1 hash trees. A user u initiates its own cryptosystem
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(pku, sku) for generating digital signatures that need be deposited. Moreover,
the following two procedures are executed. (i) Execute AUTH.Initialization to
initialize a stateful authentication method (as in Construction II). Especially,
(pku, sku,0) is generated. (ii) Execute ABB.Initialization to initialize ABB0.
DSAS.Deposit: A user u executes AUTH.Authentication to authenticate herself to
the anchor using sku,i (as in Construction II) on either a dummy message M ′

or a signature sig with respect to pku, where sig is to be deposited. The anchor
SA verifies the validity of the request as in AUTH.Authentication using pku,i, and
in the case of depositing a digital signature, the validity of sig using pku. The
anchor may return a receipt signed with skSA (e.g., its signature on the message
that “this signature, sig, will appear in ABBi at time ti”). The receipt may be
forwarded by the signer to the signature verifier.
DSAS.Update: The anchor SA executes ABB.Update, and may send back to the
users the “attestations” of their newly deposited signatures. An attestation in-
cludes (1) the time ti at which ABBi is published, and (2) the siblings of all the
nodes on the path from the node that is being attested to the root R(ti).
DSAS.Retrieve: This is the same as ABB.Retrieve.

7 Dealing with the Unexpected

Recall that we assumed that the hash functions are collision resistant, the digital
signature schemes and the forward-secure digital signature schemes are secure
with respect to the respective well-accepted definitions. What if some or even
all of these assumptions are broken by a powerful attacker? Note that our model
already accommodated that the private signing keys may be compromised by
whatever means, which subsumes that the private keys are cryptanalyzed, which
in turn breaks the security of the digital signature schemes. Moreover, if the
private signing keys are compromised by whatever means, it would be possible
that the forward-secure signing keys are compromised. Since the forward-secure
signing scheme is employed to provide another layer of protection, it would be
without loss of generality to focus on the situation where the hash functions may
be broken [28] and the private signing keys may be compromised. For example,
the very recent incident — digital signatures based on MD5 hash function allow
the attacker to obtain a rogue CA certificate [26] — can be adequately dealt
with using our solution by depositing the certificate signatures.

Given such a powerful attacker, it is possible that the attacker can present
faked signatures that can be verified with respect to the ABB. As we now discuss,
there are a range of methods for alleviating the damage of such an attacker.

We start with the scenario that the hash function h may be broken (i.e., it
turns out not to be collision-resistant). To deal with this, we can append each
node (both leaf and internal) of the ABB tree with a value computed using a
“newly-available”, supposed-to-be-more-secure hash function, denoted by h. For
example, in the case of Figure 3(c), the leaf node annotated with h(pk4) now
becomes a pair (h(pk4), h(h(pk4))), and the leaf node annotated with h(sig1)
now becomes a pair (h(sig1), h(h(sig1))). Then, the internal node annotated
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as a = h(h(pk4), h(sig1)) now becomes a pair (a, h(h(h(pk4)), h(h(sig1)))). The
same procedure is applied throughout the tree in a bottom-up fashion. Note that
it should be clear that we cannot simply replace, for example, the root R(t2) with
(R(t2), h(R(t2)). Note also that the above method was inspired by Haber [11],
who deals a similar problem but in a simpler situation. This way, compromising
hash function h and all the digital signing keys — except the anchor’s private
key skSA for signing the root of ABB— after the employment of h does not allow
the attacker to breach security of DSAS. In what follows we deal with the two
exceptions: (1) the anchor’s private signing key skSA may be compromised; (2)
no such h is available.

Q1: What if the signing key skSA of the anchor is compromised? Recall that
the anchor may use skSA to issue deposit receipts and/or sign the root of the
ABB trees. In the case skSA is compromised, the attacker could abuse it to
impersonate the anchor to issue cryptographically-legitimate receipts. However,
such an attack can be detected when the anchor updates the ABB because the
signature verifiers cannot validate the receipts, which are forwarded by the signer
to the verifiers. In response to such an emergence, the anchor needs to identify
which signatures are truly deposited at its ABB via the DSAS service, and which
signatures are not. For this purpose, we can let the anchor commit another
pair of public and private keys, say (pk′

SA, sk′
SA), when pkSA is first published or

certified (by a higher-level CA). To further enhance security, the commitment
scheme could be “information-theoretically hiding and computationally binding”
such that even a computationally unbounded attacker cannot figure out pk′

SA

before the anchor decommits it, except for a negligible probability. Moreover,
the cryptosystem corresponds to pk′

SA may be different from the cryptosystem
corresponds to pkSA (e.g., “discrete logarithm”-based vs. factorization-based)
and may use a larger security parameter. Then, the anchor could use sk′

SA to
sign the receipts of the signatures that were deposited at the anchor itself, where
the receipts were previously signed using skSA. Of course, if skSA is compromised
by the attacker who breaks into the anchor’s computer or device, it is natural
that sk′

SA is stored on a device different from the one that stores skSA, which is
always a prudent practice anyway.

Note that the above method of introducing a new pair of public and private
keys (pk′

SA, sk′
SA) can be extended to introduce a set of such cryptosystems, which

exhibit increasing strength of security (e.g., using increasingly larger security
parameters). Note also that the above method has the consequence that we
must put a stronger trust, than in the basic scheme, in the anchor because the
anchor has the potential to dispute signatures it endorsed before (e.g., when the
anchor realized the risk of endorsing certain signatures may be too high at a
later point in time). Fortunately, this may be tolerable because the anchor has
a short period of time (i.e., between two updates of ABB) to decide whether
to cheat or not. Thus, there is still a “grey period” as indicated in the model
discussed in Section 2, which is however short.
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Q2: What if there is no hash function such as h that is available, or such
h is available only after the attacker compromises the cryptographic signing
keys (either by cryptanalysis of by breaking into the anchor’s computer or de-
vice) as well as h? This scenario is similar to the case that the private key of
the anchor, namely skSA, may be compromised. Thus, we can adopt a similar
countermeasure, namely by including an “information-theoretically hiding and
computationally-binding” commitment of public key pk′u in the certificate of the
public key pku. This way, when sku is compromised, which can be detected after
at most a single period of time (i.e., between two updates of ABB), user u can
use sk′u to certify the signatures generated using sku in the past periods of time.
Of course, we must assume that sk′u is stored at a secure place different from
the place where sku was stored, at least in the case that sku could be compro-
mised by breaking into u’s computer or device (rather than cryptanalysis). Note
that this mechanism can alleviate the problem when the signing algorithms of
the users used some hash functions that may be later broken — a scenario not
accommodate in the afore-discussed h being broken later. Note also that user u
could abuse this method to dispute some signatures she issued before, but ar-
guably within the last period of time (i.e., between two updates of ABB). That
is, there is still a “grey period” as indicated in the model discussed in Section 2,
but it is short.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a model for understanding trustworthiness and longevity of digital
signatures in the presence of compromised private signing keys/functions, or
malicious signers. The model offers hints for designing solutions to alleviate the
problem of grey periods, during which there are signatures for which we are not
certain who should be held accountable. The hints guided us to design a solution
to deal with the inevitable threats. We also showed how to extend our solution
to deal with the unexpected threats that all of the deployed cryptosystems are
broken.

Our investigation inspires several interesting open problems. First, how can
we defeat the hit-and-stick attack? Second, is it possible to eliminate grey pe-
riods? Third, the compromise-detection mechanism we investigated is passive.
How can we design a proactive one (e.g., is it possible to exploit some Hon-
eyKeys — the cryptographic analogy of techniques known as Honeynet — to
help detect compromises of computers)? Fourth, how should we deal with the
case of some “non-traditional” use of digital signatures. For example, abuse-
free contract signing [9] is a kind of signatures useful in contract signing. It is
not clear how can we adapt the present solution to accommodate them without
jeopardizing the abuse-freeness property to some extent.
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A Cryptographic Preliminaries

Let κ be a security parameter. We often prove the security of a cryptographic
scheme by showing that the probability an adversary breaks the scheme, ε(κ),
is negligible. A function ε : N → R+ is negligible if for any c there exists κc

such that ∀κ > κc we have ε(κ) < 1/κc. We say a family of hash functions
h : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ is collision-resistant if, for any K ∈ {0, 1}k, the
probability for any probabilistic polynomial-time (ppt) algorithm to find x1 and
x2, such that x1 �= x2 but hK(x1) = hK(x2), is negligible in κ. Given that hK(·)
is determined once K is chosen, we will write it as h(·) for short. We will use
Merkle hash trees [22], in which the value of an internal node is the hash of its
children’s values.

Digital signatures. A signature scheme consists of: a key generation algorithm
that takes as input a security parameter κ and outputs a pair of public and
private keys (pk, sk); a signing algorithm that takes as input a message m and
a private key sk, and outputs a signature σ; a verification algorithm that takes
as input a message m, a public key pk and a candidate signature σ, and decides
whether to accept the signature. Security of digital signatures is traditionally
captured by the existential unforgeability under adaptive chosen-message at-
tack, meaning that the probability for an attacker, who may have access to many
message-signature pairs, to generate a new signature is negligible in κ [10].

Forward-secure signatures. In a forward-secure signature scheme [1,3], the
system time is divided into periods (e.g., days) such that the private key of a
signer is changed periodically (i.e., daily), but the public key remains unchanged.
Such a scheme consists of: a key generation algorithm for generating a pair of
public and private keys (pk, sk0); a key update algorithm for the signer to peri-
odically update its period private key as ski at the beginning of the ith period,

http://www.win.tue.nl/hashclash/rogue-ca/
https://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/
www.cs.utsa.edu/~shxu
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and perhaps also for a verifier to derive the corresponding period public key pki

(from pk) at the beginning of the ith period; a signing algorithm for the signer
to sign messages using the period private key ski; and a verification algorithm
for a verifier to check the validity of a signature using the period public key pki.
Basically, the forward-security property means that an adversary, who may
have compromised period private key ski (possibly i = ∞), can generate a valid
signature with respect to any pkj with only a negligible probability, where j < i.
The intuition is that compromise of a current private key does not allow the
adversary to compromise any past private key.

B An Illustrative Example

Figure 3 shows some illustrative snapshots of an ABB. The trees framed by
double solid lines are the Level 1 hash trees, the trees framed by single solid

Level 1 hash tree

Level 2 hash tree

R(t0) = h(h(h(pk1), h(pk2)), h(h(pk3), h(pk4)))

h(pk1) h(pk2) h(pk3) h(pk4)

(a) ABB0 at time t0 (signatures-
preserved case and signatures-
compressed case): initialization
with four user public keys

Level 1 hash tree

Level 2 hash tree

N(t1)

M4(t1) = h(a, h(sig2))

h(sig1)

R(t0)

R(t1)

Level 3 hash tree

h(pk4)

a = h(h(pk4), h(sig1))

h(sig2)

(b) ABB1 at time t1 (signatures-
preserved case and signatures-
compressed case): user pk4 de-
posited two signatures

R(t0)
N(t1)

N(t2)

R(t2)

R(t1)

h(sig1)h(pk4)

h(sig2)

h(sig3)
a = h(h(pk4), h(sig1))

M4(t2) = h(M4(t1), h(sig3))

M4(t1) = h(a, h(sig2))

(c) ABB2 at time t2 (signatures-
preserved case): user pk4 deposited one
new signature

R(t0)
N(t1)

N(t2)

R(t2)

R(t1)

h(sig3)

M4(t2) = h(M4(t1), h(sig3))

M4(t1) = h(a, h(sig2))

where a = h(h(pk4), h(sig1))

(d) ABB2 at time t2 (signatures-
compressed case): user pk4 deposited
one new signature

Fig. 3. An illustration of an example ABB snapshots
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lines are the Level 2 hash trees, and the trees framed by single dashed lines are
the Level 3 hash trees.

Suppose there are four users (or groups of users in the case of depositing
anonymous signatures). Figure 3(a) depicts ABB0, which was initialized at time
t0. Specifically, the leaves of the Level 2 hash tree correspond to the four public
keys. The root value is R(t0) = N(t0) = h(h(h(pk1), h(pk2)), h(h(pk3), h(pk4))),
where h is a collision-resistant hash function. Note that the Level 1 hash tree
consists of a single node, namely the root of the Level 2 hash tree. Moreover,
each leaf of the Level 2 hash tree can be seen as the root of the corresponding
Level 3 hash tree, which consists of a single node though.

Suppose during the time interval between t0 and t1 the owner of pk4 de-
posited two signatures, sig1 and sig2. ABB1 is depicted in Figure 3(b). Note
that the signatures-preserved case and the signatures-compressed case are the
same, because there are no signatures to compress at this point. Note that
the root of the updated Level 3 hash tree corresponding to pk4 is M4(t1) =
h(h(h(pk4), h(sig1)), h(sig2)), the root of the updated Level 2 hash tree is N(t1),
and the root of the updated Level 1 hash tree is R(t1) = h(R(t0), N(t1)). The
attestation for signature sig1 is (t1; h(pk4), h(sig2), . . . , R(t0), R(t1)), and so on.

Suppose during the time interval between t1 and t2, the owner of pk4 deposited
one signature, sig3. There are two cases:

– Figure 3(c) depicts ABB2 in the signatures-preserved case. The root of the
updated Level 3 hash tree becomes M4(t2) = h(M4(t1), sig3), the root of
the updated Level 2 hash tree becomes N(t2), and the root of the updated
Level 1 hash tree becomes R(t2) = h(R(t1), N(t2)). Moreover, the updated
Level 3 hash tree has all previously deposited signatures, as well as h(pk4),
as its leaves.

– Figure 3(d) depicts ABB2 in the signatures-compressed case. The updated
Level 1 and 2 hash trees are the same as in the signatures-preserved case, but
the updated Level 3 hash tree does not have all previously deposited signa-
tures as its leaves. Indeed, the new root M4(t2) only has the “compression”
of the signatures, denoted by M4(t1), as its left child.

C Design Rationale

As mentioned before, our framework aims at detecting the compromise of a
private signing key as soon as possible. This can be fulfilled via a stateful au-
thentication method coupled with a “twisted” use of forward-secure signatures;
this is done in a fashion independent of the digital signatures that are being de-
posited. The twist is due to the following. First, a user updates her private key
with respect to the adopted forward-secure signature scheme either after signing
a pre-determined number of messages, or after a pre-determined period of time
(this is particularly relevant when a user does not issue digital signatures often).
Second, whenever a user updates her private key in the adopted forward-secure
signature scheme, the user should use the updated private key to authenticate
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herself to the anchor for a dummy message (this can be automatically done by
the user’s software for a better deployment convenience). The design can be
justified by answering the following two questions.

Q1:Why forward-secure signatures, but not others? We examined other seemingly
plausible designs, which however do not fulfill the desired assurance. First, we no-
tice that a symmetric key authentication system, traditional message authenti-
cation scheme and forward-secure message authentication scheme [4] alike, does
not fulfill the desired assurance. This is because the anchor is only semi-trusted,
and thus can leak an honest signer’s symmetric authentication key to an attacker
without being held accountable. If the attacker compromises an honest signer’s
private key, which is used to generate digital signatures that need be deposited,
the attacker can generate valid signatures with respect to some past time. These
signatures can make (some of) the honest signer’s past signatures questionable,
because the signed messages may be contradictory to each other. Perhaps more
importantly, a dishonest signer can plausibly repudiate some previously deposited
signatures by claiming that they were generated by an attacker, which causes a
longer grey period [T1, T4] because the virtual interval [T1, T2] becomes longer. For
a similar reason, it does not work to let a signer and the anchor maintain a com-
mon state information such as an incremental counter, or the time at which the
last signature was deposited. Second, the above vulnerability suggests to adopt
an asymmetric design. A concrete example is to let a user set up a one-way hash
chain (cf. Lamport [20]) such that the user selects s0 and sends s� = H�(s0) to the
anchor. Then the ith deposit request is associated with s�−i = H�−i(s0), where H
is a member of a one-way hash function family. However, this design still has the
afore-mentioned vulnerability that can cause a longer grey period [T1, T4]. This is
because when the user is compromised, s0 is compromised and thus the attacker
can derive any si (even without colluding with the anchor).

By utilizing forward-secure signatures, the above vulnerabilities are dismissed
and [T1, T2] is reduced, even if T2 is not known to the defender. It is possible
to replace forward-secure signatures with, for example, signatures corresponding
to independent period public keys. However, this would require the users to
frequently generate fresh public and private key pairs.

Q2: Why the twisted, but not the standard, use of forward-secure signatures for
authentication? A standard use of forward-secure signatures, while providing the
desired “asymmetry,” has the following vulnerability. Suppose a signer is honest
at system initialization time T0, but becomes dishonest at time T2. Suppose
T ∗ > T2 is the time at which the private key with respect to the adopted
forward-secure signature scheme should be updated, but the now dishonest user
does not follow the protocol. When the compromise becomes evident at time
T4, the dishonest signer can blame all the signatures generated during the time
interval [T2, T4] to the attacker who has compromised its private key. That is,
the standard use of forward-secure signatures does not provide any means to
deal with such a malicious behavior. The problem is caused by the fact that the
periodical key update operations are done at the signer end and at the anchor
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end in an independent fashion. Our “twist” alleviates this problem, by forcing
a signer to authenticate herself to the anchor whenever there is a private key
update. Moreover, the signer is forced to update her period private key whenever
(1) she has authenticated a pre-determined number of times since the last key
update, or (2) a pre-determined length of time has elapsed since the last key
update. This means that the resulting periods are not necessarily of the same
length, but the longest time interval between two authentications conducted by
a signer is upper bounded by a pre-determined parameter. Putting this into the
context of the above example, the signer is thus forced to authenticate herself to
the verifier at time T ∗, where T2 < T ∗ < T4. This leads to a shorter grey period
[T ∗, T4].
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Abstract. A certificate of authenticity (COA) is an inexpensive physi-
cal object with a random and unique structure S which is hard to near-
exactly replicate. An inexpensive device should be able to scan object’s
physical “fingerprint,” a set of features that represents S. In this paper,
we explore one set of requirements that optical media such as DVDs
should satisfy, to be considered as COAs. As manufacturing of such me-
dia produces inevitable errors, we use the locations and count of these
errors as a “fingerprint” for each optical disc: its optical DNA. The “fin-
gerprint” is signed using publisher’s private-key and the resulting signa-
ture is stored onto the optical medium using a post-production process.
Standard DVD players with altered firmware that includes publisher’s
public-key, should be able to verify the authenticity of DVDs protected
with optical DNA. Our key finding is that for the proposed protocol,
only DVDs with exceptional wear-and-tear characteristics would result
in an inexpensive and viable anti-counterfeiting technology.

1 Introduction

Counterfeiting is regarded as a form of illegal trade where the seller fools the
buyer into believing that the merchandise is authentic and collects the full “legal-
market” price on the product. The counterfeiter usually earns profit margins that
are higher than that of the original manufacturer due to lack of development and
marketing costs. The software industry has suffered from this problem since the
inception. To date, a few tools have been efficient in attenuating counterfeiting.

Since the early work out of Sandia National Labs by Bauder and Simmons
[1], certificates of authenticity have attracted attention as a possible remedy.
A certificate of authenticity (COA) is a digitally signed physical object with a
random unique structure such that: R1 – the cost of creating and signing original
COAs is small, R2 – the cost of manufacturing a COA instance is substantially
lower than the cost of its near-exact replication, R3 – the cost of verifying the
authenticity of a signed COA is small, and R4 – a COA must be robust to
ordinary wear and tear. In essence, COAs connect the physical and digital world
into a unifying concept that could be applied to a variety of security applications,
ranging from anti-skimming for credit cards to tamper-evident seals [2].

In this paper, we propose COAs built based upon the fact that optical media,
even when freshly imprinted, still have numerous errors due to the nature of
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their manufacturing process. There are four sets of detectable errors that occur:
(e1) – for each disc imprinted using the same “negative,” (e2) – uniquely per
disc and their detection is nearly deterministic, (e3) – uniquely per disc however
the likelihood that they are detected is ∼0.5, and (e4) – due to wear and tear.
Sets e1–3 occur at manufacturing, while the set e4 increases throughout the life-
time of the disc. Although production errors can be controlled as the adversary
would stamp discs using a “negative” that already has desired errors imprinted,
the adversary cannot control the rate of additional inevitable errors (e1–3) us-
ing a low-cost manufacturing process and materials. Thus, the expectation is
that “counterfeit” DVDs would always have at least twice as many errors as
“authentic” ones for comparable printing technologies. We denote “fingerprints”
constructed based upon such errors: optical DNA (o-DNA). For widely accepted
o-DNA, costs related to R1 and R3 would be negligible.

Using o-DNA within the cryptographic realm is simple. When creating an
o-DNA instance, i.e., optical disc, the publisher digitally signs the positions of
manufacturing errors on this disc using a traditional PKCS [3] as follows. First,
the “fingerprint” is scanned using a standard DVD player modified to output
the low-level errors, then compressed into a fixed-length string f . Arbitrary text
t associated with the disc is then concatenated to f , w = f ||t, hashed, and
signed using the private key of the issuer. Next, the resulting signature s, w, and
optionally, publisher’s certificate, are encoded onto the o-DNA instance using a
post-production mechanism. SONY, for example, offers a technology that allows
for several hundred bytes to be imprinted onto a disc post molding and bonding.1

Verification of o-DNA instances is straightforward provided that the verifier is
in possession of publisher’s public key. We assume that a malicious party cannot
tamper with a specific verifier used in-field, however, verifier’s full design spec
is considered public knowledge. The verifier does not need to store any secrets
to fulfill its basic task. The key component of the verifier is a function, d(f, f ′),
that computes the proximity of the signed and in-field scanned “fingerprint.” If
s is valid and d(f, f ′) < δ then the instance would be deemed authentic (δ is
a relatively small constant). The system should tolerate a relatively high rate
of false negatives because publishers can choose to react only if they receive
uncharacteristically high ratio of “false negatives” from a specific source. Figure
1 details the issuing and verification of o-DNA instances using a block diagram.

Finally, we refer the Reader to review a short survey of related work on COAs
in [2]. We also mention that there exist several technologies for copy protection
of DVDs2, all with a common problem: all bits that contribute to the protection
and are readable by a standard DVD player are easy to circumvent in software.
A rare instance of relative success is Microsoft’s XBOX which uses a distinct
obfuscated low-level data/track format substantially different from DVD and a
custom DVD player that can read such optical discs.

1 Unfortunately, we are not aware of any technical references to this technology, hence
we refer to it as personal communication with SONY.

2 See informal survey at Wikipedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CD_copying_software

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CD_copying_software
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Fig. 1. Diagram of actions taken while signing and verifying an o-DNA instance

2 Optical DNA

Here, we describe how o-DNA is constructed and review its security features.
The 120mm DVD standard is detailed in [4]. Impression-based manufacturing
of DVDs is a well understood process with low variance of output produced
within the same manufacturing facility; however, with possibly strong variance
of output across different facilities – in particular for low-quality manufacturing.
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Fig. 2. (left) An example of encoding 100010010 using an NRZI encoder. (right) Dis-
tribution of pulse-widths for ti over the 24th millimeter of a high-quality DVD with
the installation data for Microsoft Visual Studio 5.0.

The sensor readout of the physical specification from a DVD consists of an
NRZI-encoded signal clocked at 26.1MHz [4]. The signal is “high” or “low” de-
pending on whether there is a pit or a land on the optical disc. The NRZI
encoding is such that between two “ones” (i.e., signal floor changes) the signal
stays at the same level for integer k ∈ C, C ≡ {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14} number
of clock cycles. The encoding is illustrated in Figure 2(left). Due to manufac-
turing inefficiencies, in general the distance between two signal floor changes is
not an exact multiple of the master clock cycle – it is rather a random variable t
that can be represented as: ti ≡ ki +N (0, σM ), ki ∈ C, where N (0, σM ) denotes
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a random zero-mean Gaussian variable with standard deviation equal to σM .
Generally we recognize that high-quality manufacturing should have relatively
low σM . We assume in o-DNA that the legal publisher of protected DVDs is
using state-of-the-art manufacturing, i.e., that it is hard to achieve significantly
better error rates by an adversarial manufacturing process. Although the error
model is likely to be smooth over |ti − ki|, for a small ε, we postulate:

(i) Probability that a signal with 1
2 − ε < |ti − ki| < 1

2 + ε is incorrect, is 0.5.
(ii) Probability that a signal with 1

2 − ε ≥ |ti − ki| is incorrect, is 0.
(iii) Probability that a signal with 1

2 + ε ≤ |ti − ki| is incorrect, is 1.

Figure 2(right) presents the distribution of pulse-widths ti over the 24th mil-
limeter of a single high-quality DVD with the installation data for Microsoft
Visual Studio 5.0. The probability that ti is close to an integer value is relatively
high and conversely the probability that ti is half-way between two integers,
is around two orders of magnitude lower. To estimate the error rate, in Figure
3(left) we plot the distribution of ε = ||ti− ki|− 0.5| over the same disc instance
used to plot the distribution in Figure 2(right). The data was collected using
a reference DVD player by AudioDev with an analog TTL-output representing
the NRZI encoded signal recorded at the output of the optical sensor in the
DVD player [5]. The TTL-output was sampled at a rate of 10Gsamples/sec to
produce accurate statistics. Figure 3(left) illustrates that the likely error rate on
the disc used in the experiment, assuming an error threshold ε ∈ [0.05, 0.1] and
that Pr[ 12 + ε ≤ |ti − k|] = 0, is roughly on the order of 10−3.

The DVD standard uses an efficient codec for converting an alphabet A that
consists of 16-bit symbols encoded using NRZI, into an alphabet L of 256 8-bit
words [4]. Not all 16-bit symbols belong to A, hence we distinguish between
legal (that belong to A) and illegal 16-bit symbols. Figure 3(right) illustrates
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Fig. 3. (left) Distribution of ε = ||ti − ki| − 0.5| over the 24th mm of a DVD with the
installation data for MS Visual Studio 5.0. (right) Probability of illegal symbol after
an occurrence of a single-position error on a legal 16-bit symbol from A. Symbols from
A are sorted based upon the resulting probability, i.e., ∼30% of all symbols in A never
produce an error detectable during NRZI decoding.
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the probability that a legal 16-bit keyword remains legal after the event of an
arbitrary single position error. Since the probability of an error is relatively low,
we consider only the case when a symbol from A is affected by only one error.
The overall probability that a 16-bit erroneous symbol cannot be found in the
look-up table A → L, is roughly p = 10−1. That means that although there exists
an error on the optical disc, the likelihood p that it will be detected during NRZI
decoding is low. Such errors are detected accurately in higher levels of decoding.

The main synchronization primitive for low-level encoding in the DVD stan-
dard is a cluster of 26 data fields. Each field consists of a specific synchronization
pattern (32 NRZI-bits long) and a payload of 91 symbols from A (1456 NRZI-
bits payload). The synchronization pattern is a 32-bit synchronization symbol
selected from a specific 32-symbol alphabet S [4]. The 38688-bit clusters repre-
sent the main storage unit on a DVD. We classify all error cases as:

a) illegal codeword – (32%) a payload symbol is altered due to an error; the
resulting codeword cannot be found in the set of legal words A.

b) codeword still in A after error – (not detected) a payload symbol is
altered due to an error; the new symbol exists in A.

c) shift required to correct a synchronizing symbol – (63%) errors com-
monly shift the synch symbols with respect to their correct position within
a cluster. Typically, adjustment shifts for one or two positions are sufficient
to realign the synch symbols.

d) illegal synch codeword – (< 1%) a synch symbol is altered due to an
error; the new codeword is not found in the set of legal synch codewords S.

e) all zeroes codeword – (4%) – all bits of a symbol equal zero. Such a
symbol is not legal both in A and S; it deserves special attention because it
corresponds to a specific manufacturing error.

Percentages presented immediately after the item title in the previous list,
specify the occurrence rate for each error type that we detected on the 24th

millimeter of our DVD disc under test. Since we did not soft-decode data past
the EFM decoding step, we were not able to identify errors of type b). It is
expected that the number of such errors is ∼10x greater than errors of type a).

Since many manufacturing errors manifest as signals with pulsewidths far from
integer clock values, some of these errors will be read differently during distinct
DVD read-outs. For example, assume a pulsewidth di = 3.501 clock cycles. A
DVD player could read this pulsewidth as 2 or 3 zeroes in different read-outs.
Clearly only one of the values is correct, whereas the other one is erroneous.
Since this is a probabilistic effort, while both issuing and verifying the errors of
the o-DNA, the player needs to read the same track several times in order to
detect most errors. Based upon our error model, reading L times the desired set
of tracks from the DVD that contain the “fingerprint,” would be sufficient to
detect at least 1− 2−L of e3 errors in that region.

Verification of the o-DNA consists of two steps:

I verifying that the in-field disc is the same as the issued one – when
scanning, it is trivial for the publisher to identify errors of type e1 – by com-
parison with media printed from the same “negative,” e2 and e3 – by the
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likelihood of detection in multiple readouts. Dr. Holger Hoffman from Tech-
nicolor Inc. has estimated that for a specific sample of DVDs manufactured
at their facilities, the ratio of error sets e1:e2:e3 is 65:17:28. The o-DNA
issuer would sign all of them including their types. During verification, the
in-field multi-scan (L times) of errors should identify all errors of type e2 and
most errors of type e1 and e3. Thus, we use the following detector in this
step: ||e1 ∩ et|| ≥ α1||e1||, ||e2 ∩ et|| ≥ α2||e2||, and ||e3 ∩ et|| ≥ α3||e3||,
where constants α1 = α2 ≈ 1 and α3 is relatively close to 1 but proportional
to L. Operator ||·|| returns the cardinality of the argument. Set et represents
all the errors extracted during an in-field test of an o-DNA instance.

II verifying that the in-field test does not yield too many errors;
the adversary can imprint error sets e1, e2, and e3 during an adversar-
ial effort and thus, create a match in step I. However, she cannot control
the manufacturing process to the extent to prevent additional expected
manufacturing errors. Therefore, the expectation is that she will produce
approx. ||e1 ∪ e2 ∪ e3|| additional errors on the counterfeit disc using a
printing technology similar to the publisher’s. Therefore, the verifier must
check whether ||et|| ≤ ||e1∪e2∪e3||(1+β), where β is a real positive scalar
smaller than but relatively close to 1 (e.g., β = 0.8).

Assuming that there is no adversarial attack, the probability of a false positive
is practically equal to zero even for relatively small ||e1∪e2∪e3||. The probability
of a false negative is proportional to the α parameters and can be tuned to be
relatively low. It is rather important that the cardinality of the set of additional
errors due to wear and tear ||e4|| is not greater than β||e1 ∪ e2 ∪ e3|| – in the
opposite case, the verifier would report false negatives. This is a crucial issue
with the proposed technology as current wear and tear characteristics of DVDs
are far from acceptable [6]. Thus, our key conclusion is that o-DNA, as defined,
would be applicable only to DVDs with superior wear and tear characteristics –
clearly, scratch resistant materials and more sophisticated sensors would have to
be used to enable o-DNA. Another critical comment is the fact that algorithms
for symbol decoding are not mandated by the ECMA standard – thus, different
manufacturers may use different multiword, usually Viterbi, decoders that could
impact error detection. To enable o-DNA, the word decoders in a DVD player
would need to be standardized. However, once the standardization is established,
o-DNA would represent an exceptionally inexpensive way to identify authentic
DVDs, a tool that could be essential in fighting counterfeiting. As expected, the
converse part of the grey market where the buyer willingly purchases an obviously
pirated DVD copy cannot be addressed by any anti-counterfeiting technology.

Finally, we consider an implementation of o-DNA, where at an error rate of
10−3, an error read-out from the 24th millimeter (approx. 103 revolutions) of a
standard DVD disc, is sufficient to produce ||e1 ∪ e2 ∪ e3|| on the order of 102.
The resulting o-DNA message stored back onto the DVD would be approx. 1Kb
long. Since the disc encounters 24 revolutions per second at 1x playback speed,
one can observe that the verification of an o-DNA could be done in approx. L
seconds at 32x playback speed.
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3 The DVD Manufacturing Process

DVD media is created using a high-speed automated replication process. Initial
glass master of data to be used for disc creation is created via a photolithography
process using a laser beam recorder to expose a photo resist coated blank glass
master. For DVD5 a single glass master is required as data is wholly contained
on one layer of the disc. The glass master is “developed” after exposure resulting
in a pattern of bumps in the remaining photo resist. The glass master is nickel
metal plated to create a “father,” a mirror image negative of the data created by
the laser beam recording process on the glass master. The “father” is separated
from the glass master and plated with nickel again to create a “mother” positive
(same as the original glass master). One “father” can create 5 to 20 “mothers.”
Each “mother” is again nickel plated to create a stamper; a single “mother” can
create up to 50 stampers, the stamper is again a negative image of the original
data created by the laser beam glass mastering, each stamper can create up to
105 discs. The stampers are separated from the “mother” after plating, and then
“punched” to correct outside diameter and correct hub hole inner diameter as
required for the specific molding equipment.

The punched stamper is mounted inside the molding chamber of the man-
ufacturing line. Molten polycarbonate is injected under pressure, heat and hu-
midity into the mold chamber. The pattern of pits and lands on the stamper are
impressed into the clear polycarbonate under several tons of pressure. The poly-
carbonate is rapidly cooled via chilled water flowing through the mold chamber
housing and separated from the stamper and ejected from the mold chamber.
This is considered a DVD half disc, as it is one layer of the final DVD. At this
point the disc would not reflect a laser beam in the DVD player. For DVD5
the following steps are then executed. The ejected clear polycarbonate is plated
with a layer of reflective material such as aluminum using a sputtering process
in order to reflect the laser beam in the DVD player. A clear half disc is bonded
onto the aluminum coated half disc creating a final disc 1.2mm thick, with the
data in the middle of the disc at ∼0.6mm from the bottom surface.

In each of the steps above mechanical tolerances will be present. The degree of
jitter and degree of run out in the original glass master will set a baseline for the
final finished discs as to the number of errors present. As each plating process to
create the “father,” “mothers” and stampers is executed additional mechanical
tolerances and microscopic differences will be introduced again resulting in vary-
ing levels of intrinsic errors. Each stamper will have its own unique set of errors
as a result of the tolerance of punching the stamper and mechanically mounting
that stamper into a molding chamber.

Once the molding process begins sources of error are mechanical wear on the
stamper (a single stamper can create up to 105 impressions), as each disc is
stamped the stamper wears, resulting in disc #1 of that stamper being different
than disc #105 from that stamper. However, if the line is run less than 105 discs
and the stamper is removed and subsequently placed back into a mold chamber
the process of dismounting the stamper, handling, storing, and reinstalling the
stamper will introduce mechanical tolerance changes.
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Each disc created by the molding process is subject to the feed temperature
of the polycarbonate, the heat, humidity and pressure in the mold chamber, the
quality of the polycarbonate, and how rapidly the polycarbonate is cooled. The
mechanical handling of the separation from the stamper and transfer into the
remaining processes can all introduce mechanical stresses and changes that will
impact the final error signature of the disc. For example, the speed at which
the polycarbonate cools and how rapidly the polycarbonate is pulled from the
stamper will create changes in the shapes of the pits and lands, these changes
can result in errors. The sputtering processes to apply either the semi reflective
material or the fully reflective aluminum also have mechanical tolerances that
will impact the thickness of the reflective material as well as the amount of
reflectivity across the surface of the disc. Changes in reflectivity of the disc as it
is scanned by the laser in the DVD player will impact the error rate of the disc.
Bonding the two half discs together introduces potential differences in the run
out of the two half discs. Finally the finishing of the label on the top surface of
the disc can introduce mechanical stresses that create errors. All of these sources
of mechanically induced differences in the finished disc will impact its error rates.

4 Summary

Storing one bit on an optical disc costs ∼ 10−13 dollars, far less than on most
other storage media. In this paper, we propose o-DNA, a cryptographically se-
cure low-cost system for counterfeit deterrence of optical media. We recognize
robustness to wear-and-tear as the only design criterion for optical discs that
implicates o-DNA’s efficiency.
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Abstract. While a lot has changed in Internet security in the last 10
years, a lot has stayed the same – such as the use of alphanumeric pass-
words. Passwords remain the dominant means of authentication on the
Internet, even in the face of significant problems related to password for-
getting and theft. In fact, despite large numbers of proposed alternatives,
we must remember more passwords than ever before. Why is this? Will
alphanumeric passwords still be ubiquitous in 2019, or will adoption of
alternative proposals be commonplace? What must happen in order to
move beyond passwords? This note pursues these questions, following a
panel discussion at Financial Cryptography and Data Security 2009.

1 Introduction

Passwords have served us well for many years, but they suffer from a num-
ber of problems that suggest their reign should be coming to an end. Users
often choose weak passwords, making guessing and brute-force dictionary and
exhaustive attacks feasible. Users also frequently forget passwords, necessitating
expensive customer support calls or automated backup authentication schemes
(often involving challenge questions, which may be even weaker forms of authen-
tication). Because of these cognitive challenges, users frequently store copies of
their passwords (in places vulnerable to attackers), and use the same password
for multiple systems. Users also can have their passwords stolen through phish-
ing, social engineering, man-in-the-middle, and keylogging attacks. The static
nature of passwords then allows repeated unauthorized access by attackers.

Even with all of these problems, passwords remain the dominant method for
access control. There are reasons to be optimistic about change, however. The
popular press has frequent stories about identity theft and fraud, and there ap-
pears to be increasing awareness, even among unsophisticated users, about pass-
word issues. Few consumer security problems get more attention than banking
passwords. Many banks have altered their authentication mechanisms, suggest-
ing a willingness to adapt and go beyond traditional passwords. There has also
been a surge of activity in proposing alternatives to password authentication,
both in the academic research literature and the startup scene. As economic
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gain has emerged as a primary motivation for computer security exploits, there
should be increased motivation to move beyond simple passwords. On the other
hand, despite these signs of real need and a desire for change, adoption of au-
thentication alternatives has been very slow.

In this note we consider possible reasons why we are moving so slowly in
replacing problematic password systems, how we might accelerate the progress,
and where we might be in ten years. Rather than focus on the specifics of par-
ticular technologies, we prefer to consider forces that drive or retard progress,
including technology, economics, and usability.

2 Some Proposed Alternatives to Basic Passwords

Numerous authentication alternatives and enhancements to basic passwords have
been proposed, each with its own advocates. Two-factor authentication schemes,
where the user demonstrates possession of a physical token, reduce or eliminate
a number of problems associated with passwords. These schemes have seen rela-
tively limited use, other than for very high value accounts, because of usability
issues, cost of tokens and support (including replacement), the need for server
changes, and the expanding key-chain problem (where users require a separate
token for each account). Cell phones and various types of trusted mobile devices
have been suggested as a means of achieving a two-factor scheme using a device
that users already carry. Public-key infrastructure with client-side certificates
offers significantly stronger authentication than passwords, but it has achieved
very limited deployment. Biometrics, for example in the form of fingerprints
or iris scans, are used in some secure settings, but there are unresolved issues
around deployment, privacy, and authentication from untrusted hardware.

Alternatives that claim to preserve the usability and convenience of passwords
while overcoming their most serious shortcomings are frequently proposed. For
example, graphical passwords (e.g., see Chiasson [5, Chapter 2] for a recent
survey) offer the possibility of improved strength, memorability, and usability.
Combinations of text and graphical passwords [15] may also offer advantages.

In addition to proposals to replace passwords, researchers and developers have
explored techniques to alleviate some of the threats associated with password
use. On-screen keyboards, for example, attempt to evade password-stealing key-
loggers by having the user enter the password using a graphically displayed key-
board. While this helps against malware that logs keystrokes, it is vulnerable to
more sophisticated logging malware and browser plug-ins. Phishing toolbars [13]
attempt to alert users before they enter credentials on low reputation web-sites.

Techniques such as SiteKey [2] have been deployed by a number of major
financial institutions; these attempt to have the user authenticate the site only
after verifying that a personalized image is present. Another recent innovation,
EV SSL (extended validation SSL) certificates [4], require that the grantee (i.e.,
the web-site) undergo greater vetting from the Certifying Authority. The real
benefit of these new technologies remains questionable. Studies have shown that
users largely ignore the absence of a SiteKey image and EV SSL indicators
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[18,20]. The need for automated password reset mechanisms has sparked interest
in systematic analysis of challenge questions and backup authentication [17].

3 Barriers to Moving beyond Passwords

There are many barriers to moving beyond ubiquitous alphanumeric passwords.

Diversity of requirements. Passwords are used to protect a wide range of services,
from financial transactions to free webmail and social networking sites. No au-
thentication alternative proposed to date is suitable for all of these services,
splintering the target markets and weakening the case for adoption of any one
new technology. The best solution often depends heavily on specific use cases.

Competing technical proposals. As noted above, there is no shortage of proposed
alternatives to basic password authentication. Each has different advantages,
disadvantages, and costs, all competing for mindshare.

Competing goals among stakeholders. Different views of costs and benefits are
held by web sites, browser manufacturers, vendors of anti-virus software and
security technologies, industry standards bodies, governments, and end-users. In
some cases, an organization mandating “stronger” authentication may risk cus-
tomer defection to competitors who continue with “more usable” authentication
technologies (such as basic passwords).

Scarcity of loss data. There is a scarcity of data on the scale, frequency, nature
and financial impact of password loss incidents, as well as on the number and
nature of adversaries. For example there are orders of magnitude difference be-
tween various estimates of phishing losses [11]. When password loss does occur,
we seldom have good data on whether phishing, social engineering, man-in-the-
middle or keylogging was responsible. It is difficult to “fix” security without
reliable measurements of what is broken, especially when the solutions are not
cheap or easy. Even with relevant loss-related data, it may be difficult for an
organization to make trade-off decisions about known loss incidents caused by
weak password authentication versus the unknown costs of possible customer
defection and increased support.

User reluctance and usability. Stronger authentication often requires additional
user effort and buy-in. It is notoriously hard to motivate users about “better
security.” Solutions that concentrate on making passwords non-guessable risk
increasing the forgetting problem, while solutions that concentrate on the for-
getting problem can increase the risk of guess-ability. Solutions that concentrate
on lost and stolen passwords risk introducing additional costs and complexity.

Individual control of end-user platforms. Online merchants as well as service
providers largely rely on leveraging existing software and platforms (e.g., browser
and operating system) which end-users have individually obtained at their own
expense and preference. This limits alternatives which require specific platforms
or software deployments. For example, in the U.S., banks apparently cannot
force users to secure their own end-systems, leaving a big technical challenge.
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No single organization can impose a solution. The combination of the above
factors, plus a decentralized and global Internet that no one organization owns
or controls, has resulted in a lack of consensus on what we need to do to move
beyond alphanumeric passwords. Anderson et al. [1] discuss related issues in their
report on the broader topic of barriers, incentives, and failures in the market for
network and information security within the European Union.

4 Moving beyond Passwords

Having reviewed barriers to making changes, we next consider, through a series
of questions, what it will take to move beyond passwords.

Q1: Are any of the problems with current passwords true show-stoppers?

One viewpoint is that the problem is not as large as imagined. End-users are
comfortable using weak passwords and asking for password resets when they
forget them. It is unclear how much password strength helps if phishing and key-
logging are the main threats [9]. Parties who do suffer pain from the present use
of passwords, as direct financial losses, management cost, or usability, apparently
are either: (1) not suffering enough to trigger a switch to alternatives, or (2) not
in a position to evoke change. Some service providers may believe that to keep
costs down it is better to minimize direct contact with customers (e.g., avoiding
support calls) than to deploy stronger authentication.

A different viewpoint is that there are big problems, which are either hidden,
unknown, or knowingly under-stated. Surprisingly little is actually known about
large-scale usage of passwords on the Internet. For example, despite conditions
in banking user agreements (e.g., in Canada) which stipulate that users must not
re-use passwords across applications [14], a study of the Internet password habits
of half a million browser toolbar users [8] indicates that cross-site password re-
use is very common. A related problem, largely unstudied to date, is the impact
on memorability and usability when end-users must remember many different
passwords.

While passwords and credit card numbers are largely transported over SSL
today, the roll-out of EV SSL certificates [12,20] apparently complicates the task
for end-users already struggling with interpreting the previous browser security
cues (e.g., lock icon, https indicator). This may be viewed as negative progress
in the usability of certificate interfaces over the past fifteen years.

One emerging use of passwords in Europe and Canada is PINs related to chip-
cards (smartcards) – cards with embedded micro-processors. In the U.K. “chip
and PIN” intiative [7], signatures authorizing financial transactions are replaced
by consumer entry of a 4-digit PIN. The vendor motivation for adopting the new
system is an off-loading of liability. Users become responsible for all approved
transactions where authorization relied on a correct PIN, whereas for traditional
magnetic-stripe technology with signatures, users are liable for losses in disputed
transactions only if they are shown to be negligent or involved in fraud. (From a
legal perspective in countries like the U.K., liability related to signature forgery
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falls on the relying party. PIN-authorized transactions apparently fall outside the
scope of such statutory protection, and banks assert that use of a PIN implies
cardholder negligence.) Consumers may be particularly unhappy to learn this
detail of the new technology in light of prior demonstrations [6] that chip and
PIN readers can leak user PINs.

Q2: What major security improvements have been adopted in the past 15 years
by banks, related to online banking security and passwords?

In an attempt to reduce password theft (i.e., phishing attacks), online banks are
starting to employ site verification schemes. For example, SiteKey [2] asks users
to assign a unique image to their login credentials, and to only proceed with
a login if their image is displayed back to them. An empirical study [18] sug-
gests, however, that users will still enter their banking passwords when presented
with fraudulent messages claiming that the image authentication server is down
(although these results may be problematic [16]). SiteKey may be more effective
as marketing effort (users feel more secure) than as a security enhancement.

SSL continues to be used for protecting passwords for countless online bank-
ing sites, and for protecting credit card numbers during online transactions. For
the latter, security “enhancements” such as the third party verifier services Ver-
ified By Visa and Mastercard SecureCode have emerged. During a registration
phase, a user must enter the 3-digit sequence printed on the back of their credit
card along with other personal information, and choose a (new) password. On
subsequent online card usage, the verifier service requests this password, but not
the 3-digit code. (Oddly, some vendor sites request the 3-digit sequence be re-
entered, before transferring the user on to the verifier service.) Of course, once
such a 3-digit number is input to the Internet, its security value erodes. Users
trained to do so make easy prey for phishers; and, this approach gives end-users
the privilege of remembering yet another password. Some banks in Canada simi-
larly now require or recommend a second (extra) password be used for higher risk
financial transactions. Whether to consider these as “improvements” is unclear.

Banks are starting to deploy dynamic challenge questions and two-factor au-
thentication. Orthogonal to these is a move towards authentication of specific
transactions. Bank of America’s optional SafePass, for example, requires that
customers register a mobile phone that can receive text messages that contain
one-time authentication codes [3]. It will be interesting to monitor the success of
this program, its support costs, and how often people lose or change cell phone
numbers, or claim they don’t have their cell phone handy. Software implemen-
tations of one-time passcodes generators are receiving renewed interest – e.g., a
new iPhone application [10] supports one-time passwords for AOL, eBay, and
PayPal. Ideally, transaction authorization or transaction integrity systems will
cryptographically bind one-time authorization codes with specific transaction
details.

Several proposals have been made for one-time passwords for credit cards
(e.g., [19]). Deployment examples include the American Express Private Pay-
ments scheme and Discover Card’s Secure Online Account Numbers. Similar
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schemes allow end-users to dynamically generate one-time card numbers for on-
line purchases (e.g., Citicards). While a promising direction, adoption has been
limited, perhaps due to lack of promotion or low consumer motivation due to loss
limits on credit cards. The main development for improving credit card transac-
tion security appears to be in transaction authentication and back-end (system
side) profiling. One might conclude that no password alternative yet proposed
has better cost-benefit attributes, or that banks’ existing back-end mechanisms
are cheaper than anything involving customers more directly.

Q3: If we have made little progress on password authentication – perhaps the
simplest Internet security problem – are researchers and security vendors fooling
themselves if we think that our technologies solve real-world problems?

While passwords seem to be a simple technology, it seems unfair to suggest that
authentication is the simplest Internet security problem. Indeed, many of the
most difficult problems in Internet security can be reduced to authentication,
and when we say authentication we often mean authorization.

No doubt, some researchers fail to do proper research into discovering the
true real-world requirements, and fail to understand that in practice, complete
solutions are needed. No doubt, some security vendors fail to build products
that ideally meet needs, and under-estimate deployment and inter-operability
issues with products. The economic barriers and incentives involved in security
solutions are only recently receiving attention. Evidently, the solutions proposed
so far would cost more than the problem, and good back-end transaction moni-
toring may mean that this state will remain for some period of time.

In addition, academics and researchers often have personal biases and over-
position their own proposals as full solutions, in part due to a competitive process
which often requires marketing in order for papers to be accepted for publication.
Given the investment in passwords, both in infrastructure and in user acceptance
and understanding, it is very difficult to see partial solutions displacing the
incumbent technology. For example, it is hard to justify investment in a proposal
that addresses phishing, but not key-logging, or one that helps when the user
logs in from a particular machine, but not when roaming on other machines.
This means that many proposals that have great merit and solve real problems
do not achieve traction because they don’t solve all the problems, or fail to solve
a sufficient fraction of the problems relative to the extra costs.

Q4: Why have North America and Europe chosen different paths in online bank-
ing password authentication to date?

Many European banks use one-time password lists for authentication in online
banking, while simple passwords (with presumably more back-end profiling) are
more common in the U.S. and Canada. It is not clear to us which of the two
is the better path. One possible reason for the difference is perhaps Europeans
are more familiar/comfortable with real-world authentication and tolerate ex-
tra effort as required for security; passports are more common in Europe, for
historical reasons.
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It may also be that the differences are largely due to regulations related to li-
ability for losses. In North America, banks have been largely responsible for cov-
ering losses unless there is evidence of fraud by the customer. This reduces the
motivation for users to invest time and energy in better authentication. There
may also be less customer loyalty in the U.S., with banking customers more likely
to switch banks for competitive reasons; this might make banks reluctant to im-
plement any changes that increase the costs or complexity for the customer.

5 Accelerating Progress and Predictions for 2019

Perhaps significant progress cannot be made without a major economic event or
catastrophe that creates a tipping point – that is, only when the direct losses re-
lated to the use of simple passwords are large enough will there be a ground-swell
of adoption of more efficient solutions or advanced technologies. On the other
hand, an innovative, cost-effective solution may emerge and trigger widespread
adoption, like the relatively inexpensive, conceptually simple, SSL in browsers.

More government regulation may be required, with serious penalties when use
of weak technologies results in losses. The players with power (e.g., financial in-
stitutions) prefer to shift liability and responsibility for losses onto those without
power (e.g., the customers). This is a significant problem if powerless customers
are experiencing real hardships in the form of indirect costs, such as time lost
and mental stress, when security breaches occur. If the direct losses, suffered
by banks, are far smaller than these indirect costs, endured by customers, there
will be little impetus for banks to drive change. It may be that only government
regulations will address such a difference in power. Anderson et al. [1] suggest
numerous policy changes involving additional regulations.

Where will we be in ten years? Will passwords be completely replaced by other
authentication methods, or will we still be struggling with the same issues? Likely
any adoption of stronger authentication technologies will be gradual and that
decisions to deploy new schemes will be based on economic factors such as the
value of transactions and the nature of the risks. Low-value, casual transactions
may well still use ordinary passwords in ten years or even twenty.

We expect that economics and usability are far more likely than technological
developments to be the primary drivers of authentication changes. As mentioned
earlier, until the direct economic losses become large enough, there may be lit-
tle incentive to make changes that could lead to problems in support costs or
usability. Also, in the absence of tools to measure the economic losses and the
effectiveness of new technological proposals, we expect the adoption of password
alternatives to continue to be difficult to justify.
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Abstract. A cross site request forgery (CSRF) attack occurs when a
user’s web browser is instructed by a malicious webpage to send a request
to a vulnerable web site, resulting in the vulnerable web site performing
actions not intended by the user. CSRF vulnerabilities are very common,
and consequences of such attacks are most serious with financial web-
sites. We recognize that CSRF attacks are an example of the confused
deputy problem, in which the browser is viewed by websites as the deputy
of the user, but may be tricked into sending requests that violate the
user’s intention. We propose Browser-Enforced Authenticity Protection
(BEAP), a browser-based mechanism to defend against CSRF attacks.
BEAP infers whether a request reflects the user’s intention and whether
an authentication token is sensitive, and strips sensitive authentication
tokens from any request that may not reflect the user’s intention. The
inference is based on the information about the request (e.g., how the
request is triggered and crafted) and heuristics derived from analyzing
real-world web applications. We have implemented BEAP as a Firefox
browser extension, and show that BEAP can effectively defend against
the CSRF attacks and does not break the existing web applications.

Keywords: Cross-Site Request Forgery, Web Security, Browser Security.

1 Introduction

Cross-site request forgery, also known as one-click attack or session riding and
abbreviated as CSRF or XSRF, is an attack against web applications [18,19,25].
In a CSRF attack, a malicious web page instructs a victim user’s browser to
send a request to a target website. If the victim user is currently logged into the
target website, the browser will append authentication tokens such as cookies to
the request, authenticating the malicious request as if it is issued by the user.
Consequences of CSRF attacks are most serious with financial websites, as an
attacker can use CSRF attacks to perform financial transactions with the victim
user’s account, such as sending a check to the attacker, purchasing a stock,
purchasing products and shipping to the attacker.

A CSRF attack does not exploit any browser vulnerability. As long as a user
is logged into the vulnerable web site, simply browsing a malicious web page can
lead to unintended operations performed on the vulnerable web site. Launching
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such CSRF attacks is possible in practice because many users browse multiple
sites in parallel, and users often do not explicitly log out when they finish using
a web site. A CSRF attack can also be carried out without a user visiting a
malicious webpage. In a recent CSRF attack against residential ADSL routers
in Mexico, an e-mail with a malicious IMG tag was sent to victims. By viewing
the email message, the user initiated an HTTP request, which sent a router
command to change the DNS entry of a leading Mexican bank, making any
subsequent access by a user to the bank go through the attacker’s server [2].

CSRF appeared in the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) top
10 web application threats in 2007 (ranked at 5) [16]. Several CSRF vulnerabili-
ties against real-world web applications have been discovered [24,20,21]. In 2007,
a serious CSRF vulnerability in Gmail was reported [22]. It allowed a malicious
website to surreptitiously add a filter to a victim user’s Gmail account that for-
wards emails to a third party address. CSRF vulnerabilities are very common.
The potential damage of CSRF attacks, however, has not been fully realized yet.
We quote the following from an online article [8],

Security researchers say it’s only a matter of time before someone awak-
ens the “sleeping giant” and does some major damage with it – like
wiping out a user’s bank account or booking a flight on behalf of a user
without his knowledge.
“There are simply too many [CSRF-vulnerable Websites] to count,” says
rsnake, founder of ha.ckers.org. “The sites that are more likely to be
attacked are community websites or sites that have high dollar value
accounts associated with them – banks, bill pay services, etc.”

Several defense mechanisms have been proposed and used for CSRF attacks.
However, they suffer from various limitations (see Section 2.3).

In this paper, we study browser-based defense against CSRF attacks, which is
orthogonal to server-side defenses. The websites should follow the best practice
to defend against the CSRF attacks before browser-side defenses are univer-
sally adopted. One crucial advantage of a browser-based solution compared with
a server-side solution is that a user who started using the protected browser
will immediately have all his web browsing protected, even when visiting web-
sites that have CSRF vulnerabilities. Furthermore, because the number of major
browsers is small, deploying protection at the browser end can be achieved more
easily, compared with deploying server-side defenses at all websites.

We recognize that CSRF attacks are an example of the confused deputy prob-
lem. The current web design assumes that the browser is the deputy of the user
and that any HTTP request sent by the browser reflects the user’s intention.
This assumption is not true as many HTTP requests are under the control of
the web pages and do not necessarily reflect the user’s intention. This becomes
a security concern for HTTP requests that have sensitive consequences (such as
financial consequences).

Our solution to this problem is to enhance web browsers with a mechanism
ensuring that all sensitive requests sent by the browser should reflect the user’s
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intention. We achieve that by inferring whether an HTTP request reflects the
intention of the user and whether an authentication token is sensitive, and strip-
ing all sensitive authentication tokens from the HTTP requests that may not
reflect the user’s intention. We call it Browser-Enforced Authenticity Protection.

We have implemented a prototype of BEAP as a Firefox browser extension.
The implementation consists of about 800 lines of Javascript. An extension with-
out modifying the browser core enables easy initial deployment. The full benefit
of BEAP will be achieved if it is implemented in major web browsers. We use
theoretical analysis and experiments to show that BEAP can effectively defend
against the CSRF attacks and it does not break the existing web applications.

In Section 2, we describe the background, the related work, and the CSRF
vulnerabilities we found in real-world web applications. We describe our proposal
and the prototype implementation in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the
effectiveness and compatibility of our proposal. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 Understanding CSRF Attacks and Existing Defenses

CSRF attacks exploit existing authenticated sessions. Two common approaches
for maintaining authenticated web sessions are cookies and HTTP authentication
credentials, which we call authentication tokens.

Cookies [13] are pieces of text data sent by the web server to the browser.
The browser stores the cookies locally and sends them along with every further
request to the original web site who sets them. After a web site has authenti-
cated a user, for example, by validating the user name and password entered
by the user, the web site can send back a cookie containing a “session ID” that
uniquely identifies the session, which is referred to as authentication cookie. If
the web server relies only on cookies for user authentication, every request that
has a valid authentication cookie is interpreted as an intended request issued
by the authenticated user who owns the session. When sending a cookie to a
browser, the website can specify an optional attribute expires among other three
attributes. The expires field takes the value of a date that indicates how long
the cookie is valid. After the date passes, the browser deletes the cookie. If the
expires field is omitted, then the cookie is called a session cookie and should be
deleted when user closes the web browser. Cookies with an expires field are called
persistent cookies. Most financial websites and sensitive services specify the au-
thentication cookie as a session cookie, because the session cookies are removed
when the browser is closed and won’t be abused by others who may share the
same computer and browser.

HTTP authentication [4], an authentication mechanism defined in the HTTP
protocol [6], is widely used within Intranet environments. In the mechanism,
when accessing a webpage that requires authentication, the browser will popup
a dialog asking for the username and password. After entering the information,
the credential is encoded and sent to the web server via the Authorization request
header. The browser remembers the credential until the browser is closed. When
later the user visiting the webpages in the same authentication realm, the browser
automatically includes the credential in the request via the Authorization header.
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CSRF attacks use HTTP requests that have lasting observable effects at the
web site. Two request methods are used in real-world HTTP requests: GET
and POST. According to the HTTP/1.1 RFC document [6], the GET method,
which is known as a “safe” method, is used to retrieve objects. The GET requests
should not have any lasting observable effect (e.g., modification of a database).
The operations that have lasting observable effects should be requested using
the method POST. The POST requests have a request body and are typically
used to submit forms. However, there exist web applications that do not follow
the standard and use GET for requests that have lasting side effects.

Visiting web pages in one site may result in HTTP requests to another site;
these are called cross-site requests. More precisely, in a cross-site request, the
link of the request is provided by a website that is different from the destination
website of the request. Cross-site requests are common. For example, a webpage
may include images, scripts, style files and sub-frames from a third-party website.
When the user clicks a hyper-link or a button contained in a webpage, the linked
URL may be addressing a third-party website.

2.1 The CSRF Attack

The general class of cross site request forgery (CSRF) attacks was first introduced
in a posting to the BugTraq mailing list [25], and has been discussed by web
application developers [18,19]. CSFR attacks use cross-site requests for malicious
purposes. For example, suppose that the online banking application of bank.com
provides a “pay bills” service using an HTML form. The user asks the bank to
send a check to a payee by completing the form and clicking the “Sumbit” button.
Upon the user clicking the button, a POST request is sent to the server, together
with the authentication cookie. When the web server receives this HTTP request,
it processes the request and sends a check to the payee identified in the request.

A CSRF attack works as follows.While accessing the bank account, the user
simultaneously browses some other web sites. One of these sites, evil.org, contains
a hidden form and a piece of JavaScript. As soon as the user visits the web
page, the browser silently submit the hidden form to bank.com. The format
and content of the request is exactly the same as the request triggered by the
user clicking the submit button in the “pay bill” form provided by the bank. On
sending the request, the user’s browser automatically attaches the authentication
cookies to the request. Since the session is still active in the server, the request
will be processed by the server as issued by user. As illustrated in this example,
POST requests can be forged by a hidden form. If the bank uses GET request
for the pay bill service, the request can be easily forged by using various HTML
elements, such as 〈img〉, 〈script〉, 〈iframe〉, 〈a〉 (hyper-link) and so on.

We note that as long as a user is logged in to a vulnerable web site, a single
mouse click or just browsing a page under the attacker’s control can easily lead
to unintended operations performed on the vulnerable web site.

CSRF vs. XSS. CSRF vulnerabilities should not be confused with XSS vul-
nerabilities. In XSS exploits, an attacker injects malicious scripts into an HTML

bank.com
bank.com
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document hosted by the victim web site, typically through submitting text em-
bedded with code which is to be displayed on the page, such as a blog post. Most
XSS attacks are due to vulnerabilities in web applications which fail in sanitizing
untrustworthy inputs which might in turn be displayed to users. CSRF attacks
do not rely on the execution and injection of malicious JavaScript code. CSRF
vulnerabilities are due to the use of cookies or HTTP authentication as the au-
thentication mechanism. A web site that does not have XSS vulnerabilities may
contain CSRF vulnerabilities.

2.2 Real-World CSRF Vulnerabilities

In order to understand how commonly the CSRF vulnerability exists in the real-
world web applications, one of the authors of the paper examined about a dozen
web sites for which he has an account and usually visits. As a result, we found
four of them are vulnerable to CSRF attacks as shown in Table 1. We verified
all the attacks with Firefox 2.0.

Table 1. The CSRF vulnerabilities discovered in real world websites

Vulnerable web site Targeted sensitive operation

A university credit union site Money transfer between accounts;
adding a new account

A university web mail Deleting all emails in the Inbox
An online forum for HTML development Posting a message; updating user profile
Department portal site Editing biography information

The university credit union site relies on session cookies for authentication.
Some services provided in the online banking are vulnerable to the CSRF attack.
In particular, adding new accounts and transferring money between accounts are
vulnerable. In the experiment, we conducted a benign attack that transfers $0.01
from the victim’s checking account to the saving account. We also successfully
launch an attack to add an external account. Combining these two enables the
adversary to transfer money from the victim’s account to an arbitrary external
account. Fortunately, the bank requires contacting the help-desk personally to
confirm the operation of adding an external account. And also the bill paying
service is not vulnerable.

The university web mail uses session cookies for authentication. Most sensitive
operations (e.g., sending an email, changing the password) are protected against
the CSRF attacks using secret token validation (see Section 2.3). However, the
feature of “managing folders” is vulnerable, and a CSRF attack can be launched
to remove all emails in the victim’s Inbox.

In an online forum for HTML development, all operations are vulnerable to
the CSRF attack. The attacker is able to impersonate the victim user to send a
posting, update the user profile, and so on. The vulnerable forum is created using
phpBB [17], which is the most widely used open source forum solution. All forums
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created using phpBB 2.0.21 or earlier are vulnerable to the CSRF attack [23].
This is a well-known vulnerability and there are CSRF attack generators for
phpBB forums available online. Many public forums have upgraded to phpBB
2.0.22 or later, but there are still many forums using the vulnerable versions.

In the departmental portal site, a CSRF attack is able to edit the biography
information of the victim shown on the webpage.

We have reported the vulnerabilities to the websites of the university credit
union and the university web mail; we did not expose the name of those websites
here because they have not fixed the vulnerabilities yet. These examples of vul-
nerabilities demonstrate that there exist a considerable amount of web services
vulnerable to the CSRF attacks and the potential damage could be severe.

2.3 Existing CSRF Defenses

Several defense mechanisms have been proposed for CSFR attacks, we now dis-
cuss their limitations.

Filtering authentication tokens from cross-site requests. Johns et al. [10]
proposed a client-side proxy solution, which strips all authentication tokens
from a cross-site request. The proxy intercepts web pages before they reach the
browser and appends a secret random value to all URLs in the web page. Then
the proxy removes the authentication tokens from the requests that do not have
a correct random value. The solution breaks the auto-login feature and content
sharing websites (such as Digg, Facebook, etc.) because it does not distinguish
legitimate cross-site requests from malicious cross-site requests. In addition, it
does not support HTML dynamically created in the browser and cannot work
with SSL connections.

Authenticating web forms. The most popular CSRF defense is to authenti-
cate the web form from which an HTTP request is generated. This is achieved by
having a shared random secret, called a as a secret validation token, between the
web form and the web server. If a web form provides a sensitive service, the web
server embeds a secret validation token in an invisible field or the POST action
URL of the form. Whenever form data is submitted, the request is processed
only if it contains the correct secret value. Not knowing the secret, the adver-
sary cannot forge a valid request. One drawback of this approach is it requires
nontrivial changes to the web applications. Moreover, as pointed out by Barth
et al. [3], although there exist several variants of this technique they are gener-
ally complicated to implement correctly. Many frameworks accidentally leak the
secret token to other websites. For example, NoForge proposed in [11] leaks the
token to other websites through the URL and the HTTP Referer header.

Referer-checking. In many cases, when the browser issues an HTTP request,
it includes a Referer header that indicates which URL initiated the request. A
web application can defend itself against CSRF attacks by rejecting the sensitive
requests with a Referer of a different website. A major limitation with this ap-
proach is that some requests do not have a Referer header. There does not exist
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a standard specification on when to and when not to send the Referer header.
Different browser vendors behave differently. Johns and Winter [10] give a sum-
mary on when browsers do not send the Referer header in major browsers. As
a result, both a legitimate request and a malicious request may lack the Referer
header. The adversary can easily construct a request lacking the Referer header.
Moreover, because the Referer header may contains sensitive information that
impinges on the privacy of web users, some users prohibit their browsers to send
Referer header and some network proxies and routers suppress the Referer headers.
As a result, simply rejecting the requests lacking a Referer header incurs a com-
patibility penalty. Barth et al. [3] suggested a new Origin header that includes
only the hostname part of the Referer header, to alleviate the privacy concern. It
remains to be seen whether this will be adopted. In conclusion, using a server-
side referer-checking to defeat the CSRF attacks has a dilemma in handling the
requests that lack a Referer header.

Restricting cross-domain requests based on server-provided policies.
Terri et al. [15] proposed a new policy model named Same Origin Mutual Ap-
proval (SOMA), which enhanced the existing same-origin policy model by re-
quiring mutual approval for sending cross-domain HTTP requests. The SOMA
model requires changes to both web applications and browsers; in their model a
web application specifies the approved peers and the browsers must enforce the
policy. The SOMA model is able to prevent cross-site request forgery attacks
launched only from unapproved websites. If the web application must accept re-
quests from sites that are not trustworthy, in order to prevent CSRF attacks, the
web application must be partitioned across sub-domains; pages that perform sen-
sitive actions must be placed in sub-domains that only approve requests from
trusted domains. This requires the application developer to identify sensitive
pages, make potentially significant changes to both the application and their
domain structure, and identify trusted domains, all of which are nontrivial.

While some applications, such as web based banking, are a natural fit for
SOMA where cross-site requests have little benefit to either the application de-
veloper or the user, many web based applications are not. For example, consider
the Web 2.0 model for building web applications. It would be impractical and
impossible for web developers of social-networking, social-bookmarking, video-
sharing, wikis, etc. implement a SOMA approved domain list. The very phi-
losophy behind the Web 2.0 movement is in fact contradictory to the SOMA
model.

2.4 A Variant of CSRF Attack

All existing CSRF defenses fail when facing a variant of CSRF attacks men-
tioned in [7] and [3]. We use the Facebook as an example to illustrate the
attack. Facebook allows the users to post an article or a video from any web-
site to the user’s own profile. For example, the user can post a video from
Youtube.com to his Facebook profile by clicking “Share – Facebook” under the

Youtube.com
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video. When clicking the link, the following GET request is sent to the Face-
book: http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VIDEO ID&t=VIDEO TITLE. This request loads a confirmation page
(Fig. 1(A)) which asks the user the click a “Post” button to complete the trans-
action. After the user clicking the “Post” button, a POST request is sent to
http://www.facebook.com/ajax/share.php to confirm the posting operation.

An attacker is able to launch a CSRF attack that posts anything to the victim
user’s profile. On the malicious webpage, the attacker includes an iframe linking
to the posting confirmation page (Fig. 1(A)). In addition, the attacker is able to
auto-scroll the iframe to the “Post” button and hide other parts of the page by
using two nested iframes and manipulating the sizes of the iframes. The sample
code of the attack with Firefox 2.0 is given in Appendix A. As a result, what
is shown in the browser looks like Fig. 1(B). The user can be easily tricked to
click the “Post” button without knowing that he is posting something to his own
Facebook profile.

Facebook.com uses secret validation token to defend against CSRF attacks.
However, because the request is sent by user clicking the “Post” button in the
confirmation page provided by Facebook the request will include a correct vali-
dation token. Using a referer-checking would also fail because the final posting
request has a Referer header of Facebook.com.

This attack is traditionally defended using “frame busting”, in which the
target webpage includes a piece of JavaScript to force itself to be displayed in a
top-level frame [12]. However, this defense can be defeated if the attacker disables
the JavaScript in the sub-frame that links to the target webpage [9].

Fig. 1. (A): The confirmation page that posts a video from Youtube.com to the Face-
book profile; (B): A malicious page that includes (A) as an iframe and tries to trick
the user click the button without seeing other parts of (A)

http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIDEO_ID&t=VIDEO_TITLE.
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIDEO_ID&t=VIDEO_TITLE.
http://www.facebook.com/ajax/share.php
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3 Browser-Enforced Authenticity Protection (BEAP)

CSRF attacks are particularly difficult to defend because cross-site requests are
a feature of the web. Many web sites use legitimate cross-site requests, and
some of these usages require the attachment of cookies to cross-site requests to
work properly (e.g., posting a video from Youtube to Facebook in the above
example). To effectively defend against CSRF attacks, one needs as much in-
formation about an HTTP request as possible, in particular, how the request
is triggered and crafted. Such information is available only within the browser.
Existing defenses suffer from the fact that they do not have enough informa-
tion about HTTP requests. They either have to change the web application to
enhance the information they have or to use unreliable source of information
(such as Referer header). Even when such information is available, it is still
insufficient. For example, they cannot defend against the attack in Section 2.4
because while they can tell the request is coming from their web form, they do
not know that the web form is actually embedded in a page controlled by the
attacker.

We focus on browser-based defense against CSRF attacks. It is well known
that CSRF is a confused deputy attack against the browser. The current web
design assumes that the browser is always the deputy of the user and that any
HTTP request sent by the browser reflects the user’s intention. This assumption
is not true as many HTTP requests are under the control of the web pages and do
not necessarily reflect the user’s intention. This confusion causes no harm when
these requests have no sensitive consequences, and merely retrieve web pages
from the web server. However, when these requests have sensitive consequences
(such as financial consequences), it becomes a severe security concern. Because
such requests occur in authenticated sessions, these requests have authentication
tokens attached. The fundamental nature of the CSRF attack is that the user’s
browser is easily tricked into sending a sensitive request that does not reflect the
user’s intention.

Our solution to this problem is to directly address the confused deputy prob-
lem of the browser. More specifically, we propose Browser-Enforced Authenticity
Protection (BEAP), which enhances web browsers with a mechanism ensuring
that all sensitive requests sent by the browser reflect the user’s intention. BEAP
achieves this through the following. First, BEAP infers whether an HTTP re-
quest reflects the intention of the user. Second, BEAP infers whether authentica-
tion tokens associated with the HTTP request are sensitive. An authentication
token is sensitive if attaching the token to the HTTP request could have sen-
sitive consequences. Third, if BEAP concludes that an HTTP request reflects
the user’s intention, the request is allowed to be sent with authentication tokens
attached. If BEAP concludes that an HTTP request may not reflects the user’s
intention, it strips all sensitive authentication tokens from the HTTP request.
In this rest of this section, we describe BEAP in details.
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3.1 Inferring the User’s Intention

In inferring whether an HTTP request reflects the user’s intention, we classify the
requests into two types depending on the source of the request. Type-1 requests
are caused by the webpages hosted in the browser. When displaying a webpage,
the browser may send additional requests to retrieve the resources included in
the web page, such as images, scripts and so on. These resources may come
from the same website or a third-party website. Similarly, when the user clicks a
hyper-link or a button contained in a webpage, requests are sent by the browser.
In addition, the Javascripts contained in the webpages may send requests as
well. In all these cases, the URLs and contents of the requests are determined
by the source webpage. Whether such a request reflects the user’s intention is
inferred by browser-enforced Source-set checking, which we will explain soon.

Type-2 requests are not associated with a source webpage. For example, when
the user clicks an URL embedded in an email, the URL is passed to the browser
as a startup argument, resulting in an HTTP request that is not associated with
any webpage already hosted in the browser. We use the following user-interface
intention heuristics to infer whether a type-2 request reflects the user’s intention.

1. Address-bar-entering. When the user types in a URL in the address bar and
hits enter, the request sent by the browser is considered as intended, because
we can assure that the user intends to visit the URL she typed in.
Note that we distinguish between typing in by keyboard and pasting from
the clipboard. The adversary may send the victim an email, which contains
a URL that links to a CSRF attack. Instead of providing a hyper-link for
the user to click, the email can ask the user to copy and paste the URL to
the browser’s address-bar. To defeat this trick, only when the URL is typed
in to the address-bar by the keyboard, the request is intended. If the URL
is pasted from the clipboard, the request is not considered to be intended.

2. Bookmark-clicking. When the user selects a link from the bookmarks, the
request is considered as intended, because users are usually careful in main-
taining the bookmarks.

3. Default-homepage. When the browser displays the default home page either
when it starts or when user clicks the “homepage” button, the request is
considered intended, because the configuration of default homepage is set by
the user and cannot be easily modified by malicious web sites.

All other type-2 requests are not considered to be intended. For example, when
the user clicks a link from the history, or when the user clicks a link outside the
browser (e.g., in an email or a word document), the requests are not considered
as intended. When performing those actions, users normally do not have a clear
idea about which web site they are going to. The history and the links outside
the browser may contain malicious contents that could launch CSRF attacks.
Note that these requests are still allowed to proceed, we will only strip sensitive
authentication tokens from them.

Browser-enforced Source-set Checking. To determine whether a type-1
request reflects the user’s intention, we borrow the idea from the server-side
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referer-checking technique. Our approach has two significant differences. First,
the enforcement is done by the browser rather than the web application. In
this way, the Referer header does not need to be sent to the web server. This
addresses the privacy concerns caused by sending out the Referer header, and it
is compatible to the browsers and network devices that block the Referer header.
In addition, the browser is able to check the Referer for all requests whose links
are provided by a webpage (type-1 requests); so it avoids the dilemma in the
server-side referer-checking with the requests that lack a Referer header. Second,
we extend the notion of Referer to Source-set by taking into account the visual
relationships among webpages in the browser. As a result, we can defeat the
CSRF attack against Facebook mentioned in Section 2.4. Source-set checking
can only be done in the browser.

Intuitively, the Source-set of a request includes all web pages that can poten-
tially affect the request. We define the Source-set as follows.

Definition 1. The referer of a request is the webpage that provides the link to
the request. The Source-set of a request includes its referer and all webpages
hosted in ancestor frames of the referer.

For example, in Fig. 1, when the user clicks the “Post” button in the last tab,
a request is sent to Facebook.com. The referer of the request is the innermost
iframe that links to http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php. The Source-set
includes the referer and its two ancestor webpages that are from the malicious
website (In the attack, the malicious webpage includes an iframe linking to
another malicious webpage, which further includes an iframe linking to Facebook.
See Appendix A for the sample code of the attack).

The rationale for including all ancestors of the referer page in the Source-set
of a request is because all ancestor webpages can potentially affect the request.
Users are typically unaware of the existence of the frame hierarchy, and they
assume they are visiting the website hosted in the top-level frame with the URL
shown in the address-bar. The parent frame is able to manipulate the URL, size,
position and scrolling of child frame, to fool the user. As a result, when the user
performs some actions in the child frame, those actions may not reflect the user’s
intention. Therefore, the referer and all its ancestor webpages are considered to
be in the Source-set of a request.

Given a type-1 request, we consider it reflect the user’s intention if all web-
pages in the Source-set are from the same website as the destination of the
request. This is based on the following assumption: a request sent by a website
to itself reflects the user’s intention. In other words, a website won’t launch a
CSRF attack against itself.

3.2 Inferring the Sensitive Authentication Tokens

We have introduced a mechanism to infer whether an HTTP request reflects
the user’s intention. A simple way to defend against the CSRF attacks is to
strip all cookies and other authentication tokens from all requests that may not
reflect the user’s intention. However, such a policy would break some existing

http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php
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web applications. In particular, it would disable the legitimate cross-site requests
that need to carry authentication tokens. An important observation is that al-
though legitimate cross-site requests may need to carry an authentication token,
legitimate cross-site requests typically do not lead to sensitive consequence, be-
cause sensitive operations typically require an explicit confirmation that is done
in the target website. Based on this observation, we further infer whether an
authentication token is sensitive or not for a request, and strip only sensitive
authentication tokens from requests that may not reflect the user’s intension.

We use heuristics derived from analyzing the real-world web applications to
determine whether an authentication token is sensitive or not for a request,
based on the following information: (1) Whether the request is GET or POST.
(2) Whether the token is a session cookie, a persistent cookie or an HTTP autho-
rization header. (3) Whether the communication channel is HTTP or HTTPS.
Our heuristics are summarized in Table 2 and are explained below.

Table 2. The default policy enforced by the browser

GET POST
HTTP HTTPS

SensitiveSession Cookies Not Sensitive Sensitive
Persistent Cookies Not Sensitive
HTTP Authorization Header Sensitive

The HTTP authorization headers are always sensitive. The HTTP authoriza-
tion headers are typically used in the home/enterprise network. The services
using the authorization headers for authentication are typically sensitive, e.g.,
home router administration, enterprise network services. In addition, it would
be severe if a malicious website in the Internet is able to launch a CSRF attack
against a service inside the Intranet.

For cookies we distinguish between the two request methods. All cookies that
are attached to the POST requests are sensitive for two reasons. First, according
to the HTTP/1.1 RFC document, all the operations that have lasting observable
effects should be requested using the method POST. Second, the POST requests
are used to submit forms and forms are mostly submitted to the same website
as that provides the form. So to strip authentication tokens from the cross-site
POST requests will protect all web applications that follow the RFC standard,
and won’t affect the existing web applications.

However, there exist some web applications that do not follow the standard
and use GET requests for sensitive operations. We would like to protect those
web applications against the CSRF attacks as well. For the cookies with GET
requests, the policy further distinguishes between the session cookies and per-
sistent cookies. The persistent cookies (those that have an expiration date) with
GET requests are not sensitive. The persistent cookies are commonly used by
the websites to provide personalized services without asking the user to explicitly
log in. For example, Amazon.com displays recommendations based on the user’s

Amazon.com
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Fig. 2. Youtube provides links to various content sharing websites under the video

history activities. This is achieved by storing the user’s identity and related infor-
mation in persistent cookies. If the user links to Amazon.com from a third party
website (e.g., a search engine), the request should carry the persistent cookies
so that Amazon.com is able to recognize the user and provides a personalized
service. Therefore, there exists legitimate cross-site GET requests that need to
carry persistent cookies. On the other hand, most sensitive web applications (es-
pecially financial websites such as banks) use session cookies (those that does
not have an expiration date and will be deleted when the browser is closed) as
the authentication token for sensitive operations. For example, the persistent
cookies are not enough for a user to place an order in Amazon.com, he needs to
type in his password to obtain a session cookie to place an order. Some financial
websites provide a “Remember me” option with the login form, but typically
that is used to remember the user’s username, the user still needs to type in the
password to obtain a session cookie in order to access his account. Furthermore,
using persistent cookies for sensitive operations is a bad practice, because the
users may access their accounts from public computers (e.g., in an Internet Cafe).
Using persistent cookies for authenticating sensitive operations would allow the
persons who use the same computer following the user to impersonate the user.

It is a bit complicated for the session cookies with GET requests. We observe
some websites issue legitimate cross-site GET requests that need to carry session
cookies. In particular, the content sharing websites, such as Digg, Facebook, etc.,
allow people to discover and share contents from anywhere on the Internet, by
submitting links and stories. Many webpages include links to the submission
pages of those websites, so that the users can easily post the current article or
video to their accounts. For example, as shown in Figure 2, Youtube.com provides
links to various content sharing websites under each video. When clicking the
Facebook link, a GET request is sent from Youtube.com to Facebook.com. If the
user already logs in to Facebook.com, the request will carry the session cookie
and the user can be directly linked to the submission page (Fig. 1(A)) without
logging in again. To preserve this functionality of the content sharing websites,
the policy treats the session cookies with GET requests using the HTTP protocol
as not sensitive. In contract, the session cookies with GET requests using the
HTTPS protocol are sensitive, because the sensitive services are typically served
over HTTPS.

Amazon.com
Amazon.com
Amazon.com
Youtube.com
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In conclusion, we infer whether an authentication token is sensitive as sum-
marized in Table 2. To defend against the CSRF attack, we strip the sensitive
authentication tokens from the requests that may not reflect the user’s intention.

3.3 Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of our proposal as a Firefox browser extension.
It consists of about 800 lines of Javascript code. The prototype supports Firefox
2.0-3.0 and is available for download from Mozilla.org1. The extension intercepts
each request when it is going to be sent, and removes the cookies and HTTP
authorization headers that are not allowed to be attached according to the policy.
The user interface in Firefox is implemented using XUL (XML User Interface
Language), which is an XML user interface markup language. The XUL is flexible
and extensible. To implement the user intention heuristics for type-1 requests,
the extension hooks onto the events corresponding to those actions and overloads
the event-handlers. To compute the Source-set of each request, the extension first
identified the referer of the request, and then computes the source-set based on
the frame hierarchy. The overhead introduced by our implementation is minimal.
See Appendix B for details.

4 Evaluation and Discussions

Effectiveness of BEAP. How effective is BEAP for defending against CSRF
attacks? In other words, how effective dose BEAP achieves “all sensitive requests
sent by the browser reflect the user’s intention”? We now answer these questions
by analyzing under what assumptions the two inferences work correctly.

We observe that, under three assumptions, a CSRF attack always results in a
request that BEAP considers to not reflect the user’s intention. First, the browser
has not been compromised. BEAP is not designed to defend against attacks
that exploit vulnerabilities in browsers to take over the browser or the operating
system. BEAP defends against CSRF attacks, which exploit web browsers’ design
feature of allowing cross-site requests. Defending against browser exploitation is
orthogonal to our work. Second, a user will not type in a CSRF attack URL
in the address bar, or include a CSRF attack page in the bookmark, or use it
as the default homepage. Under these two assumptions, type-2 requests that
are considered as intended are not CSRF attacks. Third, a website does not
include CSRF attacks against itself. This ensures that any CSRF attack via
type-1 requests will be correctly classified. The third assumption means that we
cannot defend against CSRF attacks that are injected into the target website.
For example, the attacker may be able to inject a CSRF attack into a forum via a
posting, which sends a posting on the victim’s behalf. In this case, the malicious
request is actually not a cross-site request, and will be treated as intended. Such
an attack cannot be defeated by a pure client-side defense, because the browser
1 https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/9416

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/9416
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cannot tell which requests in a webpage are legitimately added by the web site
and which ones are maliciously added by user postings. The problem should be
addressed by having the web application sanitize the user input to be displayed
in the website, similar to defending against XSS attacks.

Second, BEAP allows non-sensitive cookies to be sent with requests that are
not intended. This causes no harm when these requests do not have sensitive con-
sequences. This is true assuming that websites do not contain sensitive operations
that (1) use GET requests and rely on persistent cookies for authentication, or
(2) use GET requests over HTTP and rely on session cookies for authentication.
We would like to point out that these are all bad practices and are vulnerable
to attacks other than CSRF attacks. First, using GET for requests that have
sensitive consequence violates the HTTP/1.1 standard [6]. Second, when using
persistent cookies for authenticating sensitive services, the accounts can be easily
stolen if the user access the account in a public computer. Third, serving sensi-
tive service over HTTP enables the network attacker to launch session injection
attack. In particular, we did not observe any financial websites violate these as-
sumptions; they are all hosted over HTTPS and relying on session cookies for
authentication.

We have also experimentally evaluated our implementation, by verifying that
it successfully defends against all attacks we have found in Section 2.2.

Compatibility of BEAP. BEAP will strip cookies and HTTP authentication
headers from some requests. Would this affect the existing web applications and
change the user’s browsing experiences? We now show that the answer is no.

First, we point out that cookie blocking has already been used for other pur-
poses. Cookies, such as those set by doubleclick.com, can be used to track
users’ browsing behavior and violate user’ privacy. Because of this, Internet Ex-
plorer 6 and later versions protect the user’s privacy with respect to cookies [14].
In particular, IE requires web sites to deploy policies as defined by P3P (Platform
for Privacy Preferences) [1]. When a website does not provide a P3P policy or the
policy does not satisfy the user’s preference, IE performs cookie filtering against
the website. The approach applied by IE’s cookie filtering has similarities with
our defense against the CSRF attacks, but it aims at protecting privacy while
we aim at protecting authenticity. The cookie filtering infers whether a cookie
may violate the user privacy based on the type of the cookie and the heuris-
tics derived from real-world web applications. When the focus is privacy rather
than authenticity, persistent cookies are considered more sensitive than session
cookies, and a persistent cookie with no associated P3P policy is “leashed”, and
will not be attached to requests downloading third-party content. And also a
third-party cookie with no associated P3P policy is denied.

We tested the compatibility of our implementation against 19 popular websites
ranging 6 categories as shown in Table 3. On each website, we logged in the
account and tried the major functionalities provided by the website and the
operations that normal users would perform. For some of them, we created a new
user account. Everything worked well, and all the browsing experiences remained
unchanged. We did not use a crawler or an automatic tool to perform a large-scale

doubleclick.com
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Table 3. The web applications used for compatibility evaluation

Categories Web sites Operations

Email Gmail, Hotmail Check emails, send emails, change settings
Social network MySpace, Facebook create accounts, add friends,

modify the profiles
Online shopping Amazon, ebay place bids, buy items, update the profiles
Financial sites PayPal, Chase, Citi Cards,

American Express, Fidelity,
Discover Cards, PEFCU

add a bank account, money transfer, pay
bills

Personal desktop iGoogle, Windows Live Setup a personal desktop
Internet portal Yahoo! Check emails, write a movie review

compatibility testing, because testing the compatibility is possible only when we
have an account on a website and log into the account to perform authenticated
operations. In particular, creating web accounts on financial websites typically
require having physical accounts.

Finally, we note that while we have not encountered web sites that use cross-
site requests in a way affected by BEAP’s policy, it is certainly plausible for such
sites to exist. However, we note that the functionalities provided by these web
sites are not disabled. When cookies are stripped, the worst case is that the user
needs to re-enter the password in order to perform certain operations.

5 Conclusions

CSRF vulnerabilities are common in real-world web applications, and the con-
sequences of such attacks are most severe with financial websites. We have pro-
posed a browser-based mechanism called BEAP to defend against the CSRF
attacks. It infers whether a request sent by the browser is sensitive and whether
an authentication token is sensitive, and strips sensitive authentication tokens
from any request that may not reflect the user’s intention. We have implemented
BEAP as a browser extension for Firefox, and have shown that BEAP can ef-
fectively defend against the CSRF attacks, and does not break the existing web
applications.
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Appendix

A The Attack Code of the Facebook Example

The following code is constructed for Firefox 2.0.

1. The top-level frame of the malicious webpage.

<html>

<head>

<title>Attack</title>

</head>

<body>

<br><h1>A malicious web page</h1></br>

Please click the button to continue.

<iframe src ="inner.html" width=70 marginwidth="25%" height=20

scrolling="no" frameborder="0" class="iframe"></iframe>

</body>

</html>

2. The mid-level frame "inner.html".

<html>

<body onload="window.scrollTo(1440, 980);">

<iframe src="http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=

http%3A//www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DnQSZOri6Pj0&

t=Sand%20animation%20of%20animals."

width=3000 height=1000 frameborder=0></iframe>

</body>

</html>

B Performance Evaluation

We evaluated the performance overhead introduced by the browser extension.
The experiment was carried out on a 2.19GHz Intel Core 2 Duo with 2GB of
memory , running the Windows operating system. We used Firefox 2.0.0.13 as
a base for performance comparison. We compared the page loading times for
account login on a few common web sites. The page loading times are measured
using the Load Time Analyzer extension [5]. Each page is loaded 5 times, and
the loading times are averaged. The results is shown in Table 4. The performance
overhead is less than 8%, with an average of 2%.

Table 4. The comparison of the page loading times for login

Web sites MySpace iGoogle Paypal Yahoo! eBay
Page loading times for login (base) 2629 1352 6422 1094 1387
Page loading times for login (upgraded) 2733 1464 6484 1125 1399

"inner.html"
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Abstract. Attackers compromise web servers in order to host fraudulent
content, such as malware and phishing websites. While the techniques
used to compromise websites are widely discussed and categorized, anal-
ysis of the methods used by attackers to identify targets has remained
anecdotal. In this paper, we study the use of search engines to locate po-
tentially vulnerable hosts. We present empirical evidence from the logs
of websites used for phishing to demonstrate attackers’ widespread use of
search terms which seek out susceptible web servers. We establish that at
least 18% of website compromises are triggered by these searches. Many
websites are repeatedly compromised whenever the root cause of the vul-
nerability is not addressed. We find that 19% of phishing websites are
recompromised within six months, and the rate of recompromise is much
higher if they have been identified through web search. By contrast, other
public sources of information about phishing websites are not currently
raising recompromise rates; we find that phishing websites placed onto
a public blacklist are recompromised no more frequently than websites
only known within closed communities.

1 Introduction

Criminals use web servers to host phishing websites that impersonate financial
institutions, to send out email spam, to distribute malware, and for many other
illegal activities. To reduce costs, and to avoid being traced, the criminals often
compromise legitimate systems to host their sites. Extra files – web pages or
applications – are simply uploaded onto a server, exploiting insecurities in its
software. Typical techniques involve the exploitation of flaws in the software of
web-based forums, photo galleries, shopping cart systems, and blogs. The secu-
rity ‘holes’ that are taken advantage of are usually widely known, with corrective
patches available, but the website owner has failed to bother to apply them.

The criminals use a number of techniques for finding websites to attack. The
most commonly described is the use of scanners – probes from machines con-
trolled by the criminals – that check if a remote site has a particular security
vulnerability. Once an insecure machine is located, the criminals upload ‘rootk-
its’ to ensure that they can recompromise the machine at will [26], and then
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exploit the machine for their own purposes – or perhaps sell the access rights on
the black market [10]. If the access obtained is insufficient to deploy a rootkit,
or the criminal does not have the skills for this, the website may just have a few
extra pages added, which is quite sufficient for a phishing attack.

An alternative approach to scanners, that will also locate vulnerable websites,
is to ask an Internet search engine to perform carefully crafted searches. This
leverages the scanning which the search engine has already performed, a tech-
nique that was dubbed ‘Google hacking’ by Long [16]. He was interested not
only in how compromisable systems might be located, but also in broader issues
such as the discovery of information that was intended to be kept private. Long
called the actual searches ‘googledorks’, since many of them rely upon extended
features of the Google search language, such as ‘inurl’ or ‘intitle’.

In this paper we examine the evidence for the use of ‘evil searches’: googledorks
explicitly intended to locate machines that can be used in phishing attacks.1 In
Section 2 we explain our methodology and give details of our datasets. Although
it is widely accepted that criminals use these techniques, to our knowledge, this
is the first study to document their prevalence ‘in the wild’.

We make a number of contributions. In Section 3 we clearly establish ‘cause
and effect’ between the use of evil searches and the compromise of web servers
and estimate the extent of evil searching. In Section 4 we study website re-
compromise, showing that over 19% of compromised servers host a phishing
website on at least one more occasion. In Section 4.3 we demonstrate a clear
linkage between evil search and these recompromises. However, ‘findability’ is
not necessarily bad; in Section 5 we consider the subset of websites that appear
in PhishTank’s publicly available list of compromised sites and find evidence that
being listed in PhishTank slightly decreases the rate of recompromise, demon-
strating the positive value of this data to defenders. Our final contribution, in
Section 6, is to discuss the difficulties in mitigating the damage done by evil
searching, and the limitations on using the same searches for doing good.

2 Data Collection Methodology

We receive a number of disparate ‘feeds’ of phishing website URLs. We take a
feed from a major brand owner, which consists almost exclusively of URLs for
the very large number of websites attacking their company, and another feed
that is collated from numerous sources by the Anti-Phishing Working Group
(APWG) [3]. We fetch data from two volunteer organizations: ‘PhishTank’ [21],
which specializes in the URLs of phishing websites, and ‘Artists Against 419’ [4],
which mainly deals with sites designed to facilitate auction scams or complex
advanced fee fraud conspiracies. We also receive feeds from two ‘brand protec-
tion’ companies who offer specialist phishing website take-down services. These
companies amalgamate feeds from numerous other sources, and combine them
with data from proprietary phishing email monitoring systems.
1 While we focus on websites used for phishing, once a site is found it could be used

for any malevolent purpose (e.g., malware hosting).
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Table 1. Categorization of phishing website hosting, October 2007–March 2008

Type of phishing attack Count %
Compromised web servers 88 102 75.8
Free web hosting 20 164 17.4
Rock-phish domains 4 680 4.0
Fast-flux domains 1 672 1.4
‘Ark’ domains 1 575 1.4

Total 116 193 100

Although by their nature these feeds have substantial overlaps with each other,
in practice each contains a number of URLs that we do not receive from any
other source. The result is that we believe that our database of URLs is one of
the most comprehensive available, and the overwhelming majority of phishing
websites will come to our attention. In principle, we could use capture-recapture
analysis to estimate what proportion of sites we were unaware of, as attempted
by Weaver and Collins [27]. However, the lack of independence between the
various feeds makes a robust estimate of coverage impractical to achieve.

2.1 Phishing-Website Demographics

In this paper we consider the phishing websites that first appeared in our feeds
during the six month period from October 2007 through March 2008. We can
split these into a number of different categories according to the hosting method
used. Table 1 summarizes their prevalence.

By far the most common way to host a phishing website is to compromise a
web server and load the fraudulent HTML into a directory under the attacker’s
control. This method accounts for 75.8% of phishing. It is these sites, and the
extent to which they can be located by evil searches, that this paper considers.

A simpler, though less popular approach, is to load the phishing web page onto
a ‘free’ web host, where anyone can register and upload pages. Approximately
17.4% of phishing web pages are hosted on free web space, but since there is no
‘compromise’ here, merely the signing up for a service, we do not consider these
sites any further.

We can also distinguish ‘rock-phish’ and ‘fast-flux’ attacks, where the attack-
ers use malware infected machines as proxies to hide the location of their web
servers [19]. A further group, we dub ‘Ark’, appears to use commercial web host-
ing systems for their sites. All of these attackers use lengthy URLs containing
randomly chosen characters. Since the URLs are treated canonically by the use of
‘wildcard’ DNS entries, we ignore the specious variations and just record canon-
ical domain names. Collectively, these three methods of attack comprise 6.8%
of phishing websites. Once again, because the exploitation does not involve the
compromise of legitimate web servers, and hence no evil searching is required,
we do not consider these attacks any further.
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Table 2. Evil search terms found in Webalizer logs, June 2007–March 2008

Search type Websites Phrases Visits
Any evil search 204 456 1 207
Vulnerability search 126 206 582
Compromise search 56 99 265
Shell search 47 151 360

2.2 Website-Usage Summaries

Many websites make use of The Webalizer [24], a program for summarizing web
server log files. It creates reports of how many visitors looked at the website,
what times of day they came, the most popular pages on the website, and so
forth. It is not uncommon to leave these reports ‘world-readable’ in a standard
location on the server, which means that anyone can inspect their contents.

From June 2007 through March 2008, we made a daily check for Webalizer
reports on each website appearing in our phishing URL feeds. We recorded the
available data – which usually covered activity up to and including the previous
day. We continued to collect the reports on a daily basis thereafter, allowing us
to build up a picture of the usage of sites that had been compromised and used
for hosting phishing websites.

In particular, one of the individual sub-reports that Webalizer creates is a list
of search terms that have been used to locate the site. It can learn these if a
visitor has visited a search engine, typed in particular search terms and then
clicked on one of the search results. The first request made to the site that has
been searched for will contain a ‘Referrer’ header in the HTTP request, and
this will contain the terms that were originally searched for.

2.3 Types of Evil Search

In total, over our ten month study, we obtained web usage logs from 2 486 unique
websites where phishing pages had been hosted (2.8% of all compromised web-
sites). Of these usage logs, 1 320 (53%) recorded one or more search terms.

We have split these search terms into groups, using a manual process to de-
termine the reason that the search had been made. Many of the search terms
were entirely innocuous and referred to the legitimate content of the site. We
also found that many advanced searches were attempts to locate MP3 audio files
or pornography – we took no further interest in these searches.

However, 204 of the 1 320 websites had been located one or more times using
‘evil’ search terms, viz: the searches had no obvious innocent purpose, but were
attempts to find machines that might be compromised for some sort of criminal
activity. We distinguish three distinct types of evil search and summarize their
prevalence in Table 2.

Vulnerability searches are intended to pick out a particular program, or
version of a program, which the attacker can subvert. Examples of searches in this
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group include ‘phpizabi v0.848b c1 hfp1’ (CVE-2008-0805 is an unrestricted
file upload vulnerability) and ‘inurl:com juser’ (CVE-2007-6038 concerns the
ability of remote attackers to execute arbitrary PHP code on a server).

Compromise searches are intended to locate existing phishing websites, per-
haps particular phishing ‘kits’ with known weaknesses, or just sites that someone
else is able to compromise. Examples include ‘allintitle: welcome paypal’
and ‘inurl:www.paypal.com’ which both locate PayPal phishing sites.

Shell searches are intended to locate PHP ‘shells’. When attackers compro-
mise a machine they often upload a PHP file that permits them to perform
further uploads, or to search the machine for credentials – the file is termed a
shell since it permits access to the underlying command interpreter (bash, csh
etc.). The shell is often placed in directories where it becomes visible to search en-
gine crawlers, so we see searches such as ‘intitle: "index of" r57.php’ which
looks for a directory listing that includes the r57 shell, or ‘c99shell drwxrwx’
which looks for a c99 shell that the search engine has caused to run, resulting
in the current directory being indexed – the drwxrwx string being present when
directories have global access permissions.

3 Evidence for Evil Searching

So far, we have observed that some phishing websites are located by the use of
dubious search terms. We now provide evidence of evil searches leading directly
to website compromise. While difficult to attain absolute certainty, we can show
that there is a consistent pattern of the evil searches appearing in the web logs
at or before the time of reported compromise.

3.1 Linking Evil Search to Website Compromise

Figure 1 presents an example timeline of compromises, as reconstructed from our
collections of phishing URLs and Webalizer logs. On 30 November 2007, a phish-
ing page was reported on the http://chat2me247.com website with the path
/stat/q-mono/pro/www.lloydstsb.co.uk/lloyds_tsb/logon.ibc.html.

We began collecting daily reports of chat2me247.com’s Webalizer logs. Ini-
tially, no evil search terms were recorded, but two days later, the website received
a visit triggered by the search string ‘phpizabi v0.415b r3’. Less than 48 hours
after that, another phishing page was reported, with the quite different location
of /seasalter/www.usbank.com/online_banking/index.html.

Given the short period between search and re-compromise, it is very likely
that the second compromise was triggered by the search. Also, the use of a
completely different part of the directory tree suggests that the second attacker
was unaware of the first. Figure 1 shows a screenshot from a web search in April
2008 using the same evil search term: chat2me247.com is the 13th result out of
696 returned by Google, suggesting a high position on any attacker’s target list.

We have observed similar patterns on a number of other websites where evil
search terms have been used. In 25 cases where the website is compromised

http://chat2me247.com
/stat/q-mono/pro/www.lloydstsb.co.uk/lloyds_tsb/logon.ibc.html
chat2me247.com
 /seasalter/www.usbank.com/online_banking/index.html
chat2me247.com
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1: 2007-11-30 10:31:33 phishing URL reported: http://chat2me247.com
/stat/q-mono/pro/www.lloydstsb.co.uk/lloyds_tsb/logon.ibc.html

2: 2007-11-30 no evil search term 0 hits
3: 2007-12-01 no evil search term 0 hits
4: 2007-12-02 phpizabi v0.415b r3 1 hit
5: 2007-12-03 phpizabi v0.415b r3 1 hit
6: 2007-12-04 21:14:06 phishing URL reported: http://chat2me247.com
/seasalter/www.usbank.com/online_banking/index.html

7: 2007-12-04 phpizabi v0.415b r3 1 hit

Fig. 1. Screenshot and timeline of a phishing website compromise using an evil search

multiple times (as with chat2me247.com), we have fetched Webalizer logs in
the days immediately preceding the recompromise (because we were studying
the effects of the initial compromise). For these sites we are able to ascertain
whether the evil search term appears before compromise, on the same day as
the compromise, or sometime after the compromise.

Figure 2 (top) shows a timeline for the 25 websites with Webalizer data before
and after a second compromise. For 4 of these websites, the evil search term
appeared before the recompromise. For the vast majority (20), the evil search
term appeared on the day of the recompromise. In only one case did the evil
search term appear only after recompromise. Since most evil terms appear at
or before the time of recompromise, this strongly suggests that evil searching is
triggering the second compromise. If the evil searches had only occurred after
website compromise, then there would have been no connection.

We also examined the Webalizer logs for an additional 177 websites with evil
search terms but where the logs only started on, or after, the day of the com-
promise (see Figure 2 (bottom)). Again, in most cases (157) the evil search term
appeared from the time of compromise. Taken together, evil search terms were

http://chat2me247.com
/stat/q-mono/pro/www.lloydstsb.co.uk/lloyds_tsb/logon.ibc.html
http://chat2me247.com
/seasalter/www.usbank.com/online_banking/index.html
chat2me247.com
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Fig. 2. Timeline of evil web search terms appearing in Webalizer logs

used at or before website compromise 90% of the time. This is further evidence
that evil searching is a precursor to the compromise of many web servers.

3.2 Estimating the Extent of Evil Search

We can use the incidence of phishing websites that have Webalizer logs as a
sample to estimate the overall prevalence of evil search when servers are com-
promised and used to host phishing websites.

Recall that we have obtained search logs for 1 320 phishing websites, and
that 204 of these websites include one or more evil search terms in these logs.
Frequently, the record shows one visit per evil search.

Unfortunately, Webalizer only keeps a record of the top 20 referring search
terms. Hence, if a site receives many visitors, any rarely occurring search term
will fall outside the top 20. We therefore restrict ourselves to considering just
the 1 085 of Webalizer-equipped hosts that have low enough traffic so that even
search terms with one visit are recorded. Of these hosts, 189 include evil search
terms, or approximately 17.6% of the hosts in the sample. Viewed as a sample
of all compromised phishing websites, the 95% confidence interval for the true
rate of evil searching is (15.3%, 19.8%).

This estimate is only valid if the hosts with Webalizer logs represent a truly
random sample. A number of factors may affect its suitability:

– Running Webalizer (or programs that it may be bundled with) may affect
the likelihood of compromise. We have no evidence for any such effect.

– Sites running Webalizer are not representative of the web server popula-
tion as a whole. Webalizer typically runs on Unix-like operating systems.
Since many compromised servers run on Windows hosts, we cannot directly
translate the prevalence of evil web search terms to these other types.

– Evil searches are only recorded in the website logs if the attacker clicks on
a search result to visit the site. Using automated tools such as Goolag [6],
or simple cut & paste operations, hides the search terms. This leads us to
underestimate the frequency of evil searches.

On balance, we feel sites with Webalizer logs are a fair sample of all websites.
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3.3 Other Evidence for Evil Searches

There is a substantial amount of circumstantial evidence for the use of evil
searches by criminals seeking machines to compromise. Hacker forums regularly
contain articles giving ‘googledorks’, sometimes with further details of how to
compromise any sites that are located. However, published evidence of the extent
to which this approach has replaced older methods of scanning is hard to find,
although the topic is already on the curriculum at one university [15].

LaCour examined a quarter of the URLs in the MarkMonitor phishing URL
feed, and was reported [13] as finding that, “75% had been created by using some
750 evil search terms, and the related PHP vulnerabilities”. Unfortunately, he
was misquoted [14]. LaCour did collect 750 evil searches from hacker forums, but
he did not establish the extent to which these were connected to actual machine
compromises, whether for phishing or any other purpose.

What LaCour was able to establish from his URL data was that for the
October to December 2007 period, 75% of attacks involved machine compromise,
5% were located on free web-hosting and 20% were the categories we have called
rock-phish, fast-flux and Ark. These figures are roughly in line with our results in
Table 1 above. He then observed, from the paths within the URLs, a strong link
with PHP vulnerabilities, particularly ‘Remote File Inclusion’ (RFI) [8]. This is
what led him to speculate that evil searches and subsequent RFI attacks are a
key element in the creation of 75% of all phishing websites.

4 Phishing Website Recompromise

Removing phishing websites can be a frustrating task for the banks and other
organizations involved in defending against phishing attacks. Not only do new
phishing pages appear as fast as old ones are cleared, but the new sites often
appear on the web servers that were previously compromised and cleaned up.
This occurs whenever the sysadmin removing the offending content only treats
the symptoms, without addressing the root problem that enabled the system to
be compromised in the first place.

We now provide the first robust data on the rate of phishing-website recom-
promise. We show how the recompromise rate varies over time, and then provide
evidence of how evil search raises the likelihood of recompromise.

4.1 Identifying When a Website Is Recompromised

Websites may be recompromised because the same attacker returns to a machine
that they know to be vulnerable. Alternatively, the recompromise may occur
because a different attacker finds the machine and independently exploits it
using the same vulnerability, or even a second security flaw. We think it unlikely
that a single attacker would use multiple security flaws to compromise a machine
when just one will do the trick.

The general nature of the security flaw that has been exploited is often quite
obvious because the phishing pages have been added within particular parts of
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the directory structure. For example, when a particular user account is compro-
mised the phishing pages are placed within their filespace; when a file upload
vulnerability is exploited, the pages are put in sub-directories of the upload
repository. However, since it is not always possible to guess what exploit has
been used, we instead consider how much time elapses between phishing reports
to infer distinct compromises.

If two phishing websites are detected on the same server within a day of each
other, it is more likely that the same attacker is involved. If, instead, the attacks
are months apart, then we believe that is far more likely that the website has
been rediscovered by a different attacker. We believe that attackers usually have
a relatively small number of machines to exploit at any given moment and are
unlikely to keep compromised machines ‘for a rainy day’ – this is consistent with
the short delay that we generally see between detection (evil search logged) and
use (phishing website report received).

Our equating of long delays with different attackers is also based on the distri-
bution of recompromises over time. If we treat every phishing site on a particular
server as a different attack, whatever the time delay, then we observe a recompro-
mise rate of 20% after 5 weeks, rising to 30% after 24 weeks. If we insist that there is
a delay of at least 3 weeks between attacks to consider the event to be a recompro-
mise, then the rates change to 2% after 5 weeks and 15% after 24 weeks. The long
term rates of recompromise vary substantially for cut-off points of small numbers
of days, which we believe reflects the same attackers coming back to the machine.
However, the long term rates of recompromise hardly change for cut-off times mea-
sured in weeks, which is consistent with all recompromises being new attackers.

An appropriate cut-off point, where there is only a small variation in the
results from choosing slightly different values, is to use a gap of one week. We
therefore classify a phishing host as recompromised after receiving two reports
for the same website that are at least 7 days apart. Using a 7-day window strikes
a reasonable balance between ensuring that the compromises are independent
without excluding too many potential recompromises from the calculations.

As a further sanity check, we note that for 83% of website recompromises
occurring after a week or longer, the phishing page is placed in a different di-
rectory than previously used. This strongly suggests that different exploits are
being applied, and therefore, different attackers are involved.

4.2 Measuring Website Recompromise Rates

The rate of website recompromise should only be considered as a function of
time. Simply computing the recompromise rate for all phishing websites in the
October to March sample would skew the results: websites first compromised on
October 1st would have six months to be recompromised, while websites first
compromised in late March would have far less time. For this reason, we con-
sider website recompromise in four-week intervals. For instance, we test whether
a website compromised on October 1st has been recompromised by October 29th,
November 26th, and so on. Similarly, we can only check whether a website com-
promised on March 1st 2008 has been recompromised by March 29th.
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Fig. 3. Recompromise rates for phishing websites over time. The error bars show the
95% confidence interval for the true value of the recompromise rate.

Figure 3 plots phishing website recompromise over time. The graph includes
recompromise rates for the 1 320 Webalizer hosts, along with the 36 514 other
hosts we recorded between October 2007 and March 2008. In both cases, the
recompromise rate increases over time: 15% of hosts with Webalizer logs are
recompromised within 4 weeks, rising steadily to 33% within 24 weeks. The
recompromise rate for the other hosts is somewhat lower, but follows the same
pattern: 9% are recompromised within 4 weeks, rising to 19% within 24 weeks.

What might explain the discrepancy in the recompromise rates for the We-
balizer sample? One factor is that the sites with Webalizer logs, by definition,
were accessible at least once shortly after being reported. This is not the case
for all hosts – some phishing websites are completely removed before we are able
to access them.2

Sites that quickly disappear are far less likely to be recompromised in the
future. Hence, Figure 3 also plots the recompromise rates for the 29 986 websites
that responded at least once. The recompromise rate for these websites is slightly
higher than that for all phishing websites.

In any event, the results from this graph offer a strong indication that phishing
website recompromise happens frequently. Many website administrators are not
taking adequate steps to prevent recompromise following an intrusion.

4.3 Evil Searching and Recompromise

Section 3.1 established that evil searches can precede website compromise. We
now show that the evil searches are linked to much higher rates of recompromise.

Figure 4 (left) compares the recompromise rates for hosts in the Webal-
izer sample. Sites with evil search terms in the logs are far more likely to be
2 Many sites that are compromised are long-abandoned blogs and image galleries. It

is not surprising that a number of these are removed altogether, rather than being
cleaned up and left publicly available.
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Fig. 4. Recompromise rates for phishing websites with and without evil search re-
sponses found in the Webalizer logs (left). The right graph shows the percentage point
difference along with 95% confidence intervals.

recompromised than sites without such terms. Hosts reached by evil search face
a 21% chance of recompromise after 4 weeks, compared to 14% otherwise. Within
24 weeks these numbers rise to 48% and 29% respectively.

Moreover, these differences are statistically significant. Figure 4 (right) plots
the percentage point difference between recompromise rates when evil and non-
evil searches are present, along with 95% confidence intervals. For instance, there
is a 20.4 percentage point difference in recompromise rates after 16 weeks (43.2%
recompromise for evil searches compared to 22.8% for the rest). The evil search
recompromise rate is nearly twice that of ordinary phishing websites for the
period. What does this mean? Vulnerable websites that can be found through
web search are likely to be repeatedly rediscovered and recompromised until they
are finally cleaned up.

5 PhishTank and Recompromise

We have shown that attackers use web search to find websites to compromise.
We now consider whether they are using public phishing website blacklists as
an alternative way to find sites to compromise. These blacklists provide valuable
data for ‘phishing toolbars’ that block visits to fraudulent websites. Most black-
lists are kept hidden: Google’s SafeBrowsing API [12] only allows users to verify
suspected URLs, while the APWG’s blacklist [3] is only available to members.

In contrast, ‘PhishTank’ [21] provides an open source blacklist which is gen-
erated and maintained through web-based participation. Users are invited to
submit URLs of suspected phishing websites and verify each other’s entries.
Consequently, PhishTank provides a permanent record of phishing websites dat-
ing back to its inception in late 2006. They also publish a more dynamic list of
recently active phishing websites. We now test whether appearing in PhishTank’s
public blacklist makes website recompromise more likely.
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Fig. 5. Recompromise rate for phishing websites appearing on the public website Phish-
Tank (left); normalized 4-week recompromise rates based upon the month of first com-
promise (right)

It is unfair to simply compare recompromise rates for sites PhishTank knows
about with those of which it is unaware. While aiming to be comprehensive, in
practice PhishTank fails in this aim, and is aware of only 48% of the phishing
websites in our collection. Since some of our other URL feeds get some of their
data from PhishTank, it is more accurate to view PhishTank as a subset of the
phishing URLs we record. So although PhishTank has a roughly even chance of
recording a particular phishing incident, there will be further chances to record
the host if it is recompromised. This biases PhishTank’s record to include a
disproportionate number of hosts where multiple compromises occur.

Consequently, we apply a fairer test to determine whether a host’s appear-
ance in PhishTank makes it more likely to be recompromised. We compare the
recompromise rates of new hosts following their first compromise. 9 283 hosts
detected by PhishTank during their first reported compromise are compared
against 15 398 hosts missed by PhishTank during the first compromise. Since
we are only considering URLs reported from October 2007 to March 2008, we
ignore URLs first appearing in PhishTank prior to October 2007.

The results are presented in Figure 5 (left) and show that new websites ap-
pearing in PhishTank are no more likely to be recompromised than new websites
that do not appear. Website recompromise over the short term (up to 12 weeks)
is less for websites publicized in PhishTank compared to those hidden from it.
Within 4 weeks, PhishTank-aware phishing websites are recompromised 8.9%
of the time, compared to 10.2% for sites not reported to PhishTank. A similar
trend holds for recompromised websites within 8 and 12 weeks, with recompro-
mise rates around two percentage points lower for websites known to PhishTank.
These differences are maintained with 95% confidence. However, over the longer
term (16 to 24 weeks), the recompromise rates become indistinguishable.

Why might sites appearing in PhishTank be recompromised less often? It
appears that defenders are paying more attention to PhishTank’s lists than at-
tackers are. By making its blacklist available free of charge, more support staff
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at ISPs and sysadmins are informed of compromised websites in need of cleanup.
Other companies sell phishing feeds to aid ISPs in this manner, but PhishTank’s
free service may be more widely adopted. As more defenders become aware of
PhishTank (and consequently aware of more phishing websites), we might expect
PhishTank’s recompromise rate to diminish further over time. To test this hy-
pothesis in our data, Figure 5 (right) plots recompromise rates after 4 weeks for
phishing websites based on the month the site is reported. The data is normalized
with respect to the overall phishing activity in the relevant month. In October,
the recompromise rate for websites reported to PhishTank is higher than in the
set of websites of which PhishTank is unaware. However, this situation turns
around thereafter, with the recompromise rates for sites in PhishTank reduc-
ing and becoming lower than the rising recompromise rate for the sites which
PhishTank missed.3

Based on our data analysis, we conclude that the good offered by PhishTank
(better information for defenders) currently outweighs the bad (exploitation of
compromised websites by attackers). However, the use of PhishTank by both
attackers and defenders might change dynamically over time. Consequently, we
believe that continued monitoring is necessary in case attackers begin to leverage
PhishTank’s public blacklist.

6 Mitigation Strategies

Thus far we have demonstrated clear evidence that evil searches are actively
used to locate web servers for hosting phishing websites. We have also shown
that server re-compromise is often triggered by evil search. Therefore, we now
consider how evil searches might be thwarted, in order to make the criminals’
task harder. We set out and review a number of mitigation strategies, the first
two of which can be implemented locally, whereas the others require action by
outside parties. Unfortunately each has drawbacks.

Strategy 1: Obfuscating targeted details. Evil searches could be made less effective
if identifying information such as version numbers were removed from web server
applications. While this might make it a bit harder for attackers to discover
vulnerable websites, it does nothing to secure them.

Damron [7] argued for obfuscation by noting that removing the version num-
bers from applications is easy for the defender, while adding a significant burden
for the attacker. However, defenders also stand to gain from detailed application
information, as the presence of a version number can assist sysadmins in keeping
track of which of their users continues to run out of date software.

We note that very few of the evil search terms we examined contained explicit
version numbers, but merely sought to identify particular programs. The final

3 In October 2007 PhishTank added highly-publicized features to its website, which
permit searches for phishing sites based on ASNs, and RSS feeds of new entries
within an ASN; exactly meeting the requirements of an ISP that wished to keep
track of any compromised customers.
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objection to this strategy is that obscuring version numbers still leaves users ex-
posed to ‘shotgun’ attackers who run all of their exploits against every candidate
site without worrying whether or not it is running a vulnerable version.

Strategy 2: Evil search penetration testing. Motivated defenders could run evil
searches to locate sites that might be compromised and then warn their owners of
the risk they were running. For many evil searches, which only return a handful
of exploitable sites amongst many thousands of results, this is unlikely to be an
effective scheme. Furthermore, the search results are usually just hints that only
indicate the potential for compromise. Confirming suspicions normally requires
an active attack, which would be illegal in most jurisdictions.

Strategy 3: Blocking evil search queries. An alternative approach is for the search
engines to detect evil searches and suppress the results, or only provide links to
law enforcement sites. Given their inherent specificity, constructing a compre-
hensive and up-to-date blacklist of evil searches is likely to be difficult and costly.
Blocking some of the more obvious terms (e.g., those found in Long’s popular
database [11]) is unlikely to be effective if the terms used by the criminals rapidly
evolve. In any event, the search engines are unlikely to have any meaningful in-
centive to develop and deploy such a list.

Strategy 4: Removing known phishing sites from search results. The low-cost
option of removing currently active phishing sites from the search results has
almost nothing to recommend it. Search engines suppress results for known
child-pornography sites, and Google prevents users from clicking through to
sites that are hosting malware [9] until they are cleaned up [17]. However,
phishing presents different circumstances. Malware is placed on high traffic sites
where removal from search results is a powerful incentive towards getting it re-
moved, but phishing sites are often on semi-abandoned low traffic sites where
the incentive to remove will be limited. Although the evil search will not work
while the phishing site is active, the site will be findable again as soon as the
fraudulent pages are removed. This approach would also prevent any use of
searches by defenders, which means that it does some harm as well as doing little
good.

Strategy 5: Lower the reputation of previously phished hosts discoverable by evil
search terms. In addition to flagging active phishing URLs, website reputation
services such as SiteAdvisor [18] already give a warning for websites that consis-
tently host malicious content. Since we have shown that a substantial proportion
of systems that host a phishing website are later recompromised, such services
might mark previously compromised hosts as risky. Furthermore, it would be
entirely prudent to proactively flag as a much higher risk any hosts used for
phishing which can also be found by evil search terms. The magnitude of the
risk should reflect our finding that about half of these sites will be recompromised
within 24 weeks.
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7 Related Work

As indicated earlier, very little academic research has examined the use of search
engines to compromise websites. However, researchers have recently begun to
recognize the importance of empirically studying electronic crime. Thomas and
Martin [25] and Franklin et al. [10] have characterized the underground econ-
omy by monitoring the advertisements of criminals on IRC chatrooms. Provos
et al. [22] tracked malicious URLs advertising malware, finding that 1.3% of
incoming Google search queries returned links to malware-distributing URLs.
Moore and Clayton [19] studied the effectiveness of phishing-website removal by
recording site lifetimes. Collins et al. [5] used NetFlow data on scanning, spam-
ming and botnet activity to classify unsafe IP address ranges. The current work
contributes to this literature by measuring the prevalence of evil search terms
for compromising websites and the impact on site recompromise.

Another related area of literature is the economics of information security [2].
One key economic challenge identified by this literature is overcoming asymmet-
ric information. Better measurement of security is needed, from the prevalence
of vulnerabilities in competing software to the responsiveness of ISPs in cleaning
up infected hosts. Publishing accurate data on website recompromise can iden-
tify serial underperformers and highlight opportunities for improvement. Google
and StopBadware [23] publicly disclose infected websites, and it has been claimed
that this disclosure encourages prompt cleanup [9]. At a policy level, Anderson
et al. [1] have recommended that regulators collect better data on system com-
promise and use it to punish unresponsive ISPs.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented clear evidence that the criminals who are com-
promising web servers to host phishing websites are using Internet search en-
gines to locate vulnerable machines. We have found direct evidence of these ‘evil
searches’ in 18% of our collection of Webalizer logs from phishing sites, and
believe the true prevalence to be even higher.

We have also shown a clear linkage with the recompromise of servers. The
general population of phishing websites exhibits a recompromise rate of 19%
after 24 weeks, but where evil searches are found in the logs, the rate reaches
48%. Although the use of evil searches has been known about anecdotally, this
is the first paper to show how prevalent the technique has become, and to report
upon the substantial rates of recompromise that currently occur.

In contrast, phishing website URLs that are made public by the PhishTank
database currently enjoy a slight, but statistically significant, reduction in their
recompromise rates. This suggests that defenders are able to use the database
in order to reduce criminal attacks, and that the sometimes touted benefits of
keeping attack data hidden from public view may be minimal.

Other strategies for mitigating evil search that work by limiting attackers’
access to information – obfuscating version numbers, filtering search results,
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blocking evil search queries – we also consider to be flawed. The most promising
countermeasure we discuss is to incorporate a website’s likelihood of recompro-
mise into the calculation of its reputation.
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Abstract. Tor is currently one of the more popular systems for
anonymizing near real-time communications on the Internet. Recently,
Borisov et al. proposed a denial of service based attack on Tor (and
related systems) that significantly increases the probability of compro-
mising the anonymity provided. In this paper, we propose an algorithm
for detecting such attacks and examine the effectiveness of the obvious
approach to evading such detection. We implement a simplified version of
the detection algorithm and study whether the attack may be in progress
on the current Tor network. Our preliminary measurements indicate that
the attack was probably not implemented during the period we observed
the network.

Keywords: Anonymity, reliability, denial of service, attack, detection.

1 Introduction

A low-latency anonymous communication system attempts to allow near-real-
time communication between hosts while hiding the identity of these hosts from
various types of observers. Such a system is useful whenever communication
privacy is desirable — personal, medical, legal, governmental, or financial appli-
cations all may require some degree of privacy. Financial applications that might
benefit from such privacy include e-cash or credit systems, contract proposal and
acceptance, or retrieval of financial data.

Dingledine et al. developed the Tor [3] system for such communication. Tor
(and other related systems) anonymizes communication by sending it along paths
of anonymizing proxies. Syverson et al. [6] showed that such systems are vulner-
able to a passive adversary who controls the first and last proxies along such a
path. More recently, Borisov et al. [2] showed that an adversary willing to en-
gage in denial of service (DoS) could increase their probability of compromising
anonymity. When a path is reconstructed after a denial of service, new proxies
are chosen, and thus the adversary has another chance to be on the endpoints
of the path.

Our contributions are as follows. We prove that an adversary engaging in
the DoS attack in an idealized Tor-like system can be detected by probing at
most 3n paths in the system, where n is the number of proxies in the system.
Through simulation, we show that an adversary attempting to avoid detection by
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engaging in DoS probabilistically can still be detected, and that the attempt to
avoid detection radically degrades the effectiveness of the attack. Finally, using
measurements of connection drop rates across Tor nodes, we implement a version
of the detection algorithm and conclude it is unlikely that such an attack was in
progress during the time period the network was observed.

We introduce related work and present the attack in more detail in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the algorithm to detect attacker-controlled nodes, and Sec-
tion 4 describes one possible attacker strategy to avoid detection, along with
an evaluation of its effectiveness. This is followed by our measurements of Tor
node drop rates (Section 5) and the results of a practical implementation of our
detection algorithm (Section 6). We conclude in Section 7.

2 The Denial of Service Attack

We model the Tor network with a fully connected undirected graph1. The set
N of vertices of the graph represent the Tor nodes (or routers), and the edges
represent network connections between nodes. We define n to be |N |.

Tor sets up circuits (also referred to as tunnels) consisting of three nodes; in
our model, this equates to a path containing three vertices (in order) and the
corresponding edges between them. To simplify the analysis, we allow the same
node to appear on the path more than once – that is, nodes are chosen uni-
formly at random with replacement. Application level communications between
an initiator and a responder is then passed through the circuit. We assume that
a timing cross-correlation attack works perfectly, i.e., the adversary can break
the system’s anonymity properties if it controls the first and last node along
the path by observing the timing of communications between an initiator and
responder.

In any attack we assume some subset C of N are compromised, that is, they
are collaborators under the control of an adversary that will attempt to break
the anonymity of users in the system. As with N , we define c to be |C|. Here we
limit our attention to the nodes within the Tor network, under the assumption
that an adversary will compromise some of these nodes in an attempt to link
initiators and responders.

In actual deployments of Tor, not all nodes can appear in all locations on the
path. In particular, only certain nodes can be the final node on the path; in all
other ways, they are identical to other nodes. These nodes are referred to as exit
nodes. Let E ⊆ N be the set of exit nodes where e = |E|.

Syverson et al. [6] observed that a passive adversary controls both the first
and last node of a path with probability c2

n2 if all nodes may act as exit nodes.
In the case where exit nodes are selectively compromised this may be improved
to c2

ne . (Currently approximately one third of Tor nodes act as exit nodes at any
one time.)

1 Some individual Tor nodes may disable connections on specific ports or to specific
IP addresses. We have not determined if these significantly limit the graph.
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Levine et al. [4] observe that if long-lived connections between an initiator
and responder are reset at a reasonable rate then such an attack will be able to
compromise anonymity with high probability within O(n2

c2 ln n) resets.
In order to further improve the chances of compromise of communications over

a Tor circuit a number of researchers [5,1,2] have suggested that compromised
nodes that occur on paths in which they are not the first or last node artificially
create a reset event by dropping the connection. Borisov et al. [2] analyze the
following version of this attack on Tor:

If the adversary acts as a first or last router on a tunnel, the tunnel is
observed for a brief period of time and matched against all other tunnels
where a colluding router is the last or first router, respectively. If there
is a match, the tunnel is compromised; otherwise, the adversary kills the
tunnel by no longer forwarding traffic on it. The adversary also kills all
tunnels where it is the middle node, unless both the previous and next
nodes are also colluding.

In this case, the adversary controls the endpoints of a randomly generated
path with probability

c3 + c2(n− c)
c3 + c2(n− c) + (n− c)3

=
α3 + α2(1− α)

α3 + α2(1 − α) + (1− α)3

where α = c/n is the fraction of compromised nodes,
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Fig. 1. A comparison of the probability of an circuit being compromised, given either
the passive or adaptive (Borisov) adversary. The selective adversary, in either case,
compromises only exit nodes.
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Assuming that not all nodes are exit nodes and C ⊆ E the endpoints of the
path are compromised with probability:

c3 + c2(n− c)
c3 + c2(n− c) + (n− c)2(e− c)

=
α3 + α2(1 − α)

α3 + α2(1 − α) + (1− α)2( e
n − α)

The conclusion by Borisov et al. is that their optimization brings significant
gains to the attacker. As shown in Figure 1, it is strongly in the attacker’s interest
to kill circuits that can’t be compromised. The gain from this attack is even more
pronounced when exit nodes are selected for compromise before other nodes.

3 Detecting the Attack

In this section we show how to detect such a DoS attack using O(n) probes of
the network where a probe consists of setting up a circuit using a given path
through the network and passing data through it. We assume a naive attacker
that follows the procedure precisely as formulated above. Further we assume that
the time taken for an attacker to detect a match is negligible when compared
to the expected time between circuit kills due to unreliable but uncompromised
nodes. I.e., we assume that if a probe results in a circuit being killed inside of
a short period of time after being created, this is due to the fact that there is
at least one compromised node on the circuit and that it is not the case that
both endpoints of the corresponding path are compromised. Note that by sending
traffic with a predictable pattern through the circuit we can make the time taken
for detection very low. As we discuss below, by repeating the experiment we can
make the probability of confusing a kill due to unreliable but uncompromised
nodes and a kill due to a compromised node as small as we wish.

First observe that it is impossible by using only the above probes of the
network to distinguish between the case where all nodes are compromised and
no nodes are compromised. In both cases, all probes will result in circuits that
are not killed. Therefore we assume the number of compromised nodes is at
least 2 but less than n. Both bounds are reasonable: At least two compromised
nodes are required to perform the underlying traffic confirmation attack, and an
anonymity network composed entirely of compromised nodes is of no value to an
honest user. Note that the user can enforce the latter constraint by running or
sponsoring one honest node. Further we assume that the length of the paths used
by the Tor implementation under attack is fixed independent of (and strictly less
than) n and that paths consist of distinct nodes. We can prove:

Theorem 1. Under the above assumptions, using O(n) probes we can detect all
of the compromised nodes of the Tor network. For the case of paths of length 3
the number of probes required is at most 3n.

Proof. Let k be the length of the paths used by the Tor implementation under
consideration. We denote the probe consisting of the path of length k starting
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with u1 and ending with uk with edges between ui and ui+1 for i = 1, . . . , uk−1

by (u1, . . . , uk). We say a probe succeeds if the circuit is not killed, otherwise it
fails.

Choose a set X = {x1, . . . , xk−1} of k−1 (distinct) nodes, arbitrarily. Perform
the following set of probes: (x1, y, x2, . . . , xk−1) for each y not in X . One of three
cases results.

Case 1: All n− k + 1 probes succeed. In this case both x1 and xk−1 are com-
promised. For any other node y, we can determine if it is compromised by using
the probe (x1, . . . , xk−1, y). If it succeeds then y is compromised, if not, y is
uncompromised. (To test nodes in X , replace them in the above probe set with
an arbitrary node not in X and try a probe with the given node in the last
position.)

Case 2: Among the n−k+1 probes, at least one succeeds and at least one fails.
If either endpoint were compromised, then either all probes would succeed (if the
other endpoint were compromised) or all probes would fail (if the other endpoint
were uncompromised). Thus neither endpoint is compromised. But then if any
of x2, . . . , xk−2 were compromised every probe would fail. Thus in this case
all of the nodes in X are uncompromised, any y for which the probe failed is
compromised, and any y for which the probe succeeded is uncompromised.

Case 3: All n−k+1 probes fail. In this case we can conclude that either all nodes
in X are uncompromised and all nodes not in X are compromised, or at least
one of the nodes in X is compromised. For each pair of nodes xi, xj ∈ X consider
probes of length k of the form (xi, y, . . . , xj), where positions 3 through k − 1
consist of X \ {xi, xj} in an arbitrary fixed order and y ranges over nodes not
in X . Suppose that for some pair xi, xj ∈ X all probes succeed. It is easy to see
that at least one node in X must be compromised, from which it follows that
xi and xj are compromised; we proceed as in Case 1 to determine the status of
the remaining nodes. Otherwise, for each pair xi, xj ∈ X there is y /∈ X such
that the probe (xi, y, . . . , xj) fails. Notice that in this case, if there is at least
one uncompromised node in X , then there is exactly one uncompromised node
in X . Now we consider probes of length k of the form (x, . . . , y), where x ∈ X ,
positions 2 through k − 1 consist of X \ {x} in an arbitrary fixed order, and y
ranges over nodes not in X . Suppose every probe of the form (x, . . . , y) fails.
If there were exactly one compromised node in X , then necessarily every node
not in X is uncompromised, which means that there is exactly one compromised
node in the entire network, violating our assumption that there are at least two
such nodes2. Thus we conclude that no nodes in X are compromised and all
nodes not in X are compromised. Otherwise there are x ∈ X and y /∈ X such
that (x, . . . , y) succeeds. Suppose x were not compromised. Then there would be
a compromised node in X \ {x} or y would be compromised; in either case the

2 The full attack is impossible with a single compromised node, though an adversary
could still perform an occasional denial of service with one such node. A single
compromised node could be detected in a number of probes linear in n, though we
omit the details here.
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probe (x, . . . , y) would fail, a contradiction. So x is compromised and hence x
is the only compromised node in X . Furthermore, the compromised nodes not
in X are precisely those y such that the probe (x, . . . , y) succeeds.

The worst case number of probes occurs in Case 3 in which we do at most
(
(
k−1
2

)
+ k− 1)(n− k +1) probes beyond the initial n− k + 1 probes that define

the cases3. As k is assumed to be fixed independent of n this is clearly O(n).
For the case k = 3 (the default for Tor), we notice that the initial set of probes
and the first set of probes in Case 3 are the same, so in fact we conclude that
the total number of probes is ≤ 3n. ��
Above we state that (under the perhaps unrealistic assumption that the results
of probes are independent) repeated probes can be used to distinguish the cases
of an attacker killing a circuit and that of a circuit consisting of honest nodes
failing. To do this, for any given probe of the above algorithm we repeat the
probe l times where l (determined below) depends upon on the probability of
error in the algorithm we find acceptable. If all l of the trials fail we report that
the path contains at least one compromised node and that at least one end point
that is honest. Otherwise we conclude the path contains all honest nodes or both
end points are compromised.

Assume that an attacker always successfully kills a circuit it is on that it
does not control. Then a probe consisting of l independent trials can be wrong
only if (a) an honest circuit fails l times in a row or (b) a circuit with both end
points compromised fails l times in a row. Assume that any given circuit fails due
to unreliable nodes or edges with probability f . Then, under the independence
assumption, (a) or (b) occur with probability at most f l, i.e., the probability
that a probe consisting of l independent trials is correct is at least 1− f l. If the
algorithm performs m such probes the probability they are all correct is greater
than (1 − f l)m. Assume we require that our algorithm correctly identifies all
nodes as either honest or compromised with probability at least 1 − ε. Then it
is easy to see (using standard approximations) that choosing

l >
ln ln( 1

1−ε )− ln m

ln f

is sufficient. If we take m = 3000 (the worst case number of probes for a 1000
node Tor network), f = .2 (an approximate bound the observed probability of
path failures on Tor — see Section 5) and ε = .001 (so that we expect less than
one misidentification) we see that l = 10 is more than sufficient.

Of course, we require that the above repeated probes be independent which
is highly unlikely to be the case. But by spreading the repetitions out over time
we can increase our confidence that observed failures are not random.

4 Attacker Strategy

An intelligent attacker will be aware that killing circuits at a rate higher than
the background rate can, in theory, be detected. Here, we consider the case of an
3 Since some probes will be repeated, the actual number can be made a bit smaller.
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Probability of circuit kill
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and that assume that the background kill rate

is zero, but the general shape of the graph remains when changing these assumptions.

attacker that kills some fraction of the circuits through nodes under its control. In
particular, circuits that contain compromised nodes, but where both endpoints
are not compromised, are killed. The attacker can choose to kill any fraction of
such circuits, from all (which is Borisov’s description of the DoS attack) to none
(equivalent to the passive adversary).

Figure 2 shows the effect of varying the kill probability for various frac-
tions of compromised nodes, obtained through simulations conforming to the
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assumptions in Section 2. Clearly, the adaptive attacker is most effective when
in control of many nodes, and when killing as many circuits as possible.

In the deployed Tor system, only certain nodes are eligible to be last in
the circuit. The intelligent selective adversary compromises these exit nodes.
Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the kill probability for various fractions of
compromised exit nodes.

These results strongly suggest that the selective adversary is in a difficult
position. In failing to kill circuits, the adversary does no better than a passive
adversary. An adaptive adversary killing a fraction of circuits results in small
gains over the passive adversary for fractions that are not close to one. As dis-
cussed in Section 3, an attacker that always kills paths can be detected in a small
number of probes; the same reasoning leads to the conclusion that an adversary
that kills any significant fraction of paths can still be detected in a small number
of probes.

5 Measuring Failure Rates in Tor

As already mentioned, implementation of our detection algorithm is dependent
upon knowing the background drop-rate for circuits in Tor. We can consider a
range of sophistication for the attacker, corresponding to how much data the
attacker must see before killing the circuit:

1. Minimal data. The strongest attacker knows to kill the circuit based solely
on the Tor circuit creation cells. Bauer et al. [1] describe such an attacker.

2. Low data. A weaker attacker must wait until the circuit has been successfully
built, but can kill the circuit before any data is sent along a TCP stream. The
attacker might be able to send some data through the circuit itself, or might
observe the Tor cells sent from the initiator to the exit node instructing the
latter to open a TCP connection.

3. High data. The weakest attacker observes the actual TCP data and bases
its decision to kill the circuit on that.

Accordingly, we conducted an experiment in which we repeatedly downloaded a
file through Tor and measured the rates of the different failure modes. The con-
trolling process launches a curl process to download the file. The Tor proxy is
responsible for circuit creation; the controlling process ignores circuits with exit
policies that do not allow the download, but otherwise attaches one curl process
to one circuit. We then monitor the various failure rates. Kills by the minimal-
data attacker correspond to circuit creation failures. Kills by the low-data at-
tacker correspond to attempting to attach a curl process to a successfully-built
circuit, but the process then receiving either no reply from the server or timing
out4. Kills by the high-data attacker correspond to a curl process failing to
completely download the file.
4 We also used the Tor Control protocol to measure the failure rate of the instruction to

the exit node to open a TCP connection to the recipient; the results are comparable
to those reported here.
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Circuits launched 4995
Circuit failure at hop 1 106 (2.1%)
Circuit failure at hop 2 258 (5.2%)
Circuit failure at hop 3 640 (12.8%)
Total circuit construction failures 1004 (20.1%) (minimal-data)

curl processes launched 3010
No reply or timeout 537 (17.8%) (low-data)
Partial file 6 (0.2%) (high-data)

Fig. 4. Observed Tor drop-rates corresponding to different-strength attackers

We present our findings in Figure 45. We can treat these failure rates as upper
bounds on the corresponding background rates in Tor. An immediate conclusion
that we can draw from these measurements is that detecting a minimal-, low-,
or high-data attacker using l-times repeated probe version of our detection algo-
rithm requires taking l = 10, 9, and 3, respectively. Since it is possible that some
version of the DoS attack was in progress when we performed our measurements,
the failure rates among honest nodes may in fact be lower; additional measure-
ments along the lines of those described in Section 6 are in order to identity
potentially suspicious nodes and determine whether the failure rates decrease
significantly when those nodes are removed from the experiment.

6 Detection in Practice

The detection algorithm described in Section 3 along with the measurements
made above provide a reasonably practical method for detecting the DoS attack
in progress, and serves as a theoretical upper bound on the amount of work
necessary to discover such an attack. A number of simplifications are possible if
we assume the existence of a single, presumably honest, onion router under our
control. In essence, this single honest router is a trustworthy guard node [8]. This
trust is important: Borisov et al. note that the use of guard nodes in general may
make the selective adversary more powerful when performing the predecessor
attack [7]. The assumption of a trusted guard node avoids this problem entirely.
We note that this assumption is not strong—by “trusted” here we mean that
the node itself is not under the control of an attacker. This can be arranged by
installing one’s own onion router and using it as the guard node. We further
note that this assumption hinges upon the trusted node being indistinguishable
from other nodes and that it be unknown to the adversary. If these conditions
do not hold, then the adversary can choose to not attack connections from the
trusted node and remain hidden. In this sense, the simplified detection algorithm
is easier for the attacker to game.
5 These rather high failure rates are consistent with those reported by Mike Perry at

BlackHat USA 2007, available at
http://www.blackhat.com/html/bh-media-archives/bh-archives-2007.html

http://www.blackhat.com/html/bh-media-archives/bh-archives-2007.html
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Regardless, what are the advantages of this approach? First, observe that
we need only probe nodes that are advertised as exit nodes, as there is a clear
reason for an attacker to control exit nodes over non-exit nodes. Second, circuits
in Tor are configurable by the initiator. In particular, paths of length two can
be created, where the first node is known to be honest and the second, exit
node’s behavior can be observed. These simplifications allow for a practical,
simplified algorithm for detecting the attack. We describe this algorithm in the
following text. We then describe our implementation of the algorithm as well as
the limitations and assumptions of the algorithm. Finally, we present the results
of several runs of the algorithm on the Tor network.

First, query the Tor directory servers for a list of all public nodes. Filter this
list based upon the nodes that are flagged as valid, running, stable, exit nodes,
as these should be most advantageous for the adversary to compromise. Call this
list of nodes the candidates. Then, repeat the following steps l times, where larger
values of l increase certainty as described in Section 3: For each candidate node,
create a circuit where the first node is known to be honest, and the second is a
candidate. Retrieve a file through this circuit, and log the results. Each such test
either succeeds completely, or fails at some point, either during circuit creation
or other initialization, or during the retrieval itself. Either failure mode could
be the result of a natural failure (e.g., network outages, overloaded nodes), or
an attacker implementing the DoS attack. A candidate node with a high failure
rate is a suspect ; this failure rate can be tuned with the usual trade-off between
false positives and negatives.

Once the list of suspect nodes is generated, the following steps are repeated
l′ times for an appropriately chosen l′. Each possible pairing of suspect nodes
is used to create a circuit of length two. As above, the circuits thus created are
used to perform a retrieval, and the successes and failures are logged. In this set
of trials, we are looking for paths with low failure rates over the l′ trials. Nodes
on such paths could be under control of an adaptive adversary, and are termed
guilty.

Also, consider a graph, where vertices are nodes, and edges exist between
guilty nodes. If such paths form a clique, there are a limited number of expla-
nations: One is that the guilty nodes are actually malicious; another is that all
have good connectivity with one another, but bad connectivity with the honest
node used to form the list of suspects. We suspect that larger cliques are less
likely to be due to the latter, particularly if the nodes appear to be running on
disparate networks. We have not verified this conjecture.

We implemented this algorithm on the Tor network, using a Tor node we had
been running for several months prior as our honest node. We formed suspect
lists with l = 20, looking for a failure rate of greater than 0.5 when retrieving a
100 kB file. We then attempted to find cliques of guilty nodes, using l′ = 10 and
a failure rate of less than 0.2.

Our results were mixed. Over the course of five days, we created and tested
candidate lists once per day, tested suspects, and identified cliques of guilty
nodes. Our observations are as follows. The set of candidates for any particular
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trial contained around two hundred nodes, although the union of all such sets
contained nearly two hundred fifty nodes. Any given trial typically discovered
about twenty suspect nodes, though the union of all such sets contained about
fifty nodes. Two of the trials revealed cliques of size five, though the membership
sets of these two cliques were disjoint.

Do these results indicate the presence of an attacker? Naively, if we were to
assume all tests were independent, the likelihood of such cliques arising by chance
alone is infinitesimal. However, the tests are not independent. For example, a
node that is overloaded will refuse connections, or perhaps will be so congested
that TCP timeouts will be reached, resulting in a failure of the stream being
carried by the circuit. Such an overload will persist over time, reducing the
independence between each of the l probes sent to a given node. We attempted
to control for this effect by temporally spacing the probes by at least half an
hour, but there is no way for a given Tor node to be sure of the reason for a
failure elsewhere in a circuit.

We performed a modified version of this test. After creating the suspect list,
we interleaved probes of the suspect, again as exits, through our honest node, as
in the candidate probes. The purpose of these probes were to determine if the
suspect nodes’ performance had changed in the time since the suspect list was
generated. Again, results were mixed: some suspects remained suspicious, while
others had improved performance. Without exception, those whose performance
improved did not appear to be guilty when examining the probes of suspect-
paths.

We also performed a third version of test, where pairs of suspects were the
entry and exit nodes on a path of length three. The third node was our trusted
node. In this test, we saw the overall average failure rate rise back to the level
observed when searching for suspect nodes. No suspicious cliques emerged.

More measurements should be performed to make more definitive statements
about the presence of the denial of service attack in the Tor network. We plan to
validate the simplified and general detection algorithms in simulation. We further
plan to perform more systematic measurements on the Tor network, depending
upon the results of our validation and feedback from the Tor community.

7 Conclusion

The denial of service attack on Tor-like networks is potentially quite powerful,
allowing an adversary attempting to break the anonymity of users at a rate
much higher than when passively listening. Fortunately, this power comes at a
price: We have shown that an attacker performing the denial of service is easily
detected. We have presented an algorithm that deterministically detects such
attackers with a number of probes into the network linear in the number of nodes
in the network. Further, we have shown that while an attacker may choose to
deny service probabilistically in an attempt to avoid detection, such an attempt
is self-defeating: Most of the attacker’s gain occurs as the probability of denial
approaches one — lower values do not gain much over a passive approach, but
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are still detectable in a linear number of probes. Finally, we have presented
preliminary evidence that no such attack is currently being executed within
the deployed Tor network, on the basis of the background connection drop rate
within Tor and on an practical version of our detection algorithm.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank George Bissias for noting an error
in an earlier version of the proof in Theorem 1.
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Abstract. We present a useful new mechanism that facilitates the atomic
exchange of many large baskets of securities in a combinatorial exchange. Cryp-
tography prevents information about the securities in the baskets from being ex-
ploited, enhancing trust. Our exchange offers institutions who wish to trade large
positions a new alternative to existing methods of block trading: they can reduce
transaction costs by taking advantage of other institutions’ available liquidity,
while third party liquidity providers guarantee execution—preserving their de-
sired portfolio composition at all times. In our exchange, institutions submit en-
crypted orders which are crossed, leaving a “remainder”. The exchange proves
facts about the portfolio risk of this remainder to third party liquidity providers
without revealing the securities in the remainder, the knowledge of which could
also be exploited. The third parties learn either (depending on the setting) the
portfolio risk parameters of the remainder itself, or how their own portfolio risk
would change if they were to incorporate the remainder into a portfolio they sub-
mit. In one setting, these third parties submit bids on the commission, and the
winner supplies necessary liquidity for the entire exchange to clear. This guaran-
teed clearing, coupled with external price discovery from the primary markets for
the securities, sidesteps difficult combinatorial optimization problems. This latter
method of proving how taking on the remainder would change risk parameters
of one’s own portfolio, without revealing the remainder’s contents or its own risk
parameters, is a useful protocol of independent interest.

1 Introduction

In [21] we introduced the idea of a cryptographic securities exchange for individual
equities, motivated by the unfavorable price impact and possible exploitation of infor-
mation associated with block trades.1 In that paper, we consider an exchange of single
securities, and, typically, securities are traded as single asset types in most alternative
trading systems.

We now introduce the cryptographic combinatorial securities exchange, where entire
baskets of securities may be bought or sold, rather than single positions. This has impor-
tant applications for portfolios of securities where entering various positions piecemeal
would subject the investor to portfolio risk. Specifically, if a large portfolio is optimized
to have certain correlations among its assets, and it takes hours or days to find a coun-
terparty to fill each of various positions in a basket trade that liquidates a percentage
of or rebalances that portfolio, the correlations no longer hold whenever one order is

1 Exchanges of very large positions of securities.
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filled before another order. Our exchange, which provides for atomic trades that are
guaranteed to clear, eliminates this execution risk on portfolio balance.

Another benefit of the cryptographic combinatorial exchange is that cryptography
hides valuable information about intended trades that can be exploited. As described
in detail in our previous work [21], knowledge of investors’ upcoming trades is often
exploited – and has a measurable price impact. It would likely be impossible to oper-
ate a combinatorial securities exchange without cryptography, because few institutions
would trust any third party with the details of their intended trades “in the clear”. Our
solution employs cryptography as well as hardware and network security to build an
exchange that protects the secrecy of institutions’ trades before and after the exchange
takes place.

We complete our introduction with a discussion of existing commercial protocols
and related work from the finance and cryptography literature. In Section 2 we define
the cryptographic combinatorial securities exchange. Section 3 describes our proofs of
portfolio risk on an encrypted basket of securities that represents the net holdings after
multiple baskets are combined in a transaction. In Sections 4, 5 and 6 we discuss real-
world requirements our exchange might have in determining reasonable exchange fees,
protecting the exchange from exploitative trading practices, and securing data after a
round of the exchange is over. An appendix includes efficiency calculations showing
that a Paillier-based cryptosystem permits a practical implementation of our protocol,
and further discussion on calculating optimal fees and commissions for participants in
the exchange.

1.1 Existing Commercial Protocols

While many existing alternative trading systems (ATS’s) exist for block trades, no ex-
isting ATS protects traders’ information and guarantees atomic execution of baskets of
securities. Institutions still fear that knowledge of their liquidity can be exploited in
various ways, and rely on information broker ATS’s like Liquidnet who strictly limit
membership to the trading network to parties who are only trading for liquidity reasons.
A second problem with many ATS’s is that there is typically no guarantee of execution.

We work to ameliorate all of these concerns: our proposal enhances trust by not only
keeping trades secret until the market is to clear but also proving the results correct;
it also improves liquidity by giving the exchange an efficient mechanism to guarantee
execution for all of the trades submitted to it— while still keeping the particular equities
in the incoming institutions’ baskets secret; and it provides an atomic basket trading
paradigm.

Currently for large basket trades (involving more than one security), the transactions
are too complex for the pairwise trade matching that existing ATS’s like Liquidnet and
Pipeline offer. Institutions who need to trade a basket of securities atomically to main-
tain the integrity of a diversified portfolio may not wish to undertake the risk of exe-
cuting the trades one security at a time. Thus, institutional investors who wish to trade
several large positions at once in a basket order often hire an investment bank. They
describe the basket to a small number of trusted investment banks who agree to provide
liquidity, without disclosing the exact securities that comprise the basket in advance—
information that could be exploited. When deciding how much to charge for liquidating
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a basket, the banks learn only certain risk parameters, such as index membership, daily
trading volume, and market correlation; these enable them to estimate their risk and
costs in the absence of complete data. This process takes some time: typically institu-
tions will send information about a basket to a liquidity provider in the morning, who
then analyzes the information and replies within hours.

Our new cryptographic combinatorial exchange provides the improved efficiency of
institution-to-institution trading with the reduced portfolio risk from guaranteed execu-
tion of atomic basket trades. Cryptography makes such an exchange feasible by provid-
ing necessary trust: exploitable data remain secret, and every action and result can be
proven correct.

In our combinatorial exchange, institutions submit baskets of buy and sell orders
which are filled by other institutions’ sell and buy orders (respectively). The unfilled
orders comprise a remainder basket, which clears the exchange when filled by a coop-
erating third party (assumed to be an investment bank). Prices for each security can be
determined by the primary markets, so that the exchange need only discover trading
interest.

We believe this to be the first characterization of a cryptographic combinatorial ex-
change: a number of participants submit bundles to buy and sell goods (in our example,
securities), and the market finds an optimal allocation of trades to maximize the bene-
fit of all participants. While such combinatorial exchanges typically require significant
computation to find optimal allocations,2 our exchange makes two important simplifica-
tions that eliminate the hard combinatorial problem. First, prices are defined externally
by the primary markets, and second, our clearing of the remainder via a third party
means that all bundles are filled and the market clears at equilibrium.

1.2 Related Work

Bossaerts et al. [1] describe a “combined-value trading mechanism” similar to our ap-
proach and survey related work from the finance literature. We argue that one important
reason that such mechanisms have still not been adopted is because institutions are un-
willing to divulge the composition of their baskets. Cryptography solves this problem,
and may well hold the answer to implementing more expressive trading mechanisms in
practice.

Szydlo [20] first proposed the application of zero-knowledge proofs to disclosing
facts about equities portfolios. In his highly relevant and pioneering work, a hedge fund
proves that its portfolio complies with its published risk guidelines without revealing
the contents of its portfolio. Szydlo’s proofs are not situated in a transactional context,
but rather in the context of a hedge fund reporting portfolio risk characteristics that are
based on the claimed securities in its portfolio. In our case, we are interested in proving
portfolio risk on a portfolio derived from combining baskets of securities, for example,
in order to liquidate a newly derived remainder basket computed from a combination of
many incoming baskets.

Another difference in our work is the use of encryption over commitments. Encryp-
tions allow the exchange to issue proofs about combinations of the institutions’ baskets

2 Indeed, even defining “optimal” in such an exchange is challenging!
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without requiring their continued involvement. Were we to employ commitments, we
would require institutions to decommit their baskets before computing the remainder;
this provides an opportunity for repudiation. While the homomorphic Pedersen com-
mitments Szydlo employs are more efficient than homomorphic encryptions, we desire
nonrepudiation: once a basket is committed to in a transaction, the institution may not
later refuse to reveal that basket. Since any non-repudiatable commitment is equivalent
to an encryption,3 we elect to employ encryptions directly. This may also mitigate so-
called protocol completion incentive problems (see [3] for a related discussion in the
context of auctions), because institutions who lose their incentive to participate cannot
benefit from refusing to complete the protocol.

While surprisingly little academic research has been published on applications of
cryptography in securities trading (see [21] for a discussion), more work has been done
on combinatorial exchanges (CE’s). In a CE, buyers and sellers come together in a com-
mon exchange to trade bundles of various goods (where bundles may have instructions
to buy or sell, or both.) In the general case, solving the price and winner determina-
tion problems in a combinatorial exchange is extremely difficult; in our cryptographic
combinatorial securities exchange, we get around these by taking all prices from the
fair prices already established by the primary markets (price determination), and em-
ploying “liquidity providers” who guarantee enough liquidity for the entire exchange to
clear (winner determination). See Parkes et al. [13], and Smith et al. [19] for a formal
treatment of combinatorial exchanges and related work.

2 Cryptographic Combinatorial Securities Exchanges

Our cryptographic combinatorial securities exchange offers basket traders guaranteed
execution and efficient liquidity discovery. It keeps information completely secret un-
til it is necessary, eliminating opportunities for fraud, and proves every result correct
without revealing unnecessary information.

Our protocol is simple: institutions submit encrypted baskets; the exchange closes;
the exchange creates an encrypted remainder and proves risk characteristics to third
party liquidity providers; these liquidity providers bid on their commission; and the
winning provider clears the market by liquidating the remainder. Prices clear at prices
determined by the primary markets.

Any basic cryptographic protocols supporting provably correct, secrecy-preserving
computation over private inputs, such as those described in [15,16,21], are sufficient to
construct our exchange. As our protocol does not depend on specific features, such as a
particular homomorphism, we do not burden our exposition with specific implementa-
tion details. Rather, we assume implementors of our protocol will select an underlying
cryptosystem appropriate to their specific needs at the time.

Moreover, these protocols are practically efficient and support the calculations of
risk and interval proofs essential to our protocol. To verify this claim, we implemented
the cryptographic operations necessary to conduct our protocol and report results in

3 To enjoy nonrepudiation, a commitment must be deterministically invertible. A function that
is binding, hiding, and invertible (presumably via some secret) is clearly equivalent to an en-
cryption.
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Appendix A. We discuss the implications of the partial trust in our third party required
by these protocols and mechanisms for mitigating such trust in Section 6.

2.1 Preliminaries

We employ the following primitive operations necessary to reveal the portfolio risk
profile:

– Prove that a ciphertext is the encrypted result of a polynomial function over mul-
tiple encrypted values and/or constants x,y. We write E(x)⊕E(y) to signify the
computation yielding E(x+y); E(x)⊗E(y) yields E(x×y). E(X)�E(Y ) signifies
the “dot product” of vectors X and Y of encrypted values. In addition,

⊕
i E(xi)

yields E(∑i xi).
– Prove whether one encrypted value is greater than another. We write E(x)� E(y)

to signify the computation proving that x ≤ y given the two encryptions; we use
analagous notation for the other inequality operators.

– Prove whether one encrypted value is (not) equal to another.

If a homomorphic cryptosystem is used for the computations, such as the system
described by Paillier [11] and elaborated in [5] and [15], then additional preparation
is required to prove results of computations employing both additions and multiplica-
tions. Since no known cryptosystem is doubly homomorphic,4 we require instead that
whatever underlying cryptosystem is employed support proofs of correct computation
of both addition and multiplication. In a homomorphic cryptosystem, a verifier would
check one operation by direct computation over ciphertexts, and the other by receiving
information from the prover. For example, using Paillier encryption, a verifier could
check addition by simply multiplying ciphertexts; she would only be able to check
multiplication with the help of a prover using (non-interactive) protocols such as those
described in [5,15].

We assume that interactive interval proofs (see, for example, [2,9,15]) can also be
performed efficiently in a non-interactive setting using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [7]; a
strong cryptographic hash of input data simulates the verifier’s actions during an in-
teractive proof. Since the encrypted inputs are probabilistic encryptions generated by
independent parties, the output of a suitable cryptographic hash on those values should
yield data with sufficient (apparent) randomness.

2.2 Problem Definition

We construct a protocol to operate a cryptographic combinatorial securities exchange in
which multiple parties may exchange baskets of securities while limiting exploitation
of any information submitted to the exchange. The participants in the protocol include
the “exchange” itself, “institutions” who submit basket orders to the exchange, and “liq-
uidity providers” who clear unfilled orders. The institutions, liquidity providers, and ex-
ternal auditors also, as “verifiers”, verify the accuracy of any information promulgated

4 That is, there exist two distinct operations over the space of ciphertexts that correspond directly
to addition and multiplication over the space of plaintexts.
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by the exchange. When describing a protocol to communicate the risk of accepting a
basket of securities, we refer to the “institutions” who send the basket to a “recipient”
counterparty. We employ these functional terms throughout our work.

Before a specified “closing time”, each participating institution publishes an en-
crypted basket of securities it wishes to liquidate. Before the closing time, the exchange
may not decrypt the baskets; after that time, baskets may not be withdrawn or modified,
and execution is guaranteed by the exchange.

The exchange then computes the remainder necessary for the exchange to reach equi-
librium, i.e. the basket filling all trading interest not met by other parties. It reveals in-
formation about this remainder to various third-party “liquidity providers” who have
agreed to liquidate large remainder baskets for the exchange; they in turn quote a price
or liquidating the remainder.

The information provided might be direct risk analysis measurements on the remain-
der, or it might reveal the differences in risk incorporating the remainder would have
on a sample portfolio provided by each third party. The liquidity providers then sub-
mit encrypted bids for liquidating the portfolio, and the exchange accepts the best price
and issues a zero-knowledge style proof to all participating institutions and liquidity
providers that it is optimal.

In practice today, liquidating these large basket trades takes hours or even days. Mil-
lisecond execution time is critical for high-frequency trading of single securities, but
not for these relatively infrequent but high-value transactions that occur only several
times a week and are based on liquidity, not price fluctuations. Thus, the cryptographic
operations required to implement such an exchange are within reach of contemporary
commodity computing hardware. See Appendix A for example calculations.

The exchange preserves the secrecy of the institutions’ identities by acting as the
middleman between all transactions. In our current setting, institutions may be known
to participate in the exchange by virtue of their publishing encrypted baskets, but they
can hide whether they are trading or not each day by submitting empty baskets on days
they do not wish to trade. Where even further anonymity is desired (that is, the exchange
never learns the institutions’ identities), real-world entities, such as law or accounting
firms, can be employed to represent the institutions; constructing a cryptographic pro-
tocol to preserve institutions’ identities is beyond the scope of the present work. See [6]
for one approach to the problem of privacy in securities exchanges.

This implies the following desiderata:

– The information in the baskets must remain secret, even from the exchange, until
all baskets have been submitted.

– Once baskets have been submitted, they may not be modified or retracted.
– No party other than the exchange may learn anything about the direct composi-

tion of the baskets other than what is implied by any disclosures, including risk
information sent to liquidity providers.

– The exchange must clear completely, that is, all orders are guaranteed to be filled.
– The exchange must clear efficiently: any computations must be completed within a

few hours at reasonable cost.
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– The cryptosystem employed can convince an independent verifier that the result of
performing a computation on hidden inputs is either a particular value or lies in a
range of values.

2.3 The Protocol

We consider n institutions Pi, where i ∈ [1,n], each of which submits an integer
vector (representing a basket) Bi, comprised of m integers (representing securities)
S j, where j ∈ [1,m]. Thus in a universe of 6 securities, B3, P3’s basket, might be
〈0,−20000,32000,0,45000,0〉. We assume the exchange operates on a fixed universe
of these m commonly traded and reasonably liquid securities, such as listed equi-
ties, standardized options, and government securities. The double subscript notation
Bi j denotes the (unencrypted) quantity of security j in Pi’s basket; in our example,
B35 = 45000. E(Bi j) is the encrypted form of one such value. Zeroes are included to
hide the number of distinct equities in the basket.

We assume a public price vector V of length m contains the values for the m securities
at the time the exchange clears; Vj is the price for security j. This might be obtained
from current market prices or the previous day’s closing prices.

Since most underlying cryptosystems employ modular arithmetic, short positions
can be easily represented as “negative numbers” (that is, very large numbers that are
the additive inverses of the corresponding positive number). Alternatively, long and
short positions may be represented by two encrypted vectors: one of the absolute values
of the quantites and the other of 1 (long),−1 (short), or 0 (no position).

An encryption of a basket of equities is simply an integer vector one for each
equity in the universe, including zeros. For visual comfort, we may write E(Bi)
as the encryption of an entire basket, which is in fact m separate encryptions:
〈E(Bi1),E(Bi2), . . . ,E(Bim)〉.
Step 1. The exchange announces clearing times, the universe of equities to be traded
on the exchange, and any rules governing the composition of baskets participating in
the exchange. If time-lapse cryptography (TLC) [17] or another technique used to en-
force nonrepudiation requires posting of public information (for example, a public TLC
encryption key), the exchange posts it.

Step 2. Before each clearing time, each institution Pi chooses which equities she wishes
to trade and creates basket Bi and its encrypted form E(Bi). She then creates a commit-
ment to her basket, Comi(E(Bi)), and publishes that commitment where the exchange
and other parties to the transaction can see them. The reason we add this pre-clearing
commitment step is to prevent the exchange from observing the contents of any bas-
kets and revealing that information before the “clearing time”. This extra step ensures
that the exchange cannot influence the outcome of the exchange even if it can some-
how successfully leak data, because no baskes may be submitted or retracted after the
auctioneer receives any material information.

Step 3. When the clearing time is reached, the institutions decommit: each institution
Pi publishes E(Bi), the encryption of its basket, and any additional information
necessary to verify Comi(E(Bi)) matches. If a institution fails to decommit, and a
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nonrepudiation technique is employed, the commitment is forced open and the encryp-
tion of his basket is published.5

Step 4. Either the exchange, or each institution Pi, proves, using the now public E(Bi),
that Bi conforms to any announced basket composition requirements by proving a set
of constraints on the encrypted number of shares of each security in the universe. These
constraints can take the form of any equation or inequality representing a polynomial
function of the encrypted baskets (security quantity vectors) Bi, public price vector V ,
and necessary constants. These constants might include minimum or maximum basket
size, or a constant bound for what percentage of the basket is in a particular class (such
as market sector or index member). Because Pi encrypted the basket itself, it is capable
of proving its basket meets any such constraints (see Section 5) without the cooperation
of the exchange, if necessary.

Step 5. Anyone can verify the “remainder” basket B0 as above by computing its en-
crypted form from E(Bi) (for all i). Table 1 illustrates an example of this on unencrypted
values. Using our notation from Section 2.1, we write:

B0 = 〈
n⊕

i=1

E(Bi1), . . . ,
n⊕

i=1

E(Bim)〉= 〈E(
n

∑
i=1

Bi1), . . . ,E(
n

∑
i=1

Bim)〉

Table 1. Example set of cross-clearing portfolios B1, . . . ,B4 with a “remainder” B0

Security B1 B2 B3 B4 B0

ABC +500 -200 0 0 +300
DEF +300 -800 +300 +200 0
GHI 0 + +100 + -300 + 0 = -200
JKL +200 0 -400 +300 +100

MNO -800 0 +500 0 -300

Step 6. The exchange privately decrypts the baskets, and obtains the unencrypted re-
mainder basket.

Step 7. The exchange proves the constraints about the composition of the remainder
basket B0 to the third party liquidity providers, who individually or jointly determine
transaction costs for the remainder basket and agree to provide liquidity to the pool.

Step 8. After the market-clearing liquidity has been secured, the exchange announces
the protocol is complete and the market clears at prices fixed in accordance with a
published standard procedure.

For example, the market might clear at the midpoint between the bid and ask quoted
on the current primary market, or an agreement to trade at the volume-weighted average

5 An alternative to the use of commitments is to employ distributed key generation for a public
encryption key, then only reconstruct the private key after the clearing time is reached; this
idea, formalized in TLC, still ensures that the exchange cannot decrypt the baskets prematurely.
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price for a particular period of time. The mechanics of clearing securities trades are be-
yond the scope of this work; we assume that all parties trade with a trusted intermediary
who accepts all securities sold and distributes those bought, clearing the market.

The exchange issues proofs that the procedures are followed, again by proving that a
set of constraints are met over the institutions’ encrypted baskets, the public price vector,
necessary constants, and any (possibly encrypted) data provided by liquidity providers.

3 Secrecy-Preserving Proofs of Impact on Portfolio Risk

In the introduction, we describe how large basket orders are traded by revealing portfo-
lio risk measurements of the baskets themselves, rather than the actual risk undertaken
by the liquidity providers the baskets.

We propose a secure system that makes price discovery for basket trades more ac-
curate by offering liquidity providers limited but more specific characteristics of their
actual risks — how the risk of their inventory changes — not the characteristics of the
incoming basket. In this section, we refer to an “institution” who is offering a basket
and a “recipient” of that basket – a liquidity provider in our primary protocol. How-
ever, our protocol has more general applicability and may be used in any transaction
in which a recipient wishes to estimate its risk in accepting a basket of equities. That
basket may be the combination of many baskets (e.g. in a combinatorial exchange) or a
single counterparty’s basket.

Our protocol employs a server as a partially trusted third party, accepting encrypted
forms of the institution’s portfolio and the provider’s book, and providing a set of risk
characteristics of the recipient’s resulting book after the integration of the equities in the
portfolio. The protocol proves these characteristics correct in a zero-knowledge fashion
based on the encrypted inputs, to assure the recipient that it received an accurate picture
even if it does not win the bid. (Presently, only winners can verify the correctness of the
submitted values because they are the only party who ever discovers the actual contents
of the basket.)

Finally, we remark that wherever we refer to a recipient’s “inventory”, the recipient
may use any representative portfolio in the protocol and compute the risk of accepting
the basket on the basis of risk changes in this particular portfolio. This may be due
to reluctance to reveal the exact portfolio to even a partially trusted third party, or to
optimize price discovery by a specially tailored portfolio.

3.1 Mechanics of the Protocol

The protocol is comprised of a series of simple steps: the parameters of the transaction
are agreed on; the transacting parties publish their encrypted information to all; the “in-
stitution” and “recipients” Pi for i ∈ [1,n] send information to the partially trusted third
party, the “exchange”; the exchange issues proofs to the recipient about its portfolio
risk; and the recipients verify the proofs using the published information. When used in
conjunction with the above protocol, the “institution’s” basket is the remainder basket
representing all unfilled orders.

Step 1. The institution and recipients agree on a set of risk characteristics to evaluate
the portfolio resulting from each recipient’s accepting the institution’s portfolio. This
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protects the secrecy of the institution’s information while providing enough information
to the recipient to quote an accurate price. Each risk characteristic will be computed
by performing a computation over the institution’s encrypted portfolio and recipient’s
encrypted inventory. The institution may also require that certain outputs be reported
as “bounds”, where the results are only quoted accurately enough for the recipient to
price the portfolio by proving they lie within a certain small range. This is of extreme
importance to prevent any recipient from “backing out” private information from the
encrypted data by carefully constructed queries. See also the more detailed discussion
in the following section, 3.2.

Step 2. The institution prepares an encrypted basket B0 as above in the combinatorial
case. The encryptions are carried out in accordance with the underlying cryptographic
protocol.6 The institution submits the encrypted basket to the exchange.

Step 3. Each recipient prepares a similar basket Bi with its inventory, into which the
basket would be integrated, and shares this encrypted portfolio with the exchange. It
does not need to share it with the institution.

Step 4. The exchange and each recipient computes the encrypted result of incorporating
the new basket B0, B̂i = Bi⊕B0. The exchange then computes the risk characteristics
of B̂i and reveals them to recipient Pi with a correctness proof. Note that Pi never learns
the exact composition of B̂i: only its risk profile.

Step 5. When the protocol is used to compute the cost of liquidating a basket of securi-
ties (for example, a remainder basket), the recipient examines the new risk characteris-
tics of the resulting portfolio, estimates carrying and execution costs and submits a bid
to the institution. (In practice, the computed characteristics might be sent to a portfo-
lio management software system that compares the “before” and “after” portfolios to
automatically estimate risk and hedging costs.)

3.2 What Information Should Be Revealed?

Presently, institutions submit the characteristics of their baskets to investment banks in
spreadsheets with specific numbers in each category. This process “leaks” information,
especially where the number of equities in a particular category is small. Occasionally,
the information can create obvious implications: for example, if there is only one equity
listed in the telecommunications sector, comprising 89,000 shares whose total value is
$3,546,650, the bank probably has an excellent idea of the company’s name. Institutions
sometimes “white out” some information in their basket descriptions to prevent such
information leakage, usually to eliminate obvious information leaks.

Yet even when such information is redacted, rigorous statistical analyses of the in-
formation submitted can still yield information about the composition of the baskets,
and this is also possible in more complex situations where a large number of equities
contribute to one line-item. Since values are often supplied to the penny, if the num-
ber of equities, total dollar amount as of a particular market close, and total number

6 Providing the value quotation is a matter of convenience, as the encrypted value can be com-
puted as the encrypted product of public previous close price and the encrypted number of
shares.
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of shares is known, it is possible that a computer could efficiently search the possible
baskets created by equities in that sector and propose a small number of alternatives to
the bank. While we have no reason to believe that the reports are being so exploited by
the banks, eliminating any potential information leakage while still providing accurate
risk assessments is an important benefit of our proposed protocol.

Because the cryptographic framework we describe supports interval proofs on en-
crypted values (or functions on encrypted values) the exchange can reveal approximate
risk characteristics that are sufficient for price discovery but are more resistant to sta-
tistical analysis to back out the composition of the baskets. For instance, instead of
reporting the sector breakdown exactly, the exchange can report values rounded to the
nearest percentage point or thousands of dollars or shares. Although there is no reason
that institutions can’t submit baskets with such obfuscated data, they would not be able
to prove it correct without cryptography. The ability to reveal “just enough” information
(while still proving it correct) is an important feature of our proposal.7

3.3 How the Information Is Revealed

Rather than proving portfolio risk of a single portfolio, we are interested in revealing
facts about a hypothetical portfolio that results from the combination of other portfolios.

Once our protocol is followed, the exchange privately knows the combined portfolio.
To reveal a fact, the exchange obtains the result of the desired computation and sends
the result to the verifiers, along with special verification data that allow them to verify
the result.

3.4 Revealing Portfolio Value and Dividends

In most cases, the incoming basket order will involve long and short trades, and an
important element of the risk is the “skew” — the difference between the total value
of the short and long trades. Sometimes, when an institution is trading a basket with
a significant skew (or even entirely one-sided) it may not wish the size of the skew
to be known. In this case, the recipient might respond not with a specific cash price,
but rather a discount quotation, an agreement to accept the equities in the basket at a
particular volume-weighted average price, or other quotation based on the market prices
of the equities after they are revealed. Because the recipient can accurately assess its risk
profile in accepting these, it can offer more competitive discounts or execution quotes
for less risky baskets, or, similarly, charge more for a riskier basket.

The institution and the recipient(s) may agree to reveal:

– The full value of the long and short sides of the portfolio:
The exchange provides a proof that allows the recipient to decrypt the sum of all
long positions and the sum of all short positions.8

7 See Section 6 for a discussion of why this feature is best supported by protocols based on a
partially trusted third party.

8 While possible, the details of doing this without revealing which securities are long and short
require great care and describing such a proof is beyond the scope of this paper.
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– The value or range of the “skew” only:
In this case, the exchange provides the recipient a proof of the sum of the portfolio’s
value: all long positions’ values minus all short positions’ values. Assuming that B̂i

holds signed quantities, the verifier simply computes the encrypted dot product of
the portfolio and the price vector V : E(W ) ≡ B̂i�V . The exchange might reveal
the precise value W , or only that W lies within a particular interval.

– No information about the value of the incoming basket:
In this case, the position values, quotes, and number of shares must all be kept se-
cret; the risk profile of the resulting portfolio can still be evaluated by other means.

A similar approach can be applied to dividends, where the recipient receives aggre-
gate calculations of historical and expected dividend payments, so that it can estimate
any dividend payments it will make (for short sales) and receive (for long positions).

3.5 Portfolio Composition Statistics

For risk management and hedging calculations, the recipient may wish to know the
composition of the combined portfolio based on various factors, including:

– Market sector (technology, health care, consumer goods, etc.)
– Market capitalization
– Index membership
– Dividend amount (as a percentage of share price)
– Average daily trading volume (possible in terms of both shares and notional value)
– Historical price volatility

Using our protocol, the institution need not reveal any information about the incom-
ing basket’s sector breakdown — for example, if there are balanced long and short
trades in technology, and zero trades in utilities, this is indistinguishable to the recipient
from a portfolio with zero technology and balanced utilities trades, provided that the
balanced trades do not change the risk profile of the recipient’s inventory. This provides
additional secrecy to the institution while still meeting the needs of the recipient.

The exchange calculates the portfolio composition and proves it to the accepting
recipient, who verifies the result using its own encrypted portfolio and the encrypted
basket provided by the institution. Because the exchange can offer proofs that each sec-
tor’s breakdown lies within a particular interval (say to the percentage point or 1/10 of
1%), the institution can reveal enough information for the recipient to offer an accurate
price while making reconstruction of the portfolio infeasible.

Using the general cryptographic operations described above, the exchange can prove
breakdowns for the various aspects of the portfolio as follows. We write that the portfo-
lio B0 is the sum of all n institutions’ baskets Bi for all i ∈ [1,n], each of which contains
m securities. Bij is the jth security in basket i.

Step 1. Because the exchange knows the breakdown for each equity (e.g. market capi-
talization, market sector, etc.), it can compute encrypted sums of the number of shares
and total value for each item in the breakdown by summing up the encrypted number of
shares and total value from the combined portfolio and prove them correct. The recip-
ient also recalls the encrypted total number of shares and encrypted total value of the
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basket. We recall that this is the combined portfolio, where any long and short trades in
the incoming basket have already been incorporated into the recipient’s inventory.

Step 2. The exchange first proves the sums are correct, namely, E(B0 j) ≡
⊕n

i=1(Bi j),
for j ∈ [1,m]; and computes the encrypted total portfolio value E(W ) ≡⊕m

j=1 B0 j ·Vj

from the encrypted combined portfolio and constant price vector.

Step 3. The exchange then prepares an encrypted “unit size” Z by computing Z and
designating a public constant K such that ZK ≤W and (Z + 1)K > W . The exchange
proves this by providing the recipient E(Z) and a trivial encryption E(K) and proving
that E(Z)⊗E(K)�E(W ) and (E(Z)⊕E(1))⊗E(K)�E(W ). Thus there are K “units”
of size Z in the breakdown.9

Step 4. For each element of the breakdown, the exchange prepares an interval proof
of how many “units” that element comprises. It begins by calculating and revealing
two integer constants ai,bi and their “trivial” encryptions E(ai),E(bi); the recipient can
verify these are correct encryptions. For example, ai might be 10 and bi 12, to show the
result is between 10 and 12 units.

Step 5. The exchange completes the interval proof, showing that E(ai)⊗E(Z)�E(vi)�
E(bi)⊗E(Z). This proves that aiZ ≤ vi ≤ biZ. This bounds the value of the portfolio in
bucket i without revealing any further information.

Step 6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated for each “bucket” in the breakdown until the entire
portfolio has been classified. The recipient might check that ∑i ai ≤K ≤∑i bi to be sure
that the breakdown provided is appropriate.

3.6 Other Measurements of Risk

Because of the flexibility of the mathematical operations that can be performed on the
recipient’s basket and the incoming basket, other, more complicated risk measurements
are possible. While the above examples are of linear functions, which permit the recipi-
ent to compute the incoming baskets’ risk characteristics from the output risk character-
istics and his own inputs, our protocol provides for computation of polynomial functions
of modest degree by using repeated multiplications (including repeated squaring) of en-
crypted values to calculate exponents. This permits the computation of more complex
risk analysis measurements whose definition under our framework we leave for future
work.

4 Pricing and Payment

Two types of prices must be computed: the price at which each security is valued when
the exchange clears, and the price that the third parties charge for providing the market-
clearing liquidity. We treat these in turn, referring to the winning third party (which

9 Care must be taken so that W mod K is not too large, because this could skew the results.
The exchange can even show the recipient that value by revealing the verifiable result E(W )&
(E(K)⊗E(Z)), or proving that it is less than a small constant. Since K is public, the recipient
can refuse a K that is too small.
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might be a consortium) as the liquidity provider or recipient. We note that if our second
protocol is used independently between a single institution and one or more liquidity
providers for proving characteristics about a single basket trade, the institution’s basket
functions as the remainder.10

Because each of the securities in the exchange is presumed to be traded on a primary
market, we adopt the common practice in block trading to allow the primary market to
dictate a fair market price for the securities at the time of trading. The financial industry
uses many reasonable methods for price determination in block trading, and we do not
advocate a particular pricing model over another—provided that the trading prices are
determined in a manner exogenous to the exchange. Examples of these methods include
the closing or settlement price for the day of the transaction, average prices over time
such as the volume-weighted average price (VWAP), or simply the midpoint of the best
bid and offer at the time the market clears.

After the proofs are obtained, the third parties have learned enough information to
calculate a price for the incoming basket. They can accurately assess the changes in
risk on their own inventories if they accept the basket, and by measuring those changes,
estimate hedging costs for equities it will carry and execution costs for unwinding the
trades it does not wish to keep.

In Appendix B, we consider approaches to allocating the liquidation costs among the
market participants; this can also be done in a provably correct fashion.

5 Keeping the Pool Safe

Although our methods are designed to provide transparency without revealing ex-
ploitable information, there remain ways in which unscrupulous traders might try to
exploit the exchange we propose.

One misuse of our exchange might be for institutions to use its guaranteed liquidity
to unload especially high-risk or illiquid securities. If the exchange becomes filled with
undesirable assets, then liquidity providers will be less likely to want to participate.
This is an important reason we advocate a pricing mechanism that charges institutions
according to the amount of the remainder basket their trades represent—if the pricing
mechanism is correctly defined, then institutions who submit less desirable portfolios
will pay more for their liquidation costs.

Yet it might be desirable to make sure that the baskets the institutions submit to the
exchange meet basic criteria for acceptability and portfolio risk. Using the same port-
folio risk analysis techniques described above, institutions can issue zero-knowledge
proofs about the baskets they submit so that all can be confident that their trades are
acceptable. This should also reduce the third-party liquidation costs, because the third
parties will be more confident that they won’t receive a basket that has nice overall
characteristics but might be comprised of less desirable individual securities.

As we mentioned in the introduction, other common exploits associated with dark
pools are less of a concern because our protocol features guaranteed execution. Exploits
such as probing for existing liquidity and baiting (where someone places an order and

10 In fact, this is equivalent to operating our exchange with a single institutional participant.
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then retracts it) are less of a problem, since once an order is placed, it cannot be re-
tracted, and learning that your order was filled reveals nothing about existing opposite
interest—every order is filled. Johnson [8] describes “toxic dark pools” that are known
for being exploited.

6 Strengthening Secrecy

While our solutions offer an appropriate degree of secrecy and are practical to imple-
ment, the exchange does learn private data that it could reveal to others after the fact.
It learns the trades that took place, which may be undesirable to certain institutions
(notably hedge funds), and could learn something about the recipient’s inventory in
the context of proving changes to the recipient’s risk without revealing the incoming
portfolio characteristics directly. While the trades must eventually be reported to the
exchanges and become a matter of public record, and no such information could have
any bearing on a particular round of the exchange, this information still has value. We
thus consider how to mitigate the trust not to leak any information that we might place
in the exchange operator.

The most compelling complement to our cryptographic solutions includes secure
computing infrastructure such as Trusted Computing [18] hardware and network mon-
itoring. We advance this idea in our previous work on cryptographic securities trading
[21] and auctions protocols [14,16]. In this scheme, specially designed hardware and
software are trusted not to leak information, and monitored for security. Moreover, the
secrecy-preserving correctness proofs we advance in this work complement such “black
boxes” extremely well, because we need not trust the black box to produce correct re-
sults: we only use it to mitigate ex post disclosure. Thus, the actions of the exchange
remain provably correct under all circumstances—even an undetected bug in the black
box cannot result in incorrect behavior.

Even in these high-security settings, a determined adversary might be able to engi-
neer steganographic leaks by “hiding” information in the protocol itself, often in prede-
termined bits of “random” help values. Doing so would be a significant effort, because
most trusted computing infrastructures will not run software that has not been verified
and signed by a third party, but we mention that small risk nonetheless. Fair Zero-
Knowledge, introduced by Lepinski et al. [10], describes a mechanism to combat such
attacks and surveys related work.

Another approach is be to distribute trust among a group of entities who jointly
act as the exchange. While this theoretically possible solution does eliminate any one
single trusted third party, the architecture retains a functional entity of a trusted third
party which happens to be comprised of several entities. Employing such a solution
successfully in practice would require the cooperation of disparate, disinterested busi-
ness entities to prevent collusion; moreover, the efficiency of such secure multiparty
computation schemes may not be able to support the computations we require.

Finally, we observe that perfect security is never attainable in real life where hu-
mans are involved: any dishonest party “in the know” can always pick up the phone to
deliver an out-of-band information leak. And, even where there is no intentional disclo-
sure, Brandt and Sandholm proved impossibility results for achieving complete secrecy
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in some auction settings [4]. These ideas lead to interesting security questions about
modern markets where more and more trades are performed without human input: au-
tomated trading agents running on secure hardware could offer an unprecedented level
of security against the human element.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have implemented a useful new mechanism for block trading of securities that meets
two market requirements: institutions can trade directly with each other when liquidity
is available, while still having guaranteed execution for their entire order to limit portfo-
lio and carrying risk. We employ a combinatorial exchange model, but make it tractable
through external price discovery and a third party who provides necessary liquidity to
achieve market equilibrium so that all orders are filled.

We protect the secrecy of sensitive data while giving the third party information nec-
essary to calculate a fair commission by combining two novel cryptographic protocols.
They are efficient, straightforward to understand, and can be implemented using already
accepted cryptographic primitives.

More general formulations of these protocols may be of independent interest. Con-
sider an arbitrary function over a finite field with encrypted inputs and a prover who
proves facts about the output of this function. Clearly, there are many functions for
which a precise output reduces the space of possible inputs dramatically — an unin-
tended consequence of revealing a single output. Our mechanisms can offer provably
correct yet approximate outputs using interval proofs, where exact results would reveal
too much information.

The protocol we describe to prove changes to a recipient’s risk also generalizes into
a new class of price discovery. We can construct a more general protocol that allows
a buyer to evaluate a purchase on the basis of a change in a buyer’s utility function,
rather than calculating the utility of the good directly. This means that in many business
settings, where direct revelation of the good in question might have negative conse-
quences, a buyer can engage in “zero-knowledge due diligence” where the buyer can
satisfy many concerns by learning about how her utility function changes based on in-
corporating the good into her possessions, without learning enough about the good to
allow the information to be exploited. These settings might include the sale of a signif-
icant commercial building, a business unit of a large corporation, or, other methods of
trading financial instruments.

We leave for future work a number of mechanism design questions. We believe it
is possible to approach a true combinatorial exchange in which both institutions and
liquidity providers post their desired baskets, where institutions post a maximum price
they are willing to pay for liquidating their baskets, and whether and how their baskets
are divisible; liquidity providers post “chunks” of liquidity associated with transaction
costs for each chunk. The exchange then finds the optimal feasible allocation satisfying
all possible atomic trades, and proves the outcome correct. Moreover, the use of such
“chunks” could significantly reduce the size of any remainder basket, thereby reducing
the size of any portfolio that needs to be traded blindly.
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In addition to generalizing the protocols as described here, future work may also
include a reference implementation of a prototype exchange or a more detailed technical
specification based on a particular cryptosystem.
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A Efficiency of Our Protocols

While we have observed that any number of cryptographic systems might support our
protocols, we have conducted empirical tests using Paillier cryptography libraries writ-
ten in C++ with the GMP multi-precision library; we wrote these libraries to test the
practicality of cryptographic auctions in [15].

Notably, these tests included interval proofs, additions, and multiplications, all of
which are required to operate a cryptographic combinatorial securities exchange. Our
empirical tests demonstrate that our efficiency claims are realistic, namely, that each
step of the protocol can proceed in a reasonable amount of time on cost-effective com-
modity hardware. As noted above, we expect our combinatorial exchange to clear high
value baskets within hours; our tests meet this goal.

We assumed a universe of 3,000 securities in each basket. We assumed that quanti-
ties of securities are 32-bit values (up to approximately 4 billion). We used a 1536-bit
Paillier key, a composite of two 768-bit primes that offers expected security for at least a
few years. We assume all four processors are running in a quad-core Intel Xeon 2.0GHz
processor. Obviously, cryptographic computations can be parallelized across many ma-
chines; this can offer even greater speed at additional hardware cost.

– Encrypting a basket: 48 seconds
– Decrypting a basket: 15 seconds
– Computing/Verifying the encrypted remainder: ¡ 1 second
– Interval proof on a 32-bit value: 1.25 seconds of required server precomputation;

0.25 seconds of real-time server computation; 1.25 seconds of client verification
– Performing additions: negligible
– Multiplication with a constant: 0.001 seconds
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– Multiplication (proving an encrypted value represents the product of two other en-
crypted values): 4.3 server seconds; ¡ 1 second of client verification

– Proving a basket of 3,000 securities is ”well-formed”: 1 hour of required server
precomputation; 12 minutes of real-time server computation; 1 hour of client veri-
fication

Using these values, we anticipate a typical risk analysis measurement would assume
a basket already proven to be well-formed, and perhaps 10 interval proofs and 10 mul-
tiplications. This means that for a particular basket (say, the remainder), a risk analysis
measurement, such as a breakdown into 10 market sectors, could be performed in less
than 1 minute of server and client time. This puts our protocol well within the realm of
practicality.

The majority of time spent using a Paillier cryptosystem is in modular exponentia-
tion of random help values. Using a specialized cryptographic coprocessor could signif-
icantly reduce computation time. Moreover, in many cases these computations can be
precomputed before the exchange clears, and fully verified in the hours after it clears –
clearly, if the exchange can be found out to have cheated within a day, that is a significant
enough deterrent so that the verification operations need not be carried out in real time.

B Allocating Liquidation Costs

The liquidity provider can be compensated in many ways; the simplest is for it to quote a
brokerage commission that it accepts for executing the trades. A provider who perceives
greater risk can charge a higher commission. Other pricing mechanisms are possible: if
the cash value of the portfolio is revealed, the provider can quote a price based on that;
if the skew is not revealed, then the provider can quote a price based on a discount factor
or volume-weighted price after the transaction is agreed on. The institution can choose
among the various providers’ offers, and notify the winner. Once the transaction is com-
plete, the liquidity provider accepting the basket will be able to verify that the informa-
tion provided was correct when it receives the remainder portfolio — but we reiterate
that an advantage of our protocol is that those that do not win still have convincing proof
that the information was correct: the institution can’t favor one bank over another.

Another interesting possibility is for the liquidity providers to publish determinis-
tically verifiable valuation functions for their risk premium calculations. Using these,
they can submit a representative portfolio to the exchange, obtain the changes in risk
on their portfolio, then the exchange runs their calculations on the encrypted risk data
and publishes a verifiable, encrypted result. These results would then be used to prove
the payments correct, or could even be used in a verifiable sealed-bid auction to prove
which of the liquidity providers’ calculations yielded the most competitive bid for liq-
uidating the remainder.

While total cost sharing is simple and convenient, we also consider a slightly more
involved “pay for what you use” model: each institution pays its share of the commis-
sion based only on the benefit it derived from the securities provided by the liquidity
providers. In this method, institutions that use more of the remainder (instead of the
other institutions) to fill their trades pay a greater share of the commission. At the ex-
tremes, an institution that trades securities which do not appear in the remainder pays
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nothing, while an institution who is the only one trading a particular security pays the
entire share of the commission for that security.

We illustrate this method with an example which refers back to Table 1. For simplic-
ity, we will assume that each security trades at a price of $1, and the liquidity provider
charged a commission of $9000. The notional values of the four institutions’ baskets are
$1800, $1100, $1500, and $500, respectively; the remainder basket’s value is $900. The
exchange operator then publishes the encrypted amounts of commission paid based on
the pro rata notional value traded of each security: $3000 for ABC, $0 for DEF, $2000
for GHI, $1000 for JKL, and $3000 for MNO. The operator proves that their sum is the
(public) total commission.

Next, the exchange operator proves the total trading interest for each security by pub-
lishing encrypted sums of the absolute notional value of the orders in each basket: 700
for ABC, 1600 for DEF, 400 for GHI, 900 for JKL, and 1300 for MNO. Then, using
the above methods, the exchange operator can publish an encrypted breakdown of the
commission to be paid per share.11 In this case, the commissions work out to $429 per
100 shares of ABC, $0 per 100 shares of DEF, $500 per 100 shares of GHI, $112 per
100 shares of JKL, and $231 per 100 shares of MNO; this yields a total overcharge of
$14 due to rounding error.12 The exchange proves that these encrypted prorated com-
missions are correct given the encrypted values already computed.

The exchange finally uses these encrypted prorated commissions to give each in-
stitution a verifiable share of its commission without revealing the magnitude of the
securities traded by other institutions or the composition of the remainder basket. For
example, Institution 1 would pay
(5×429)+ (3×0)+(0×500)+(2×112)+(8×231)= 4217.
The others would pay $1358, $3103, and $336, respectively, for their share of the costs
in liquidating the remainder.

We sketch a final, possibly fairer method inspired by the Vickrey auction, but we
reserve a full treatment and analysis for later work. In this model, an institution’s share
of the commission would be based on its impact on the market versus the marginal
economy without its basket. Thus, institutions who improved the market by submit-
ting a basket with opposite interest from the remaining baskets would pay very little
(or perhaps even be paid!). Institutions who made the market more unbalanced by sub-
mitting a basket with interest in the same direction the remaining baskets would pay a
greater share of the commission, because its trades would only be filled by means of the
liquidity providers.

11 Since the numbers do not divide evenly, the exchange can simply round up to the nearest
integer and prove that the result is within a small error, that is, the difference between the total
commission and the reported commission is small.

12 If verifiable operations over encrypted rationals are employed, even this rounding error can be
(practically) eliminated at a constant factor of additional computation cost.
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Abstract. We present a cryptographic protocol for conducting efficient,
provably correct and secrecy-preserving combinatorial clock-proxy auc-
tions. The “clock phase” functions as a trusted auction despite price
discovery: bidders submit encrypted bids, and prove for themselves that
they meet activity rules, and can compute total demand and thus ver-
ify price increases without revealing any information about individual
demands. In the sealed-bid “proxy phase”, all bids are revealed the auc-
tioneer via time-lapse cryptography and a branch-and-bound algorithm
is used to solve the winner-determination problem. Homomorphic en-
cryption is used to prove the correctness of the solution, and establishes
the correctness of the solution to any interested party. Still an NP-hard
optimization problem, the use of homomorphic encryption imposes ad-
ditional computational time on winner-determination that is linear in
the size of the branch-and-bound search tree, and thus roughly linear in
the original (search-based) computational time. The result is a solution
that avoids, in the usual case, the exponential complexity of previous
cryptographically-secure combinatorial auctions.

1 Introduction

While there now exist practical protocols for conducting cryptographic auctions
of identical items, and practical methods of computing optimal outcomes in
non-cryptographic combinatorial auctions, we know of no practical protocol for
conducting a cryptographic combinatorial auction, in which a seller offers various
quantities of distinct goods, bidders bid on bundles of these goods, and cryp-
tography provides both secrecy and provable correctness. By secrecy, we mean
that the auctioneer cannot exploit bid information to change the outcome of the
auction. By provable correctness, we mean that the auctioneer is obligated to
issue proofs of correctness to prove he did not deviate from the auction rules.

Indeed, the optimization problem associated with winner determination
for combinatorial auctions is NP-hard and computing the outcome of such an
auction in a secure manner is therefore a significant challenge. We describe a
cryptographic auction protocol that meets our secrecy and provable correct-
ness requirements, elicits accurate bids, and achieves a significant efficiency
improvement over earlier solutions. Whereas all previous methods incur expo-
nential computational cost, our solution avoids exponential cost in the usual case
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because we can emply the use of branch-and-bound search, with additional cryp-
tographic proofs whose complexity scales linearly in the size of the branch-and-
bound search tree. Indded, one important contribution is to develop a general
framework for proving the correctness of a solution to mathematical optimization
problems, where the input and constraints are encrypted.

The particular combinatorial auction that we study is the combinatorial clock-
proxy auction (CCP) [1], which is a simple and efficient protocol for conducting
combinatorial auctions. It was originally developed for auctions of wireless spec-
trum but is applicable in many other domains such as those of airport landing
slots and power generation rights. This auction combines a simple price discovery
(“clock”) phase with a sealed-bid round (“proxy”) phase1.

In the clock phase, the auctioneer creates a “clock” for each item for sale that
represents the current price at which that item is to be sold, starting with low
prices and increasing the price across rounds. In a sequence of rounds, bidders
submit a bundle of the items they desire at the current clock prices. Whenever
the demand exceeds the supply for a good, the clock price increases for that
good in the next round. The clock phase ends when there is no excess demand
for any good. At this point, bidders can submit additional bids, which, together
with the clock bids, form the bids that define the input to the proxy phase. The
proxy phase (or simply “proxy auction”) is a second price, sealed-bid auction.

In our cryptographic combinatorial clock-proxy (CCCP) auction, all bid infor-
mation is encrypted, and these encryptions are posted to the public. No party,
including the auctioneer, can decrypt any values until all bids have been sub-
mitted in both phases. After all bids are in, only the auctioneer receives the
decryption key. He computes the outcome in private, reveals individual out-
comes to each bidder, and issues efficiently checkable proofs that the reported
outcomes are correct given the public encrypted bids. This complete secrecy un-
til the auction closes removes opportunities for collusion while assuring that the
process remains trusted and verifiable by all participants, offering an unprece-
dented balance of efficiency, privacy, and transparency.

In non-cryptographic auctions, trust can be made possible at the cost of pri-
vacy via disclosure. Indeed, this is one path that Ausubel et al. [1], the designers
of CCP, suggest. But this can be undesirable for a number of reasons: bidders
may not want competitors to learn about the values of their bids even after the
fact; it may be politically undesirable to reveal that the winning bidder was will-
ing to pay much more that was charged via the auction rules, and revealing bids
received during the clock phase may lead to new opportunities for collusion2.
Ausubel et al. [1] also argue that the confidentiality of values is of primary im-
portance in an implementation, and suggest that in some areas of the auction,

1 Porter et al.[2] earlier described a combinatorial-clock auction, and Parkes and Un-
gar [3] and Ausubel and Milgrom [4] described variants on the proxy auction phase.

2 In a recent FCC auction for the 700MHz spectrum the government has for the first
time removed all feedback about the particular bids submitted in each round. Each
bidder receives individualized feedback about its own bid activity. Clearly this higher
degree of secrecy brings along the need for increased trust in the auctioneer.
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some values should be hidden even from the auctioneer: “Only the computer
need know.” Our techniques complement such a “black box” system by guaran-
teeing the results are correct, not simply that the programs on the system are
believed to be correct.

We advance several technical contributions in the present work. During the
clock phase, we employ homomorphic cryptography to protect the secrecy of
bids while allowing bidders to prove they satisfy “activity rules” and allowing
everyone to compute the aggregate demand for goods that determines the next
round’s prices. As in our previous work on non-combinatorial sealed bid auctions
[5], we employ time-lapse cryptography [6], to provide secrecy during the bid-
ding process while enforcing nonrepudiation: guaranteed revelation of the bids
to the auctioneer when the bidding is complete. This avoids protocol completion
incentive problems [7] in which bidders who realizing they will lose or change
their minds can refuse to complete a distributed commercial protocol.

In the primary technical contribution, we demonstrate how to use our cryp-
tographic framework to prove the correctness of solutions to general classes of
integer linear optimization problems; this is how we efficiently compute the auc-
tion outcome and prove it correct. Our auctioneer employs branch-and-bound,
mixed-integer programming search techniques to compute the outcome in pri-
vate, avoiding costly secure computation for the optimization task; he can then
prove that the outcome is correct with efficiently checkable proofs. This seems
to us to open up the possibility, for the first time, of large-scale, provably correct
combinatorial auctions.

1.1 Related Work

A body of existing research considers the use of cryptographic methods to pro-
vide trust without compromising privacy; see Brandt [8] and Parkes et al. [5] for a
recent discussion. Much of the previous work focuses on non-combinatorial sealed
bid auctions with complete privacy, where no party learns anything except the
outcome [9,10,11,12]. We previously advanced the security model adopted here,
that of an auctioneer who must prove every action correct, and who learns bid
information only after the auction closes—preventing meaningful disclosures [5].

We are only aware of one collection of research, by Yokoo and Suzuki [13], that
considers cryptographic combinatorial auctions in depth. While their pioneering
work offers a theoretical solution to an important problem, their solutions, which
require exponential computations to prove the auction correct, can scale only to
very small auctions in practice. One method they provide is based on dynamic
programming using polynomial secret sharing to compute the optimal solution to
the combinatorial optimization problem without revealing the inputs. Another
method employs homomorphic encryption [14], but again fails to scale because
computation is performed explicitly on each of the exponentially many possible
allocations of goods. The same authors also extend their work to remove the
need for a third-party auctioneer [15], but are again limited by the scalability of
dynamic programming in this domain and also by additional process complex-
ity implied by such a completely distributed solution. Naor et al. [11] have also
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proposed the use of garbled circuits to compute the outcome of a combinatorial
auction. Though the work is important for its foresight and theoretical affirma-
tive results, we know of no practical implementation of obfuscated circuits that
has been applied to significant real-world problems on the scale of a commercial
combinatorial auction.

2 Cryptographic Preliminaries

Several cryptographic systems support the secrecy-preserving, provably correct
computation that we employ to conduct the auction. Because Paillier’s cryp-
tosystem [16] supports all of the operations we need and is widely accepted in
secure protocols, we use it in our exposition. That said, there is nothing that ne-
cessitates the use of Paillier’s system; in fact, other solutions can be constructed
that are computationally more efficient, but may complicate the protocol. These
include, among others, Pedersen commitments [17] and ElGamal encryption [18],
based on the hardness of computing discrete logarithms modulo a prime, and
the provably correct secure computation system described by Rabin et al. [19]3.
We reserve for future work a complete discussion of how these and other systems
might also support our protocol.

Due to special mathematical properties Paillier encryption enjoys, it is pos-
sible for a Prover (in our application the Auctioneer) to create a random per-
mutation S′ of a set of encryptions S so that a verifier believes that S′ encrypts
precisely the same set of values that S does. In the spirit of our work, this can
be done in a manner not revealing any information about the encrypted values.

In the Paillier cryptosystem, one can generate a new “random-looking” en-
cryption of a particular element by multiplying it by a encryption of 0 — we call
this a “re-encryption factor”. The auctioneer can create many random permu-
tations of the encrypted values and commit to the re-encryption factors in each
permutation. The Verifier then asks the auctioneer to reveal the re-encryption
factors for some of the permutations, and verifies that the factors are well-formed
(that is, they are encryptions of zero) and that the permutation is correct. The
remaining permutations, for which the factors remain unrevealed, are now ver-
ified correct with high probability. Cryptographers have formalized this idea as
a “shuffle”, or “mix network”4,5.
3 We have devised a similar protocol to the one we describe based on Pedersen com-

mitments; while this protocol is computationally more efficient, it is mathematically
more sophisticated, and we present the Paillier-based solution here because of the
simplicity that a protocol with a single cryptosystem enjoys.

4 We use “shuffle” as “mix network” also refers to hard-to-trace network communica-
tions protocols.

5 See Abe et al. [20,21] for early work on such permutation networks, and Boneh and
Golle [22] for an excellent formalization of shuffles, a brief survey of other solutions,
and an interesting efficient protocol for proving a shuffle is correct with high (but
not overwhelming) probability. Boneh and Golle’s efficient solution should not be
employed without using an additional mechanism to verify its correctness. See Boneh
and Golle [22].
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We will employ a shuffle to create a verifiable random permutation of the
encrypted bids that are submitted to the proxy auction. This will allow the
branching decisions of the branch-and-bound proof tree to be published with-
out revealing any information about the actual underlying inputs to the linear
optimization problems; bidders can thereby be satisfied they are given correct
information without learning private bid information.

3 Combinatorial Auctions

We consider a multi-unit combinatorial allocation problem with goods G =
{G1, . . . , Gm} and bidders B = {B1, . . . , Bn}. There are Cj units of each good
Gj available and each bidder Bi has a valuation function vi(si) on bundles
si ∈ Zm

≥0, where sij ≤ Cj denotes the number of units of item Gj in the bundle.
An efficient allocation solves V ∗ = maxs∈F

∑
i vi(si) where F = {s :

∑
i sij ≤

Cj , ∀j ∈ G} and s = (s1, . . . , sn) denotes the allocation of items to bidders.
We assume quasi-linear utility ui (or payoff πi), so that bidder Bi’s utility for

bundle si, given payment yi ∈ R≥0, is πi = ui(si, yi) = vi(si) − yi. We make
the standard assumptions of normalization, with vi(si) = 0 when sij = 0 for all
items Gj , and free disposal, with vi(si) ≥ vi(s′i) for s′i ≥ si.

Table 1. A simple example of a combinatorial auction problem

Bidder Bid Items Price
1 1 {A, B} 3
2 1 {B, C} 3
3 1 {A, C, D} 3
4 1 {C, D, E} 2
5 1 {E, F} 4.5
6 1 {F} 3
7 1 {D} 1

An example of a combinatorial auction problem is illustrated in Table 1. This
example has 7 bids, each from a unique bidder, and 6 goods G = {A, B, . . . , F},
all in unit supply. In this case each bidder is single-minded, and only interested
in a single bundle of goods. The example is adapted from Sandholm et al. [23].
In the efficient allocation, two optimal outcomes exist, each with a total value of
8.5: {1, 5, 7} and {2, 5, 7} are the two sets of winning bidders in these outcomes.

The payments in the proxy auction are selected from the bidder-optimal core.
Consider the payoff vector π = 〈π1, . . . , πn〉 induced by an efficient allocation s∗

and payment vector y = 〈y1, . . . , yn〉, i.e. with πi = vi(s∗i ) − yi. Let π0 denote
the payoff to the seller, which is the total revenue received by the seller, i.e.
π0 =

∑
i yi = V ∗−

∑
i πi. A payoff profile 〈π0, π〉 is in the core if π0 +

∑
i∈K πi ≥

V (K) for all K ⊆ B, where V (K) = maxs∈F

∑
k∈K vk(sk). This states that no

coalition of K ⊆ B bidders and the seller can improve its total payoff by leaving
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the auction and allocating the items amongst itself, leaving all members weakly
better off. Simple algebra shows that the core payoffs can be equivalently defined
as:

Core = {π :
∑

i∈W\K

πi ≤ V ∗−V (K), ∀K ⊆ W, πi ≥ 0, πi ≤ vi(s∗i )},

where W is the set of winners in the efficient allocation s∗. The bidder-optimal
core defines a payoff vector that solves π ∈ arg maxπ∈Core

∑
i πi.

The bidder-optimal core is related to the outcome of the Vickrey-Clarke-
Groves (VCG) mechanism [24]. The VCG mechanism defines payments so that
the payoff to bidder i is πvcg

i = V ∗ − V (B \ {i}), i.e., each bidder’s payoff is the
marginal value it contributes by its presence. In general,

∑
i πi <

∑
i πvcg

i and the
revenue to the seller is greater in a bidder-optimal core outcome than in the VCG
mechanism. But when the VCG outcome is in the core then it coincides with the
(unique) bidder-optimal core outcome. In the general case, the bidder-optimal
core is not unique and the final payments in the proxy auction are selected to
minimize the maximal difference to the VCG payoff across all bidder-optimal
core outcomes6.

In the example in Table 1, the payoff to winning bidders {1, 5} and 7 in the
VCG mechanism is {8.5− 8.5 = 0, 8.5− 8 = 0.5} and 8.5− 8 = 0.5 respectively,
with corresponding payments {$3, $4} and $0.5. It is easily checked that this
outcome is in the core, and thus also the bidder-optimal core outcome.

4 Phase One: The Clock Auction

The presentation of our main results begins by considering the first phase of
the CCP auction, which is the clock-auction phase. The clock phase proceeds in
rounds until demand is weakly less than supply for every good. In each round t,
a price vector pt = 〈pt

1, . . . , p
t
m〉 associates prices with each good: pt

j is the price
for good Gj in round t. The price vector is initialized to low prices (although not
necessarily uniformly across all goods) for the first round, t = 1, and is increased
in each successive round based on the amount of excess demand. Bidders submit
a bid st

i ∈ Zm
≥0 in each round. These bids are ultimately included within the

proxy bids that form the input to the proxy phase.
We are interested in supporting this price discovery process, but without al-

lowing any party—the auctioneer included—to learn anything about any bids not
already implied by the public information. Following the description of Ausubel
et al. [1], we allow the price increase on a good in a round to depend on the
amount of excess demand on that good7. One requirement, then, is that any
6 This particular choice follows the suggestion of threshold payments in Parkes et

al. [25] in the context of a combinatorial exchange, and as refined in the context of
the proxy auction by Day and Raghavan [26].

7 Ausubel et al. [1] also discuss the idea of using intra-round bids in which the auction
proceeds in a smaller number of discrete rounds and bidders express quantity de-
mands in each round at all prices along a price trajectory that will be traced during
the round. We save this extension for future work.
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party (the auctioneer included) must be able to determine the excess demand
on each good in the current round without learning anything else about the
current bids. It will also be necessary to allow any party to verify that the bids
meet an activity rule that restricts bidding strategies, in particular a revealed
preference activity rule, and without revealing any information.

All bids made during the clock phase must also be submitted as proxy bids
in the proxy phase. We ensure this and prevent non-repudiation through the use
of a time-lapse cryptography (TLC) service [6]. At the start of the auction, the
auctioneer in CCCP announces the initial price vector p1 and the supply C =
〈C1, . . . , Cm〉 and designates a public time-lapse cryptographic key N . Because
the secret key corresponding to N (and based on the factorization of N) is not
revealed until after all bidder information has been submitted, the auctioneer
cannot reveal private information that could affect the outcome. The forced
reconstruction of N guarantees that the bids can be opened by the auctioneer
when the auction is complete8.

At the beginning of round t, the auctioneer publishes the current clock price
vector pt = 〈pt

1, . . . , p
t
m〉. Then, each bidder Bi publishes an encrypted version of

her bid given the current prices: E(st
i) = 〈E(st

i1, r
t
i1), . . . , E(st

im, rt
im)〉. Bidders

publish these encrypted bundles to all bidders, the auctioneer and any verifiers,
either by broadcast or to a common “bulletin board” during a fixed period of
time for round t. This encrypted bundle is represented as a vector of length m,
in which each coefficient st

ij is an encryption of the quantity Bi wants for good
Gj at price pt

j. The values rt
ij are independent, fresh random help values that

each bidder selects in accordance with the probabilistic homomorphic encryption
scheme, and kept secret. Encryptions of zero must be included for any undesired
item to keep the number of items in the bundle secret.

Bid Validity and Activity Rules. Each bidder must now prove that the bid
is valid and satisfies an activity rule9. The basic idea in a revealed-preference
activity rule (RPAR) is to require bidders to follow a demand-revealing strategy
that is consistent with some fixed valuation function across all clock rounds.
Consider a current round t and some previous round t′ < t, corresponding price
vectors pt and pt′ , and Bi’s associated demands st

i and st′
i . A straightforward

bidder with valuation vi prefers st
i to st′

i when prices are pt, i.e. vi(st
i)− pt · st

i ≥
vi(st′

i )− pt · st′
i , and prefers st′

i to st
i when prices are pt′ , i.e. vi(st′

i ) − pt′ · st′
i ≥

vi(st
i)− pt′ · st′

i . Adding these two inequalities (the values of the bundles cancel)
yields the activity rule, i.e. (pt − pt′) · (st

i − st′
i ) ≤ 0.

8 The TLC service in Rabin et al. [6] creates a time-lock ElGamal key, but it can
also create any cryptographic key for which a verifiable distributed key generation
protocol exists, including Paillier keys (like RSA keys, the product of two large
primes).

9 While we talk about the “bidder” proving various facts about the bid history to
the auctioneer and any other interested party, we of course intend the proofs to be
generated by a computer program running on secure hardware controlled by the
bidder, both to maintain the security of any private information and because the
cryptographic computations should not be carried out by hand.
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Before proving the RPAR, bidders must prove that their current demands
are valid by using an interval proof: each Bi proves for the demand for good
Gj , 0 ≤ st

ij ≤ Cj . That is, the demand lies in the interval between 0 and the
auction’s capacity for that good10.

Each bidder can now readily prove that she satisfies the activity rule using
homomorphic cryptography via the clock prices and the published encrypted
bids. This must be established in round t with respect to all previous rounds
t′ < t. The details of this are presented in Appendix A.1.

Computing Aggregate Demand. At the conclusion of each round, the ag-
gregate demand for each item must be computed. The aggregate demand vector
st for all goods at the end of round t is simply st = 〈

∑n
i=1 st

i1, . . . ,
∑n

i=1 st
im〉.

Given the encrypted demand vectors, we can compute use the homomorphic
properties of the cryptosystem to compute an encryption of the aggregate de-
mand vector st as follows:

E(st) = 〈
n∏

i=1

E(st
i1, r

t
i1), . . . ,

n∏
i=1

E(st
im, rt

im)〉 (1)

= 〈E(
n∑

i=1

st
i1,

n∏
i=1

rt
i1), . . . , E(

n∑
i=1

st
im,

n∏
i=1

rt
im)〉 (2)

By multiplying each bidder’s encrypted demand for an item together, we
obtain an encryption of the sum of all bidders’ demands for that item; the
random help value of this encryption is the product of the random help values
from all bidders’ encrypted demands. Since the secret decryption key does not
yet exist, decryption can only be performed by unlocking the encrypted value
with its random help value.

While the random help value could be directly constructed from the other
values, such a direct computation would reveal too much, because each encrypted
demand’s random help value would unlock that particular demand. We thus
employ another well-known cryptographic protocol, a simple, secure multi-party
computation of a product of secret values, to compute the random help values
needed to unlock the aggregate demand. We sketch the protocol but omit a more
detailed description for reasons of space.

After each round t, we repeat the following process for each good Gj , ob-
taining the above aggregate demand vector (Eq. 2). Bi constructs shares of the
random help value associated with the demand for good Gj , so that the product
of these shares equals the random help value rt

ij . Bi then distributes these shares
among all bidders. Once all the shares are received, the bidders multiply their
received shares together, yielding random factors of the help value

∏
i = 1nrt

ij .

10 We also require that the capacities Cj are less than half the modulus of the cryp-
tosystem (N/2), but as the moduli are typically hundreds or thousands of bits, this
poses no practical problems.
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Then, bidders broadcast these random factors to all bidders, and multiply them
together to yield the desired help value. This allows anyone to decrypt the en-
crypted sum of the aggregate demand for that good and verify the result. Recall
that since the encrypted individual demands are public, one can compute an
encryption of their sum by multiplying the encryptions.

We remark without proof that this sub-protocol to compute the random help
values is information-theoretically secure and reveals no information other than
the results. Furthermore, it requires only two broadcasts and scales linearly in
the number of items for sale. Moreover, bidders who refuse to participate in
this protocol to compute the aggregate demand can be disqualified, and the
demand recomputed without them. If a bidder submits incorrect values during
this protocol, then the computed values rt

j will be discovered to be incorrect11.

4.1 Transition to the Proxy Phase

Let T denote the number of rounds in the clock phase. Each bidder has submitted
a bid on 〈s1

i , . . . , s
T
i 〉 bundles at public prices 〈p1, . . . , pT 〉. A bidder can now:

(a) improve any bid submitted during the clock phase
(b) include bids on additional bundles

These additional bids are committed by each bidder, by encrypting with the
key associated with the TLC service and then sharing them, for instance posting
them to a public bulletin board. When the auctioneer receives the time-lapse
decryption key he will then prove that each bidder meets the activity rules that
constrain her ability to bid in this transition from clock to proxy.

For (a), we first require each bidder Bi to associate a bid price bi(st
i) with

every bid. This bid price must satisfy:

bi(st
i) ≥ pt · st

i (3)

For (b), each bidder can also submit additional bids, which we index k > t to
indicate that they are received after the close of the clock phase. Consider some
bundle sk

i , either one of the clock bundles or one of these additional bundles,
and its associated bid price bi(sk

i ). Any such bid must satisfy the following
constraints:

bi(sk
i )− pt · sk

i ≤ α(bi(st
i)− pt · st

i), ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T} (4)

This requires that the bidder would not have been much happier (by some
relaxation parameter α ≥ 1) by bidding this bundle in any clock round than the
bundle that it did bid in that round. We will also require each bidder to pad her
bids (with zero bids), so that the total number of bundles that receive a bid is
constant across all bidders. Let K denote the number of such bids.

11 The auctioneer can always resort to a more complex verifiable multi-party compu-
tation (e.g. [27]) to identify and disqualify a bidder submitting bad data.
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Once this transition round closes the auctioneer receives the time-lapse de-
cryption key and will now generate a proof that all bids satisfy these activity
rules (Eq. 3 and 4)12. If a bidder submits a non-compliant bid at this phase, the
auctioneer can prove the bid is non-compliant and remove any such bids from
the computation of the outcome.

5 Phase Two: The Proxy Auction

The proxy phase of the CCP auction is used to determine the final allocation
of goods and the final payments. This requires solving a sequence of optimiza-
tion problems. Given that the winner-determination problem for combinatorial
auctions is NP-hard, it seems to us essential that bids must be revealed to the
auctioneer in plain text in any efficient protocol. This enables the auctioneer
to leverage efficient methods to determine the outcome, such as the branch-
and-bound algorithm for integer programming we employ. We reiterate that the
auctioneer is unable to submit or alter bids, or change the outcome of the auc-
tion in any way, once the bids are revealed. Moreover, until this point neither
the auctioneer or any other party has received any exploitable information about
the bids.

Our main technical innovation is to use cryptographic methods to prove that
a solution to an integer program is optimal by establishing various linear con-
straints implied by a “fathomed” (or solved) branch-and-bound tree. An appeal-
ing aspect of our approach is that it is completely agnostic to the particular
heuristics by which a branch-and-bound proof tree is generated (e.g. depth-first,
breadth-first, memory management, branch-selection heuristics, etc.). Rather,
the system works directly with the information that is established upon the
conclusion of the search, i.e. from the final proof tree.

We confine our solution to what can be considered a standard, textbook treat-
ment of branch-and-bound search (e.g., see Wolsey [28]). In doing so, we im-
pose two main restrictions on the use of branch-and-bound algorithms: (a) no
pre-processing, and (b) no cut-generation. While modern optimization solvers,
such as ILOG’s CPLEX, do make extensive use of both of these methods, good
performance can be achieved on reasonably sized problems without either fea-
ture. Nevertheless, supporting such optimizations presents a appealing avenue for
future work.

12 To establish the activity rule, then for every bidder Bi and round t ∈ {1, . . . , T},
the auctioneer computes provably correct encryptions of the dot products pt · st

i

for values bid during the clock phase. He further computes, for every bidder Bi,
the t(K − T ) dot products pt · sk

i ,∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T}∀k ∈ {T + 1, . . . , K}. These dot
products are computed in the same way encrypted dot products are computed at
the end of Section 4. To prove Eq. 4, he shows that the bidder prefers each final
proxy bid 〈sk

i , bi(sk
i )〉, T < k ≤ K, he computes the encrypted differences of these

encrypted dot products and encrypted bid values bi(sk
i ) and bi(st

i) (respectively) and
multiplies the second result by the public constant α; this allows him to use a simple
interval proof to demonstrate the inequality.
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5.1 Branch-and-Bound Search

To illustrate the principle of branch-and-bound search we will consider the
winner-determination problem (WDP) in the proxy phase. In defining this, we
index the proxy bids si = 〈si1, . . . , siK〉 from each bidder i. Recall that K is the
total number of bids received from each bidder (by padding if necessary.) Let
bi = 〈bi1, . . . , biK〉 denote the associated bid values. The integer programming
(IP) formulation for the WDP is:

max

{∑
i

∑
k

xikbik : s.t. x ∈ F, xik ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, ∀k
}

(5)

where F =
{∑

i

∑
k sikjxik ≤ Cj , ∀j ∈ G,∑
k xik ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ B

}
, (6)

and these constraints ensure that no more units of a good are allocated than in
the supply and that no more than one bid is accepted from any single bidder.

In describing branch-and-bound, let z denote the value of the best solution
found so far (initialized to −∞), and let x denote that solution (undefined when
no solution has been found.) This is the incumbent solution. The first step in
branch-and-bound is to solve the linear programming (LP) relaxation,

max

{∑
i

∑
k

xikbik : s.t. x ∈ F, xik ≥ 0, ∀i, ∀k
}

(7)

Let L0 = {x : x ∈ F, xik ≥ 0, ∀i, ∀k} denote the LP-relaxation of the solution
space. Let x0 denote the solution on L0 and z0 the value of this solution. If x0 is
integral then branch-and-bound can stop with x := x0 and z := z0. The solution
x0 will in general be fractional, meaning that one or more of the variables has a
value that is neither 0 or 1.

To illustrate this, consider again the example in Table 1 and let xi1 denote the
variable corresponding to the bid from each agent i. In the example, the solution
to the LP relaxation is fractional, with an assignment 〈0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0, 1, 0, 0.5〉
and total value of 9.5. When this occurs, a branching decision is made on one of
the fractional variables. Continuing with the example, suppose that we branch
on x71 ≤ 0 and x71 ≥ 1. This generates two new sub-problems, one defined on
solution space L1 = {x : x ∈ F, x71 ≤ 0, xik ≥ 0, ∀i, ∀k} and one defined on
solution space L2 = {x : x ∈ F, x71 ≥ 1, xik ≥ 0, ∀i, ∀k}. Branch-and-bound
continues by picking one of these and solving the associated linear program.

Let (Lp, xp, zp) denote the associated LP and solution. In any one of the
following three cases, this becomes a “fathomed” (or solved) leaf:

(a) the subproblem is infeasible
(b) the subproblem has an integral optimal solution; if z < zp then z := zp

and x := xp.
(c) the subproblem is feasible and the solution fractional, but βzp ≤ z for

some β ≤ 1 that controls the optimality tolerance.
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In our example, the solution to L2 is integral and we would set z := z2 = 8.5
and x := x2 = 〈1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1〉. This leaf is now fathomed. But the solution to
L1 is fractional (x1 = 〈0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0, 1, 0, 0〉) and has value z1 = 9 � z = 8.5. In
such a case, branch-and-bound search will generate two additional subproblems,
typically by doing something like branching on the most fractional variable. The
unsolved subproblems are stored on the “open list.” Branch-and-bound finally
terminates when the open list is empty, returning the incumbent as the solution.
Finishing with the example, when we branch on x11 ≤ 0 and x11 ≥ 1 we obtain
two leaves that are fathomed. The LP relaxations generate integral solutions and
their value is less than that of the solution already found.

While there are many sophisticated strategies for managing the details of a
branch-and-bound search, for our purposes all that is required is a fathomed
branch-and-bound tree, i.e. one for which all leaves have been fathomed. An
example of a so-called proof tree for the example is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Branch-and-Bound Proof Tree

5.2 Establishing Correctness of Integer Program Solutions

In this section we describe the general approach to establish the correctness of
the solution to an integer program (IP). Along the way we also provide a method
to establish the correctness of the solution to a linear program (LP). Recall that
the input to the IP is published in encrypted form. In describing our approach
we assume that the solution to the IP is revealed to all parties, but this is not
necessary. All relevant steps can instead be performed using an encryption of
the solution, if the solution itself is to remain private.

The cryptographic proof is constructed from a proof tree, as generated at the
termination of a branch-and-bound search. To perform these steps on the en-
crypted inputs, we first note that IPs, LPs and their duals are all defined with
linear inequalities and linear objective functions. Therefore, we can prove that
a set of constraints are satisfied, or that a solution has a particular objective
value, using the verifiable addition, subtraction and multiplication operations,
and equality and inequality tests, on Paillier-encrypted values. All that is re-
quired are encryptions of all the private inputs (the bids in our case).

Because we have formulated all inputs as integers, it is theoretically possible
to obtain LPs with rational coefficients at every point in the proof tree, which
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implies that they have rational solutions. Moreover, since any computation on ra-
tionals can be performed by an equivalent computation on integers (with at most
a constant factor increase in the number of steps), we can employ established
cryptographic techniques that prove integer computations correct for rational
numbers as well. This allows us to calculate and prove correct exact solutions to
rational LPs13.

The proof of the correctness of a solution x∗ to a IP proceeds with the following
steps:

1. Any permutation-invariance in the class of problems being solved is leveraged
for the purpose of secrecy by generating a random permutation using a shuffle
as described in Section 2. This proves to verifiers that the set of encrypted
values in the proof tree is the same as the set of inputs, but makes the
correspondence between those sets is unknown.

2. The branching decisions that define the proof tree are revealed. (For instance,
“at the root the left branch is x6 ≤ 0 and the right branch is x6 ≥ 1” and
so on.) The amount of information that this reveals depends on the amount
of permutation invariance in the class of problems. For example, if all inputs
can be “mixed” with all other inputs then this reveals no information.

3. The solution x∗ to the IP is revealed along with a claim β ≤ 1 about its opti-
mality (e.g., β = 9999/10000 would state that the solution quality is within
multiplicative factor 9999/10000 of the optimal solution.) The encrypted so-
lution E(x∗) is published and shown to be a valid encryption of x∗: this is
because many of our operations only apply to two encrypted operands, and
for those we need to use E(x∗) rather than the unencrypted x∗.

4. Let q∗ denote the leaf associated with the optimal solution. This is revealed
by the prover. The prover then proceeds to:

(a) Publish E(V ∗) and prove that its value is correct (i.e., the value is an
encryption of the objective value of the IP given solution x∗).

(b) Prove that x∗ satisfies the constraints of the LP formulated at leaf Lq∗

(i.e., prove inequalities defined in terms of the encrypted input to the IP
and also the additional inequalities implied by the branching decisions.)

(c) Prove that x∗ is integral.

5. Consider every leaf q (including the optimal leaf) in turn. For every such leaf,
the prover then proceeds to:
(a) Let yq denote the solution to the dual LP at leaf Lq and Dq the value

of that dual solution. Publish the encrypted dual E(yq) solution and the
encrypted dual value E(Dq) at this leaf.

(b) Prove that the dual solution satisfies the constraints of the dual LP for-
mulated at leaf Lq.

13 In practice, it is likely that the results will be computed using a computer program
that yields a floating-point or real number as a result. We can instead convert this
value to a rational number and prove that the constraints are satisfied with accept-
ably small error.
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(c) Prove the correctness of the dual value E(Dq) by reference to the dual
formulation, and that βE(Dq) ≤ E(V ∗).

This procedure encompasses both leaves that are fathomed by infeasibility
and leaves that are fathomed by bound in the same way. Note that a leaf that is
infeasible in its primal form has a dual solution with value −∞ by the duality
theory of LP. Therefore, the prover can always construct a feasible dual solution
to prove that there is no better (primal) solution in the feasible solution space
that corresponds to a particular leaf. It should be easy to see how to generalize
the above approach to a mixed integer program14.

5.3 Application: The Winner Determination Problem (WDP)

We now instantiate the general approach to the WDP for combinatorial auctions.
Recall (sik, bik) denotes the kth proxy bid submitted by bidder i, where bundle
sik contains sikj units of item j ∈ G. The IP formulation for the WDP is:

max
xik

∑
i∈B

∑
k

xikbik WDP(B)

s.t.
∑
i∈B

∑
k

sikj xik ≤ Cj , ∀j ∈ G (8)

∑
k

xik ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ B (9)

xik ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ B, ∀k

where xik indicates whether the kth bid from bidder i is accepted. We label
this formulation WDP(B) to make explicit that this is problem is defined for all
bidders and to allow for variations WDP(L) defined on a subset L ⊆ B of bidders.
Constraints (8) ensure that the supply constraints are satisfied. Constraints (9)
ensure that no bidder receives more than one bundle of items15.

Once the solution x∗ is published and associated with a leaf of the branch-
and-bound tree, and once it has been shown to satisfy the constraints of the
appropriate restricted-primal formulation for the leaf (see the Appendix) and
also to be integral, the remaining work in proving the optimality is in terms of
establishing properties for the dual of this restricted primal formulation for each
leaf of the search tree. All the information required to complete these proofs is

14 In the case that the original problem is an LP rather than a IP then there is no proof
tree to deal with, and the procedure simplifies to: (a) publish E(V ∗) and prove this
value is correct; (b) prove that x∗ satisfies the constraints of the LP; (c) publish an
encrypted dual solution E(yq) and associated dual value E(Dq); (d) prove that the
solution is dual feasible, and that βE(Dq) ≤ E(V ∗).

15 Details about the linear programming relaxation of WDP(B) and the corre-
sponding dual DWDP(B), along with the restricted primal and dual formula-
tions for the leaf of a winner-determination branch-and-bound tree are provided in
Appendix A.2.
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either available in the encrypted proxy bids (e.g. sikj , bik), publicly known
(e.g. the capacity Cj), or defined by the branching decisions that are published
by the mechanism.

5.4 Determining Payments and Announcing Results

The final step in the CCP auction is to find the bidder-optimal core point that
minimizes the maximal deviation across all bidders from the payoff profile in
the VCG mechanism, as discussed in Section 3. The details of this step are
provided in Appendix A.3, and require solving and proving the correctness of
sequence of optimization problems (each of which is a simple variant on the
winner determination problem), and ultimately establishing the correctness of a
solution to a linear program to determine the final payments.

Taken together, the above steps are sufficient to prove to any interested party
that the allocation and payments are correct. But because we employed a shuffle
to prevent bidders from learning the position of their bids in the proof tree,
we still need to convince an individual bidder that the particular allocation
announced for them is correct for them. This is easy to achieve by privately
revealing to each bidder only the correspondence between their original proxy
bid that was accepted and its position in the permutation generated by the
shuffle. The bidder will then be satisfied that the outcome proven is correct
from her perspective because she can verify that her bid was allocated in the
optimal allocation. She will similarly believe that the payment corresponding to
the bidder that submitted the bid, and hence her own payment, is correct16.

6 Conclusions

We have described a cryptographic method to enable secret and provably correct
combinatorial auctions. Whereas previous methods incur exponential cost in
providing a secure solution to the NP-hard winner-determination problem, we
can use branch-and-bound algorithms and generate a proof with overhead that
is linear in the size of the ultimate branch-and-bound tree, and thus linear in the
computational search time. In doing so, the solution presented here will avoid
exponential time complexity with overwhelming probability. Our particular focus
has been on the practically important combinatorial clock-proxy auction, which
is used by governments in high-stakes settings. It bears additional emphasis
that in striving for what we consider to be a practical solution, we require that
the auctioneer is trusted not to reveal information about bids once an auction
has closed. This is the same tradeoff that we made in our earlier work on non-
combinatorial auctions [5]. In making this tradeoff, we achieve a system that
is provably correct and trustworthy, and we believe can be implemented in a
realistic business setting on cost-effective computing hardware.
16 This does imply that a small amount of information that is leaked by our system,

over and above that implied by the outcome of the auction: each bidder learns where
in the various proof trees her own accepted bid was branched on. But this appears
to us to disclose no useful information to a bidder.
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A Appendix: Further Details of the Auction Protocol

A.1 Establishing the Activity Rule: First, since the price vectors pt′ and pt

are public, anyone can compute the price difference vector p̂ = 〈p̂1, . . . , p̂m〉 =
pt − pt′ . Second, using the encrypted demand vectors E(st

i) and E(st′
i ), the

homomorphic properties of the cryptosystem allow computing Bi’s encrypted
demand difference vector ŝi = 〈ŝi1, . . . , ŝim〉 = st

i − st′
i :

E(st
i) = 〈E(st

i1, r
t
i1), . . . , E(st

im, rt
im)〉

E(st′
i ) = 〈E(st′

i1, r
t′
i1), . . . , E(st′

im, rt′
im)〉

E(ŝi) = 〈E(st
i1, r

t
i1)

E(st′
i1, r

t′
i1)

, . . . ,
E(st

im, rt
im)

E(st′
im, rt′

im)
〉

=〈E(st
i1−st′

i1, r
t
i1/rt′

i1), . . . , E(st
im−st′

im, rt
im/rt′

im)〉

To compute the encrypted dot product of the price difference vector and the
encrypted demand difference vector, E(p̂· ŝi), we can again use the homomorphic
properties of the cryptosystem:

E(p̂ · ŝi) = E(ŝi1, r
t
i1/rt

i1′ )
p̂1 × . . . × E(ŝim, rt

im/rt′
im)p̂m

=E(p̂1 × ŝi1, r
t
i1/rt′

i1) × . . . × E(p̂m × ŝim, rt
im/rt′

im)

=E(p̂1 × ŝi1 + . . . + p̂m × ŝim, rt
i1/rt′

i1 × . . . × rt
im/rt′

im)
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We adopt r̂i to notate the random help value encrypting the dot product
(the last formula above): r̂i = rt

i1/rt′
i1 × . . .× rt

im/rt′
im. We now have an encryp-

tion of this dot product—a single value that proves the activity rule when it
is less than or equal to zero17. Consequently, each bidder now proves using an-
other interval proof that this encrypted value is less than (but relatively close
to) zero. Our example shows that Bi can compute the precise random help
value corresponding to the encryption of a dot product of an encrypted vector
with a public vector. This allows Bi to prove facts about the result like any
other value it encrypted and even though the decryption key has not yet been
constructed.

A.2 Detailing the LP Relaxations for Winner Determination: The linear
programming relaxation of WDP(B) is defined by replacing xik ∈ {0, 1} with
xik ≥ 0. In defining the dual (and overloading notation from the clock phase,
which is no longer needed), we introduce variables pj to denote the dual variable
for constraints (8) and πi to denote the dual variable for constraints (9). Given
this, then the dual problem is:

min
p,π

∑
j

Cjpj +
∑

i

πi DWDP(B)

s.t.
∑

j

sikj pj + πi ≥ bik, ∀i, k (10)

pj ≥ 0, πi ≥ 0

A sequence of branching decisions leading to a fathomed leaf in the search tree
introduces additional constraints to WDP(B) and modifies the dual problem at
the leaf. Let (i, k) ∈ OUT indicate that branch xik ≤ 0 has been taken and
(i, k) ∈ IN denote that branch xik ≥ 1 has been taken. Given these constraints,
the restricted primal and dual pair becomes:

max
xik

∑
i

∑
k

xikbik RWDP(B)

s.t.
∑

i

∑
k

sikj xik ≤ Cj , ∀j ∈ G (11)

∑
k

xik ≤ 1, ∀i (12)

xik ≤ 0, ∀(i, k) ∈ OUT (13)

xik ≥ 1, ∀(i, k) ∈ IN (14)

xik ≥ 0, ∀i,∀k

17 If the bidder does not prove the activity rule, then the bid is invalid and the auction
rules should dictate whether the bidder must resubmit, or be disqualified for the
round.
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min
p,π,δ

∑
j

Cjpj +
∑

i

πi −
∑

i|(i,k)∈W

δi DRWDP(B)

s.t.
∑

j

sikj pj + πi ≥ bik, ∀(i, k) /∈ (OUT ∪ IN ) (15)

∑
j

sikj pj + πi − δi ≥ bik, ∀(i, k) ∈ IN (16)

pj ≥ 0, πi ≥ 0, δi ≥ 0

Dual variable δi corresponds to constraints (14) in RWDP(B). The variable
that dualizes constraints (13) drops out of the dual formulation because it ap-
pears with coefficient zero in the objective and appears in a non-binding con-
straint.

A.3 Determining the Proxy Payments: To determine the payments we must
determine the payoffs in the bidder-optimal core that minimize the maximal
deviation across all bidders from the VCG payoff profile. Solving for this point
requires the use of constraint generation, but the cryptographic proof can be
constructed after-the-fact in terms of just the final set of constraints. By a slight
reformulation of the method in Day and Raghavan [26], the payoffs to winning
bidders i ∈ W can be computed in the following LP:

max
π,m

∑
i∈W

πi − ε m EBOP

s.t.
∑

i∈W\L

πi ≤ V ∗ − V (L), ∀L ⊆ W (17)

πi + m ≥ πvcg
i , ∀i ∈ W (18)

0 ≤ πi, ∀i ∈ W

0 ≤ m,

with πi = 0 for all i /∈ W , and for some small ε > 0. The objective is to
maximize the total bidder payoff, but then for small ε to break ties in favor
of minimizing the maximal deviation m from the VCG payoffs across all such
bidders. Constraints (17) are the core constraints and constraints (18) force m
to adopt the maximal difference to VCG payoffs. Given a solution π∗ to EBOP,
the payments collected from each winning bidder i ∈ W are bi(s∗i )− π∗

i .
EBOP is an LP and has no integer variables. But notice that part of its

input has required solving IPs (since constraints (17) are defined in terms
of V ∗ and V (L)). More difficult, there are an exponential number of con-
straints (17). Day and Raghavan [26] suggest using constraint generation to
construct a subset L ⊆ 2W of coalitions, with constraints (17) reformulated as∑

i∈W\L πi ≤ V ∗ − V (L), ∀L ∈ L. Let EBOP(L) denote the relaxed form of
EBOP in with just this subset of constraints. New constraints are introduced
until it can be established that:
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max
L⊆W

∑
i∈W\L

πi − (V ∗ − V (L)) ≤ 0 (19)

This establishes that none of the missing constraints is binding. (In practice,
this is also the separation problem that is solved in generating a new constraint.)
Given a solution π∗ to EBOP(L), the separation problem can be formulated and
solved via an IP as a simple variation on the regular WDP:

max
xik

∑
i∈W

(
1 −

∑
k

xik

)
πi − V ∗ +

∑
i∈W

∑
k

xikbik SEP(π∗)

s.t.
∑

i

∑
k

sikj xik ≤ Cj , ∀j (20)

∑
k

xik ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ W (21)

xik ∈ {0, 1}

Putting this all together, the methodology for establishing the correctness of
the final payments is as follows:
1. Publish the set L of coalitions of winners that are used to establish the

correctness of payments. (Note that this does not reveal any information if
a shuffle was used on the inputs.) Publish the parameter ε > 0.

2. Publish the solution E(π∗) and E(m∗) to EBOP(L). Publish the vector of
proxy payments p∗ = 〈p∗1, . . . , p∗n〉. Prove that p∗i =

∑
k x∗

ikbik − π∗
i for all

bidders i.
3. Publish and establish the correctness of E(πvcg), for πvcg = 〈πvcg

1 , . . . , pvcg
n 〉.

Publish and establish the correctness of E(V (L)) for all L ∈ L.
4. Publish and prove the solution to the separation problem SEP(π∗).
5. Prove that the solution to EBOP is primal feasible.
6. Publish an encrypted solution to the dual problem and prove it is dual fea-

sible. Prove the value E(D∗) ≤ βE(V ∗) for some parameter β ≥ 1, e.g.
β = 100001/100000.

Step 3 requires proving facts about solutions to different winner determina-
tion problems. For the VCG payoff, πvcg

i = V ∗ − V (B \ i) and thus this needs
the value of E(V (B \ i)) to be proved correct. This can be done following the
approach in the previous section for the WDP. Similarly, we need to prove the
correctness of E(V (L)) for subsets L ⊆ B. Note that both kinds of proofs can be
verified without revealing the solution to these subproblems, and that no useful
information leaks from publishing branching decisions in the branch-and-bound
search because of the use of a shuffle. Step 4 can be reduced to an instance of the
WDP and proved analogously. In Step 6 we need the dual to the linear program
EBOP(L).
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In this paper, we present the implementation of a secure system for trading
quantities of a certain commodity among many buyers and sellers, a so-called
double auction. In the particular case where our system has been deployed, it
was used by Danish farmers to trade contracts for sugar beet production on
a nation-wide market. The system was implemented using secure multiparty
computation (MPC) This allowed us to ensure that each bid submitted to the
auction was kept encrypted from the time it left the bidder’s computer, no single
party had access to the bids at any time. Nevertheless the system could efficiently
compute the price at which contracts should be traded. This was, to the best
of our knowledge, the first large-scale practical application of secure multiparty
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Below, we first explain the application scenario and the reasons why multi-
party computation turned out to be a good solution. We then explain in detail
the cryptographic protocols used and prove their security. In doing so, we pro-
pose a logarithmic-round comparison protocol that is much more practical than
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2 The Application Scenario

In this section we describe the practical case in which our system has been
deployed. In [1], preliminary plans for this scenario and results from a small-
scale demo were described.

In Denmark, several thousand farmers produce sugar beets, which are sold
to the company Danisco, the only sugar beets processor on the Danish market.
Farmers have contracts that give them rights and obligation to deliver a certain
amount of beets to Danisco, who pay them according to a pricing scheme that
is an integrated part of the contracts. These contracts can be traded between
farmers, but trading has historically been very limited and has primarily been
done via bilateral negotiations.

In recent years, however, the EU drastically reduced the support for sugar
beet production. This and other factors meant that there was now an urgent
need to reallocate contracts to farmers where productions pays off best. It was
realized that this was best done via a nation-wide exchange, a double auction.

Market Clearing Price. Details of the particular business case can be found in
[2]. Here, we briefly summarize the main points while more details on the actual
computation to be done are given later. A double auction includes several buyers
and sellers and the goal is to find the so called market clearing price, which is
a price per unit of the commodity that is traded. What happens is that each
buyer places a bid by specifying, for each potential price, how much he is willing
to buy at that price. Similarly sellers say how much they are willing to sell at
each price1. All bids go to an auctioneer, who computes, for each price, the
total supply and demand in the market. Since we can assume that supply grows
and demand decreases with increasing price, there is a price where total supply
equals total demand, and this is the price we are looking for. Finally, all bidders
who specified a non-zero amount to trade at the market clearing price get to
sell/buy the amount at this price.

Ensuring Privacy of Bids. A satisfactory implementation of such an auction
has to take some security concerns into account: Bids clearly reveal information,
e.g., on a farmer’s economic position and his productivity, and therefore farmers
would be reluctant to accept Danisco acting as auctioneer, given its position
in the market. This is because Danisco could potentially misuse knowledge of
the bids in the ongoing renegotiations of the contracts (including the pricing
scheme). And even if Danisco would never do so, the mere fear of this happening
could affect the way farmers bid and lead to a suboptimal result of the auction.
On the other hand, the entitled quantities in a given contract are administrated
by Danisco (and adjusted frequently according to the EU administration) and in
some cases the contracts act as security for debt that farmers have to Danisco.
Hence running the auction independently of Danisco is not acceptable either.

1 In real life, a bidder would only specify where the quantity he wants to trade changes,
and by how much. The quantities to trade at other prices then follow from this.
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Finally, the solution of delegating the legal and practical responsibility by paying
e.g. a consultancy house to be the trusted auctioneer would have been a very
expensive solution.

The solution decided on was to implement an electronic double auction, where
the role of the auctioneer would be played by three parties, namely represen-
tatives for Danisco, DKS (the sugar beet growers’ association) and the SIMAP
research project (the project in which the authors of this paper participated).
By interacting with each other, these three parties together could form a “vir-
tual auctioneer”, computing the market clearing price and quantities to trade,
just as described above. This was implemented using secure multiparty compu-
tation technology: each bidder sends his bid in appropriately encrypted form to
the three parties, who then compute on the data while it is still in protected
form. Therefore, no single party ever has access to any bid in the clear. Still, by
collaborating, the parties can produce the required output.

A three party solution was selected, partly because it was natural in the given
scenario, but also because it allowed using very efficient cryptographic protocols
to do the secure computation.

Motivation. It is interesting to ask what motivated DKS and Danisco to try
using such a new and untested technology? One important factor was simply the
obvious need for a nation-wide exchange for production rights, which had not
existed before, so the opportunity to have a cheap electronic solution –secure
or not– was certainly a major reason. We do believe, however, that security
also played a role. An on-line survey carried out in connection with the auction
showed that farmers do care about keeping their bids private (see table in Fig. 1).
Also, in an interview with the involved decision markers from Danisco and DKS
these confidentiality issues were well recognized.

Now, if Danisco and DKS would have tried to run the auction using con-
ventional methods, one or more persons would have had to have access to the
bids, or control over the system holding the bids in cleartext. As a result, some
security policy would have had to be agreed, answering questions such as: who
should have access to the data and when? who has responsibility if data leaks,
and what are the consequences?

Since the parties have conflicting interests, this could have lead to very lengthy
discussions, possibly bringing the whole project to a halt. Using a consultancy
house as mediator would not have solved these problems: the parties would still
have had to agree on whether the mediator’s security policy was satisfactory. As
it happened, there was no need for this kind of negotiation, since the multiparty
computation ensured that no one needed to have access to bids at any point.
In an interview with the decision makers, they recognized that this fact made it
easy to communicate the security policy to the farmers.

Security and Risks. One must of course consider which attacks such a system
might be subjected to. Attacks from external parties, hackers, etc. is of course
an issue that must be considered in practice, but such attacks are not special to
our system and are therefore less interesting for the discussion in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Farmers’ confidentiality expectations. (Numbers from survey based on questions
asked to the farmers after they had submitted their bids.)

A more interesting question is whether the participants themselves might at-
tack the system. With respect to the three parties doing the secure computation,
the situation was as follows: none of the parties seriously suspected that any of
the others would actively and maliciously attack the system. On the other hand,
giving all the sensitive data in the clear to one party was not acceptable, and
moreover, none of the parties wanted the responsibility of having to store the sen-
sitive data – this would immediately lead to all the practical problems described
above, with security policies and procedures.

A suitable solution was therefore a protocol where one assumes that all parties
act as they are supposed to, but where no party ever gets access to any sensitive
information. This is known as semi-honest security and this is the model we
chose for our system. In a nutshell, semi-honest security can be described as a
model where one can “choose not to know” any sensitive data and therefore does
not have to assume sole responsibility for keeping them secret.

With respect to malicious attacks from bidders, we estimated that the risk of
this happening in our particular case was not large enough to motivate the extra
cost of protecting against it: Bidders have a clear interest in the auction working
properly, and would anyway have to reverse engineer an applet supplied by the
system to even start an attack. Still, in other scenarios, or perhaps in future
instances of this auction, malicious attacks from the client side might be a valid
concern, and we therefore show below protocols that protect against malicious
bidders.

Alternative Cryptographic Solutions. One might also ask if the full power of
multiparty computation was actually needed? Our solution ensures that no single
player has any sensitive information, and it might seem that one could solve the
problem more efficiently in a similar trust model using a trick often used in
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voting protocols: one party P1 receives the bids in encrypted form from the
bidders, however, the bids are encrypted with the public key of another party
P2. Then P1 sends the encryptions, randomized and in permuted order to P2 who
decrypts the bids and computes the market clearing price. While this achieves
some security because P2 does not know who placed which bids, we have to
remember that bids contain much more information than what is conveyed by
the result (the market clearing price), e.g., one can see the quantities people were
willing to buy or sell at other prices than the clearing price. In principle, this
type of information is highly valuable for a monopolist such as Danisco in order
to exercise its market power, e.g., in terms of setting the price of an extension
or a reduction of the total processing capacity. To what extend such a situation
is relevant in practice is not easy to answer. Our conclusion was that using full-
blown multiparty computation is a better solution because it frees us from even
having to consider the question.

3 Introduction to Multiparty Computation

In the model of multiparty computation considered in this paper, we have a
number of input clients I1, ..., Im and a number of servers P1, . . . , Pn. The input
clients each hold inputs x1, . . . , xm, and we then want to securely compute some
function f on these inputs, where f(x1, . . . , xn) = y becomes public, but we
want to make sure that y is the only information on x1, ..., xm that is revealed.
This should hold, even if players exhibit some amount of adversarial behavior.
The goal can be accomplished by an interactive protocol π that the players
execute. Intuitively, we want that executing π is equivalent to having a trusted
party T that receives privately xi from Ii, computes the function, and returns
y to everyone2. With such a protocol we can –in principle– solve virtually any
cryptographic protocol problem. The general theory of MPC was founded in the
late 80-ties [16,3,7]. The theory was later developed in several ways – see for
instance [21,18,8]. An overview of the theoretical results known can be found
in [6].

Despite the obvious potential that MPC has in solving a wide range of prob-
lems, we have seen virtually no practical applications of MPC in the past. This
is probably in part due to the fact that direct implementation of the first general
protocols would lead to very inefficient solutions. Another factor has been a gen-
eral lack of understanding in the general public of the potential of the technology.
A lot of research has gone into solving the efficiency problems, both for general
protocols [11,17,9] and for special types of computations such as voting [4,12].

A different line of research has had explicit focus on a range of economic ap-
plications, which are particularly interesting for practical use. This approach was
taken, for instance, by two research projects that the authors of this paper have
been involved in: SCET (Secure Computing, Economy and Trust)3 and SIMAP
2 This “equivalence” can be formalized using, for instance, Canetti’s Universal Com-

posability framework[5].
3 see http://sikkerhed.alexandra.dk/uk/projects/scet

http://sikkerhed.alexandra.dk/uk/projects/scet
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(Secure Information Management and Processing)4 which has been responsible
for the practical application of MPC described in this paper. In the economic
field of mechanism design the concept of a trusted third party has been a cen-
tral assumption since the 70’s [15,19,10]. Ever since the field was initiated it
has grown in momentum and turned into a truly cross disciplinary field. Today,
many practical mechanisms require a trusted third party and it is natural to
consider the possibility of implementing such a party using MPC. In particular,
we have considered:

– Various types of auctions that involves sealed bids for different reasons. The
most well-known is probably the standard highest bid auction with sealed
bids, however, in terms of turnover another common variant is the so called
double auction with many sellers and buyers. This auction handles scenarios
where one wants to find a fair market price for a commodity given the existing
supply and demand in the market.

– Benchmarking, where several companies want to combine information on
how their businesses are running, in order to compare themselves to best
practice in the area. The benchmarking process is either used for learning,
planning or motivation purposes. This of course has to be done while pre-
serving confidentiality of companies’ private data.

When looking at such applications, one finds that the computation needed is
basically elementary arithmetic on integers of moderate size, say around 32 bits.
More concretely, quite a wide range of the cases require only addition, multi-
plication and comparison of integers. As far as addition and multiplication is
concerned, this can be handled quite efficiently by well-known generic MPC
protocols. What they really do is actually operations modulo some prime p, be-
cause the protocols are based on secret sharing over Zp. But by choosing p large
enough compared to the input numbers, we can avoid modular reductions and
get efficient integer addition and multiplication.

This is efficient because each number is shared “in one piece” using a linear
secret sharing scheme, so that secure addition, for instance, requires only one
local addition by each player. Unfortunately, this also implies that comparison
is much harder and cannot be done efficiently using generic methods. So instead
one must develop special purpose techniques for comparison. One example of
this is the constant-round comparison protocol from [13], which is improved on
in this work.

In summary, this means that the protocols we developed for our auction sys-
tem are in fact useful for a large range of applications, since they tend to use
the same set of arithmetic operations as those needed for the auction.

4 The Cryptographic Protocols

Recall that the scenario we have includes input clients I1, . . . , Im who deliver
inputs to a multiparty computation, that is to be executed by servers P1, . . . , Pn.
4 see http://sikkerhed.alexandra.dk/uk/projects/simap

http://sikkerhed.alexandra.dk/uk/projects/simap
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In the types of cases we are interested in, m is very large and variable while we
think of n as a small constant. In our concrete case, we had n = 3 and m was
about 1200.

The input from client Ii is an ordered list of non-negative integers
{xij | j = 1, . . . , P}, where index j refers to one of the P possible prices per
unit, in increasing order. Such a list is called a bid. A bid can be a sell bid
in which case the list is non-decreasing, or a buy bid in which case it is non-
increasing. For a buy bid, xij is the quantity the bidder wants to buy at the i’th
price per unit, similarly for sell bids, the elements of which we will denote by
yij . Due to the practical constraints it must be possible to deliver these inputs
non-interactively (and securely) to the servers.

The secure computation consists of computing the total demand and supply
at each price, namely

dj =
∑

i

xij , sj =
∑

i

yij , j = 1, . . . , P ,

and to finally find the index j0 for which dj0 − sj0 = 0, or rather an index where
the difference is as close to 0 as possible. Since quantities are specified in units of
fixed size, we cannot expect to find a price where supply exactly meets demand.
This also means that there has to be agreed rules for how one handles cases
where we must live with a price where supply is larger than demand or vice
versa. Such rules were agreed for our concrete case, but the details of this are
outside the scope of this paper.

In any case, since supply increases and demand decreases with increasing
price, we can find the index we are looking for by binary search over the indices
1, . . . , P : We start by comparing dP/2 to sP/2. If the result is that dP/2 was
larger, then j0 ≥ P/2, else j0 < P/2. Depending on the result, we do a similar
comparison in the middle of the top or bottom half of the interval. Continuing
in this way, we can find j0 using secure comparisons between dj and sj for log P
values of j.

Note that it is secure to make the comparison results public: we want j0 to
be public anyway, and from this, the result of the comparison between dj and
sj already follows for any j. Finally j0 is made public, as well as xij0 , yij0 for all
i, i.e., the quantity each bidder said he would buy or sell at the market clearing
price.

It will therefore be sufficient to design a protocol that (in the given scenario)
implements the ideal functionality in Fig. 2.

We will assume a static and passive adversary who may corrupt any number
of input clients and any minority of the servers. We show below that we can
allow active corruption of the clients at the expense of some efficiency. In our
concrete case, however, we have estimated that the risk of active attacks from
clients was too small to motivate paying the loss in efficiency – see more details
below. We assume secure point-to-point channels between the servers, this can
be implemented with standard tools.

Our implementation will be based on standard Shamir secret sharing among
the n servers, using a prime field Zp where p is chosen such that its bit length
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Functionality F :

1. On input Input(x1, . . . , xP ) from an input client Ij , where x1, . . . , xP is a
list of integers where each number is at most � bits long, for some fixed �,
and where the list is either increasing or decreasing. The ideal functionality F
stores the numbers in uniquely named registers and notifies all players and the
adversary that an input list has been received from Ij along with the names
of the registers in which the numbers are stored.

2. On input C = A + B, where A, B, C are names of registers of F , F adds the
numbers in A and B and stores the result in C.

3. On input C = A × B where A, B, C are names of registers of F , F multiplies
the numbers in A and B and stores the result in C.

4. On input ConstantMult(a,B) where a ∈ Zp and B is a register, F multiplies
the number in B by a and stores the result in B.

5. On input Compare(A,B), F sends 1 to all servers if the number in A is larger
than the number in B and 0 otherwise.

6. On input Open(A), F sends the number stored in register A to all servers.
7. On input RandomBit(A), F chooses a random 0/1 value and places it in register

A.

Fig. 2. The ideal functionality F implemented by our protocols

is � + κ, where κ is a parameter that controls the statistical security of the
comparison protocol. In our concrete case � was 32 and p was 65 bits long).

We set t = '(n − 1)/2(, so a number is secret shared by choosing a random
polynomial f of degree at most t with f(0) = x, and the shares of x are then
f(1), . . . , f(n). By [x] we denote a set of shares of the number x, suppressing for
readability the random coins used in the sharing.

Let F ′ be the functionality that is the same as F , but does not have the
comparison command. In the following we will first describe how to implement
F ′, and then show how to implement F based on F ′.

Setting up Public Keys. Our implementation assumes that public/secret key
pairs have been set up by the servers before the computation starts, and that
the public keys are available to the clients. More precisely, for every maximal
unqualified set A of servers (i.e., |A| = t), we need that all servers not in A
have a secret key skA, and the public key pkA is available to all players (input
clients Ij and servers Pi). This can be accomplished in our scenario by having
one server in the complement of A generate pkA, skA, send skA to all servers not
in A and pkA to all players.

Non-Interactive Input. The first issue is now how to implement the command
where a client inputs numbers x1, . . . , xP . The naive solution of simply secret
sharing each xi and encrypt each share under the corresponding server’s public
key has the problem that it would expand the data a client needs to send by a
multiplicative factor of at least the number of servers.
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Instead, we propose a variant of a non-interactive VSS technique from [14]. We
describe it here for simplicity in our concrete case where n = 3. In this case the
key set-up above becomes the following: we need 3 key pairs (pki, ski), i = 1, 2, 3,
and server i has the two keys skj where j �= i. Now let fi(x), i = 1, 2, 3 denote
polynomials of degree at most 1 satisfying that fi(0) = 1, fi(i) = 0. One can
now communicate a list of numbers x1, . . . , xP in Zp to the servers in encrypted
form as follows:

1. Choose keys K1, K2, K3 for a pseudorandom function (PRF) F that takes
an index j as input and produces output in Zp

5.
2. Output encryptions Epki(Ki), i = 1, 2, 3.
3. For j = 1, . . . , P , compute and output

yj = FK1(j) + FK2(j) + FK3(j) + xj mod p .

Each server Pa can now process such an encryption and compute a Shamir share
of each number:

1. Decrypt the two ciphertexts Epki(Ki) where i �= a.
2. Compute your share sharea,j of xj as follows: sharea,j =

yj − FK1(j)f1(a)− FK2(j)f2(a)− FK3(j)f3(a)

bearing in mind that since fa(a) = 0, it does not matter that you don’t know
Ka.

It is straightforward to see that if we define the polynomial gj as gj = yj −
FK1(j)f1−FK2(j)f2−FK3(j)f3, then indeed deg(g) ≤ 1, gj(0) = xj and gj(a) =
sharea,j so that a valid set of shares has indeed been computed.

Generalizing this to an arbitrary number of servers and Shamir sharing with
threshold t is straightforward: we use the general key set-up above with a key
pair (pkA, skA) for every set of servers of size t, and skA is given to all servers
not in A. We then use the polynomials fA of degree at most t where fA(0) = 1
and fA(i) = 0 for all i ∈ A. Of course, this does not scale well to large n, but
we will not need this in our application.

This method has a number of advantages:

1. Except for an additive overhead depending on the number of servers, the
encrypted list is the same size as the list itself.

2. Assuming the decryption algorithm of the public key system is deterministic,
the decryption process always results in consistent shares of some list of
values.

3. If a server loses its secret keys, they can be reconstructed with help from the
other servers.

4. We only need communication from clients to servers. This is very convenient
in a practical setting where we can control the configuration of the (relatively
few) servers, but not the (many) clients – some might e.g. sit behind a firewall
making it hard to send data from the servers to the clients.

5 One can e.g. use a PRF F ′ with output in {0, 1}�log p�+κ, interpret the output as a
number y ∈ {0, . . . , 2�log p�+κ − 1} and let F (x) = F ′(x) mod p.
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Addition and Multiplication. After the input phase, all values are shared
using polynomials of degree ≤ t. We thus can implement addition and multipli-
cation using well known standard protocols and assuming as invariant that all
numbers that F would store in a register are in the real protocol secret shared
among the players. The addition command on input [a], [b] is done by having
servers locally add their shares of a and b, clearly [a] + [b] = [a + b] since the
sharing is linear. Likewise, multiplication by a constant is done by having each
server multiply his share by the public constant. Multiplication is done by hav-
ing server Pi multiply his shares of a, b: di = aibi. He then forms shares [di] and
sends them to the servers. Finally, all servers compute [ab] =

∑
i λi[di], where

the λi are Lagrange interpolation coefficients that are chosen to reconstructing
g(0) from g(1), . . . , g(n) for a polynomial g of degree ≤ 2t. Since 2t < n it is
possible to compute such λi.

Random Bits. For the RandomBit, we borrow a trick from [13]: All servers
secret share a random value, and add all shares locally, to form a sharing [u] of a
random unknown u. We then compute [v] = [u2 mod p] and open v. If v = 0 we
start over, otherwise we publicly compute a square root w of v, say we choose
the smallest one. We compute w−1[u] mod p which will be 1 with probability
1/2 and −1 with probability 1/2. Therefore, [(w−1u+1)2−1 mod p] will produce
the random shared binary value we wanted.

Lemma 1. If the encryption used is semantically secure and the PRF used is
secure, then the above protocol implements F ′ securely against a static, passive
adversary corrupting any number of clients and at most t servers.

Proof. We must provide a simulator that can, by only interacting with F ′, on
behalf of the corrupted parties, simulate any adversary’s view of the real life
protocol. The simulator first generates key pairs (pkA, skA) as described above,
sends the public keys to the adversary as well as those secrets that are to be
known by corrupt players.

We first show how to simulate the input operation. If the client sending input
is corrupt then since he follows the protocol by assumption, the simulator can
compute the input that is encrypted by monitoring the computing done by the
client. The simulator sends these inputs to F ′. When F ′ says that inputs were
received from an honest input client, the simulator generates an encrypted list of
input numbers following the protocol, using 0 for all input numbers. It sends this
as the simulated message from the client. The other commands are simulated
in the standard way: when an honest server secret shares a value, the simulator
generates (up to) t uniform field elements to simulate shares of corrupt players.
When a sharing is opened, the simulator is given the value to open by F ′ and
it completes the set of shares already known to the adversary to a complete set
consistent with the value to open.

To argue that the simulation of the input command is indistinguishable from
the real protocol, we note that it is clearly perfect for the case of a corrupt client,
as we run F ′ on the input shared by the corrupted client. For simulation of an
honest client, assume some set of t servers A is corrupt, let Real denote the view
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of these corrupted parties in the real protocol, let Sim denote their view in the
simulation, and consider a variant of the real process Hyb1 where all encryptions
under pkA are replaced by encryptions of zero. Likewise, we construct Hyb2 by
replacing in the simulation all encryptions under pkA by encryptions of zero.
Assuming semantic security, Hyb1 is computationally indistinguishable from the
real process, and Hyb2 is computationally indistinguishable from the simulation.
In proving this we use, of course, that the adversary does not know skA. Namely,
if there exists an environment and adversary for which one could distinguish, we
could break semantic security: We get pkA from an oracle as well as encryptions
that are either encryptions of zeros or encryptions of the messages that would
normally be used. A successful distinguisher now breaks semantic security. In
both Hyb1 and Hyb2, the use to the PRF can be replaced by oracle access to
the function without changing anything. We can then form two new processes
Hyb′

1,Hyb′
2 by replacing the PRF oracle by a random oracle. This leads to

indistinguishable processes by security of the PRF. Finally note that Hyb′
1 =

Hyb′
2 because the only part that may now depend on the input is the number yj .

But this is in one case xj + r mod p where r is uniform in Zp and independent of
xj and in the other case 0+ r mod p. This gives, of course the same distribution,
so our conclusion now follows from transitivity of indistinguishability.

Finally, the simulation of the commands other than input is perfect by stan-
dard arguments.

In the protocol above, we have assumed that the numbers in bids have the correct
form, in particular they are significantly smaller than p. Assuming only passive
attacks, one does not have to check for this, but one may still ask if we could
protect efficiently against malicious clients?

Input without Trusting the Clients. The method described above produces
consistently shared numbers no matter what the client does, but in principle
allows a client to send numbers that are too large, possibly causing the compu-
tation to fail. We can protect against this as well, namely we would fix the size
of the pseudorandom values FKi(j) to be �+κ bits, choose the length of p to be
2(� + κ + log T ) bits where T is the number of maximal unqualified sets A, and
otherwise do the same protocol as above to send inputs.

Each yj in the message sent by the client should be a sum of T pseudorandom
values and the actual secret to be shared. By choice of the size of p, this sum
will not involve any reduction modulo p, if yj is correctly constructed. So we
can demand that each yj is at most a κ + � + log T bit number and reject the
input otherwise. Even if a yj is not correctly constructed, this guarantees that
the secret we end up getting shares of will be of form yj −

∑
A FKA(j), and

must therefore be numerically much smaller than p, in fact it must be in the
interval [−2κ+�+log T ..2κ+�+log T ]. One can easily see that once we know such
a constraint on the numbers we work with, the comparison protocol we show
later can be used, indeed the only assumption it makes is that the numbers to
compare are sufficiently smaller than p. The servers can therefore check that the
input numbers are positive and increasing or decreasing as required.
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Finally, the public-key encryption used must be chosen ciphertext secure in
order to cope with malicious input clients, and each plaintext encrypted must
include an identification of the intended receiver.

Changing the protocol as described here costs us an increase in size of p
which implies a general loss of efficiency, an increase in size of data, and extra
work to check the form of bids. On the other hand, to actually cheat, a bidder
would have to write his own client program and convince the server side that
the normal client was still used. For our concrete case, we estimated that the
risk of bidders cheating in this way was too small to motivate the extra cost of
protecting against it.

As an aside, we note that it can be shown that sending bids that are not
increasing or decreasing cannot be to a bidders advantage and so this is in any
case a minor concern.

4.1 Adding Secure Comparison

It remains to describe how to compare numbers securely. We show how to do this
assuming access to the functionality F ′. Then this, the results from the previous
section and the UC composition theorem gives us the desired implementation of
F . Recall that numbers to compare are assumed to be of length at most � bits,
and the prime used for secret sharing is � + κ bits long.

In the description of the protocol below, we refer to arithmetic on objects
written as [d]. In this protocol, where we assume access to F ′, this should be
understood as referring to a register held by F ′, containing the number d. In the
actual implementation [d] would be a secret-sharing of d.

We will need an operator on bit-pairs, ), defined as(
x

X

)
)
(

y

Y

)
=
(

x ∧ y

x ∧ (X ⊕ Y )⊕X

)
,

where ∧ denotes the Boolean AND operator. Note that if we have [a], [b], where
a, b are guaranteed to be 0/1 values, then [a⊕b] can be computed using operations
from F ′, as [a]+[b]−2[ab]. So we can assume that ⊕ on binary values is available,
as if it was an operation implemented in F ′, and so ) can also be implemented.
It is easy to verify that ) is associative.

The comparison protocol is given in Fig. 3. Some intuition on the protocol:
when comparing values d and s, it is easy to see that the comparison result
follows from the �’th bit of 2� + d − s (counting the bits from zero). This bit is
extracted in two steps: First the problem is transformed to one where the binary
representation of involved numbers is available. This transformed instance can
then be solved easily.

Lemma 2. When given access to functionality F ′, the above comparison pro-
tocol implements the comparison operation with statistical security in O(log �)
rounds.

Proof. Once we note that none of the additions or subtractions we do can cause
reductions modulo p because of the size for p that we have chosen, it should be
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Comparison protocol:
Input: [d], [s]. Output: 1 if d ≥ s, 0 otherwise

1. For i = 0, . . . , �+κ+1, call RandomBit to generate [ri] for random ri ∈ {0, 1}.
Compute [r] =

∑
i 2i[ri].

2. Compute [a] = 2�+κ+1 − [r] + 2� + [d] − [s]. Open a, and compute the bits ai

of a.
3. Our goal is now to compute the �’th bit of a + r = 2�+κ+1 + 2� + d − s. Note

that we have a and [ri]’s available. Compute(
[z]
[Z]

)
=

(
[a�−1 ⊕ r�−1]

[a�−1]

)
� · · · �

(
[a0 ⊕ r0]

[a0]

)
�
(

0
0

)
.

Now Z is the carry bit at position � when doing the addition a + r.
4. Compute [res] = a� ⊕ [r�] ⊕ [Z], open and output res.

Fig. 3. The comparison protocol implementing the command Compare given F ′

straightforward that the protocol outputs the correct result, if indeed Z is the
�’th carry bit from the addition of a and r, as claimed. To see this, note that
the computation of carry-bits can be perceived as follows. If ai �= ri, then the
present carry-bit ci is propagated on up, ci+1 = ci. However, if ai = ri, then
the next carry-bit is set to their value, ci+1 = ai = ri. The goal is therefore to
determine the value of ai at the most significant (left most) bit-position i < �
where ai = ri. Now, looking at the definition of ), one can verify that it outputs
the y-pair when x = 1, otherwise the x-pair is output, and hence Z indeed ends
up being the desired carry bit. Note that the

(
0
0

)
on the right is added to handle

the case where ai �= ri for all i.
As for the round complexity, note that since ) is associative, the expression in

Step 3 can be evaluated in a standard tree-like fashion which will take O(log �)
rounds since there are � + 1 operands and the ) operation executes in constant-
round.

Finally, note that an execution of the protocol can be simulated by choosing
a uniform κ + � + 2 bit number r and outputting 2κ+�+1 + 2� − r to play the
role of a. Note that this is the only actual communication in the protocol since
everything else happens internally in F ′. Since d, s are only �-bit numbers this
simulation has statistical distance 2−κ from the real distribution of a.

In [13] a (more complicated) constant-round comparison was proposed. However,
our solution is much more practical for the size of numbers in question: The
diamond operator executes in three rounds, so only 3 log 32 = 15 rounds are
required for its repeated application. This implies less than 20 rounds overall.
In comparison, the solution in [13] requires more than 100 rounds, and though
more efficient constant-rounds solutions have been proposed, these are nowhere
near as efficient as the present for the input sizes in question.

Lemmas 2 and 1 and the UC composition theorem now immediately imply
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Theorem 1. If the encryption used is semantically secure and the PRF used
is secure, then the protocol for implementing F ′ together with the comparison
protocol securely implement F against a static, passive adversary corrupting any
number of clients and at most t servers.

A Trick to Improve Efficiency. We can do the computation involving binary
values in the comparison more efficiently by adding to F ′ a command that, given
a register [ri] containing a binary value, produces a new register containing the
same binary value, but now interpreted as an element in GF (28), denoted [ri]256.
The ⊕ operation is now simply addition in GF (28). The idea behind this is of
course that we will implement [ri]256 as sharing over the field GF (28) so that
secure ⊕ becomes only a local addition and so is much faster than before. This
reduces the diamond operator to a single round implying only log 32 = 5 rounds
for the repeated application and less than 10 rounds overall.

This only leaves the question of how to do the conversion. We do this by having
each server produce [sj ], [bj]256 for a random bit bj, and random κ-bit number
sj , chosen such that its least significant bit is bj. It is now (statistically) secure to
open ri +

∑
j sj . The least significant bit of this number equals ri⊕ b1⊕· · ·⊕ bn.

Adding this bit to the shares of [b1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ bn]256 produces [ri]256.
We leave the (straightforward) formal proof that this is secure to the reader.

5 The Auction Implementation

In the system that was deployed, a web server was set up for receiving bids, and
three servers were set up for doing the secure computation. Before the auction
started, public/private key pairs were generated for the computation servers, and
a representative for each involved organization stored the private key material
on a USB stick, protected under a password.

Each bidder logged into the webserver and an applet was downloaded to his
PC together with the public keys of the computation servers. After the user
typed in his bid, the applet secret shared the bids, and encrypted the shares
under the server public keys. Finally the entire set of ciphertexts were stored in
a database by the webserver.

As for security precautions on the client side, we did not explicitly imple-
ment any security against cheating bidders, as mentioned and motivated in the
previous section. Moreover, we considered security against third-party attacks
on client machines as being the user’s responsibility, and so did not explicitly
handle this issue.

After the deadline for the auction had passed, the servers were connected
to the database and each other, and the market clearing price was securely
computed, as well as the quantity each bidder would buy/sell at that price.
The representative for each of the involved parties triggered the computation by
inserting his USB stick and entering his password on his own machine.

The system worked with a set of 4000 possible values for the price, meaning
that the market clearing price could be found using about 12 secure comparisons.
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The bidding phase ran smoothly, with very few technical questions asked by
users. The only issue was that the applet on some PC’s took up to a minute to
complete the encryption of the bids. It is not surprising that the applet needed
a non-trivial amount of time, since each bid consisted of 4000 numbers that had
to be handled individually. A total of 1229 bidders participated in the auction,
each of these had the option of submitting a bid for selling, for buying, or both.
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Fig. 4. Timings

The secure computation we implemented is slightly more complicated than
the one we described in the previous theory section. This is because we have to
take into account the possibility that there may not exist a price for which supply
matches demand exactly. However, there must exists a maximal price for which
demand is at least supply, and likewise a minimal price for which supply is at
least demand. These will be an upper, respectively a lower bound on the market
clearing price (MCP). The parties doing the computation are told these upper
and lower bounds and must then decide what MCP should be based on these
bounds, and rules that are agreed on in advance. The computation therefore
involves the following steps:

decrypt to shares (buyers). the servers shares of buy bids are decrypted
decrypt to shares (sellers). the servers shares of sell bids are decrypted
first search. an upper bound on the MCP is located
second search. a lower bound on the MCP is located
marginal search. bids which may help resolve the MCP if the upper and lower

bound do not match are located
open marginal bids. bids which may help resolve the MCP if the upper and

lower bound do not match are opened
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Fig. 5. Detailed Timings

open final bids (buyers). for each bidder the buying bids to be realised based
on the MCP are opened

open final bids (sellers). for each bidder the selling bids to be realised based
on the MCP are opened

Fig. 4 shows how much time is spent on the computation for different sizes
of input (we did not time the real auction, as we did not find it appropriate to
compute anything else than what was told to the participants. Timings where
however performed in exactly the same setup, except that random bids where
used). Both the timing runs as well as the actual auction used three Dell laptops
(Latitude D630) with 4 GiB RAM (Java being allocated 1500 MiB on each
machine), Intel Centrino Dual Core 2.2 GHz processor, running Windows XP
Pro, and connected through an Ethernet LAN using a 100 Mbps switch.

In the figure, the number of prices is constant, but the number of bidders
vary. Since the number of secure comparisons we need for the search steps only
depend on the number of prices, we expect that the time needed to decrypt
shares will dominate the time for searching when the number of bidders is large
enough. Fig. 5 shows that this happens when the number of bidders reaches 500.
This is not surprising, as the input to the computation, with e.g. 1229 bidders,
consist of about 9 million individual numbers.

The lesson to learn here is that the optimized comparison protocol we have
developed is efficient enough that it is not a limitation in our scenario, except
perhaps in cases with a very small number of bidders. The potential for fur-
ther optimization therefore lies in the procedure with which shares of bids are
encrypted and decrypted. The low-level tools used for this (to do public-key
crypto and PRF) were standard off-the-shelf, and there may therefore be faster
solutions even without changing the protocols. It should be noted, however, that
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all this only holds for a double auction (where the number of comparisons does
not depend on the number of bidders). For a standard first- or second-price auc-
tion, the number of comparisons grows with the number of bidders, and here the
comparison time is very critical for a large auction.

The actual computation was done January 14, 2008. As a result of the auction,
about 25 thousand tons of production rights changed owner. To the best of our
knowledge, this was the first large-scale and genuinely practical application of
multiparty computation.

6 Conclusion

How successful have we been with the auction system, and does the technology
have further potential in practice?

Other than the fact that the system worked and produced correct results, it is
noteworthy that about 80% of the respondents in an on-line survey said that it
was important to them that the bids were kept confidential, and also that they
were happy about the confidentiality that the system offered. Of course, one
should not interpret this as support for the particular technical solution we chose,
most farmers would not have any idea what multiparty computation is. But it
is nevertheless interesting that confidentiality is seen as important. While it is
sometimes claimed that ordinary people do not care about security, we believe
our experience shows that they sometimes do care. Our impression is that this
has to do with the fact that money is involved, and also that other parties are
involved with interests that clearly conflict with yours. For instance, given the
history of the sugar beet market, there is little doubt that “confidentiality” for
the farmers include confidentiality against Danisco. Danisco and DKS have been
satisfied with the system, and at the time of writing, the auction has already
been run successfully a second time.

During the experiment we have therefore become convinced that the ability
of multiparty computation to keep secret everything that is not intended to be
public, really is useful in practice. As discussed earlier, it short-circuits discus-
sions and concerns about which parts of the data are sensitive and what common
security policy one should have for handling such data.

It is sometimes claimed that the same effect can be achieved by using secure
hardware: just send all input data privately to the device which then does the
computation internally, and outputs the result. Superficially, this may seem to
be a very simple solution that also keeps all private data private. Taking a
closer look, however, it is not hard to see that the hardware solution achieves
something fundamentally different from what multiparty computation does, even
if one believes that the physical protection cannot be broken: note that we are
still in a situation where some component of our system –the hardware box–
has access to all private data in cleartext. If we had been talking about an
abstract ideal functionality, this would –by definition– not be a problem. But
a real hardware box is a system component like any other: it must be securely
installed, administrated, updated, backed up, etc. In this sense the hardware
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solution is not fundamentally different from a solution using an ordinary central
server to receive the bids and do the computation. In both cases, the actual
security level achieved depends on many factors, including whether the system
is administrated according to appropriate procedures. Therefore, both solutions
have all the practical problems we pointed out earlier with agreeing on common
procedures and security policies if parties have conflicting interests. In addition,
since both solutions have a component which becomes a single point of attack,
they may be less robust than a distributed solution against outsider attacks.

We believe that a much more natural use of secure hardware is for each party
in a multiparty computation to use it in order to improve his own security, i.e.,
to make sure that the protocol messages is the only data his system leaks.

Another standard alternative to MPC is to pay a trusted party such as a
consultancy house to do the computation. We said earlier that the parties in our
scenario decided against this because it would have been much more expensive.
One could claim, of course, that this was only because the alternative was to have
a research team do the whole thing for free – and that hence the experiment does
not show that MPC is commercially viable. While the experiment has certainly
not produced a business plan, we wish to point out that an MPC based solution
only has to be developed once and costs can then be amortized over many
applications. In some cases one may not even need to adapt the system – for
instance, in the case of the sugar beet auction it is very likely that the same
auction will be run once a year for some time to come.

In conclusion, we expect that multiparty computation will turn out to be
useful in many practical scenarios in the future.
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Abstract. End-to-end voting schemes have shown considerable promise
for allowing voters to verify that tallies are accurate. At the same time,
the threat of coercion has generally been considered only when voting
devices are honest, and in many schemes, voters can be forced or incen-
tivized to cast votes of an adversary’s choice. In this paper, we examine
the issue of voter coercion and identify one example method for coercing
voters in a scheme by Benaloh. To address such attacks, we present a
formal definition of coercion resistance for end-to-end voting. We then
present a new scheme, extended from Benaloh’s, that is provably coer-
cion resistant. In addition to providing accuracy and coercion resistance,
our scheme emphasizes ease-of-use for the voter.

Keywords: end-to-end voting, coercion, privacy, cryptography.

1 Introduction

Many parts of the world have been witnessing a rapid adoption of electronic
voting systems to address the usability issues of the paper ballot and tally votes
more conveniently. While these systems have offered many benefits, they have
also generated a large number of new security concerns. Several studies have
independently analyzed electronic voting systems and shown that they are vul-
nerable to a multitude of threats [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]. As these machines are added
to an already unverifiable voting process, voters today are left with very few
assurances of the integrity of their recorded votes or their tabulation.

To address these concerns, several researchers have explored the notion of end-
to-end voting schemes [9,10,11,12,13,14]. These schemes are designed to allow
each voter to publicly verify both that her vote is accurately recorded and that
all recorded votes are correctly tallied in the final sums [15,16,17]. Specifically,
end-to-end voting schemes aim to provide these properties without trusting the
software that runs on the voting machines.

Although end-to-end voting schemes have potential to greatly increase the
transparency and integrity of elections, strong privacy guarantees are generally
secondary foci and have often been missed. For example, Moran and Naor [18]
identify a vote buying attack in the Punchscan system as it is demonstrated [19].
Karlof et al. [17] identify possible means for revealing voter and vote information
in schemes by Neff [9] and Chaum [10]. Other examples exist [20,21,22]. However,
privacy is critical and not independent of integrity. Websites dedicated to the
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sale of votes have been found on the Internet [23], and people have been caught
selling votes on eBay [24,25]. Selling is simply a voluntary form of coercion.

In this paper, we explore the issue of coercion in end-to-end voting protocols.
We examine a scheme by Benaloh [13,12] and describe a possible method for
coercing voters in that scheme. We then present the first formal definition of
coercion resistance we are aware of that encompasses a voter’s actions at the
polls and the final output from casting a ballot in the end-to-end voting setting.
We construct a new end-to-end voting scheme that is provably coercion resistant.
The scheme provides verifiability to the voter at a low cost. In order to achieve
these guarantees, we assume at least one of each election’s candidate parties is
honest and rely on a private channel [21] between the voting device and the
parties, which could be instantiated by an inexpensive smart card, for example.

In addition to security, our scheme’s primary goal is to maintain the sim-
plicity of the voting process for the voter. By building on the technique by
Benaloh [13,12], our scheme requires a typical voter only to answer a single, sim-
ple question in addition to making her ballot selections. The assurances provided
by the scheme are then probabilistic. We begin with related work, including a
description of Benaloh’s scheme, continue with our new definition and construc-
tion, and end with some brief practical considerations.

2 Related Work

Significant research has been conducted in cryptographic voting over the past
2 decades. The first voting schemes are pioneered independently by Yao [26],
Benaloh [27], and Chaum [28] although they allow a voter to prove how she voted
to a coercer. Benaloh and Tuinstra [21] introduce the notion of receipt freeness
and describe a secret ballot election protocol that relies on private channels
between some parties and utilizes a threshold scheme. Their scheme is later
shown not to be receipt free by Hirt and Sako [22]. Sako et al. propose a receipt
free system that uses mix networks [15]. In their scheme, however, a coercer
can force a voter to vote randomly. A scheme by Magkos et al. relies on a
tamper resistant smart card which collaborates with the voter to produce a
valid encryption of her vote [29] but requires significant voter participation.

Chaum [10] and Neff [9] independently create the first electronic voting
schemes that do not require the voter to possess any computational device to
verify her vote. Chaum’s scheme [10] relies on visual cryptography and provides
the voter with a receipt that is a visual share of her cast ballot. Neff, on the other
hand, introduces a scheme that encodes the voter’s choice in an encrypted array
of bits [9]. It further commits to the voter’s choice by displaying a short string on
the voting screen. Verification depends on the voter’s ability to compare short
strings. Karlof et al. analyze Chaum’s and Neff’s schemes [17] and discover a
number of potential problems in them from a system’s perspective, including
possible methods for adversaries to leak information about voters’ choices.

Riva et al. recently propose a voting scheme which requires the voter to pre-
pare her ballot prior to arriving at the polls [11]. Unlike Neff’s and Chaum’s
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schemes, this scheme attempts to maintain vote secrecy even with respect to the
voting booth.1 Benaloh introduces the notion of auditing a completely marked
ballot [12,13,30]. We discuss his scheme further in Section 4.

Prêt à Voter, introduced by Ryan et al., is a paper based scheme [31,32]. It is
similar in concept to Chaum’s scheme but does not rely on visual cryptography.
Ryan et al. extend their scheme to use Pallier encryption [33] although Xia et al.
examine the scheme and show that it can leak information about voters’ inten-
tions under several circumstances [34]. Rivest and Smith present 3 paper based
voting protocols [14] that do not use any cryptography although the 2 schemes
that allow the voter to verify her own vote require her to fill 3 separate ballots.
Scantegrity II [35], introduced by Chaum et al., extends the original Scantegrity
proposal [36] to avoid the need to locate physical ballots to resolve voter dis-
putes. This paper based system relies on the use of invisible ink to allow each
voter to verify the inclusion of her vote by looking up a confirmation code.

3 Notation

We consider a voting protocol to consist of interactions between several entities:
a voter V , a ballot marking machineM, a public bulletin board B,2 and a receipt
R (which is also often the physical ballot). We write A x*−→ B to describe entity
A sending datum x to entity B. The notation x ∈R A is used to denote a variable
x drawn uniformly at random from set A. Further, we write poly(k) to denote
any polynomial function of k and negl(k) to denote any function that is negligible
in k.3 Let v represent a voter’s candidate vote or ballot.

In addition to the above notation, we assume the existence of 3 functions:

- KeyGenEnc(1k, NT ): a key generation function that takes as input security
parameter k and generates a public encryption key e and NT shares of a
corresponding distributed private key {d1, . . . , dNT }.

- Ence,r(p): an IND-CCA2 [37] secure encryption function that accepts a public
key e, a random value r, and plaintext p. It gives ciphertext c as output.

- EncVerify(p, c, e, r): a ballot verification function that checks that encrypted
ballot c is a valid encryption of plaintext vote p using public key e and
randomness r. It returns SUCCESS if c = Ence,r(p) and FAILURE otherwise.

4 Benaloh’s Scheme

We examine the recent cryptographic voting scheme of Benaloh [13,12] as an
example for this paper. We focus on the scheme because it has a minimal impact
on the traditional voting process while providing voters with guarantees of the
tally’s accuracy. At the same time, we find that, like several other schemes, its
implicit use of probabilistic cryptographic operations enables possible coercion.
1 An attack similar to one we describe on Benaloh’s scheme is actually possible here

since the scheme implicitly trusts the machine to produce truly random values.
2 Generally this is thought of as a web-page on the Internet.
3 A function negl(k) is negligible in k if ∀d ≥ 1 ∃� > 0 ∀k > � negl(k) < 1

kd .
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4.1 Security Model

Benaloh states that we can never guarantee voter privacy, citing an example
that one can never prove that hidden cameras are not installed at the voting
booth [13]. He is correct in the absolute sense and considers strict privacy only
in the setting where parties and machines are honest. Despite the impossibility
of unconditional certainties in practice, however, it remains important to con-
sider privacy in the face of dishonest machines. We can still reduce the types of
attacks adversaries can perform and minimize threats of large scale coercion by
applying a stronger theoretical model. Ideally, end-to-end voting schemes achieve
the following properties:

Individual Verifiability- The voter should be able to verify that her inten-
tions were accurately recorded in her cast ballot.

Universal Verifiability- Voters should be able to verify that all cast ballots
were properly included in the final tallies and came from legitimate voters.

Mandatory Privacy- No one should be able to learn how another voter voted
with certainty even if the voter would like that person to know.

4.2 Overview of the Scheme

We now present an overview of the steps involved in an election under the Be-
naloh scheme [13,12]. Since the original description of the scheme is informal, we
necessarily make some assumptions about the details, particularly with respect
to the encryption process. However, we believe our description is accurate with
respect to the intentions of the scheme. We focus on the casting process and
summarize the tallying and verification somewhat more informally since they
are straightforward and less critically relevant to this study.

Initialization
Before the start of election day, a group of NT trusties runs KeyGenEnc(1k, NT )
with a k of their choice, distributes private key shares d1, . . . , dNT , and writes
the public encryption key e to the ballot marking machine M.

Ballot Marking

1. V v*−→M: The voter enters her candidate selections v into the ballot marking
machine.

2. M c=Ence,r(v)*−→ R: The ballot marking machine generates a random r and
prints a corresponding encryption of the voter’s alleged ballot to a receipt.

3. M “Cast vote?”*−→ V : The machine asks the voter if she wants to cast her vote.

Option 1: Auditing

1. V “No”*−→ M: The voter optionally indicates that she would not like to cast this
ballot. (Rather, she is choosing to audit the machine with it.)
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2. M r,v*−→ R: The ballot marking machine reveals the randomness r used for
encryption and adds it to the receipt. It also prints the plaintext ballot. This
marks the ballot invalid for casting. The voter can verify the plaintext and
take the receipt home to test that EncVerify(v, c, e, r) returns SUCCESS.

The voter may choose to repeat the ballot marking and optional auditing steps
on new ballots an unbounded number of times (even after she has cast her vote)
to increase her certainty that the machine is behaving honestly. (See Section 7
for a brief discussion on the effectiveness of such auditing.)

Option 2: Casting

1. V “Yes”*−→ M: The voter indicates that she would like to cast this ballot.
2. R c*−→ B: The voter takes her valid receipt to a ballot casting station where

it is used to cast her encrypted ballot, and it is posted to the public bulletin
board. (She also presents any necessary identification.)

Tallying and Verification
When the voting period has ended, a group of trustees anonymizes the posted
ballots through a mix-net [38,39,40]. Each trustee re-encrypts all the ballots
and posts them back to the public bulletin board in random order along with
a zero-knowledge proof [41] of correctness. Finally, a sufficiently large subset of
the trustees uses a threshold scheme [42] to jointly decrypt the ballots, Again, a
proof is provided with each decryption to allow public verification. Each voter
can use her receipt R to verify that her vote has been cast and counted correctly.

4.3 Compromising Voter Privacy

The voting and verification processes of Benaloh’s scheme are simple and, when
described informally, seem to accomplish the goals of end-to-end voting clearly.
However, the scheme’s need to make random choices can be exploited to com-
promise voter privacy. One possible attack consists of an adversary replacing
the code for obtaining the randomness used in the scheme’s encryptions with a
pseudorandom number generator, for which she exclusively knows the key. Such
an attack effectively gives the adversary knowledge of the randomness r used
in each encryption Ence,r(v) and allows her to determine the plaintext of each
posted encrypted ballot since the message space is likely to be very small. As a
result, such an adversary can also coerce voters into casting particular votes.

Another attack involves the adversary compromising the machine to actually
encode information into the ciphertexts c themselves by trying new encryptions
until a desired ciphertext is obtained. For example, in one naive approach, the
parity of c could indicate a vote for republican or democrat. Similar observations
were made by Karlof et al. [17] with respect to possible subliminal channels
enabled by the randomness used in the cryptographic voting scheme of Andrew
Neff [9]. Obviously, more sophisticated approaches could encode many more bits
and information about the ballot in a more covert manner. Similar attacks are
also possible against other proposed schemes [20,11].
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5 Coercion Resistance

With nuanced attacks that compromise voter privacy such as those against Be-
naloh’s scheme, the issue of coercion resistance needs to be treated rigorously.
Several definitions for coercion resistance have been proposed in the literature.
Juels et al. offer a definition centered around voters’ potential use of fake keys to
avoid coercion and is more specifically tailored for coercion resistance in a remote
voting setting where machines are assumed uncompromised [43]. It also does not
allow the adversary to adaptively interact with the voting system. Teague et al.
offer a nice definition that considers the information content of the plaintext
votes (but no other output from the protocol) [44]. For example, they consider
attacks where an adversary requests that a voter fill out a specific permutation of
votes on a portion of the ballot to identify it as belonging to that voter. Benaloh
and Tuinstra introduce the notion of “receipt freeness” for end-to-end voting
protocols although they do not give a formal definition [21]. Moran and Naor
subsequently define receipt-freeness based on an ideal functionality of a voting
protocol [20], extending from the work of Canetti and Gennaro [45]. However,
their definition focuses on the adversary’s view of a voter’s interactions with a
machine and allows privacy leaks in the final output of the protocol, such as the
ones we describe.

We introduce a new definition of a coercion resistant vote casting protocol.
Intuitively, it requires that an adversary who can adaptively interact with the
protocol cannot distinguish between a vote cast using inputs of her choice and
a vote cast using inputs of the voter’s choice, including any possible vote. Al-
ternatively, if the protocol is not functioning honestly, it can be detected by the
voter (with probability varying by scheme).

Our definition is more direct than previous definitions, and by separating the
vote casting from the entire voting protocol, we are able to address coercion
enabled by examination of the protocol’s final output. Note that our definition
does not account for privacy leaks in the plaintext ballots themselves, such as
information that would allow a coercer to identify ballots like specific permuta-
tions of votes or write-in candidate strings. This problem is independent of the
one we examine, and we believe it is addressable by combining other approaches
using disjoint definitions such as the one by Teague et al. [44]4.

We consider a vote casting protocol to consist of a series of interactions with
a vote caster C∗5 that takes a set of ordered inputs X , minimally including some
ballot choice or vote v. The caster’s output is an ordered set Ψ including some
encoding of the voter’s ballot c. We also introduce what we refer to as a unique
seed s ∈ S. The seed s is part of the vote casting input X . We refer to the set
of all output that could be made available to an adversary from an interaction
with C∗ (if, for example, a voter were forced to reveal it) as ΨA.6 Let P represent
a set of all public information.
4 One trivial solution is to simply use separate logical ballots for each race.
5 In practice, this might be one or several devices, poll workers, etc.
6 This would minimally include data such as that available on voter receipts and

posted to public bulletin boards.
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For our end-to-end voting scenario, we let C∗ also produce a proof of correct-
ness π. To verify the correctness of a cast vote and to evade coercion, we refer
to two functions respectively:

- BallotVerify(X, Ψ, π,P): takes the vote casting input X , the caster’s output
Ψ , the proof of correctness π, and public information P . It returns SUCCESS
if Ψ is a valid output for input X with proof π and FAILURE otherwise.

- GenerateInput(XA, s, v): outputs a coercion resistant vote casting input XV
with vote v and seed s when an adversary demands that the voter use input
XA instead.

We write our definition in terms of a game between several algorithms (PTMs):
an adversaryA, a challenger G, a vote caster C∗, and a verifier Z. The adversary’s
goal is to distinguish between the visible output of the vote casting protocol for
2 distinct votes. Formally:

Security Game: Indistinguishability of Encoded Votes (IEV)

1. An initialization phase establishes public data P .
2. A adaptively sends inputs X to C∗ and obtains corresponding outputs Ψ and

π. Z is also given each (X, Ψ, π) tuple.
3. A selects an input X0 including vote v0, with the constraint that X0’s seed

s′ has not been the seed in any of A’s previous queries to C∗. A also selects
a second vote v1

7 to be part of an input X1 = GenerateInput(X0, s
′, v1). A

sends X0 and X1 to G.
4. G chooses a random bit b and sends Xb to C∗. C∗ gives A the visible output

Ψb,A corresponding to the input Xb. It also gives the corresponding tuple
(Xb, Ψb, πb) to Z.

5. A again adaptively sends inputs X to C∗ under the constraint that s′ is not
the seed of any X and obtains corresponding outputs Ψ and π. Z receives
each (X, Ψ, π).

6. Z runs BallotVerify(X, Ψ, π,P) with public P for each tuple (X, Ψ, π) it
was given. If BallotVerify returns SUCCESS for each tuple, Z outputs z =
SUCCESS. Otherwise, it outputs z = FAILURE.

7. A outputs b′, its best guess of the value b.

The adversary’s advantage in the game advIEV (A) is defined as:

advIEV (A) = Pr ((b′ = b) ∩ (z = SUCCESS))− 1
2
.

Definition 1. A vote casting protocol with security parameter k is coercion re-
sistant if for all probabilistic poly(k) time algorithms A and all probabilistic vote
casters C∗, advIEV (A) < negl(k).

Notice that in this definition, the coercion resistance of a protocol depends en-
tirely on the BallotVerify function and a correct GenerateInput. Although initially
7 This is analogous to the voter’s “desired vote”.
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it may seem counterintuitive to discard the entire vote encoding process, the
threat model our definition aims to address is one where the caster C∗ (such
as a voting machine) may be completely corrupted by an adversary. In other
words, the BallotVerify function of the scheme must lock C∗ into a scheme where
an adversary cannot distinguish the output from different votes. On the other
hand, also note that our definition models the caster as something without any
post-election communication with the adversary. Unfortunately, this is largely
unavoidable since, for the most part, each voter must8 divulge her vote to the
caster. We may be able to approximate this model in practice by building voting
machines with an exact, minimum amount of writable memory although this
possibility requires more rigorous exploration. Nevertheless, our primary objec-
tive is to remove information that could be used to compromise a voter’s privacy
from the public domain. A significantly more powerful adversary is required to
launch large scale coercion attacks by communicating with voting machines after
they are used than an adversary who can determine votes by examining public
information.

6 A Coercion Resistant End-to-end Voting Scheme

We now present a construction for a coercion resistant end-to-end voting scheme.
It is an extension of Benaloh’s [12,13] (Section 4) and roots the source of all en-
tropy required of the scheme in a small number of keys distributed among parties
with conflicting interests, which we assume to be all the candidate parties.9 Vot-
ers can then verify uniquely correct outputs, and the scheme is secure as long
as at least one candidate party behaves honestly. To utilize the key provided by
each party, we rely on the existence of a private channel [21] between the voting
machine and each party. In practice, this could be instantiated by inexpensive
trusted hardware such as smart cards. Again, in addition to providing coercion
resistance, our primary aim is to keep the voting process as simple as possible
for the voter.

We begin with our assumptions and continue to a description of the vote
casting protocol and a security proof.

6.1 Preliminaries

In addition to the variables and entities listed in Section 3, we also refer to
NC , the number of candidate parties, and Ti for i = 1, . . . , NC , an entity with a
private channel to the voting machine and whose key, Ki, is written by candidate

8 A scheme proposed by Riva and Ta-Shma [11] is one exception to this although it is
arguably quite impractical in terms of complexity for the voter. The scheme is also
susceptible to an attack very similar to the one we describe against Benaloh’s.

9 The entropy could be distributed among any variety of parties, but for the sake
of concreteness, we assume it is distributed among each candidate’s party in our
descriptions.
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party i. In practice, each entity Ti could be instantiated by an inexpensive smart
card inserted into the ballot marking machine.10 We write S to refer to the set
of all valid ballot serial numbers s.

Our construction utilizes the verifiable random function of Dodis and Yam-
polskiy [46]. Its security relies on several assumptions. First, it requires an IND-
CCA2 secure [37] public key encryption function Ence,r : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗.11
The construction also depends on the existence of groups G (of prime order
p > 2k) and G1 such that an (admissible) bilinear map exists between the groups
and for which the the q-decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman inversion assumption
(q-DBDHI) [47] holds. We briefly review each of these below:

Definition 2. An (admissible) bilinear map is a function e : G×G → G1 with
the following 3 properties:

1. Bilinear: ∀g1, g2 ∈ G and x, y ∈ Z, e(gx
1 , gy

2) = e(g1, g2)xy.
2. Non-degenerate: e(g, g) �= 1.
3. Computable: There is an efficient (polynomial time) algorithm to compute

e(g1, g2) ∀g1, g2 ∈ G.

Suppose G and G1 are groups with an admissible bilinear map e and |G| = p
with prime p > 2k and g a generator of G. The q-DBDHI problem asks an al-
gorithm AD to distinguish e(g, g)1/x from random Γ ∈ G1 given g, gx, . . . , g(xq).
Formally, let β0,D = e(g, g)1/x and β1,D = Γ . If b ∈R {0, 1}, AD’s advantage
advDBDHI(AD) is defined as

advDBDHI(AD) = Pr
(
AD(g, gx, . . . , g(xq), βb,D) = b

)
− 1

2

where the probability is over AD’s random tape and the choice of x ∈ Z∗
p and

Γ ∈ G1.

Definition 3. The q-decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman inversion assumption (q-
DBDHI) [47] for groups G and G1 with an admissible bilinear map e states that
no algorithm AD can win game q-DBDHI with advantage advDBDHI(AD) >
negl(k) in time tD ≤ poly(k).

Certain groups over elliptic curves or abelian varieties are believed to satisfy
these properties with bilinear maps that can be constructed from the Weil or
Tate pairings [46,48,49,50].

We also constrain the valid ballot serial numbers S to a set S ⊂ Z∗
p, |S| ≤

poly(k) for a protocol security parameter k.12 Lastly, our scheme requires an

10 Smart cards allow writing of keys such that they can never be read off the cards.
11 For the complete voting process, the function must also allow publicly provable

re-encryption or specific homomorphic operations to enable anonymous tallying al-
though, in this paper, we go into depth on only the ballot casting phase.

12 Although this size constraint has no practical effect on our scheme, it is necessary
for our proof of security. Dodis and Yampolskiy show that an approximately 1000
bit p = |G| is sufficient for an S with |S| = 2160 as we use it [46].
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efficiently computable mapping ϕ : G1 → H where H is the partial domain
of the encryption function Ence,r(v) that pertains to r, and ϕ has a uniform
probability distribution over H.13

6.2 Vote Casting Protocol

We now outline our scheme, presenting the steps required of an election. Again,
we focus primarily on the ballot casting portion of the scheme.

Initialization
Prior to the election, a group of NT trusties computes KeyGenEnc(1k, NT ) with
a k of their choice, distributes private key shares d1, . . . , dNT , and writes the
public encryption key e to the ballot marking machineM. Each of NC candidate
parties i also selects a Ki ∈ Z∗

p independently and uniformly at random, and
writes secret key Ki to Ti (e.g. a smartcard, which is inserted into the machine
for election day). The party sets the public key to λi = gKi . All public keys are
made available on the public bulletin board B. Physical ballots/receipts R are
created and a unique serial number is printed to each.

Ballot Marking

1. R s*−→ M: The ballot marking machine reads a serial number s off of the
voter’s receipt (i.e. a new, blank ballot with a printed serial number).

2. V v*−→M: The voter enters her candidate selections into the ballot marking
machine.

3. M s*−→ Ti: The ballot marking machine sends the serial number to each Ti.

4. Ti
πi=g1/(s+Ki)

*−→ M: Each Ti computes a pseudorandomness proof value πi =
GenProofi(s) and sends it to the ballot marking machine where:

- GenProofi(s) = g1/(s+Ki).
5. M computes μ =

∏NC

i=1 πi and pseudorandom value r′ = ϕ (e(g, μ)).

6. M
c=Ence,r′ (v)
*−→ R: The ballot marking machine encrypts the voter’s alleged

ballot v using pseudorandom value r′ and prints it to the receipt.
7. M “Cast vote?”*−→ V : The ballot marking machine asks the voter if she would

like to cast this ballot.

Option 1: Auditing

1. V “No”*−→ M: The voter optionally indicates that she would not like to cast this
ballot. (Rather, she is choosing to audit the machine with it.)

2. M
s,v,c,π1,...,πNC*−→ B: The ballot marking machine reveals proofs πi for the

pseudorandom values from each Ti to the public bulletin board. It also posts
the encrypted and plaintext ballots c, v along with the serial number s.

13 I.e. ∀r1, r2 ∈ H Pr (ϕ(x) = r1) = Pr (ϕ(x) = r2) over the random choice of x ∈ G1.
This property would likely be approximated in practice with a negligible error
(varying inverse exponentially with log |G1|) since achieving it exactly requires
that |G1| = N |H| for some N ∈ Z. For readability, however, we assume complete
uniformity.
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3. M v*−→ R: The machine appends the plaintext ballot to the receipt, so the
voter can verify its correctness. This marks the ballot invalid for casting.

4. V keeps her receipt R as evidence of her (uncastable) audit vote. To verify
its correctness, she, herself needs only check that the printed plaintext ac-
curately represents her vote and that the exact serial number s, plaintext v,
and encryption c all appear together on the public bulletin board and that
there is no additional information on the receipt.14

5. Any verifier, including V , can read the posted data s, v, c, π1, . . . , πNC off the
bulletin board. That person then checks that BallotVerify(s, v, c, π1, . . . , πNC ,
e, λ1, . . . , λNC ) outputs SUCCESS where it is defined as follows:

- BallotVerify(s, v, c, π1, . . . , πNC , e, λ1, . . . , λNC ): verifies that e(gsλi, πi) =
e(g, g) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , Nc}. It computes r′ = ϕ

(
e
(
g,
∏NC

i=1 πi

))
and

c′′ = Ence,r′(v), and checks that c′′ = c. Lastly it verifies that s ∈ S. It
outputs SUCCESS if all of these checks hold and FAILURE otherwise.

(Indeed for a correct πi, e(gsλi, πi) = e(gsgKi , g1/(s+Ki)) = e(g, g).)

Again, the voter may choose to repeat the ballot marking and optional auditing
steps on new ballots an unbounded number of times, even after she has cast her
vote. Section 7 discusses the effectiveness of such auditing.

Option 2: Casting

1. V “Yes”*−→ M: The voter indicates that she would like to cast this ballot.
2. R c*−→ B: The voter takes her receipt to a ballot casting station where it is

used to cast her encrypted ballot, and it is posted to the bulletin board.

Tallying and Verification
Voters check that no serial number s appears on the bulletin board more than
once. Then tallying and verification occur exactly as in Benaloh’s scheme (Sec-
tion 4.2) where encrypted votes are anonymously shuffled and decrypted with
corresponding zero-knowledge proofs of correctness, which voters can verify.

6.3 Security

For readability, we first clarify the generic symbols of our definition with the
elements of our specific scheme. The correlations are as follows:

- P = {e, λ1, . . . , λNC}: public information consists of all the public keys
- X = {s, v}: casting input consists of the ballot serial number and the vote
- Ψ = {c}: vote casting output consists of the encrypted ballot
- π = {π1, . . . , πNC}: proofs of correctness consist of the proofs of pseudoran-

domness from each Ti

- ΨA = {s, c}: adversary’s visible output consists of the ballot serial number
and the encrypted vote15

14 “Helper organizations” may also be created to assist voters in this step, and the
voter may go to a “helper organization” sponsored by a party she trusts.

15 Implicitly, as we make this correlation, we are assuming the existence of a private
channel [21] between V and M, and between M and each Ti.
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- s = s: seed is the ballot serial number
- BallotVerify(X, Ψ, π,P) = BallotVerify(s, v, c, π1, . . . , πNC , e, λ1, . . . , λNC ):

verification function is directly represented by the one used in our scheme
(where we slightly abuse the notation)

- GenerateInput(XA, s, v) = {s, v}: our coercion resistant inputs are generated
by the trivial function giving the specified input vote and seed

Theorem 1. For all inputs X = {s, v} and public data P, there do not exist two
output value pairs (Ψ, π) �= (Ψ ′, π′) such that BallotVerify(X, Ψ, π,P) = SUCCESS
and BallotVerify(X, Ψ ′, π′,P) = SUCCESS.

Proof. Assume there exist X = {s, v}, (Ψ, π), (Ψ ′, π′) for which this does not
hold. BallotVerify(s, v, c, π1, . . . , πNC , e, λ1, . . . , λNC ) recomputes c′′ as a deter-
ministic function of s, v, π1, . . . , πNC and compares to the input c for equivalence.
Hence, Ψ �= Ψ ′ implies π �= π′.

Let π = {π0, . . . , πNC} and π′ = {π′
0, . . . , π

′
NC
}, and without loss of generality,

assume πj �= π′
j . Because ∀a, b ∈ G e(a, b)|G| = e(a|G|, b) = e(a0, b) = e(a, b)0,

|G1| divides |G|. Since e(g, g) �= 1, |G1| = p prime. Let πj = gx and π′
j = gy.

BallotVerify outputs SUCCESS implies e(gsλj , πj) = e(gsλj , π
′
j) = e(g, g), so

e(gsλj , g)x = e(gsλj , g)y. Thus, x ≡ y mod p, and πj = π′
j .

Theorem 2. Suppose the |S|-DBDHI assumption holds and S, the input set of
queries to GenProofi, satisfies |S| ≤ poly(k). Then, if key Kj, j ∈ {1, . . . , NC} is
chosen independently at random from Z∗

p,
16 and K = {K1, . . . , Kj−1, Kj+1, . . . ,

KNC}, for any poly(k) time algorithm AR:

Pr

⎡
⎢⎢⎣b = b′R

(s, state) ← AGenProofj(·)
R (λj ,K);

β0,R = ϕ
(
e(g,

∏NC

i=1 GenProofi(s))
)

; β1,R
R← H;

b
R← {0, 1}; b′R ← AGenProofj(·)

R (βb,R, λj ,K, state)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ≤ 1

2
+ negl(k)

with the constraint that AR never queries GenProof on s.17

Proof. Dodis and Yampolskiy prove [46] that for any poly(k) time algorithmAY :

Pr

⎡
⎢⎣b = b′Y

(s, state) ← AGenProofj(·)
Y (λj);

β0,Y = e(g, g)1/(s+Kj); β1,T
R← G1;

b
R← {0, 1}; b′Y ← AGenProofj(·)

Y (βb,Y , λj , state)

⎤
⎥⎦ ≤ 1

2
+ negl(k)

under the |S|-DBDHI assumption and with the constraints that AY never queries
GenProof on s and |S| ≤ poly(k). (We refer to this property as DY.) Our slightly
modified theorem follows.
16 I.e. at least one candidate party behaves honestly.
17 Intuitively, no adversary with all but one of the party secret keys and the ability

to adaptively query GenProofj with different seeds can efficiently distinguish the
generated pseudorandom number r′ from a random element in H.
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Assume there exists a tR ≤ poly(k) time algorithm AR that contradicts our
theorem. Then we can create a poly(k) time algorithm AY that interacts with
AR to contradict DY: Let Ki be any keys Ki ∈ Z∗

p ∀i = 1, . . . , NC , i �= j and
known to AY . Assume key Kj , unknown to AY , is chosen independently and at
random from Z∗

p. AY ’s goal is to use AR to distinguish e(g, g)1/(s+Kj) from a
random element of G1 with non-negligible advantage.
AY responds to each of AR’s queries to GenProofj by querying its own

GenProofj oracle and passing the response to AR. When AR is ready for its chal-
lenge βb,R, AY requests its challenge value βb,Y with AR’s query s. AY replies

to AR with βb,R = ϕ
(
e
(
g, g

)∑
i�=j 1/(s+Ki)

βb,Y

)
. Because ϕ(x) has a uniform

probability distribution over x and β1,Y is chosen independently and randomly
from G1, β1,R is a uniformly randomly chosen element of H.

β0,R = ϕ
(
e
(
g, g

)∑
i�=j 1/(s+Ki)

e
(
g, g

)1/(s+Kj)
)

= ϕ
(
e
(
g, g

∑NC
i=1 1/(s+Ki)

))
= ϕ

(
e
(
g,
∏NC

i=1 GenProofi(s)
))

Thus, AR’s bit b from the Theorem 2 simulation corresponds exactly to the
challenger’s bit b, and AY , which replies to the challenger with AR’s output
b′Y = b′R, is correct (b′Y = b) exactly when AR is. AY ’s work consists mainly
of of responding to AR’s queries on GenProofj , so its run-time is bounded by
tY < n1tR + n2 for some constants n1, n2, and therefore tY ≤ poly(k).

Theorem 3. Suppose at least one key Kj is selected independently at random
from Z∗

p and is kept secret, Ence,r(·) is an IND-CPA secure public key encryption
function [51,52],18 groups G, G1 have an admissible bilinear map such that the
|S|-DBDHI assumption holds and |G| = p, a function ϕ : G1 → H exists as
described above, and the set of possible seeds S satisfies |S| ≤ poly(k) (for security
parameter k). Then the scheme presented in Section 6.2 is coercion resistant.

Proof. We briefly review IND-CPA security for a public key encryption function
(that uses a random number r as part of its input) below. It simply states that
for any poly(k) time algorithm AC :

Pr

⎡
⎣b = b′C

(e, d) ← KeyGenEnc(1k, NT );
(m0, m1, state) ← AC(e); b R← {0, 1}; r R← H

βC = Ence,r(mb); b′C ← AC(e, βC , state)

⎤
⎦ ≤ 1

2
+ negl(k).

A cannot win IEV if BallotVerify outputs FAILURE. Hence, by Theorem 1,
A wins IEV implies that C∗ provides outputs (Ψ, π) = ({c = Ence,r′(v)}, {πi =

GenProofi(s)}i=1,...,NC ) where r′ = ϕ
(
e
(
g,
∏NC

i=1 πi

))
for each input X = {s, v}.

18 The use of an IND-CCA2 encryption scheme [37] for our construction is important
for the decryption and tallying process of the scheme, which we separate from the
ballot casting and do not analyze in depth in the paper. However, to be precise,
coercion resistance of the ballot casting requires only IND-CPA security. Of course,
IND-CCA2 security implies IND-CPA security.
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From here we see that IEV closely models the CPA game where the random r
is replaced by a pseudorandom r′. If we have a tA < poly(k) time algorithm A
where advIEV (A) > negl(k), then we can either create an algorithm AC that
contradicts the IND-CPA security of Enc or an algorithm AR that contradicts
Theorem 2. Assume such an A exists. Let Ki, i �= j be any elements of Z∗

p known
to A, AC , and AR and let Kj ∈R Z∗

p be known only to AC . λj = gKj is public.
First we consider the possibility of an algorithm AC running the IND-CPA

security simulation whose goal is to distinguish 2 encrypted ciphertexts. For
every query (s, v) made by A to C∗, AC replies to A with c = Ence,r′(v) and
πi values such that BallotVerify succeeds. When A submits its challenge votes
((s, v0), (s, v1)), AC passes (v0, v1) to its challenger, and receives βC (computed
as above), which it forwards to A. AC continues to reply to A’s queries as
before and finally submits A’s value b′C = b′. AC ’s work consists mainly of
computing values c and πi in response to A’s queries, so it’s runtime is bounded
by tC < n1tA+n2 for constants n1, n2. Let Pr(b = b′C) = εC . If εC > 1

2 +negl(k),
then we have contradicted that Enc is IND-CPA secure.

Suppose otherwise. Let A guess b′ = b in IEV with probability ε > 1
2 +

negl(k) (when all verifications succeed) and AC guess b′C = b in the IND-CPA
simulation with probability εC < 1

2 ± negl(k). We create a second algorithm AR

that contradicts Theorem 2. AR’s goal is to distinguish a truly random r ∈ H

from an r′ = ϕ
(
e
(
g,
∏NC

i=1 πi

))
following the simulation defined in Theorem 2.

For each query (s, v) that A makes to C∗, AR computes GenProofi for i �= j
using Ki and queries its GenProofj oracle to obtain each πi = GenProofi(s). It
computes the corresponding r′ and c = Ence,r′(v), with which it replies to A.
On the challenge ((s, v0), (s, v1)), AR submits s to its challenger and receives
a value r′′ = βb,R, which it uses to compute c = Ence,r′′(vb′′ ) after choosing
b′′ ∈R {0, 1}. AR answers A’s queries as before until A outputs b′. If b′ = b′′, AR

outputs b′R = 0. Otherwise, it outputs b′R = 1. The probability of AR’s success is
Pr(b′R = b) = Pr(b′R = b|b = 0∩b = 0)+Pr(b′R = b|b = 1∩b = 1) = 1

2ε+ 1
2εC =

1
4 + 1

2ε± 1
2negl′(k) > 1

2 + negl(k). Since AR’s primary work is done computing
responses to A’s queries, its runtime is bounded by tR < n1tA + n2 for some
constants n1, n2, so tR ≤ poly(k).

Although we focus on coercion resistance, lastly, we informally note that there
is a guarantee that each output c is an encryption of the voter’s vote v since
BallotVerify explicitly recomputes the encryption of v and checks for equivalence
(individual verifiability). Furthermore, each voter can compute and verify the
tally using the public, decrypted ballots (universal verifiability).

7 Practical Considerations

To this point, we have focused largely on more rigorous coercion resistance, with
minimal discussion of deployment. In this section, we briefly clarify a few of the
more practical aspects of our protocol.

As mentioned, our protocol, adapted from Benaloh’s technique [13,12], at-
tempts to minimize impact on the voter. The typical voter in our scheme can
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simply walk into the voting booth, mark her ballot as she would normally vote
on a common touchscreen system, choose to cast it, and take her receipt to a
separate machine where it is scanned and cast. The choice not to cast a marked
ballot and audit is completely optional. At the same time, recall that all a voter
needs to do to successfully audit the machine with an uncastable receipt (marked
ballot) is verify that the plaintext printed on it is correct and then check that
the printed serial number, encrypted ballot, and plaintext all appear correctly
on the bulletin board. Philanthropic or politically motivated organizations may
also assist voters in this task. Lastly, as long as at least one honest voter verifies
the cryptographic operations on the board, fallacious computation of the tally
is detected, although anyone has the option of doing so.

This simplicity introduces several intricacies regarding verification. One result
we notice, is that the scheme can directly prove nothing about the correctness
of the content of ballots that are actually cast. Instead, it relies on the option
for voters, officials, etc. to audit to provide probabilistic assurances. Because the
ballot marking machine is separate from the receipt scanning, casting machine,
the ballot marking machine does not need to know anything about the voter.
With no voter information, the machine can do approximately no better than
to cheat at random. As a result, only a small number of audits are necessary
to achieve a relatively high guarantee of accuracy. An analysis by Neff [53],
shows that in general, in an election with NV voters, MV compromised votes,
and AV audit votes, a very crude approximation of the probability of detection
PrD when NV � MV + AV is PrD ≈ 1 − (1 − MV

NV
)AV . More concretely (and

using more precise calculations [53]), suppose there were an election with 100,000
voters and a machine attempted to dishonestly encrypt 500 ballots. If 1% of the
created ballots were randomly audited, the cheating would be detected with
greater than 99% probability.

As a final practical note, we notice from our definition that queried seeds s
must be unique. To address this issue in practice, we suggest that each party
supply a Ti that responds only to queries of strictly increasing seeds19 and that
ballots are provided to voters in sequence with respect to their serial numbers.
Again, as long as at least one party behaves honestly, seed uniqueness and thus
voter privacy are assured. To maintain usability, the ballot marking machine can
check that each serial number is within an expected range prior to querying the
Tis and provide a warning requesting poll worker assistance if not. Note that
such functionality purely prevents accidental usage problems and does not place
any trust on the machine with respect to vote integrity or privacy.

8 Conclusion

Coercion resistance is vital to election integrity. Because attacks are often subtle,
it must be addressed rigorously. We formally define coercion resistance for end-
to-end voting. We then construct an end-to-end voting scheme that is provably
coercion resistant and minimally impacts the voting process for the typical voter.
19 This only requires that Ti can store a single serial number and compute a comparison.
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Abstract. This paper presents a hierarchy of privacy notions that cov-
ers multiple anonymity and unlinkability variants. The underlying defi-
nitions, which are based on the idea of indistinguishability between two
worlds, provide new insights into the relation between, and the funda-
mental structure of, different privacy notions. We apply our definitions
to group signatures and anonymous communication systems, and show
how they relate to existing definitions.

1 Introduction

With the growing number of services and information offered in the digital world,
the number of situations where there is a need to hide the correspondence be-
tween digital elements and the people that cause their appearance, is also in-
creasing. A variety of privacy protecting systems address this need; anonymous
communication systems, for example, hide how transmitted messages correspond
to their senders (and their recipients); group signatures hide the identity of the
signer of a given message, and secret voting schemes hide the identity of the
voter who cast any given ballot. In general, a system is said to ‘provide privacy’
if it hides, perhaps to an extent, the correspondence between the elements it
outputs, and its users.

What exactly it means for any given privacy protecting system to provide
privacy naturally varies between system types. The privacy definition for group
signatures [5], for example, differs from the one for anonymous credentials [8].
Similarly, privacy for voting schemes [1] is defined differently from privacy in
the setting of anonymous communication [23]. Despite efforts for a consistent
terminology [30], formal treatments seem to define privacy in an inconsistent and
sometimes even contradictory manner; while, for example, some authors assert
that ‘anonymity and unlinkability are technically the same property’ [5], others
show that, although related, they are, in fact, distinct [23], and others insist
that they are independent [24]. Unfortunately, it is not only the terminology
that is used inconsistently; due to the discrepancies between the formal models,
the resulting privacy notions themselves turn out to be incomparable. It remains
unclear whether or not it is possible to construct a single formal framework in
which privacy notions pertaining to different system types can be defined in a
consistent and comparable manner.
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Our Contributions: This work can be seen as first step towards a formal frame-
work that aims to define multiple privacy notions in an application-agnostic
manner. By so doing, it provides new insights into the inner structure of privacy
notions. Starting from a generic system model that potentially hides the corre-
spondence between digital elements and the users that cause their appearance,
we systematically analyse different degrees to which this correspondence may be
hidden, and place the resulting privacy notions into a well-characterised hierar-
chy. Furthermore, we examine the class of ‘online’ systems, and show why only
some privacy notions apply to this class. Finally, we place existing definitions
for group signature and anonymous communication systems in the context of
our framework. This enables us, on the one hand, to understand the relationship
between, and to compare, these traditionally disconnected privacy notions. On
the other hand, it highlights a largely unexplored space of theoretically possible
notions some of which may be of practical interest.

Related Work: The framework introduced in [23] has certain commonalities
with the framework introduced in this paper; both define, for example, a hierar-
chy of privacy notions based on the principle that an adversary may break any
privacy notion except the one of interest, and both follow the idea of left-or-right
security introduced in [4]. However, the framework in [23] appears to be specific
to anonymous communication systems. Moreover, the hierarchy of privacy no-
tions defined in this paper is richer; when mapped to anonymous communication
systems, notions beyond those considered in [23] arise. The framework in [24] also
has certain commonalities with ours; both support, for example, the specification
of privacy notions against adversaries with partial knowledge about a function.
However, in contrast to the framework introduced in this paper, the one in [24]
does not consider probabilistic adversaries, and is only applied to anonymous
communication systems. Moreover, it is unclear how its privacy definitions map
to existing and established application-specific ones.

Other related work includes the literature on measuring privacy (e.g. [3,10,11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19,22,27, 32, 33, 35]). The proposed metrics appear, however, to
pertain to particular privacy notions, if not system types. Multiple, sometimes
inconsistent metrics for the same notion have also been proposed. While, for ex-
ample, the metric in [15], proposed for the anonymity in the setting of anonymous
communication systems, focuses on the relationship between incoming and out-
going messages, the metric proposed in [20] focuses on the relationship between
senders and receivers. Similarly, the metric for unlinkability proposed in [19,34]
does not take into account the skewness of the adversary’s view on possible so-
lutions, while the metric proposed in [18] does. The only work we are aware of
that places multiple privacy notions into a single framework [29], does not relate
the metrics it defines to privacy definitions from the cryptographic literature.
It is important to note that most privacy metrics cited above are probabilistic.
That is, they measure degree to which a system provides privacy. In contrast
to this, the privacy definitions in this paper are ‘all-or-nothing’; a system either
provides or does not provide a given privacy notion.
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While the most popular adversarial model in the anonymous communica-
tion literature is perhaps that of the ‘global passive’ adversary (see, for exam-
ple, [25,28,31]), in this paper we consider an adaptive adversary that may corrupt
users. This is in line with definitions from group signatures [5], anonymous cre-
dentials [8], and some of the literature on anonymous communication (e.g. [6,16]).
Moreover, our privacy definitions classify systems as either succeeding, or failing
to provide a given privacy notion; while this is in contrast with some works on
anonymous communication that consider ‘soft’, probabilistic measures (see, for
example, [16,22]), it, too, is in line with works on group signatures and some of
the literature on anonymous communication systems (see, for example, [20]).

Outline: The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The next section intro-
duces our notation and formal model, and Section 3 presents the hierarchy of
privacy notions and examines its structure. Section 3.2 examines ‘online’ systems
and shows why only some privacy notions apply in such systems. Section 4 ex-
amines group signature and anonymous communication systems in the context
of the hierarchy. Section 5 concludes.

2 Preliminaries

This section introduces our notation and formal model. In particular, the next
section introduces the class of systems that are considered in this paper, Sec-
tion 2.2 introduces the different privacy notions considered, and Section 2.3
describes the adversarial model.

2.1 System Model

In this paper, we consider systems that may be sequentially invoked a finite
number of times and that, for each invocation, produce an element e ∈ {0, 1}∗.
It is required that each invocation is uniquely associated with a user and with
an input parameter α ∈ A, where A is a system-specific parameter space, that
may influence the behaviour of the system. It is furthermore required that each
user is identified by means of a unique identifier from an identifier space; we
use N for this purpose, but any large enough space can be used without loss of
generality.

We assume that the system, denoted by ΦA in the sequel, produces its output
in batches of potentially varying sizes. That is, it is assumed that, on input
a batch of invocations (u1, α1), (u2, α2), . . . , (uc, αc) ∈ (N × A)c, ΦA outputs a
sequence ((e1, . . . , ec), β), where the sequence (e1, . . . , ec) contains the elements
that ΦA produced as a result of the invocations. The order in which the elements
appear in this sequence is determined by the system, and may differ from the
order of the invocations. In particular, ei is the element that ΦA produces for
the invocation (uπ(i), απ(i)), for some potentially secret ΦA-specific permutation
π. Finally, β ∈ {0, 1}∗ denotes some additional information that ΦA outputs and
that pertains to a batch as a whole, i.e. that is not associated with any specific
invocation.
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Remark 1. The system output being generated in batches models the behaviour
of certain privacy-protecting systems that do not generate an output immedi-
ately after each invocation, but rather collect several inputs before producing
some output. Mix networks [9] and secret voting schemes [1], for example, oper-
ate in this way: mix networks can provide privacy only if they forward multiple
messages at a time, and secret voting schemes require multiple votes for different
candidates to be cast before the tally is published in order to provide privacy.
However, some privacy protecting systems, for example group signatures [5], do
not exhibit this behaviour, i.e. have batch size 1. These systems are examined
in Section 3.2.

2.2 Privacy Model

Let x denote the number of times the system is invoked during its lifetime. The
correspondence between (the serial numbers of) the elements that occur during
the lifetime of a system ΦA and the set of its users is modelled as a function
f ∈ F, where F = {f : {1, 2, . . . , x} → N} is the space of functions that map the
serial number of each output element to the (identifier of the) user it corresponds
to. The privacy notions considered in this paper describe potentially different
degrees to which f remains hidden from an adversary. The adversary’s goal is
to identify f , or some ‘interesting property’ of f , possibly with respect to some
subset of elements, through interaction with, or observation of, ΦA. We consider
the following properties of f with respect to a subset I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , x} of element
serial numbers, which may be of interest to an adversary.

Uf,I = {f(i) : i ∈ I} ⊂ N denotes the participant set, i.e. the set of user identi-
fiers that are associated with the elements in I.

Qf,I = {(u, #uf,I) : u ∈ Uf,I} , where #uf,I = |{i ∈ I : f(i) = u}| ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,
|Uf,I |}, denotes usage frequency set, i.e. the collection of records that indicate
how many elements correspond to each participant from I’s participant set.

Pf,I = {I ′1, I ′2, . . . , I ′|Uf,I |} , I denotes the linking relation, i.e. the partition of I

that is induced by f . That is, Pf,I denotes the partition that divides I into
non-overlapping subsets such that, for all i, i′ ∈ I ′j , f(i) = f(i′). Note that⋃

j I ′j = I.

In the sequel, omission of the modifier I implies that the property under
consideration refers to the entire lifetime of the system, i.e. that I = {1, 2, . . . , x}.
Given the above properties, and based on the principle that the adversary should
be allowed to break any privacy notion except the one of interest, we derive the
following privacy notions. These notions are further formalised in Section 3.

– Strong anonymity, denoted SA: A system that provides SA does not enable
the adversary to learn any information about how elements correspond to
users, i.e., it does not leak any information about f .

– Participation hiding, denoted PH: A system that provides PH does not leak
any information about f beyond the number of participants |Uf |. In partic-
ular, it does not enable the adversary to learn any information about the
participant set Uf beyond its size.
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– Strong unlinkability, denoted SU: A system that provides SU does not leak
any information about f beyond the participant set Uf . In particular, it does
not enable the adversary to link, or to unlink, different elements beyond the
extent it can do so based on knowledge of Uf . In other words, a system that
provides SU does not leak any information about the linking relation Pf

beyond what is leaked by Uf .
– Weak unlinkability, denoted WU: A system that provides WU does not leak

any information about f beyond the usage frequency set Qf . In particular, it
does not enable the adversary to link, or to unlink, different elements beyond
the extent it can do so based on knowledge of Qf . In other words, a system
that provides WU does not leak any information about the linking relation
Pf beyond what is leaked by Qf .

– Pseudonymity, denoted PS: A system that provides PS does not leak any
information about f beyond the linking relation Pf . In particular, it does
not enable the adversary to learn any information about the participant
set Uf beyond what it learns from Pf . This notion is called ‘pseudonymity’
because each equivalence class in Pf (which is assumed to be known) can be
given a unique label, or ‘pseudonym’.

– Anonymity, denoted AN: A system that provides AN does not leak any infor-
mation about f beyond the linking relation Pf and the participation set Uf .
Intuitively, a system that provides AN may enable the adversary divide all
elements into non-overlapping groups, and also determine the set of partici-
pants they correspond to, but does not enable it to determine which group
corresponds to which participant.

– Weak anonymity, denoted WA: A system that provides WA does not leak any
information about f beyond the linking relation Pf and the usage frequency
set Qf . Similarly to AN, WA requires that the system hides the correspon-
dence between element groups and participants. However, since knowledge
of Qf may enable the adversary to at least partially establish this correspon-
dence, systems that provide WA (but not AN) hide less information about it
that systems that provide AN (which do not reveal any information about it).

2.3 Adversarial Model

This section specifies the adversarial model considered in this paper. The ad-
versary, denoted by A in the sequel, adaptively controls the usage of ΦA, and is
allowed to corrupt users, i.e. to obtain a copy of their private information and
their internal state. Its interaction with ΦA is modelled by means of an experi-
ment that a challenger arranges for A. At the beginning of this experiment, the
user identifier space N and, if necessary, a security parameter k ∈ N, are fixed
and ΦA is set up. The experiment, depicted in Figure 1, starts with the chal-
lenger selecting a bit b ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at random, and by setting the initial
value of the input counter c to zero. The challenger then offers the following
interfaces to A, through which the system can be controlled.

– input((·, ·), (·, ·)): on input ((u0, α0), (u1, α1)) ∈ (N × A)2, the challenger
first increases the counter c by one and then remembers (ub, αb) as (uc, αc).
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Experiment Exppriv−b

ΦA,A (k)
b ← {0, 1};
g ← Ainput((·,·),(·,·)),nextBatch(),corrupt(·)

return g == b

Fig. 1. Experiment Exppriv−b

ΦA,A (k)

– nextBatch(): on reception of this query type, the challenger invokes ΦA on
input the ‘remembered’ values (u1, α1), (u2, α2), . . . , (uc, αc) and outputs the
system’s output. We say that the challenger outputs a batch of size c in this
case.1 Subsequently, the input counter c is reset to zero.

– corrupt(·): on input u ∈ N, the challenger outputs the internal state of the
user identified by u. The specification of the information that is returned to
A is specific to ΦA.

A may issue a number of queries over these interfaces and, at some point in
time, outputs a guess bit g ∈ {0, 1}. We say that A wins the experiment if and
only if g = b, and its advantage is given by AdvΦA,A(k) = Pr(Exppriv−0

ΦA,A (k))−
Pr(Exppriv−1

ΦA,A (k)).
Some notation is in order. Let κ denote the number of nextBatch queries

A has issued up to the point in time it outputs g in an Exppriv−b
ΦA,A (k) exper-

iment. For all 1 ≤ j ≤ κ, let cj denote the size of the batch that the chal-
lenger output as a result of A’s jth nextBatch query, and let πj denote the
permutation applied by ΦA for the jth batch. Furthermore, let x =

∑κ
j=1 cj

denote the total number of input((·, ·), (·, ·)) queries. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ x, we
denote by u0,i (resp. u1,i, α0,i, α1,i) the value of u0 (resp. u1, α0, α1) in A’s
ith input((u0, α0), (u1, α1)) query. We further define the subsets of invocation
serial numbers I1 = {1, 2, . . . , c1}, I2 = {c1 + 1, c1 + 2, . . . , c1 + c2}, . . . , Iκ =
{c1 + c2 + · · ·+ cκ−1 + 1, c1 + c2 + · · ·+ cκ−1 + 2, . . . , x}, and the ‘global inverse
permutation’ Π as the permutation that maps the serial number of all elements
that are output during the experiment to the serial number of their correspond-
ing invocation. That is, Π permutes (1, 2, . . . , x) such that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ x,
Π(i) = π−1

j (i −
∑j−1

j′=1 cj′) +
∑j−1

j′=1 cj′ , where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , κ} is such that
i ∈ Ij . Finally, the functions f0, f1 are defined such that, for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , x},
f0(i) = u0,Π(i) and f1(i) = u1,Π(i).

3 Hierarchy of Privacy Notions

This section formalises the privacy notions introduced in Section 2.2 and shows
how they relate to each other. We begin by defining the following seven notions
of function distinguishability.
1 The specification of β, π, and how α it influences the output of ΦA, is specific to

ΦA. Moreover, if the adversary is polynomially bounded, then the length of α0, α1, β
and all ei must be polynomial in the system’s security parameter.
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Definition 1. Two functions f, f ′ ∈ F, f �= f ′, are said, with respect to a subset
of invocations I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , x}, to be

SA-distinguishable in any case,
PH-distinguishable if and only if |Uf,I | = |Uf ′,I |,
SU-distinguishable if and only if Uf,I = Uf ′,I ,
WU-distinguishable if and only if Qf,I = Qf ′,I ,
PS-distinguishable if and only if Pf,I = Pf ′,I ,
AN-distinguishable if and only if Pf,I = Pf ′,I and Uf,I = Uf ′,I , and
WA-distinguishable if and only if Pf,I = Pf ′,I and Qf,I = Qf ′,I .

We are now ready to present our main privacy definitions.

Definition 2. A privacy protecting system ΦA is said to unconditionally (resp.
statistically) provide privacy notion X∗ for some X ∈ {SA, PH, SU, WU, PS, AN,
WA} if and only if f0 and f1 are X-distinguishable with respect to all I ∈
2{I1,...,Iκ}, and, for all A, AdvΦA,A(k) = 0 (resp. AdvΦA,A(k) ≤ ε(k) for some
negligible function ε). Moreover, ΦA is said to computationally provide privacy
notion X∗ if and only if it statistically provides X∗ and the running time of A
is polynomial in k.

The above privacy notions are very strong because they require that A does
not obtain any advantage neither by corrupting users, nor on the basis of the
parameter values that it passes in its input queries. We therefore require weaker
notions that take corrupted users into account and that limit A’s ability to dis-
tinguish between the two worlds on the basis of parameter values. The following
notion of function indistinguishability is therefore necessary.

Definition 3. Two functions f, f ′ ∈ F are said to be indistinguishable with
respect to a subset of (corrupted) users Û ⊆ N, denoted by f ≈Û f ′, if and only
if {i : i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , x}, f(i) ∈ Û} = {i : i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , x}, f ′(i) ∈ Û}, i.e. if and
only if the pre-image of Û is identical in f and f ′.

Let Û ⊆ N denote the set of users that A has corrupted up to the point in time
it outputs g, and let A0 = (α0,1, α0,2, . . . , α0,x) and A1 = (α1,1, α1,2, . . . , α1,x)
denote the parameter sequences in the two worlds. We now present our weaker,
more realistic notions.

Definition 4. A privacy protecting system ΦA is said to unconditionally (resp.
statistically, computationally) provide privacy notions X◦, X+ and X for some
X ∈ {SA, PH, SU,WU, PS,AN,WA}, if and only if it provides X∗ and A is re-
stricted as shown below.

Privacy notion Restrictions
X◦ A0 = A1

X+ f0 ≈Û f1

X A0 = A1 and f0 ≈Û f1
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3.1 Relations between Notions

For all X ∈ {SA, PH, SU, WU, PS, AN, WA} it trivially holds that X∗ ⇒ X+ ⇒ X
and X∗ ⇒ X◦ ⇒ X because A is more restricted in its choices in the context of
X than it is in the contexts of X+ and X◦, and more restricted in the contexts
of X+ and X◦ than it is in the context of X∗.

The ‘plain’ privacy notions X are, perhaps, the most typical ones as they are
concerned with the amount and type of information the system leaks exclusively
on the basis of the identities of honest users. The notions X+ are stronger, in
the sense that a system providing some notion X+ must not enable A to distin-
guish between system invocations on the basis of the parameters passed to the
system; the system must ensure that the output corresponding to different users
is indistinguishable, irrespective of the two users’ potentially different input.

The privacy notions X◦ can be seen as a form of ‘forward/backward privacy’,
analogous to notions of forward and backward security for encryption schemes.
Forward privacy means that, even if a user is compromised via a corrupt query,
the user’s system interactions that occurred prior to this corruption remain
private. Similarly, backward privacy means that system interactions of a user
remain private, even if the user was corrupted prior to these interactions. Sec-
tion 4.1 shows that the established privacy notion for group signatures a for-
ward/backward privacy notion.

The privacy notions X∗ are very strong, in the sense that a system providing
X∗ protects the privacy of all users, honest and corrupted alike, and does not
enable A to distinguish between system invocations on the basis of the param-
eters passed to the system. That is, a system provides the notion X∗ only if it
provides X+ and X◦ at the same time.

Figure 2 shows further relations between different privacy notions. These re-
lations follow from the facts that knowledge of Qf implies knowledge of Uf , and

SA

PH
PS

SU
AN

WU WA

|Uf |
Pf

Uf

Uf
Pf

Qf Qf
Pf

Fig. 2. Relations between privacy notions. The arrow labels indicate the property about
f that the system may reveal. From left to right, more information about the linking re-
lation Pf is revealed; from top to bottom, more information about the user involvement
Qf is revealed.
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that knowledge of Uf or Pf implies knowledge of |Uf |. The same hierarchy also
applies to the privacy notions X+, X◦, and X∗.

Remark 2. Intuitively, ‘unobservability’ is a privacy notion that ensures that A
cannot determine whether or not a system invocation takes place. A system can
only provide unobservability if it supports the notion of a ‘void’ invocation. That
is, potentially unobservable systems must accept ‘normal’ invocations, i.e. invo-
cations that are associated with some user/parameter pair from N×A, and void
invocations, i.e. invocations that are not associated with anything. A system can
only be unobservable if it produces an element for void invocations that is in-
distinguishable from the elements it produces as a result of normal invocations.
Since our system model described in Section 2.1 does not support systems that
that accept void invocations, our framework does not include an ‘unobservabil-
ity’ privacy notion. However, this discussion demonstrates that extending the
framework in this direction is straight-forward.

3.2 Online Systems

This section examines systems that process every input individually, i.e. sys-
tems that have a constant batch size equal to one. While such systems, which
we call ‘online’ systems, enable A to trivially keep track of the mapping of input
queries and the elements produced by the system, our definition still requires A
to determine whether it is interacting in the left or the right world. Nevertheless,
the mere fact that A can unambiguously determine which output elements cor-
respond to which invocation serial numbers, has implications to the introduced
hierarchy of privacy notions.

Lemma 1. Consider two functions f, f ′ ∈ F. If Uf,I = Uf ′,I for all I ∈{
{1}, {2}, . . . , {x}

}
, then f = f ′.

Proof. Assume that f �= f ′, i.e. that there exists at least one i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , x}
such that f(i) �= f ′(i). Then Uf,{i} �= Uf ′,{i}, contradicting the assumption. ��

The implication of Lemma 1 is that, for online systems, there exist no func-
tions f0 and f1, f0 �= f1, that are X-distinguishable for any X ∈ {SU, WU, AN,
WA}; two functions that are PH-distinguishable are also PS-distinguishable. This
can be seen easily, since, for all I ∈

{
{1}, {2}, . . . , {x}

}
, |Uf,I | = |Uf ′,I | = 1,

and both Pf0 and Pf1 divide {1, 2, . . . , x} into partitions of singletons. Hence,
Pf0 = Pf1 . The resulting collapsed hierarchy of privacy notions is sketched in
Figure 3.

SA PS
Pf

Fig. 3. Privacy notions for online-systems
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4 Applications

This section places the privacy definitions concerning group signature and anony-
mous communication systems into the hierarchy introduced in the previous
section.

4.1 Group Signatures

Group signatures represent an important class of privacy protecting system. A
group signature system consists of four algorithms (GKg, GSig, GVf, Open), as
follows [5].

– The randomised group key generation algorithm GKg takes as input a secu-
rity parameter k ∈ N, and returns a tuple (gpk, gmsk, gsk), where gpk is
the group public key, gmsk is the group manager’s secret key, and gsk is an
n-vector of keys where gsk[u] is the secret signing key of user identified by
u ∈ N, and where n ∈ N is polynomially bounded in k.

– The randomised group signing algorithm GSig takes as input a secret signing
key gsk[u] and a message m ∈ M, where M is the system’s message space,
to return a signature of m under gsk[u](u ∈ N).

– The deterministic group signature verification algorithm GVf takes as input
the group public key gpk, a message m, and a candidate signature σ for m
to return either 1 or 0.

– The deterministic opening algorithm Open takes as input the group manager
secret key gmsk, a message m, and a signature σ of m to return an identifier
u ∈ N or the symbol ⊥ to indicate failure.

Translated to the system model of Section 2.1, the parameter space of a group
signature scheme is the its message space. That is, Ags = M. Since users compute
and independently release signatures by themselves, the adversary is able to
observe isolated system invocations. Thus, group signature schemes are online
systems, and, hence, the only applicable privacy notions are SA and PS. The
specification of the corrupt(·) query for group signatures systems is as follows.

– corrupt(·): on input u ∈ N, the challenger outputs the secret key of the user
identified by u, i.e. gsk[u].

We now show why certain privacy notions do not apply to group signature
systems, while others are equivalent.

Lemma 2. No group signature system provides SA∗, PS∗, SA+, or PS+. More-
over, for group signature systems, SA◦ and PS◦ are equivalent, and SA and PS
are distinct, privacy notions.

The proof can be found in the appendix.
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Full anonymity. Let us briefly revisit the definition of ‘full anonymity’ as de-
fined in [5] and examine how it relates to the privacy notions that apply to online
systems. Full anonymity is defined by means of an FA-experiment between an
adversary AFA and a challenger, which proceeds as follows. Initially, the adver-
sary is given gsk and gpk, and access to an opening oracle Open(gmsk, ·, ·) that,
on input a message/signature pair (m, σ), outputs Open(gmsk, m, σ). At some
point in time, the adversary outputs a triple (u0, u1, m

′) and the challenger re-
turns σ′ = GSig(gsk[ub], m′), where b ∈ {0, 1} is chosen uniformly at random.
The adversary is then required to output a guess for b; before doing this, it may
again query the Open(gmsk, ·, ·) oracle, albeit not on σ′. The adversary wins if
its guess is correct, and the system is said to provide ‘full anonymity’, denoted
FA, if no adversary can win the game with non-negligible advantage over random
guessing.

Lemma 3. FA, computational SA◦, and computational PS◦, are equivalent.

The proof can be found in the appendix.
The fact that there exists only a single (computational) forward/backward

privacy notion for group signatures, explains, perhaps, why [5] claims that ‘ano-
nymity and unlinkability are technically the same property’.

Remark 3. From our framework it is now obvious that weaker privacy notions
for group signatures exist; it is possible to refrain from forward/backward pri-
vacy, and optionally in addition tolerate the group signatures of the same signer
being linkable. Traceable group signature schemes were to our knowledge first
considered in [26]. We modify a traceable scheme from [7] to construct an in-
stance of a group signature scheme that provides PS but not SA. The required
modification is minor, as it merely consists in setting a particular parameter of
the scheme to one. We now briefly review the modified scheme; for a complete
description see [7]. The scheme uses a bilinear group pair (G1, G2) consisting of
cyclic groups G1 and G2 of prime order p with an efficiently computable isomor-
phism from G2 to G1, and an efficiently computable non-degenerate bilinear map
e : G1 ×G2 → Gt. For (G1, G2) the strong Diffie-Hellman assumption (see. [7])
has to hold. A public group key gpk is given by a triple of group elements
(g1, g2, g

γ
2 ), where g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G2 are randomly chosen from the respective

groups and act as generators, and γ is secretly and uniformly at random chosen
from Zp. Then a private signing key for a user Ui is given by (Ai = g

1/(γ+xi)
1 , xi)

for a uniformly at random chosen element xi ∈ Zp. Furthermore, a hash function
H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 ×G2 is given. The signing procedure is as follows:

1. (u, v) ← H(gpk)
2. Choose α ← Zp uniformly at random and compute T1 ← uα, T2 ← Aiv

α

3. Compute c, sα, sx, sδ as a witness indistinguishable proof of knowledge for
correct computation of T1, T2 with respect to the private key Ai. This is
done with Fiat-Shamir heuristic [17] and involves the message being signed.

The signature of a message is then given by (T1, T2, c, sα, sx, sδ). Now any
two group signatures of the same signer can be linked by computing e(Ai, u) =
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e(T2, u)/e(T1, v) which is a value that, since the parameters u, v are common
to the entire group, depends only on the signer’s private key. Since this value
cannot be traced back to any particular public key, some privacy remains.

Remark 4. We are not aware of any group signature scheme that provides SA
but not FA at the same time, i.e. a scheme without forward-/backward privacy.
The following example, however, demonstrates the existence of such a scheme.
Consider a group signature scheme that provides FA. We modify this scheme as
follows. Every signer is given a pseudorandom number generator whose seed is
part of the user’s secret key and, in order to sign a message, the user replaces all
random choices by pseudo-randomness. As a result, every user behaves determin-
istically and, as long as the adversary does not know a user’s seed, the produced
signatures are computationally indistinguishable from those based on true ran-
domness. Moreover, once the adversary calls corrupt on a user and learns his
seed, all past and future signatures of this user become linkable; the modified
scheme no longer provides forward-/backward privacy. In fact, it provides com-
putational SA. Note that this scheme might well apply to smart-card group
signature implementations where replacing randomness by pseudo-randomness
is a common option.

4.2 Anonymous Communication

Anonymous communication systems are modelled as protocols that transmit
messages from senders to receivers. The input to an anonymous communication
system is a sequence of triples of the form (σ, ρ, m) ∈ N×N×M, where σ, ρ ∈ N
are identifiers of the sender and the intended recipient, respectively, M is the
system’s message space, and m ∈ M is the message that is to be transmitted
from σ to ρ. The output that is associated to an input triple of this form, is
the bitstring that the system produces as a result of this input, and that the
adversary can observe.

For anonymous communication systems we define two variants of the base
experiment Exppriv−b

ΦA,A (k), depending on whether the experiment is intended to
capture the privacy of senders or the privacy of recipients. In particular, the
variant that captures sender privacy is denoted by ExpS−priv−b

ΦA,A (k), and the

variant that captures recipient privacy by ExpR−priv−b
ΦA,A (k). In both variants,

the parameter space is Aac = M×N. The difference between the two variants is
the way in which the challenger assigns the sender and receiver roles to the users
indicated in an input((·, ·), (·, ·)) query; in all other respects the two variants are
identical to the base experiment.

Definition 5. On reception of an input((u0, (m0, u
′
0)), (u1, (m1, u

′
1))) query in

the context of an ExpS−priv−b
ΦA,A (k) (resp. ExpR−priv−b

ΦA,A (k)) experiment, the chal-
lenger first increases the input counter c by one, and then remembers (ub, (mb, u

′
b))

(resp (u′
b, (mb, ub))) as (uc, αc).

In other words, the parameter α = (m, u) ∈ Aac either specifies a message
together with (the identifier of) its intended recipient (in the context of an
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ExpS−priv−b
ΦA,A (k) experiment), or a message together with (the identifier of) its

sender (in the context of an ExpR−priv−b
ΦA,A (k) experiment). We now extend our

generic definition for the context of anonymous communication.

Definition 6. An anonymous communication system ΦAac is said to uncondition-
ally (resp. statistically, computationally) provide ‘sender-X’, denoted S/X (resp.
‘recipient-X’, denoted R/X) for some privacy notion X ∈ {Y ∗, Y ◦, Y +, Y } where
Y ∈ {SA, PH, SU, WU, PS, AN, WA}, if and only if it unconditionally (resp. sta-
tistically, computationally) provides X with respect to an ExpS−priv−b

ΦA,A (k) (resp.

ExpR−priv−b
ΦA,A (k)) experiment.

It trivially follows from the definition that S/SA+ and R/SA+, as well as S/SA∗

and R/SA∗, are equivalent notions. We define one more privacy notion, namely
unlinkability, denoted UL. UL is specific to anonymous communication systems,
and, like SA∗, its sender and recipient versions are equivalent. Unlinkability is
the notion that ensures that A cannot learn anything about f beyond what
follows from knowledge of how many messages each sender sent, and how many
messages each receiver received. Let A0 = ((·, u′

0,1), (·, u′
0,2), . . . , (·, u′

0,x)) and
A1 = ((·, u′

1,1), (·, u′
1,2), . . . , (·, u′

1,x)) denote parameter sequences issued by the
adversary during an Exppriv−b

ΦA,A (k) experiment.

Definition 7. An anonymous communication system ΦAac is said to uncondi-
tionally (resp. statistically, computationally) provide privacy notion UL∗ (resp.
UL◦, UL+, UL), called unlinkability, if and only if it unconditionally (resp. sta-
tistically, computationally) provides WU∗ (resp. WU◦, WU+, WU) with respect
to an ExpS−priv−b

ΦA,A (k) and an ExpR−priv−b
ΦA,A (k) experiment where, for all i ∈

{1, 2, . . . , x}, u′
0,i = u′

1,i .

Existing notions. We briefly revisit the privacy notions defined in [23] in order
to examine how they relate to the ones defined above. [23] defines privacy by
means of an experiment between an adversary and a challenger. The adversary
specifies in advance two collections C0 and C1 of triples of the form (σ, ρ, m) ∈
N2 ×M.2 The two collections are then given to the challenger, which selects a
bit b ∈ {0, 1} uniformly at random, and simulates ΦAac on input the triples in
Cb. The adversary, given ΦAac ’s output, then produces a guess g for b and wins
if and only if g = b; its advantage is defined in the usual way.

Let Sb = {σ ∈ N : (σ, ·, ·) ∈ Cb} and Rb = {ρ ∈ N : (·, ρ, ·) ∈ Cb} de-
note the set of senders and receivers according to Cb. For all σ ∈ Sb (resp.
ρ ∈ Rb), we denote by sentbσ = (.m ∈ M : (σ, ·, m) ∈ Cb) (resp. rcvdb

ρ =
(.m ∈ M : (·, ρ, m) ∈ Cb)) the multiset of messages sent by σ (resp. received
by ρ) according to Cb. The different privacy notions defined in [23] arise due to
restrictions imposed on the adversary in the construction of C0 and C1. In par-
ticular, an anonymous communication system is said to provide privacy notion

2 In [23] these collections are called ‘message matrices’, and are encoded as matrices.
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Table 1. Conditions according to privacy definitions in [23]

Privacy notion Label Conditions

Sender Unlinkability SUL S = S0 = S1, R = R0 = R1,
∀σ ∈ S, |sent0σ| = |sent1σ|, and
∀ρ ∈ R, rcvd0

ρ = rcvd1
ρ

Receiver Unlinkability RUL S = S0 = S1, R = R0 = R1,
∀σ ∈ S, sent0σ = sent1σ,
∀ρ ∈ R, |rcvd0

ρ| = |rcvd1
ρ|, and

Unlinkability UL S = S0 = S1, R = R0 = R1,
∀σ ∈ S, |sent0σ| = |sent1σ|, and
∀ρ ∈ R, |rcvd0

ρ| = |rcvd1
ρ|

Sender Anonymity SA R = R0 = R1 and, ∀ρ ∈ R rcvd0
ρ = rcvd1

ρ

Receiver Anonymity RA S = S0 = S1 and, ∀σ ∈ S, sent0σ = sent1σ
Strong Sender Anonymity SA∗ R = R0 = R1 and, ∀ρ ∈ R |rcvd0

ρ| = |rcvd1
ρ|

Strong Receiver Anonymity RA∗ S = S0 = S1 and, ∀σ ∈ S, |sent0ρ| = |sent1ρ|
Sender-Receiver Anonymity RA∗ |C0| = |C1|
Unobservability UO none

N ∈ {SUL, RUL, UL, SA, RA, SA∗, RA∗, SRA, UO} if no adversary, when restricted
to choose C0 and C1 such that the conditions shown in Table 1 are satisfied, has
a non-negligible advantage in the above experiment.

Comparison to existing notions. The adversarial model in [23] does not
consider corrupted users, and does not consider adaptive adversaries. Translated
to our system model, this amounts to the setting where A issues only a single
nextBatch query, and no corrupt(·) queries. Due to this discrepancy of the
adversarial models, the privacy notions defined in this paper are not directly
comparable to the ones defined in [23]. If, however, A is restricted to observe
only a single batch and is allowed no corruptions, then the following notions are
equivalent.

Lemma 4. If, during an ExpS−priv−b
ΦA,A (k) or ExpR−priv−b

ΦA,A (k) experiment, A
does not issue any corrupt(·) queries and at most a single nextBatch query,
then SUL and S/WU, RUL and R/WU, UL and UL, SA and S/SA, RA and R/SA,
SA∗ and S/WU+, RA∗ and R/WU+, and RA∗ and (S/R)SA+, are equivalent
privacy notions.

The proof can be found in the appendix.

Remark 5. The above privacy notions form a hierarchy, described in [23], that
is separate from the one described in Section 3. Moreover, [23] demonstrates
that one can construct anonymous communication systems that offer a particu-
lar privacy notion by appropriately augmenting a system that provides a weaker
notion, with encryption techniques and/or dummy traffic. Since, according to
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the model in [23], the adversary may observe only a single communication batch,
these transformations do not necessarily suffice in the face an adversary that may
adaptively influence the system over multiple communication batches, i.e. in the
model considered in this paper.

Since in our model, A may issue multiple nextBatch queries, the notions S/WU,
R/WU, UL, S/SA, R/SA, S/WU+, R/WU+, and (S/R)SA+, are all strictly
stronger than SUL, RUL, UL, SA, RA,SA∗,RA∗, and RA∗, respectively. Consider,
for example, an anonymous communication system that provides notion RA,
i.e. a system where, for an adversarially chosen batch of communications (where
certain conditions hold), the adversary may be able to determine which messages
were received by which receivers, but no information beyond this. In contrast
to this, the system would only provide notion S/SA if it does not leak any such
information even for multiple, adversarially and adaptively chosen batches of
communication (where certain conditions hold). This suggests that an anony-
mous communication system provides a privacy notion in {S/WU, R/WU, UL,
S/SA, R/SA, S/WU+, R/WU+, (S/R)SA+} only if it is, effectively immune to ‘dis-
closure’ (also known as ‘hitting set’) attacks [2, 25], while privacy notions in
{SUL, RUL, UL, SA, RA, SA∗, RA∗, SRA} can be achieved without such immunity.

5 Conclusions and Open Questions

We presented an application-agnostic hierarchy of privacy notions that describe
potentially different degrees to which the correspondence between digital ele-
ments and the users that cause their appearance remains hidden from an ad-
versary. Previously isolated privacy notions pertaining to group signature and
anonymous communication systems have been placed into this hierarchy, and
thereby effectively made comparable. It is possible that privacy definitions per-
taining to other system types, such as anonymous credentials, data anonymi-
sation systems, and sensor information systems, can also be placed into our
framework. Examining this possibility is subject of future research.

Our framework provides valuable insights into the relations and structure
of different privacy notions, and highlights a largely unexplored space of such
notions. Exemplarily, we identified two new notions for group signatures and
pointed out how group signatures that match these definitions look like. Identi-
fying useful schemes providing other ‘new’ notions, perhaps by trading off pri-
vacy against other features, is subject of future research. Of particular interest
are techniques that transform systems achieving a given privacy notion into
systems that provide another, perhaps stronger one in the adaptive adversarial
model considered in this paper. We expect that the framework will also be use-
ful in the construction and analysis of ‘multi-layer’ privacy protecting systems,
i.e. systems that combine, for example, anonymous communication with group
signing.

Finally, constructing ‘soft’, probabilistic privacy metrics for each of the no-
tions in our framework is subject of current research. Such metrics will enable
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us to compare privacy protecting systems with considerably higher granular-
ity than is possible with definitions that are based on asymptotic polynomial
indistinguishability.
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A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Lemma 2

Proof. No group signature system can provide SA∗, PS∗, SA+, PS+ because the
signed message is published along with its group signature; A can trivially win
an Exppriv−b

ΦA,A (k) experiment of providing different messages in the left and the
right world. SA◦ and PS◦ are equivalent by Lemma 3, and SA and PS are distinct
by Remark 3. ��

A.2 Proof of Lemma 3

Proof. We first show that PS◦ implies FA. An APS◦ adversary with access to an
AFA adversary starts by corrupting all users, obtaining their secret keys, which it
feeds into AFA. AFA makes only one query which APS◦ passes on to the challenger
and gives the response back to AFA. The restriction Pf0 = Pf1 is satisfied, since
any two functions with a singleton domain induce the same partition on their
domain. APS◦ answers in the same way as AFA.

We show that FA also implies SA◦ by constructing an adversary AFA that
has a non-negligible advantage in the FA-experiment, given black-box access
to an adversary ASA◦ with non-negligible advantage in a (computational) SA◦-
experiment. AFA proceeds as follows. It uniformly at random selects a value
i ∈ N such that 1 ≤ q(k), where q(k) is the upper bound on the number of
queries that ASA◦ may issue. Using its knowledge of gsk, it answers ASA◦ ’s
first i− 1 input((u0, m), (u1, m)) queries with GSig(gsk[u0], m). Before answer-
ing ASA◦ ’s ith input((u0, m

′), (u1, m
′)) query, it queries the challenger with the
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triple (u0, u1, m
′) with values taken from ASA◦ ’s query. AFA returns the chal-

lenger’s answer σ′ to ASA◦ . Using its knowledge of gsk, it answers ASA◦ ’s re-
maining input((u0, m), (u1, m)) queries with GSig(gsk[u1], m), and finally out-
puts the same value as ASA◦ . Using a standard hybrid argument [21], it can
be shown that AFA’s success probability is (1/2) + δ/q, where q and δ are the
number of queries issued by ASA◦ and ASA◦ ’s advantage, respectively. Since, as
shown in Section 3.2, SA◦ implies PS◦, a group signature system that provides
FA also provides PS◦. ��

A.3 Proof of Lemma 4

Proof. Consider an adversary ASUL. We construct an adversary AWU that wins
an ExpS−priv−b

ΦA,A (k) experiment if and only if ASUL wins. Let C0 and C1 denote
the collections output by ASUL. Due to the applicable restrictions S = S0 = S1,
R = R0 = R1, |sent0σ| = |sent1σ| for all σ ∈ S, and rcvd0

ρ = rcvd1
ρ for all

ρ ∈ R (see Table 1), for each triple (σ0, ρ0, m0) ∈ C0 there exists exactly
one ‘corresponding’ triple in C1, i.e. a triple (σ1, ρ1, m1) such that ρ1 = ρ0

and m1 = m0. For each triple in (σ0, ρ0, m0) ∈ C0, AWU issues the query
input((σ0, (ρ0, m0)), (σ1, (ρ1, m1))) where σ1, ρ1 and m1 are the values from the
corresponding triple in C1. AWU then issues a nextBatch query, forwards the
challenger’s output to ASUL, and, finally outputs a guess that is identical to
ASUL’s guess. Clearly, AWU wins if and only if ASUL wins.

Consider adversary AWA of an ExpS−priv−b
ΦA,A (k) experiment. We construct an

adversaryASUL who wins if and only if AWA wins. For every input((σ0, (ρ0, m0)),
(σ1, (ρ1, m1))) query issued by AWA, ASUL adds the triple (σ0, (ρ0, m0)) to C0

and the triple (σ1, (ρ1, m1)) to C1. When AWA issues the nextBatch query, ASUL
starts its experiment with C0 and C1. Note that, due to the restrictions that
apply in the experiment of AWA, the collections C0 and C1, too, satisfy the
required restrictions. ASUL then forwards the challenger’s output to AWA, and,
finally outputs a guess that is identical to AWA’s guess. Clearly, ASUL wins if and
only if AWA wins. Thus, SUL and S/WU are equivalent privacy notions. Showing
the validity of the other equivalences is analogous. ��
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